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Foreword

WE ARE BLESSED, OR CURSED, to live in interesting times. As the new
millennium fast approaches, rationalists among us pooh-pooh the signifi
cance of a date that happens to end in three zeroes. And, the rationalists are
correct. The demarcation of a millennium-a period lasting one thousand
years-is an arbitrary act of human categorization. In this respect, it is unlike
temporal cycles associated with such natural phenomena as earthly rotations,
or revolutions of the moon around the earth, or the earth around the sun.1
But millennialism as a system of belief is not driven by dates on a calendar
or the natural cycles of the cosmos. Millennialism is about human hope, the
longing for a time when the limitations of the human condition will be trans
formed. In Millennia/ism, Persecution, and Violence: Historical Cases,
Catherine Wessinger gathered accounts of millennia! movements from
around the world.2 It is obvious from these case studies that the yearning for
an end to illness, suffering, death, injustice, conflict, war, and other human
travails transcends the bounds of culture and history. Indeed, a propensity
toward millennia! beliefs appears to be imprinted on the human psyche,
awaiting the appropriate mix of collective anxiety, "signs" of social break
down, and rhetorical themes to burst full-grown upon the stage of history.
Many millennia! movements are associated with oppressed cultures.
South Pacific Island communities, traumatized first by the imposition of a
foreign culture by missionaries and then by occupying armies during
World War II, eagerly anticipated a coming age of wealth and plenty. The
Plains Indians of North America, defeated by the onslaught of white set
tlers, took up the Ghost Dance. They expected their ritual to bring a
return of the buffalo, a restoration of Indian culture, and the disappear
ance of the W hite Man. Instead, it brought them Wounded Knee. But mil
lennia! beliefs are not the sole province of oppressed communities.
Millennialism also has fueled large-scale political movements such as
Nazism, the Taiping Revolution, the Khmer Rouge, and Mao's Great Leap
Forward.3 Today, millennia! themes are evident in the rhetoric of nation-
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alist and ethnic-identity movements around the world, including the Ser
bian nationalism espoused by Slobodan Milosevic.
In spite of the great variety of social and political movements organized
around millennial beliefs, millennialism is most commonly associated in the
popular press with groups that are pejoratively labeled "cults." The leaders
of these unconventional religious groups are caricatured as manipulative
madmen. Their followers are portrayed as brainwashed victims, and, collec
tively, they are treated with suspicion, fear, and ridicule. The result of ensu
ing interactions between millennial groups and the societies within which
they emerge is, in all too many cases, violent. Why does this happen? How
does it happen? And, more importantly, can violent confrontations between
millennial groups and the larger society be prevented? These are the ques
tions to which Wessinger directs her attention in this volume.
In a refreshing break from popular- and even scholarly-literature,
Wessinger begins with the premise that violent confrontations cannot be
explained solely by the defective character attributes of one party. Vio
lence is not about "good guys" and "bad guys." And violence is not an
inherent characteristic of millennia! movements. The roots of any violent
encounter are interactive. Millennial groups that become involved in vio
lence do so as a consequence of factors specific to the group combined

with the types of responses they evoke from "outsiders." If we want to
understand the scenes of violence associated with Jonestown, the Branch
Davidians, Aum Shinrikyo, Solar Temple, and Heaven's Gate, we must
examine the internal characteristics of those groups and the responses they
elicited from society. If we want to understand why violence did not occur
in potentially volatile situations such as the FBI standoff with the Mon
tana Freemen, or the failed prophecy in 1998 of the Chen Tao community,
we must examine the same combination of internal and relational factors.
Juggling all of these internal and relational variables is no small feat.
Just describing the internal factors that influence the actions of a millen
nia! group requires a full array of analytical skills. One must be a student
of sacred texts able to interpret even the most esoteric and obscure writ
ten documents or sermons. One must be an organizational expert cog
nizant of the internal structures and relational dynamics that occur in
sectarian communities. One must be a rhetorician capable of explaining
millennia! themes and their impact on the actions of believers. Describing
the relational factors that may embroil millennial groups and the repre
sentatives of mainstream society in violence requires additional expertise.
One must be a public administration expert able to explain the actions and
motivations of various organizations mandated to uphold the dominant
social order. One must be a political scientist aware of the external pres
sures placed on social control organizations. One must be an expert in
conflict studies able to identify and articulate cycles of conflict escalation
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and de-escalation . And, one must be an interpretive anthropologist capa
ble of describing the meaning and belief systems of millennia! groups,
social control agents, and the society in which they both exist.
It is always easier to explain violence by detailing the evils of a single
party. Saddam Hussein is another Hitler and the Iraqi people are being
duped or coerced into following him. Iraq has no legitimate grievances
against Kuwait. Hussein is a dangerous threat to the world order. Law-abid
ing nations have no choice but to wage a war against Iraq. David Koresh is a
madman who is victimizing his followers. The Branch Davidians have no
legitimate religious convictions. They are a threat to the peace of the com
munity. Law enforcement agents have no choice but to raid Mount Carmel.
The parallels in reasoning are obvious to anyone who cares to examine them.
Millennia! groups, like "rogue nations," are particularly easy to demo
nize. They hold unusual beliefs. They see the world in ways that oppose a
commonly accepted sense of reality. And, as a result of their beliefs, they
engage in practices that outsiders consider deviant or dangerous. Because
millennia! groups view "mainstream" society with suspicion and distrust,
they tend to live in relative isolation. If millennialists attempt to explain
their beliefs and behaviors, they sound crazy to most people.
When members of millennia! groups must interact with public agencies,
such as a child welfare department or the police, the encounters often are
tense. Officials may assume that group members are irrational, unpre
dictable, and possibly violent. Acting out of their own fear or suspicion,
public officials may approach a millennia! group in ways that feed further
the suspicion and distrust of the group. The result can be an escalatory cycle
of encounters that ends in violence. Only by better understanding millennia!
groups and the ways they are likely to respond to encounters with main
stream society can we hope to prevent tragedies such asJonestown or Waco.
Unfortunately, understanding millennia! groups usually has appeared
impossible to most people outside of the academy. Wessinger is working to
change that. She, with a handful of other scholars, has shouldered the task
of making research on millennia! movements readily available to non-acad
emics, including law enforcement agents. Wessinger is motivated in part by
a sense of her own "complicity in passively watching [the FBI/Branch
Davidian standoff] unfold in the news." There is ample guilt to go around
regarding Waco. And not all of the guilt belongs to Religious Studies schol
ars. Few members of my own field of conflict resolution made any effort to
help the FBI find a nonviolent way out of their encounter with the Branch
Davidians. Fewer still are now reaching out to public officials in preparation
for future encounters with millennia! groups. Thus, Wessinger's book is
refreshing in two respects: It is academically substantial; and, it is an impor
tant contribution to the dialogue between Religious Studies scholars and
nonacademics who need to understand millennia! groups.
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Wessinger demonstrates her own mastery of the many skills neces
sary for studying encounters between millennia! groups and society.
For this, she deserves the respect of her academic colleagues. Even
more noteworthy than her case studies, however, are the conceptual
tools Wessinger develops for categorizing, interpreting, and under
standing millennia! groups. For this, Wessinger no doubt will receive
the ultimate praise in academe; others will appropriate and expand her
conceptual framework. I fully expect concepts such as fragile millen

nia! groups, assaulted millennia! groups, and revolutionary millennia!
movements to enter the standard vocabulary of scholars who study new
religious movements.
But, more important than academic honors, Wessinger's work
deserves the attention of all those public servants whose jobs may
involve them in managing delicate diplomatic encounters between a
millennia! group and mainstream social institutions. For them, this book
is a must read. Wessinger provides a commonsense, clear vocabulary
for understanding millennia! beliefs. She also develops usable, dynamic
conceptual categories capable of describing the complex mix of inter
nal characteristics and relational encounters that shape a millennia!
group's decision to embrace or reject violence. Finally, Wessinger
demonstrates the power of her insights by applying them to the most
dramatic and largely misunderstood recent incidences of violence
involving millennia! groups.
Throughout her analysis, Wessinger is fair-minded and even-handed.
She refuses to replace a demonizing narrative about millennia! groups
with a demonizing narrative about public officials or law enforcement
agents. She raises tough questions. She does not overstate her argument.
Nor does she avoid identifying what we don't know about millennialism
and violence. This blend of scholarship, practicality, integrity, and humil
ity leads me to hope that Wessinger's conceptual framework and ideas will
also infiltrate the practical realm.
Jayne Seminare Docherty
Assistant Professor of Conflict Resolution
Columbia College of South Carolina

Notes
1. Stephen Jay Gould, Questioning the Millennium: A Rationalist's Guide to a
Precisely Arbitrary Countdown (New York: Harmony Books , 1997).
2. Catherine Wessinger, ed., Millennia/ism, Persecution, and Violence: Historical
Cases (Syracuse: Syracuse University Press, 2000).
3. Wessinger, Millennia/ism, Persecution, and Violence.

CHAPTER ONE

Introduction

My Involvement

When Jonestown occurred in 1978, I was a graduate student at the Uni
versity of Iowa focusing on the religions of India. Jonestown was shock
ing and tragic, but it was not something for which I had to account.
When the Branch Davidian tragedy occurred in 1993, I was a profes
sor teaching Religious Studies at Loyola University in New Orleans, and
I was the chair of the New Religious Movements Group, a program unit
in the American Academy of Religion. After the ill-fated assault on the
Mount Carmel Center, the Branch Davidian residence, on February 28,
1993, by agents of the Bureau of Alcohol, Tobacco, and Firearms (BATF
or ATF), and all throughout the fifty-one-day siege, I checked the news
daily. I wondered how the siege would be resolved. I naively believed the
news reports that FBI agents were consulting experts, and I took comfort
in the length of the siege. There was ample time for FBI agents to consult
experts on unconventional religions and to develop a strategy that avoided
the mistake of the ATF agents-excessive force used against an armed reli
gious group that believed it was the godly community that would be
attacked by satanic "Babylon."
I should have been tipped off, however, when the media reported that
FBI agents were consulting "cult experts." Bona fide scholars who study
new religious movements (NRMs) usually avoid the pejorative term, cult,
but at that time, I thought reporters were utilizing the term for alternative
religions with which they were most familiar. I should have been alerted
also by the fact that no one I knew in the field of NRM studies was being
consulted by the FBI.
On April 19, 1993, I was teaching a class in which I mentioned the
Branch Davidians as an example of a millennia! religion. One of my stu
dents raised his hand and informed me that after an assault by tanks, the
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Branch Davidian residence was going up in flames, and "no one is coming
out." I rushed home that afternoon to watch on television the horrifying
inferno that killed fifty-one adults and twenty-three children. This was a
tragedy that I needed to understand. I needed to account for my own
complicity in passively watching it unfold in the news.
In order to understand the Branch Davidian tragedy, I found that I
needed to understand Jonestown, and other millennia! groups such as Aum
Shinrikyo, whose members released nerve gas in Tokyo subway trains in
1995. My emerging understanding of potentially violent millennia! groups
was put to practical application when I and other scholars advised FBI
agents during the Freemen standoff in Montana in 1996. At that time, I
offered to the FBI a theory that a sense of persecution could prompt mem
bers of an armed millennia! group to commit violence, especially if they
were so pressured as to cause them to despair of achieving their ultimate
concern (their religious goal). The low-key approach taken by FBI agents in
the Freemen standoff successfully avoided persecution. Furthermore, FBI
agents offered final terms to the Freemen that permitted them to remain
faithful to their ultimate concern and be taken into custody (see chapter 6).
In March 1997, the American public was startled by the group suicide
of thirty-nine members of Heaven's Gate in a mansion near San Diego.
These people believed that by abandoning their earthly bodies, they
would receive eternal extraterrestrial bodies on a mothership that was fol
lowing the Hale-Bopp comet. This was their way of entering the King
dom of Heaven. As I examined the documents posted on the Heaven's
Gate web site, I found that feelings of persecution contributed to the deci
sion of Marshall Herff Applewhite ("Do") and his followers to exit planet
Earth. The Heaven's Gate group also possessed internal weaknesses
caused by the leaders that called into question whether they would achieve
their ultimate concern (see chapter 7). In the case of Heaven's Gate, the
process involving internal stresses and a sense of persecution took about
twenty-five years to culminate in the suicide of the thirty-nine. Group
suicide was the strategy adopted to preserve their ultimate goal.
In my book published in 1988, Annie Besant and Progressive Mes
sianism, I predicted that as we neared the year 2000, manifestations of mil
lennialism would increase.! This was not a difficult prediction to make.
The approach of the new millennium was bound to excite people's imagi
nations to hope that the limitations of the human condition would be
transcended once and for all. Scholars have termed this hope for earthly
salvation millennialism or millenarianism, because so often terrestrial
perfection has been expected to last for one thousand years. In scholarly
discourse, the term millennium has become divorced from its original ref
erence to a period lasting one thousand years, and is used as a synonym
for belief in a collective terrestrial salvation, "the kingdom of God on
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earth." Believers expect that in the millennia! kingdom, limitations of the
human condition such as illness, suffering, death, injustice, conflict, and
war will be overcome. Many millennialists expect the millennia! kingdom
to be earthly, but Heaven's Gate is a reminder that millennialists also can
expect the millennia! kingdom to be heavenly or other-worldly. Often
there will be ambiguity in the minds of millennialists about whether the
millennia! kingdom will be heavenly or earthly. This appears to have been
the case with the Branch Davidians, and also with the early followers of
Jesus of Nazareth.
What has surprised me is the number of millennia! groups involved in
violence that have erupted into the news as the year 2000 approached. In
1992, there was the conflict between federal law enforcement officers and the
Weaver family at Ruby Ridge, Idaho. In 1993 the Branch Davidian tragedy
occurred, again, involving conflict with federal law enforcement officers. In
1994, the first Solar Temple deaths took place involving French-speaking
people in Quebec, France, and Switzerland in murders and group suicides.
In 1995, members of Aum Shinrikyo released sarin gas on the Tokyo sub
way. In 1996, there was the 81-day standoff in Justus Township Montana
between FBI agents and the Freemen, whose religious beliefs are known as
Christian Identity. In 1997, the Heaven's Gate group suicide occurred.
It is my hope that this book will be helpful to potential converts and
members of NRMs, concerned relatives of members, the neighbors of
unconventional religious communities, law enforcement agents, news
reporters, and scholars by illuminating the characteristics and dynamics
that can contribute to the volatility of religious groups. The manner in which
outsiders interact with a millennia! group is an important factor in stimu
lating volatility. Still, scholars should refrain from predicting violence in
some groups or giving a "clean bill of health" to other religious groups.
There is always the factor of human free will that makes it impossible to
predict such things reliably. We can never know in advance what actions
individuals will choose, and there will always be new contributing factors
to be identified in future studies.
Religions, Not "Cults"

The reader will have noticed that I have refrained from calling the reli
gious groups studied in this book "cults." The word cult originally
referred to an organized system of worship focused on an object of wor
ship. According to this neutral and descriptive definition, the Roman
Catholic Mass is a cult, as are other systems of worship. Since the 1970s,
however, the word cult has taken on pejorative connotations. It is a term
widely used to refer to religious groups regarded as aberrant and danger
ous. It is a convenient four-letter word to put into headlines.
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Today cult is a put-down, an insult conveying that a group is despised
by the social mainstream. Cult has become a word that expresses prejudice
against a religious group. It imposes on the group a simplistic stereotype
that is assumed to be true. Most Americans are not yet aware of the big
oted stereotype conveyed in the word cult2 as it is applied to religions that
people don't understand and don't like. It expresses prejudice and antag
onism just as much as racial slurs and insulting words for women and
homosexuals. Cult represents an oversimplified and bigoted stereotype
that is applied to numerous diverse religions.
It is important that people become aware of the bigotry conveyed by
cult. The word cult dehumanizes the religion's members and their chil
dren. It strongly implies that these people are deviants; they are seen as
crazy, brainwashed, duped by their leader. When we label people as sub
human, we create a context in which it is considered virtuous to kill them.
For instance, in the nineteenth century, when Joseph Smith received his
revelation and founded the Church of Jesus Christ of the Latter-day
Saints, its members, the Mormons, were violently driven from New York,
Ohio, Missouri, and Illinois. On October 27, 1838, the governor of Mis
souri issued an "Order of Extermination" stating, "The Mormons must
be treated as enemies and must be exterminated or driven from the state
for the public good." Eighteen Mormons were massacred by the state mili
tia at Shoal Creek. Sardius Smith, who shot and killed a ten-year-old boy,
explained, "Nits will make lice and if he had lived he would have become
a Mormon."3 The Mormons were fortunate that the American frontier
provided space for them to move far away from their oppressors in main
stream society, and thus they were able to succeed in building a society in
which their church was dominant. Mormons in the twentieth century are
a respected part of the American mainstream. Today, however, members
of NRMs do not have the space to flee their social opponents. Labeling
people with dehumanizing names continues to be a means of justifying
violence against members of new and unconventional religions. The label
cult played a role in determining how ATF and FBI agents related to the
Branch Davidians (see chapter 4).
When we label a group with the pejorative term cult, it makes us feel
safe because the violence associated with religion is split off from conven
tional religions, projected onto others, and imagined to involve only aber
rant groups. As we well know, however, child abuse, sexual abuse, financial
extortion, torture, terrorism, murder, and warfare also have been commit
ted by mainstream religious believers. The human desires, weaknesses, and
evils that produce violence are expressed by members of mainstream reli
gious institutions as well as of marginal groups, but the pejorative stereo
type of the "cult" helps us avoid confronting this uncomfortable fact.
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I study unconventional religions in the same manner that I study all
religions. The comparative study of the world's religions shows that
beliefs and practices that are regarded as strange in one religion are nor
mative in another. For instance, Hindus and Buddhists believe in reincar
nation, while reincarnation is viewed by most Christians as an unusual
belief associated with "cults." Conversely, Christians believe that Jesus's
resurrection from the dead is true, but this doctrine is viewed by members
of other religions as fantastic and unbelievable.
The groups examined in this book that were involved in violence,
the Peoples Temple Qonestown), the Branch Davidians, Aum Shinrikyo, the
Montana Freemen, the Solar Temple, and Heaven's Gate were religions.
These were religions whose members became involved in violence, or as in
the case of the Montana Freemen, had great potential for violence. In chap
ter 8, a final group is considered that did not become involved in violence.
Chen Tao, a Taiwanese millennia! group that had relocated to Garland,
Texas, attracted media attention in 1998 as potentially violent. How the
Millennium Comes Violently is a comparative study of these religious
groups to determine the characteristics that contribute to volatile episodes.
A religion is a comprehensive worldview that makes sense of the uni
verse and of human existence. Religion explains where we came from and
where we are going. Religion teaches what is right and what is wrong. Reli
gion is an expression of an ultimate concern, which is the most important
thing in the world for an individual or group.4 The ultimate concern is the
religious goal people want to achieve, and this goal is about achieving a
condition of permanent well-being (salvation). The ultimate concern may
be heaven, the Kingdom of God on earth, escape from the cycle of rebirth
(as in Hinduism and Buddhism), or perfect happiness in everyday life. The
ultimate concern is determined by the religion's cosmology and under
standing of human nature. A cosmology is a view of the universe and its
source (for instance, God, multiple gods, extraterrestrials). The cosmology
also pinpoints the source of evil (for example, Satan, demons, space aliens).
A religion's view of human nature may involve beliefs about life after death
and about how humans were created. The view of human nature will state
whether humans are capable of achieving the ultimate goal through self
effort, or whether they must rely on divine assistance. The cosmology and
understanding of human nature will determine the methods used to obtain
the ultimate goal. These methods may consist of prayer, faith and worship,
meditation, yogic disciplines, God's grace, the guru's grace, asceticism,
community-building, or social reform.
The ultimate concerns studied in this book are related to millennialism,
the belief in an imminent transition to a collective condition consisting of
total well-being (salvation), which may be earthly or heavenly. Millennia!-
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ism entails a "collective salvation," because it involves a group, not salvation
for individuals only. In the following chapters' subheadings, the term I use
to refer to the ultimate concern of a millennia! religion is the millennia[ goal.
"Brainwashing" and the Charismatic Leader

The "cult" stereotype conveys the belief that members of unconven
tional religions are "brainwashed." The brainwashing theory provides a
simplistic explanation of why people adopt strange beliefs that are unbe
lievable to members of mainstream society. The brainwashing theory
overlooks the fact that mainstream social and religious institutions also
indoctrinate and socialize people. Children are indoctrinated in Sunday
and church schools, in catechism classes, and by homeschooling. Indi
viduals attending military schools are socialized in brutal hazing
processes.s Persons joining the military are indoctrinated and socialized
in boot camp. We are all socialized by our parents, teachers, ministers,
friends, spouses, and peers. Sometimes we choose to convert from one
worldview to another when an alternative perspective is presented in a
persuasive manner. Usually, however, the processes utilized by members
of NRMs to attract and socialize converts are not different from those
used in mainstream families and institutions.
Belief in brainwashing offers a simplistic explanation for why people
adopt unconventional beliefs. It obscures the fact that people adopt alter
native beliefs because those beliefs make sense to them, and that people
join groups because those groups offer them benefits. Brainwashing is a
handy excuse for the person who has defected from an unconventional
religion. She or he can claim temporary loss of good judgment and free
will. Theoretically, if a person is successfully brainwashed, she or he
would be incapable of choosing to leave. In reality, most people who
choose to join an NRM subsequently choose to leave it. NRMs typically
have a high rate of turnover in membership.
In mainstream society, brainwashing is commonly assumed to be real,
and the following chapters demonstrate that the leaders and members of
Peoples Temple, Branch Davidians, Aum Shinrikyo, the Freemen, and
Heaven's Gate also believed in brainwashing. They all regarded people in
mainstream society as being brainwashed by television, the media, educa
tional institutions, and by the values of materialistic society. They believed
that their respective groups taught the truth as opposed to the delusions
of the brainwashed people in external society. In most cases, the members
willingly undertook the discipline and lifestyle of their unconventional
religion, which they believed would lead to achieving salvation, their
ultimate concern.
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This is not to say that some of these groups did not resort to coercive
measures to keep people from defecting. Some people in Jonestown were
drugged and confined to keep them from voicing dissent or leaving. Prior
to the mass suicide, a number of individuals and families did leave-either
by walking away or by departing with the visiting delegation led by Con
gressman Leo Ryan. There is documentation6 that Jonestown residents
discussed group suicide as an option and came to a consensus that what
they called "revolutionary suicide" was an honorable way to preserve
their ultimate concern when under attack. Contrary to media assertions,
there is no evidence that able-bodied persons in Jonestown were physi
cally coerced into committing suicide (see chapter 3).
Prior to the 1993 Waco siege, Branch Davidians were free to defect.
During the siege, people could come out of the Mount Carmel Center
(their home and church) whenever they chose. This may not have been
true of Koresh's young wives and their children, but we have no evidence
that they wanted to come out (see chapter 4).
Aum Shinrikyo made extensive use of coercion, confinement, and drugs
in attempting to program dissidents into compliant devotees. Aum's brutal
indoctrination methods severely hurt numerous people and probably caused
deaths. But there were people who, despite the severe indoctrination and tor
ture, managed to escape Aum. Aum's attempts to brainwash forceably peo
ple were notably ineffective. People who rejected Aum's beliefs continued to
reject them, despite being confined and coercively indoctrinated (see chapter
5). On the other hand, devotees who believed in Aum doctrines willingly
subjected themselves to socialization procedures, such as listening to audio
taped affirmations for long periods of time. Because believers voluntarily
participated in the socialization processes, their socialization was more suc
cessful than the coercive measures imposed on unbelievers.
Robert Balch's study of the group that became known as Heaven's
Gate reveals that in 1975, when the two leaders were first gaining converts
to their message, there was little socialization, little indoctrination, and lit
tle organization, and not surprisingly, many people left. In 1976, the lead
ers instituted monastic disciplines in which believers willingly participated.
These social influence processes, which included periods of silence,
celibacy, withdrawal from society, focusing on the present moment, daily
work, special diets, and the cultivation of dependence on the two leaders as
the means to enter the Kingdom of Heaven, are common in monastic insti
tutions in the world's religions. That these disciplines were undertaken vol
untarily made the socialization quite effective, so that even when members
chose to leave the group, they usually remained believersJ Note, however,
that the successful socialization of Heaven's Gate believers did not elimi
nate the free will of those who chose to leave.
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The "cult" stereotype often alleges that the members of an NRM are
under the mind control of the charismatic leader. Charisma, in the acad
emic field of Religious Studies, refers to the quality of someone believed
by a group to receive special revelation from an unseen source (such as
God, angels, masters, extraterrestrials). An individual claiming charisma
will have no impact unless others believe his or her claim to be true. If
people believe a person's claim that he or she receives special revelation,
a religious group will form around the charismatic leader. Acknowledged
charisma certainly gives a leader the potential to exercise a great deal of
power over peoples' lives, although the charismatic leader also will have
to cope with other people in the group claiming that they, too, receive
revelation. It is not easy to maintain the position of being the sole charis
matic leader of a religious group. After one person receives revelation
from an unseen source, probably other people in the movement will
make the same claim. s
In a new religious group, a charismatic leader can exercise control
over people only to the extent that followers permit and implement that
control. The agency, free will, and. yudgment of the believers are crucial in
determining whether a charismatic leader has the scope to develop totali
tarian control over followers.
Aum Shinrikyo demonstrates that once coercive practices are imple
mented on a large scale, it can be very difficult to leave. We know this also
from the example of Nazi Germany and other totalitarian governments.
Aum Shinrikyo dissidents often were detained and coerced into staying.
After his arrest, Yoshihiro Inoue, the former Aum Shinrikyo Minister of
Intelligence, described the evolution of Asahara into a totalitarian leader,
as well as Inoue's own motivations for carrying out criminal actions on
behalf of Aum. Inoue reported, "At first, he [As ahara] was like a teacher.
Then he became more of an absolute leader." Asahara could not have
become an absolute leader without the agency and complicity of his fol
lowers. W hy did Inoue continue to carry out Aum's criminal activities? "I
was afraid that if I got out that I would be killed, but I also wanted
enlightenment. I was fooling myself. "9 Inoue was motivated to achieve
Aum's ultimate concern (enlightenment), but as he found out, once the
charismatic leader acquired a critical mass of followers willing to kill to
achieve the religious goal and to protect the charismatic leader and his
organization, it was nearly impossible to extricate oneself. This is how
totalitarian states are made, and we each have the responsibility not to
facilitate the formation of such institutions.
A totalitarian group threatens imprisonment, torture, and/or death on
dissidents who do not support its goal and methods. The extreme example
of totalitarianism is related to the fact that members of NRMs may find
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it difficult to leave because these "exit costs" appear to outweigh the
benefits of staying in the group.10 Most of the people who chose to leave
Jonestown, which was located in the jungles of Guyana, were Euro
Americans who had the financial and personal resources to make the tran
sition back into American culture. The African-American residents of
Jonestown lacked those resources. They literally had nowhere else to go;
they did not want to return to the dehumanizing ghettos of racist Amer
ica. They and the whites loyal to them chose to die together in Jonestown
rather than return to unjust American society.
We should consider carefully the consequences of permitting our
socialization into any group with which we are considering an affiliation.
If we are attracted to a charismatic leader, we should weigh the possible
consequences of giving so much authority to one person. We need to con
sider carefully the activities required by a religious commitment, especially
the consequences of affiliation with a group that requires abandonment of
one's former identity, family, and associations, and requires that one's
entire income and assets be given to the group. In such a case, it will cost
a great deal to leave if the situation turns out to be unsatisfactory.
Jonestown and Aum Shinrikyo are extreme cases of groups that resorted
to coercion to detain members. More commonly, people join an uncon
ventional religious group out of personal choice, because its worldview
makes sense to them, and the religion offers a congenial social group, an
alternative family. Usually, people leave a marginal religion due to personal
choice; they no longer find its worldview plausible, or they have formed
negative judgments about the leader, believers, or the organization.
The Montana Freemen offer an interesting case, because the Freemen
are part of a diffuse millennia! movement that, at present, has not developed
a single charismatic leader. The Freemen's religious worldview, Christian
Identity, teaches an understanding of human nature that many Americans
find abhorrent (although many do not). According to Christian Identity,
white Americans are the true Israelites of the Old Testament; they are Yah
weh's chosen people who were given the promised land of America. Many
Identity Christians also believe that Jews are the offspring of Satan, and that
people of color are animals. This unconventional cosmology and under
standing of human nature is not the product of a single charismatic leader.
It is the product of an accumulated tradition of numerous individuals'
thought that goes back at least to the nineteenth century.11 Christian Iden
tity is an example of a diffuse movement of people coming to a consensus
about a shared worldview.12 Christian Identity has many pastors and lead
ers, but there is no one charismatic leader to "brainwash" anyone. Christ
ian Identity is a religion that has been the product of many people reading
and interpreting the King James Version of the Bible. People become Iden-
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tity Christians because the worldview makes sense to them and they find
benefits in adopting the faith. People may choose to repudiate Christian
Identity when it no longer makes sense to them and there are costs to
remaining Identity Christians that they do not want to pay.
Many people are offended when Christian Identity is studied as a reli
gion and its adherents are termed Christians. However, Christian Identity
meets my criteria for a religion. It has an ultimate concern (which involves
white supremacy), a cosmology, a view of human nature, and methods to
achieve the ultimate concern. The King James Version of the Bible is an
important scripture for Christian Identity. The believers consider them
selves Christians; they regard Jesus as their savior, and Yahweh as God.
Although I find the Christian Identity views of Jews and people of color
abhorrent, I believe it is important to make a serious study of the religion,
while refraining from demonizing Identity Christians. Although Identity
Christians demonize and dehumanize groups of human beings, they will
not be integrated into mainstream society by reciprocal demonization.
Mutual demonization only results in coordinated warfare and/or random
acts of terrorism. The Identity Christians who have repudiated their racist
and anti-Semitic beliefs have done so because they experienced the
humanity of the "other" through acts of kindness directed toward them
and through mutually respectful dialogue.

The Case Studies

Each of the following chapters on Jonestown, the Branch Davidians, Aum
Shinrikyo, and the Montana Freemen begins with a mystery. The same orga
nization is followed in my treatment of the Solar Temple and Heaven's Gate
in chapter 7. The mystery is the violence that occurred, or in the case of the
Freemen, their potential for violence. In order to understand why violence
did or did not occur, each chapter describes the characteristics of the leader
(in the case of the Freemen, the cast of characters), the religious group, their
millennia! views, whether or not the group experienced persecution, whether
the group's millennia! goal (their ultimate concern) was failing, and how the
group arrived at the decision to commit or to refrain from violence.
Chapter 8 provides a treatment of Chen Tao, a group that was not
involved in violence when it became prominent in the news in 1998, but
which shared numerous characteristics with the groups involved in vio
lence studied in this book. I take a different approach in discussing Chen
Tao, first listing Chen Tao's characteristics that could promote violence in
a "minus column" and its positive characteristics in a "plus column," and
then discussing the significance of each of these characteristics. This leads
to the comparative conclusions drawn in chapter 9.
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In the next chapter, I provide a general description of how the millen
nium comes violently.
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CHAPTER TWO

How the Millennium Comes Violently

Those who do not remember the past are condemned to
repeat it.
-Sign at the Jonestown pavillion (George Santayana)

Recent Events

The year 2000 is stimulating religious imaginations to spin millennia!
dreams. The new millennium is stimulating hopes that the limitations of
the human condition will be transcended finally and completely. Scholars
have termed this hope for collective earthly or heavenly salvation "millen
nialism" or "millenarianism," because, so often, the terrestrial perfection
has been expected to last one thousand years. Many millennialists believe
the transition will take place catastrophically, and sometimes this conflict
expectation and its accompanying radical dualistic perspective have con
tributed to episodes of violence.
In the last decade of the twentieth century, a number of millennia!
groups involved in violence burst into the news. In 1992, the family of
Randy and Vicki Weaver, who had strong millennia! beliefs and had taken
refuge in the mountains at Ruby Ridge, Idaho, was caught up in a conflict
with law enforcement agents that killed Sam Weaver (age 14), Vicki
Weaver, and U.S. Marshal William Degan.1 In 1993, the Branch Davidians
were subjected to not one, but two assaults by federal officers, resulting in
the deaths of four AT F agents and eighty Davidians. In October 1994,
fifty-three members and former members of the Order of the Solar Tem
ple (Ordre du Temple Solaire) were discovered dead in Quebec and
Switzerland. Some were murdered and some committed suicide. At the
winter solstice just before Christmas 1995, sixteen more members of the
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Solar Temple died in a group murder/suicide near Grenoble, France. On
March 20, 1995, members of Aum Shinrikyo released sarin gas on Tokyo
subway trains, injuring over 5,000 people and killing twelve. Aum mem
bers previously had committed a variety of murders, and they attempted
to commit more murders after the Tokyo subway attack. The 1996 eighty
one-day standoff between FBI agents and the Montana Freemen contained
an armed group that was part of a revolutionary movement in the United
States that aimed to overthrow the federal government. On March 22,
1997, when the Hale-Bopp comet was closest to the earth, five more mem
bers of the Solar Temple committed suicide in Quebec, and thirty-nine
members of Heaven's Gate began their group suicide near San Diego. On
May 6, 1997, two more Heaven's Gate believers attempted suicide, and
one succeeded. The Heaven's Gate believer who was revived at that time,
Chuck Humphrey, committed suicide in February 1998.
Members of all of these groups were millennialists, as were members of
the Peoples Temple, who, in 1978, committed murder and "revolutionary
suicide" in and near Jonestown, Guyana. Millennia! hopes are perennial and
are not necessarily tied to unusual dates on the calendar. On November 18,
1978, Peoples Temple members opened fire on the party of U.S. Congress
man Leo Ryan, who had just completed an unwelcome visit to Jonestown
and was leaving with some defectors. Five people were killed, including Con
gressman Ryan, and ten were wounded. Back in Jonestown, the community
gathered to commit suicide by drinking Fla-Vor-Aid laced with tranquilizers
and cyanide. Some people, including children, were injected with the deadly
potion. Nine hundred and nine people died in Jonestown, including 294 chil
dren under age nineteen. A loyal member of Peoples Temple stationed in
Georgetown, Guyana, slit the throats of her three children and then killed
herself. Four months later, Mike Prokes, the church's public relations man,
called a news conference in a Modesto, California, motel. Prokes said, "I can't
disassociate myself from the people who died, nor do I want to. The people
weren't brainwashed fanatics or cultists; the Temple was not a cult." Then he
went to the bathroom and shot himself. 2
Each one of these cases teaches us that well-meaning and ordinary
people (lower class, middle class, and upper class, young and old, people
of all races, nationalities, and educational levels) can become caught up in
religious systems and social dynamics that can culminate in violence and
death. Jim Jones's sign at the Jonestown pavillion, quoting Santayana, is
pertinent. If we neglect to study these millennia! movements, and do not
understand the dynamics that produce tragic violence, then these scenar
ios will continue to occur.
When we learn of an episode of violence involving a religious group, we
distance those people from us by considering them to be brainwashed cultists
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Jim Jones's chair in the Jonestown pavillion with the sign overhead stating, "Those who do
not remember the past are condemned to repeat it," surrounded by deceased members of
Peoples Temple. (Corbis)

who have nothing in common with ordinary people like ourselves. We make
them completely "other" from ourselves. But in fact, members of these reli
gious groups are ordinary people, who are sincerely committed to their
religious beliefs. We need to recall that millennia! beliefs are at the core of a
number of mainstream scriptures, especially the Bible, and that these scrip
tures, therefore, serve as resources upon which religious people can draw.
After the deaths at Jonestown, the members of Peoples Temple were
dehumanized, because we saw them in the news only as corpses.3 The news
media did not characterize the residents of Jonestown as good people who
were committed to an ideal of interracial harmony and human equality.
Peoples Temple members were building a community based on "apostolic
socialism," in which financial resources were held in common to serve the
needs of all community members. The members of the community
worked for each others' well-being.
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The Branch Davidians also were dehumanized in the news media.
Because the FBI controlled the flow of information about the Davidians,
the Davidians were not permitted to tell their side of the story. They were
obstructed from explaining their religious beliefs to the American public.
All we saw in the media were depictions of a deranged-looking David
Koresh. The invisibility of the other Davidians made them into nonentities
and created a cultural situation in which it became acceptable to extermi
nate them. By this I mean that, because the news did not depict the David
ians as human beings, the media coverage produced a cultural consensus
that their deaths did not warrant public outcry against the excessive force
used against them.4 Seventy-four Davidians died in the fire on April 19,
1993. Of these, twenty-three were children, including two infants who
were born after the death of their mothers.5
It is my hope that my comparative study of Jonestown, the Branch
Davidians, Aum Shinrikyo, the Montana Freemen, the Solar Temple,
Heaven's Gate, and Chen Tao6 will enable ordinary people-religious
believers, potential converts, news reporters, law enforcement agents, and
scholars-to deal constructively with the dynamics of millennia! groups
and to avoid violence.
Key Terms

In understanding violent millennia! groups, I have found Robert D. Baird's
definition of religion to be useful. Utilizing the phrase coined by theologian
Paul Tillich, Baird defines religion as "ultimate concern," and he defines
ultimate concern as "a concern which is more important than anything else
in the universe for the person [or the group} involved."7 Many of us are prag
matic and will change our ultimate concerns if placed in life-threatening sit
uations. However, groups such as Jonestown, the Branch Davidians, Aum
Shinrikyo, the Montana Freemen, the Solar Temple, and Heaven's Gate
show us that people can be willing to kill or die for their ultimate concerns.
The ultimate concern of the Jonestown residents was to preserve their
communal solidarity, and, thus, be an example that would help establish a
future society free of racism, sexism, classism, and ageism. Jim Jones
taught that a period of turmoil, race war, and nuclear destruction would
precede the establishment of the perfect society, which he believed would be
communist. The ultimate concern of the Branch Davidians was to be obe
dient to God's will as revealed in the Bible in order to be included in God's
salvation kingdom. The Davidians believed that Koresh would be killed in
armageddon8 and then he would return to establish God's kingdom. The
ultimate concern for Aum Shinrikyo devotees was the creation of com
munities of enlightened individuals, who would survive armageddon and
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establish the Buddhist millennia! kingdom called Shambhala. The ultimate
concern of the Montana Freemen was to overthrow the illegitimate Amer
ican government to establish true American republics obedient to Yah
weh's laws revealed in the Bible. These are all millennia! goals involving
the expectation that salvation will be terrestrial.
In millennia! religions, however, the expectation of an earthly salva
tion also involves belief in heaven or an otherworld. This permits shifting
to an expectation of a heavenly salvation if historical conditions disprove
the earthly salvation. W hen the Solar Temple adepts decided that the
world's population was stubbornly refusing to transform to create the Age
of Aquarius, they shifted their expectation of terrestrial salvation to an other
worldly realm, to which they made several group "transits" by murder
and group suicide.
Heaven's Gate serves as a reminder to scholars that millennia! groups are
not always concerned with terrestrial salvation. The Heaven's Gate class
members saw the terrestrial world, which they designated the Human King
dom, as sorely lacking in perfection. In order to achieve the Kingdom of
Heaven, or what they termed The Level Above Human (T.E.L.A.H.), each
believer had to learn how to overcome human desires. Ultimately, they aban
doned their human bodies, their terrestrial "vehicles," confident that their
souls were transferring into divinized extraterrestrial bodies in T.E.L.A.H.
They believed that as inhabitants of T.E.L.A.H., they would travel the uni
verse with their teachers, Ti and Do, in a "mothership." As T.E.L.A.H.
inhabitants, they would spend eternity in service by guiding the evolution of
life on various planets regarded as "gardens" for the growth of souls. They
exited Earth in 1997 (they did not regard this as suicide), because catastrophic
destruction was imminent due to an overgrowth of evil here in this "garden."
We need to note that increasingly in new religions, extraterrestrials
and space aliens are the superhuman agents that act in the roles previously
filled by God, gods, angels, and devils. The religious outlook remains the
same; there is continued belief that there are normally unseen superhuman
agents that affect us in our earthly existence for good or ill.
There are two primary types of millennialism, which I call catastrophic
millennialism and progressive millennialism.9
Catastrophic millennia/ism involves a pessimistic view of humanity
and society. We are so corrupt and sinful that the world as we know it
must be destroyed and then created anew. This will be accomplished by
God (or by superhuman agents such as extraterrestrials), perhaps with the
assistance of human beings. The millennia! kingdom will be created only
after the violent destruction of the old world.
Progressive millennia/ism involves an optimistic view of human nature
that became prevalent in the nineteenth century. Humans engaging in
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social work in harmony with the divine will can effect changes that non
catastrophically and progressively create the millennia! kingdom.10
Believers in both catastrophic millennialism and progressive millenni
alism are certain that there is a divine (or superhuman) plan to establish
the millennia! kingdom. Both types of millennialism possess an urgent
sense of the imminence of the millennia! kingdom. Catastrophic millenni
alism and progressive millennialism differ on whether humanity contains
enough positive potential to make the transition noncatastrophically or is
so depraved that violent destruction of the old world is necessary before
the millennia! kingdom can be established.
Both catastrophic millennialism and progressive millennialism may or
may not involve messianism.11 I use the Hebrew word messiah to refer to
an individual believed to be empowered by God (or a superhuman agent)
to create the millennia! kingdom. A messiah is always a prophet, but a
prophet is not necessarily a messiah.12 A prophet is someone who is
believed to receive revelation from a normally unseen source, such as God,
angels, ascended masters, or extraterrestrials. Both messiahs and prophets
have charismatic authority (see the discussion of charisma in chapter 1),
but the messiah is the individual believed to be empowered to bring about
the millennia! kingdom. The prophet may announce the imminent arrival
of the millennia! kingdom, and perhaps even the imminent arrival of the
messiah, but the prophet who is not a messiah is not regarded as having
the power to create the millennia! kingdom.
The Dynamics of Violence

Catastrophic millennialism inherently possesses a dualistic worldview.J3
The world is seen as a battleground between good and evil, God and
Satan, us and them. This radical dualism expects, and often produces, con
flict. It identifies particular groups and individuals as enemies. It is the
embattled worldview of people engaging in warfare. Many religious peo
ple hold this dualistic worldview and wage their warfare spiritually with
prayers, faith, and worship as their weapons. But if the warfare becomes
physical, people are killed, they kill others, people are martyred and die
for a cause. Jonestown, the Branch Davidians, Aum Shinrikyo, and the
Montana Freemen were catastrophic millennia! groups willing to fight the
battle on the physical level.
Catastrophic millennialism and progressive millennialism are not
mutually exclusive. If a group experiences some prosperity, some success
at building its millennia! kingdom, the expectations of catastrophe may
wane and progressive expectations will come to the fore. But if the group
experiences conflict with "cultural opponents,"t4 if it experiences persecu-
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tion, then the group may be pushed to exaggerated expectations of cata
strophe and a radical dualism that tends toward paranoia.
I suggest that if members of a catastrophic millennia! group perceive
themselves as being persecuted by outside cultural opponents, and further
more perceive that they are failing to achieve their ultimate concern, this
will be a group that is likely to commit violent acts in order to preserve its
ultimate concern.15 In attempting to deal with such a catastrophic millen
nia! group, it is counterproductive to undertake actions that make the mem
bers feel persecuted, and the worst thing to do .is to apply increased pressure
that causes the members to despair about achieving their ultimate goal. Per
secution just confirms the millennia! group's dualism and perception of
being locked in a conflict with powerful and demonic enemies. If the group
members are pushed to the point of despair about the success of their goal,
they will not abandon their ultimate concern, but instead they will be moti
vated to take desperate actions to preserve it.
If, due to internal weaknesses and the experience of cultural opposi
tion, a catastrophic millennia! community gives up on the possibility of
including individuals in the outside world in salvation and turns inward to
ensure the salvation of its members alone, then violent actions are more
likely to be committed. This was the point reached by the Jonestown
residents and Aurn Shinrikyo devotees as well as by the Solar Temple adepts
and Heaven's Gate students. The violence may be directed outwardly
against enemies, or it may be directed inwardly to control dissidents or
perhaps to commit suicide and remove the group from the hopelessly cor
rupt world. Jonestown, Aum Shinrikyo, and the Solar Temple indicate
that it is likely that both inwardly-directed and outwardly-directed vio
lent acts will be committed.
In studying catastrophic millennia! groups involved in violence, we
need to distinguish between fragile groups that initiate violence to pre
serve their ultimate concern, and groups that are assaulted because law
enforcement agents regard them as dangerous. There are also revolution
ary millennia! movements that possess theologies or ideologies that
prompt believers to commit violent acts against enemies perceived as
demonic or subhuman.
FRAGILE MILLENNIAL GROUPS THAT INITIATE VIOLENCE DUE TO
INTERNAL WEAKNESSES AND CULTURAL OPPOSITION

Jonestown and Aum Shinrikyo are examples of catastrophic millennia!
groups experiencing internal and external pressures that can produce vio
lence.l6 Jonestown and Aum Shinrikyo are examples of fragile cata
strophic millennia! groups whose members commit violent acts because
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they feel persecuted and perceive their millennia! goal (their ultimate con
cern) as failing.
Both Jim Jones and Shoko Asahara created stresses internal to the
group that endangered the ultimate concern. Both leaders set goals for
their groups that were impossible to achieve. Both Jones and Asahara
were, by virtue of their own actions, in danger of failing to be the messi
ahs they claimed to be. Jones's descent into debilitating drug addiction
after he moved to Jonestown intensified the pressure felt by the other
leaders to keep Jonestown economically viable. Jonestown was in danger
of failing as a communal experiment, and was suffering from Jones's
erratic behavior when the unwanted visit by Congressman Leo Ryan,
reporters, and concerned relatives-all perceived as enemies-pushed the
community over the edge. Shoko Asahara styled himself as a perfect Bud
dha, a fully enlightened person with infallible powers of prophecy. He
created stresses internal to Aum Shinrikyo by stipulating that an impossi
ble number of individuals had to become renunciants (monastics). Once
Asahara, as an infallible Buddha, predicted armageddon, then armageddon
had to occur. Asahara's insistence that devotees perform violent acts of
asceticism led to a devotee's death and subsequently the murder of an indi
vidual who wanted to defect. Aum Shinrikyo, therefore, possessed crimi
nal secrets, and any investigation of the group endangered its ultimate
concern of establishing the Buddhist millennia! kingdomY
The stresses internal to Jonestown and Aum Shinrikyo were exacer
bated by the activities of outside opponents-concerned relatives, anticult
activists, reporters, law enforcement agents, and government representa
tives-that caused members of both groups to feel persecuted. The
response within both Jonestown and Aum Shinrikyo was to turn inward
and give up on the outside society as being hopelessly corrupt and sinful.
Jonestown residents opted to take revenge against their enemies by killing
Congressman Ryan and attacking news reporters and defectors in Ryan's
party, and then to preserve their communal solidarity by murdering their
children and committing group suicide. Their revolutionary suicide in
protest of corrupt capitalism was meant to prevent the further disruption
of their community by defectors and outside opponents. IS Aum Shinrikyo
devotees committed a variety of murders to prevent defections and to
silence outside opponents. They developed weapons of mass destruction
for revolutionary purposes, but they utilized these weapons to wage war
against their immediate enemies. The Tokyo subway gas attack had the
short-term aim of preventing a massive police raid from being carried out
against Aum communes. Fortunately, Japanese police were able to take the
Aum leaders into custody before they became a full-fledged revolutionary
millennia! movement and initiated armageddon.
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Both Jonestown residents and Aum Shinrikyo devotees possessed a
radically dualistic worldview. The Jonestown leaders saw reality in terms
of a conflict between communism and capitalism. Jim Jones used the bib
lical metaphor of "Babylon" to refer to evil capitalistic society.19 The Aum
guru and leaders saw reality in terms of a conflict between spirituality and
materialism. Because Aum Shinrikyo concealed criminal secrets, its lead
ers saw every possibility of investigation as part of a conspiracy to destroy
Aum. Residents of Jonestown and residents of the Aum communes felt
persecuted and besieged by outside enemies. The integrity of their com
munes was threatened from within by potential and actual defectors.
Because of their fragility due to internal weaknesses, many of which were
caused by their respective leaders and their experience of cultural opposition,
Jonestown residents and Aum Shinrikyo devotees initiated violence to pre
serve their ultimate concerns. In both cases, violence was directed both
inwardly against members and dissidents and outwardly against enemies.
The Solar Temple and Heaven's Gate, both treated in chapter 7, were
also fragile millennia! groups whose members committed violent acts to
preserve their ultimate concerns. In the case of the Solar Temple, internal
weaknesses, plus the experience of cultural opposition, caused the adepts
to despair that the Age of Aquarius would be created on earth, so they
opted to make a "transit" to a "heavenly" salvation on the star Sirius.
Before leaving, they executed their enemies, and they murdered some less
resolute Solar Temple members to assist them in making the transit. In the
Heaven's Gate group, the two leaders, Ti and Do, had set impossible goals
for their "class," and their dualistic catastrophic millennia! worldview made
the group's members extremely sensitive to any negative response to their
message, which they interpreted as persecution. The Heaven's Gate class
members committed suicide, which they regarded as an "exit" from Earth
to enter the Kingdom of Heaven, to preserve their ultimate concern.
ASSAULTED MILLENNIAL GROUPS THAT ARE ATTACKED BY LAW ENFORCEMENT
AGENTS BECAUSE THEY ARE PERCEIVED AS DANGEROUS

Although the Branch Davidians also saw themselves in conflict with sinful
"Babylon," they differ from Jonestown and Aum Shinrikyo because they
never doubted the achievement of their ultimate concern.20 All of the
actions taken by the ATF and FBI agents21 against the Davidians had
the effect of confirming David Koresh's prophecies about the violent events
of the endtime and thereby enhanced his authority as the messiah. The
Branch Davidians were catastrophic millennialists and they felt persecuted,
but their persecution strengthened their faith in David Koresh and his
prophecies. They had no reason to doubt that God would accomplish the
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millennia! kingdom. The events of the ATF assault and the fifty-one-day
siege conducted by FBI agents confirmed that everything was going
according to God's plan, and that David Koresh had the divinely-inspired
ability to interpret the Bible. I believe that this explains why the Davidians
were able to withstand such an incredible amount of persecution by law
enforcement agents. The Davidians never gave up their efforts to·convert
individuals in the outside world because their persecution made it appear
more likely that the ultimate concern would be achieved. David Koresh
attempted to get his message out during the siege, and when that was pre
vented, he and other Davidians attempted to convert the FBI negotiators.
The problem was that the FBI agents were unequipped to understand
the Bible-based language spoken by Koresh and the Davidians. The tran
scripts of the negotiation tapes22 show that the Davidians tried valiantly
throughout the siege to communicate and negotiate with the FBI agents, and
that clearly indicates that the Davidians did not want to die. They believed
that God might will them to die at the hands of agents of Babylon to initiate
the catastrophic endtime, and they were willing to die for their ultimate
concern, but the Branch Davidians did not want to die. The Davidians
attempted to communicate with FBI agents up until the very end.
During the siege, at least one Davidian (Livingstone Fagan) came out
of Mount Carmel for the purpose of explaining the Davidians' faith.
Other Davidians came out for personal reasons or they sent their children
out. The persecution confirmed Koresh's prophecies, so the community
was not endangered when people chose to come out. But many Davidians
stayed inside Mount Carmel because they were waiting for a revelation of
God's will, and because each time Davidians came out, FBI agents pun
ished them by escalating the psychological warfare.23
The Branch Davidian tragedy illustrates how law enforcement agents
should not deal with armed catastrophic millennia! groups.24 To avoid vio
lence, law enforcement agents have to take seriously the group's religious
views and avoid acting in ways that make them appear to be the agents of
Satan. In the event of a siege, group members should be offered terms that
permit them to remain true to their ultimate concern even while surren
dering. This was not done with the Branch Davidians, to a great extent
because of the advice being given to law enforcement agents by anticult
activists.25 Anticult activists possess their own radical dualistic worldview
that perpetuates the prejudiced stereotype of the so-called cult.
After being ignored by the FBI when they offered their services, two
Bible scholars, Dr. J. Phillip Arnold and Dr. James Tabor, pursued a plan
to persuade the Davidians to surrender. Arnold and Tabor were concerned
because the Davidians believed they were in the "Fifth Seal" of Revelation
(Rev. 6: 9-11). The Davidians interpreted this Bible passage as a prediction
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that some of the members of the godly community would be killed by
Babylon, and after a waiting period the rest of the community would be
martyred.26 Arnold and Tabor directed a radio broadcast to the Davidians
in which they discussed the biblical prophecies. The Davidians were elated
that finally someone was communicating with them who understood their
Bible-based language.D Arnold and Tabor suggested that other prophecies
in Revelation indicated that David Koresh should come out in order to
present his interpretation of the Seven Seals to the world, even after being
imprisoned. They argued that the waiting period described in the Fifth
Seal would be longer than a few months. The Davidians should exit
Mount Carmel because God did not intend them to be martyred there.
Once out of Mount Carmel David Koresh would be able to spread his
message of God's salvation to the rest of the world.
On April 14, 1993, Koresh sent out a letter in which he reported that
he had received permission from God to write a "little book" 28 contain
ing his interpretation of the Seven Seals. Koresh's letter said that once the
manuscript was in safekeeping with Tabor and Arnold, he and the David
ians would come out.29 The negotiation tapes reveal that the Davidians
were heard cheering at the prospect of coming out.30 On April 16, Koresh
reported to the FBI that he had completed writing his interpretation of the
First Seal.31 When Attorney General Janet Reno asked if there were rea
sons to continue waiting and negotiating with the Davidians, FBI agents
did not tell her about Koresh's promise to surrender. A woman who
escaped the fire on April 19 carried out a disk that contained David
Koresh's interpretation of the First Seal of Revelation, indicating that
Koresh was sincere in his promise.32
J. Phillip Arnold and James Tabor succeeded in offering the Davidians
a way they could remain true to their ultimate concern and still come out,
but their successful efforts were nullified by the FBI gas and tank assault
on April 19. During the assault, the Davidians probably concluded that
the prophecies of Revelation were being fulfilled in their martyrdom at the
hands of Babylon. Only nine Davidians escaped the fire.
REVOLUTIONARY MILLENNIAL MOVEMENTS POSSESSING THEOLOGIES
OF VIOLENCE33

The eighty-one-day soft siege of the Montana Freemen in 1996 was han
dled correctly by the FBI. The standoff involved a group of armed people
who aimed to spark "the second American revolution" to overthrow the
federal government they identified as "Babylon" and to establish true Amer
ican republics obedient to Yahweh and his laws. Revolutionary millennial
movements have an inherent potential for violence because they aim to
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overthrow what they view as a persecuting government. The believers are
convinced that they are participating in the divine plan to violently
destroy the illicit government and then establish the millennia! kingdom.
They believe that violent revolution is necessary and divinely ordained in
order to establish the millennia! kingdom.
The Freemen indicate for us that there is no need to have a messiah or
a guru in order to have a potentially violent religious movement. In 1996,
the Freemen living in Justus Township were the most visible portion of an
ongoing revolution against the American federal government. This revo
lutionary movement is a Euro-American nativist movement (see chapter
6). Extremist individuals associated with militias, white supremacist
groups, and the religion known as Christian Identity are committing acts
of domestic terrorism, and federal and local law enforcement agents are
working to contain this revolution.
Unlike Jonestown, the Branch Davidians, Aum Shinrikyo, and the Solar
Temple, anticult activists were not opposing the Montana Freemen. The
national news coverage of the Freemen was mediocre, but they were not
demonized. Instead we saw the Freemen and their children on television,
and we saw that they were human beings. The news coverage in the Billings
Gazette was exceptionally good. Relatives of the Freemen were inter
viewed, and the Freemen were depicted as being farmers, ranchers, and
working people with concerns that other Americans had.
During the Freemen standoff, FBI agents consulted scholars knowl
edgeable about millennia! and new religious movements, including Dr.
Michael Barkun, Dr. J. Phillip Arnold, Dr. Jean Rosenfeld, and myself. The
scholars advising the FBI agents urged them to keep the siege low-key and
to avoid making the Freemen feel persecuted. We urged the FBI agents to
utilize third-party intermediaries (worldview translators),34 who could
understand the Freemen's worldview and speak the Freemen's language,
but also who had the cognitive distance from the Freemen worldview to
analyze it. We urged the FBI agents not to pressure the Freemen or cause
them to despair of achieving their religious goal. Finally, we urged the FBI
agents to offer terms to the Freemen that permitted them to simultaneously
remain true to their ultimate concern and come out of Justus Township.
Toward the end of the Freemen standoff, J. Phillip Arnold spent four
days with the FBI negotiators in Montana, which contributed to the
breakthrough involving the exit of a couple along with the woman's two
young daughters (ages eight and ten). FBI agents offered final terms to the
remaining Freemen that reassured the Freemen they could continue striv
ing to achieve their ultimate concern while in federal custody.35 According
to the Freemen perspective, they did not surrender, but took their fight
against Babylon into the federal courts.36 The Freemen were not put into
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a position in which they felt their only options were either to kill or die
for their ultimate concernY
Conclusion

The categories highlighted here-fragile millennia! groups, assaulted mil
lennia! groups, and revolutionary millennia! movements-can be seen as
distinct moments on a continuum involving millennia! beliefs and the
potential for violence. A particular millennia! group may possess several
of these features simultaneously-fragility, revolutionary ideology and
activity, and being subjected to assault. A group may move from one of
these categories to another as it develops.38 I have assigned one of these
categories to each millennia! group treated in this book according to
whether the members or outside opponents initiated the violence, and
whether a revolutionary ideology, fragility, or self-defense was the pri
mary motivation for violent acts committed by believers.
Aum Shinrikyo possessed a revolutionary ideology and was actively
acquiring weapons of mass destruction in preparation for initiating armaged
don, but in fact, the violent acts committed by devotees were related to the
fragility of Aum Shinrikyo and its endangered ultimate concern. Hence, I
conclude that at the times of the sarin gas attack on the Tokyo subway and
earlier acts of violence, Aum Shinrikyo was a fragile millennia! group.
The Branch Davidians had revolutionary potential in that David
Koresh taught that they would go to Israel and fight on the side of the
Israelis against the United States and the United Nations in armageddon in
1995. Initially, the Davidians were not expecting armageddon to take place
in Texas. David Koresh and one of his followers supported the group finan
cially by buying and selling arms at gun shows. No conclusive evidence has
been produced that the Davidians' weapons were illegal, and in 1993 the
Davidians were not preparing to fight armageddon against their Texas
neighbors. ATF agents and FBI agents assaulted the Branch Davidians twice
because they misunderstood their religious commitment and intention.
Jonestown, the Solar Temple, and Heaven's Gate were unambiguously
fragile millennia! groups, whose members committed violent acts to pre
serve their ultimate concerns. Each suffered from internal stresses that
endangered their respective goals as well as from varying degrees of cul
tural opposition that members viewed as persecution.
The Montana Freemen were part of a diffuse revolutionary millennia!
movement in contemporary America, and the Freemen were prepared to com
mit violent acts, but if the Freemen, like similar Christian Identity communi
ties in the United States, had experienced some success at building their
millennia! kingdom set apart from corrupt mainstream society, then the poten
tial for violent acts committed by believers could have diminished over time.
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It needs to be noted that catastrophic millennia! beliefs do not neces
sarily cause violent episodes.39 Numerous catastrophic millennia! groups
exist and have existed without getting caught up in violence.
On the other hand, every �illennial movement is revolutionary in its
hope for a radical transformation to a collective salvation.4o A key issue in
determining the potential for volatility is whether the believers expect that
the transformation will be accomplished by divine intervention or by the
active participation of the faithful in overthrowing the current sinful
order. Under specific social conditions, otherwise peaceful catastrophic
millennia! groups may become assaulted or fragile.
The comparative study of Jonestown, the Branch Davidians, Aum
Shinrikyo, the Montana Freemen, the Solar Temple, Heaven's Gate, and
also of Chen Tao, reveals the persistent folly of a radical dualistic world
view, and shows that such "dichotomous thinking"41 is found not only in
members of catastrophic millennia! groups, but also among defectors from
new religious movements, anticult activists, law enforcement agents, and
news reporters. It is all too human to see things in conflictual terms-us
vs. the enemy, the good guys vs. the bad guys. The persistence of a radical
dualistic view is seen in defectors from catastrophic millennia! groups,
who simply reverse those they define as the enemy. The religious group
they have left and its leader are redefined as evil, and they work as pas
sionately to destroy that group as they previously worked to promote it.42
Law enforcement agents and members of the military are trained to see
situations in terms of the good guys in conflict with the bad guys. Numer
ous retired police officers and former military personnel populate the con
tinuing Euro-American nativist movement that includes the Freemen,
constitution and Common Law study groups, and militias. They have
merely redefined the federal government and its agents as evil, and they
work passionately to destroy the government's dominance. Police officers
and former military personnel were active in helping Aum Shinrikyo pre
pare to wage deadly armageddon against the population of Japan. In the
cases of Jonestown, the Branch Davidians, and the Solar Temple, news
reporters in search of sensationalized stories of conflict contributed to the
tragic conclusions. The Heaven's Gate leader, Do, felt persecuted by the news
media in the mid-1970s, and this contributed to his decision to lead his
class to commit a group suicide more than twenty years later.
In order to deal constructively with members of unconventional reli
gious groups, law enforcement agents, reporters, and scholars have to
learn to regard the members as human beings possessing a sincere com
mitment to their ultimate concern. If people can regard each other as
human beings, as persons like "us," and not as demonic and inhuman ene
mies, conflictual dualism on all sides will diminish. For law enforcement
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agents, this means it is necessary to meet with members of new religious
groups, listen to them, and, whenever possible, enlist their cooperation in
the investigation of their activities. News reporters can contribute to
peaceful dialogue rather than violent conflict by respectfully permitting
members of unconventional religions to articulate their views and to be
seen as human beings. Scholars need to promote increased public under
standing of religion by making their expertise available to reporters, law
enforcement agents, and the wider community. However, as scholars
attempt to humanize the· members of new religious movements for the
general public, they should not be in the business of giving "clean bills of
health" to particular groups. Aum Shinrikyo stands as a warning that
sometimes NRMs contain nasty surprises. Scholars also should be leary of
labeling a group as potentially dangerous given the propensity of law
enforcement agents, reporters, relatives, and anticult activists to step up
cultural opposition to unconventional groups. How to utilize skillfully
the lessons learned from this comparative study remains at issue.
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CHAPTER THREE

1978-jonestown

We tried to find a new beginning. But it's too late. You can't
separate yourself from your brother and sister. No way I'm going
to do it. I refuse. I don't know who fired the shot. I don't know
who killed the Congressman. But as far as I am concerned, I
killed hzm. You understand what I'm saying? I killed him. He
had no business coming. I told him not to come.
-Jim Jones at the finalJonestown gathering
And I just like to thank Dad for giving us life, and also death.
And I appreciate the fact of the way our children are going.
Because, like Dad said, when they come in, what they're gonna do
to our children-they're gonna massacre our children. And also
the ones that they take capture, they're gonna just let them grow
up and be dummies like they want them to be. And not grow up
to be a person like the one and only jim Jones. So I'd like to thank
Dad for the opportunity for letting jonestown be not what it could
be, but what jonestown is. Thank you, Dad. [Applause]
- Man at the finalJonestown gathering1

The Violence

On Saturday, November 18, 1978, the communal settlement of the Peoples
Temple in Guyana, South America, became the paradigmatic "destructive
cult." A total of 9 18 persons died on that day as a result of the activities
of Peoples Temple members. Prior to the mass suicide/murder, a group of
Jonestown men shot and killed five persons and wounded ten in U.S.Con-
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gressman Leo Ryan's party, who were attempting to depart from a nearby
airstrip. The five killed were Congressman Ryan, NBC reporter Don Har
ris, NBC cameraman Bob Brown, San Francisco Examiner photographer
Greg Robinson, and Peoples Temple defector Patricia Parks.2 The assas
sins then returned to Jonestown to commit suicide with their community.
In Jonestown, residents carried out a group suicide/murder that they had
discussed and planned for years. The Jonestown physician and nurses pre
pared a brew of tranquilizers and cyanide. People were either injected with
the deadly mixture, or they drank Fla-Vor-Aid, which contained the poi
son. Nine hundred and nine people died at Jonestown including 294 chil
dren under the age of eighteen. The Peoples Temple minister,JimJones, age
forty-seven, and a nurse, Annie Moore, age twenty-four, died of gunshot
wounds. Because only seven autopsies were performed, it was never deter
mined if any people died of causes other than poisoning.3 There was no evi
dence that people were forced at gunpoint to commit suicide. After hearing
about the suicides by shortwave radio, a loyal member of Peoples Temple
stationed in Georgetown, Guyana, slit the throats of her three children and
then killed herself. Four months later, the church's public relations man,
Mike Prokes, a former television news bureau chief, called a news conference
in a Modesto, California, motel. Prokes said, "I can't disassociate myself from
the people who died, nor do I want to. The people weren't brainwashed fanat
ics or cultists; the Temple was not a cult." Then he went into the bathroom
and shot himself in the head.4
Eighty-five members of Peoples Temple survived, including an elderly
woman who slept through the group suicide/murder, an elderly man who
hid in a ditch, people who escaped into the jungle, and members who were
away from Jonestown. The latter included three sons of Jim Jones who
were in Georgetown playing in a basketball tournament.s
Jim jones

James Warren Jones was born on May 13, 1931, in a small farming town
in Indiana. He was the only child ofJames T. Jones and Lynetta Putnam
Jones. His father, a World War I veteran disabled by mustard gas, felt
defeated by life and was emotionally distant. His mother, whose features
revealed her Cherokee blood, worked hard to support the family during
the Great Depression. Lynetta worked at a variety of jobs, including farm
and factory labor. As a child, Jim Jones felt unloved and was an aggressive
and angry boy. LynettaJones resented being poor, and she became a trade
union organizer and agitator in the factories. Lynetta's son also resented
having been born on the wrong side of the tracks. Being considered poor
white trash, Jim Jones felt alienated from society.6
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As a young man, Jim Jones worked in a hospital in Richmond, Indi
ana, attended college, and preached on the street corners in working-class
and industrial neighborhoods. He preached a message of brotherhood to
racially mixed audiences. In 1949, Jones married Marceline Baldwin, a
young white woman from a Methodist family who subsequently com
pleted her nurse's training. During this time, Jim Jones was associating
with communists. These friends told him, "Don't become a member of the
Party; work for the Party."7
In 195 1 Jim and Marceline Jones moved to Indianapolis, where Jim
attended communist meetings and rallies. He later reported that the
harassment he experienced during the McCarthy era increased his com
mitment to communism. Jones was distraught at the execution of the
Rosenbergs in 1953 for spying, because he believed that they were exe
cuted because they were communists. Jones asked himself, "How can I
demonstrate my Marxism?" and concluded that the answer was to "infil
trate the church."Jones embarked on a project to use the church as a cover
to preach that religion was "the opiate of the people."8
In 1952 in Indianapolis, Jones became a student pastor in a
Methodist church. According to Marceline, he "was eager to awaken
people to the humanity of Jesus and to let them know that what Jesus
was, they could be also . ...He said there must be no creed but the help
ing ministry of Christ and no law but the law of love."9 Jones left that
church, because those Methodists refused to permit him to integrate
African Americans into the church. JO
Jones attended a faith-healing service at the Seventh Day Baptist
Church, and observed that healing attracted people and their money.
Jones concluded that with financial resources he could do some good in
society. At a Pentecostal convention, a Pentecostal/Holiness woman min
ister called Jones out and declared, "I perceive that you are a prophet that
shall go around the world . . . . And tonight ye shall begin your ministry."
Immediately Jones called out people by their names and Social Security
numbers, identified their illnesses, and healed them. Jones became a pop
ular revival preacher who healed, discerned people's thoughts and troubles,
and prophesied. With the help of accomplices, he faked some healings
because they found that the staged healings increased faith among people,
which in turn produced healings. 11
Jones's goal in healing and thus in attracting people and financial
resources was to help the poor. He always preached the social gospel, but
in his early revival days Jones did not reveal that his gospel was commu
nism. By the late 1960s, Jones openly preached in the Peoples Temple
his version of communism, which he called "apostolic socialism." Citing
Acts 4:31-32, he taught that Christians should hold their financial resources
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i n common, and, citing Acts 4:35 that distribution o f resources should be
according to need. Peoples Temple members held to the Marxist axiom:
From each according to his ability, to each according to his need. Even
after Jones openly preached socialism and derided religion, the Peoples
Temple stationery continued to quote Matthew 25:35-40, in which Jesus
asserts that the hungry, the thirsty, the sick, the naked, the imprisoned, and
strangers should be served, and concludes, "Inasmuch as ye have done it
unto one of the least of these, ye have done it unto me." 12
Jones taught that he was a manifestation of the Christ Principle. Jones
healed like Jesus did, and he even claimed to have raised the dead. Like
Jesus,Jones preached the importance of right human relations and radical
egalitarianism. He taught that all people had access to the Holy Spirit
within themselves, but that his own healing power demonstrated that he
was a special manifestation of "Christ the Revolution." 13 In a sermon in
San Francisco, Jones preached,
I have put on Christ, you see. I have followed after the example
of Christ. When you see me it's no longerJimJones here. I'm cru
cified with Christ, nevertheless I live, yet not I, but Christ that
lives here. Now Christ is in this body.
You will not get Christ's blessing inJim Jones' blessing until
you walk like Jim Jones, until you talk like Jim Jones, until you
act likeJimJones, until you look likeJim Jones. How long will I
be with you until you understand that I am no longer a man, but
a Principle. I am the Way, the Truth, and the Light. No one can
come to the Father but through me.1 4
Jones warned that a cataclysmic period of race war, genocide, and ulti
mately nuclear war was nearing. He taught that Nazi fascists and Ku Klux
Klan white supremacists would put people of color in concentration
camps. As the messiah, Jones offered a place of refuge in his church and
ultimately the "promised land" in Jonestown. Utilizing a powerful meta
phor from the book of Revelation in the New Testament,Jones taught that
American capitalist culture was irredeemable "Babylon." There was no
point in trying to reform its corrupt institutions. Instead, the elect had to
withdraw to a place of safety to survive the destruction, after which they
would emerge to establish the perfect communist society.15
Jim Jones sincerely preached a gospel of socialist redemption, and he
did not personally enrich himself from the financial resources accumulated
by the Peoples Temple.16 Barton and Dorothy Hunter, Disciples of Christ
members who knew Jones in the 1950s in Indianapolis reported that he
"was not always evil; he became evil."1 7Jones became evil because the peo-
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ple around him permitted and assisted him in committing evil acts. Peoples
Temple members' dualistic (us versus them) perspective, in which they saw
Peoples Temple, the righteous remnant, as being attacked by evil capitalis
tic society, Babylon, led them to resort to violent acts to preserve their
community. For the residents ofJonestown, the preservation of their com
munity was the most important thing in the world-it was their ultimate
concern-and any means could be employed to save that community.
Peoples Temple

After having to leave the Sommerset Southside Methodist Church for
bringing black people to the services, Jones began a church called Com
munity Unity in a rented building in Indianapolis. In 1955 a building was
purchased, and the church was renamed Wings of Deliverance. Later in
1955 its name was changed to Peoples Temple Full Gospel Church. IS
While living in Indianapolis, JimJones engaged in numerous activities
to help the poor and to work for racial equality and justice. Jim and
MarcelineJones turned their residence into a nursing home for the elderly,
and they started their "rainbow family" by adopting children of several
races. In the late 1950s Jim Jones visited Father Divine's Peace Mission in
Philadelphia, and he subsequently borrowed some of Father Divine's
themes and emulated his organizational structure.Jones became known to
his congregation as "Father" or "Dad." Borrowing the rhetoric of Father
Divine, Jones emphasized "the promised land" in his sermons. In 1959
Jones affiliated his congregation with the Christian Church (Disciples of
Christ) naming it the Peoples Temple Christian Church Full Gospel. In
1961Jones was hired as the executive director of the Indianapolis Human
Rights Commission, and he successfully integrated churches, restaurants,
the telephone company, the police department, a theater, an amusement
park, and the Methodist Hospital. 1 9
Jones's work for integration and his multiracial family attracted the ire
of local racists. In response, Jones increasingly became preoccupied with
finding a nonracist environment in which his family and congregation
could thrive. In 1961 Jones visited British Guiana (after independence,
known as Guyana)JO
Jones read an article in the January 1962 issue of Esquire entitled
"Nine Places in the World to Hide," which gave advice on locations that
would be safe in the event of nuclear holocaust. Based on that article,
Jones and his family moved to Belo Horizonte, Brazil, and lived there
from 1962 to 1963. The Cuban missile crisis occurred in October 1962,
and Brazilians made bitter remarks to Jones such as, "You goddamn Yan
kees, you're gonna blow up the world."21
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After returning to the United States,Jones visited Redwood Valley, Cal
ifornia, another safe place specified by the Esquire article. Upon his return
to Indianapolis from Redwood Valley, Jones had a vision of a nuclear flash
originating in Chicago. In 1965, Jones, his family, and about seventy mem
bers of Peoples Temple relocated to Redwood Valley. In California, the
church was known as the Peoples Temple of the Disciples of Christ.22
Mary McCormick Maaga has identified three populations within the
Peoples Temple: 1) people, predominantly whites, who joined primarily in
family groups when Peoples Temple was a Christian sect in Indiana affil
iated with the Disciples of Christ; 2) young, college-educated whites who
joined Peoples Temple beginning in 1968 in California; and 3) blacks who
joined in the early 1970s when the Peoples Temple began urban ministries
in San Francisco and Los Angeles. Maaga terms these three Peoples Tem
ple constituencies the white Indiana sect members, the white California
new religious movement (NRM) members, and the black urban church
members. The white Indiana sect members were loyal to Jones's ideal of
apostolic socialism and maintained a personal loyalty to Marceline Jones
after Jim Jones began his psychological decline into drug addiction. The
white NRM members became church leaders. They were the administra
tors of the Peoples Temple, and later ofJonestown; they extended the Peo
ples Temple ministry to urban blacks in San Francisco and Los Angeles.
The black urban church members constituted the majority of Peoples
Temple's membership. They were the beneficiaries of a variety of social
services organized by the Peoples Temple, including nine homes for the
elderly, six homes for foster children, assistance in negotiating the Amer
ican welfare system, and a ranch for the mentally retarded.23
Among the white California NRM members, commitment to the
goals of the Peoples Temple often was expressed in sexual relations with
Jim Jones.Jones had sexual relations with a number of young women and
with some of the men. While undoubtedly personal pathologies and inse
curities were being acted out in the inner circle in which Jim Jones was
idealized as the sole virile male,24 there was also a sociological aspect to
the sexual relations withJimJones. The young adults' sexually expressed
love for Jones empowered them as his delegates to perform administra
tive duties in their collective work for social justice and the establishment
of their ideal socialist community.25 Marceline Jones's acquiescence to
this situation is puzzling, but her commitment to the ultimate concern
and work of the Peoples Temple apparently outweighed her pain at
having to share her husband.26 Quite a few young white women were
empowered by their relationship with Jones to challenging careers in the
Peoples Temple in which they worked for the socialist transformation of
society. Given the limited options for women to find meaningful work at
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that time in the United States, Maaga has stressed that "for the women, it
wasn' t until they metJimJones and joined Peoples. Temple that their per
sonal power and institutional influence matched their desire to make a
difference in the world. "27
In 1972 Temple member Grace Stoen gave birth to John Victor Stoen.
Grace's husband, Timothy Stoen, signed an affidavit stating thatJohn Vic
tor was fathered byJimJones, "the most compassionate, honest, and coura
geous human being the world contains. "28 Tim Stoen stated in the affidavit:
The child, John Victor Stoen, was born January 15, 1972. I am
privileged beyond words to have the responsibility for caring for
him, and I undertake this task humbly with the steadfast hope
that said child will become a devoted follower ofJesus Christ and
be instrumental in bringing God's kingdom here on earth, as has
been his wonderful natural father.29
After Grace and Tim Stoen defected separately, leaving John Victor in
Jonestown, this child became the focus of a bitter custody battle that was
an important catalyst for the group suicide/murder.
Foremost among the women of Jones's inner circle was Carolyn
Moore Layton, a high school political science teacher and a daughter of a
United Methodist minister's family committed to working for social jus
tice. In 1969 Carolyn Moore Layton functioned asJimJones's partner, and
in 1975 she gave birth to a son fathered byJones namedJamesJohn (nick
named Jim-Jon, and also Kimo). Jim Jones and Carolyn Moore Layton
believed that they were the reincarnations of Lenin and his mistress.30
Pressures on Peoples Temple in California prompted preparations to
relocate to Guyana. The first news stories to be critical of Jim Jones and
the Peoples Temple began to appear in 1972, particularly in the San Fran
cisco Examiner. In 1973, the Peoples Temple church building in San Fran
cisco was set on fire, probably by white racists. T he Peoples Temple board
of directors decided on October 8, 1973, to establish an agricultural set
tlement in Guyana. After Jones was arrested for lewd conduct in a Los
Angeles public bathroom, he visited Guyana to initiate the preparations
for the move there. In 1974Jones sent a small group of pioneers to Guyana
to clear a portion of the 3,824 acres leased from the socialist Guyanese gov
ernment and to begin the building ofJonestown. By 1975 there were about
fifty residents inJonestown. Peoples Temple moved from Redwood Valley
to San Francisco, where the members' activities helped to elect George
Moscone as mayor.31 Jones's "populist and paranoid antigovernment
stand"32 attracted support from California Republicans, but the liberal
success of electing Moscone mayor of San Francisco in 1975 movedJones
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to the center of Democratic Party activities in California;Jones cultivated
contacts with Rosalynn Carter and Walter Mondale. In 1976 Jones was
appointed to the San Francisco Housing Authority and elected its chair.
While Jonestown was being established as the new "promised land" and a
refuge from persecution, Jones openly allied himself with leftist political
figures and groups in California.33
The activities of Peoples Temple defectors in producing with reporters
sensationalized news stories, sparking an investigation by the Treasury
Department and the interest of the Internal Revenue Service, confirmed
Jones's belief that Peoples Temple would be persecuted and that they
needed to seek refuge in their separated promised land.34 During the sum
mer of 1977 over 1,000 Peoples Temple members, including Jim Jones,
moved to Jonestown, their promised land in the Guyanese jungle.35
Catastrophic Millennialism

JimJones taught that the ultimate reality, the true God, was "Principle" or
"Divine Principle." Principle was equated with "Love," and Love was
equated with "Socialism." Jones derided traditional Christianity as "fly
away religion," and rejected the Bible, particularly the influential King
James Version, as being written by white men to justify the subordination
of women and the oppression and enslavement of people of color.
According to Jones, the Bible only contained beliefs about a "Sky God"
or "Buzzard God," who was no God at all.36
Jones asserted that he was a savior or messiah sent by the true God, the
Principle of Socialism, to rescue humans from their imprisonment in the
evil earthly realm of suffering in which the Buzzard God was ignorantly
believed to be the true God.Jones cited his psychic abilities, his powers to
prophesy, to heal, and to raise the dead as demonstrating that he was the
messiah sent by the true God, Socialism. Jones asserted that he had been
immaculately conceived. His mother's desire to give birth to a savior had
put her into mental attunement with a highly evolved planet outside the
Sky God's realm of influence. Jones claimed that he was a highly evolved
black soul incarnated in a white body, but whose black hair and dark eyes
revealed his affinity with black people. Like Jesus, Jones was born into a
poor family. Jones claimed that he was previously incarnated as Moses to
lead the Hebrews out of slavery, as Jesus to preach the gospel of human
dignity and equality to the socially oppressed, and as Lenin to establish
communism in the U.S.S.R .Jones as savior was the person who most fully
manifested the Principle of Socialism, and his mission was to teach others
to become gods like himself, complete manifestations of Socialism.Jones's
purpose was to liberate all, particularly people of color and women, who
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were oppressed, commodified, enslaved, and used in the capitalist eco
nomic system. Jones would save people from being classified as subhuman
by sinful capitalism, and restore to them their dignity and full humanityY
David Chidester has pointed out that Jim Jones's alienation from
American culture was expressed in his orientation toward the communism
of the U.S.S.R., the People's Republic of China, and Cuba, and also in his
claim to be an extraterrestrial visiting this degraded and corrupt world on
a rescue mission. Jones's doctrine of reincarnation relativized embodied
ness; characteristics of sex and race were temporary and would, in all like
lihood, change in the next incarnation.38
Jones taught that the world soon would be destroyed by nuclear holo
caust, and that the surviving elect would then create a new socialist Eden
on Earth. After he returned to Indiana from Brazil, Jones predicted that the
nuclear catastrophe would occur on July 15, 1967. This prediction impelled
the relocation of Peoples Temple to Redwood Valley. After his prophecy
was disconfirmed, Jones claimed that "I know the day," but would not
specify another date. This had the effect of maintaining the urgency gener
ated by belief that the current world would be destroyed imminendy.39
Jones taught that the United States would suffer the greatest destruction
in the nuclear holocaust. Only communists, such as members of Peoples

In May 1978, Rev. john and Barbara Moore visited their two daughters and grandson in
Jonestown. Barbara Moore, on the right, stands with Peoples Temple members relocating
to jonestown. The majority of Jonestown residents were African Americans seeking relief
from racism and poverty in the United States. (Photo courtesy of Rebecca Moore)
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Temple, the U.S.S.R., and China had made adequate preparations to survive.
Nuclear destruction would be the means used by Divine Socialism to wipe
away evil capitalism and open the way for the socialist millennia! condition.40
Dualism characterized the catastrophic millennia! worldview taught
byJimJones. The United States was the Antichrist and capitalism was "the
Antichrist system." The United States was "Babylon,"41 and Jones would
lead the elect to the promised land where they would build a new Eden.
The success ofJones's political and social service activities in Califor
nia marked a period in which Peoples Temple had the potential to become
a progressive millennia! movement, achieving its millennia! condition
through social service. Instead, active opposition by the federal govern
ment, the anticult organization calling itself the Concerned Relatives, and
the media convinced Peoples Temple members they were being systemat
ically persecuted, which caused them to cling to their dualistic catastrophic
millennia! perspective and to see themselves as being on the righteous side
in a pitched battle of good versus evil.
The Persecution

The racially integrated Peoples Temple was persecuted by white racists in
California. After the San Francisco church building was fire-bombed and
badly damaged in August 1973, the church's board of directors passed a
resolution on October 8, 1973, to establish an agricultural mission in
Guyana. Temple members believed local Neo-Nazis had burned their
church. Members of the American Nazi Party threatened Peoples Tem
ple members and their children in Redwood Valley and Ukiah, Califor
nia. Neo-Nazis sent them hate mail, and slashed the tires of Temple
members' cars.42
By 1977 Peoples Temple was under attack by ex-members, particularly
Tim Stoen, and AI and Jeannie Mills (formerly named Elmer and Deanna
Mertle), who initiated a campaign against Peoples Temple with multiple
fronts. They enrolled reporters to produce highly negative news stories
about Peoples Temple, they prompted several federal agencies to investigate
Peoples Temple, and they lobbied congressmen to investigate Peoples Tem
ple. The defectors and parents of Peoples Temple members coalesced into a
group (of primarily whites) calling themselves Concerned Relatives.
Both the Concerned Relatives and Jonestown residents perceived
their relation to each other in simplistic, dualistic terms. It was a battle of
good versus evil, with each side convinced it was in the right and the other
was evil. The dualism ofJimJones and Peoples Temple members had long
led them to act on their conviction that their ultimate goal of multiracial
communal justice and brotherhood justified the use of any me;ms includ-
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ing deception, illegal activities, coercion, and violence. The dualism of the
Concerned Relatives also led them to conclude that their goal of their
loved ones' liberation from Peoples Temple justified the use of any means,
including telling exaggerated atrocity tales to the press and to government
agents, kidnapping, and "deprogramming." Steve Katsaris made unsuc
cessful plans to kidnap and deprogram his daughter. Tim Stoen likewise
claimed that he would kidnapJohn Victor Stoen. Concerned Relatives and
Peoples Temple were opponents in a war.43
The mass exodus of Peoples Temple members to Jonestown before
adequate facilities were constructed was in response to a negative article
appearing in the August 1, 1977, issue of New West,44 in which defectors
made allegations of sexual, financial, and physical abuses. Tim Stoen and
Grace Stoen (by that time divorced) initiated legal proceedings to wrest
custody of John Victor from Jones.
In a manner typical of the anticult movement, Concerned Relatives
demonized Jim Jones and Jonestown as a dangerous "cult" that had to be
dismantled.45 The defectors continued to see the world in dualistic terms,
but now Jim Jones was evil incarnate and the Concerned Relatives were
the good guys. It was still a war of good versus evil, and former Peoples
Temple members worked just as eagerly to oppose Jim Jones as they ear
lier had worked to support Jones and his cause. The dualism of the defec
tors only fed the fears of distressed relatives, such as Steve Katsaris, the
father of Maria Katsaris, a young woman in Jones's inner circle who had
taken over the mothering ofJohn Victor Stoen.
The aggressive mobilization of legal, media, and federal resources to
attack Jonestown, which culminated in the investigative visit by Con
gressman Leo Ryan, increased the sense within Jonestown of being
besieged by evil forces that aimed to destroy their precious community.
John Victor Stoen, whom Jones was determined not to give up, became
the symbol in Jonestown for the potential for dismemberment of their
community by outside evil forces. The demonization of Jim Jones and
Jonestown by the Concerned Relatives was matched by the demonization
of the Concerned Relatives, the news media, the federal government, and
American capitalism by the residents of Jonestown. For both sides it was
"us versus them," us versus the alien, evil other.
Jim Jones, a professed communist, expected to be persecuted by the
United States government, and the facts appeared to bear out his expecta
tion. In California in November 1976, when Unita Blackwell Wright, an
African American mayor of a small Mississippi town, spoke to the Peoples
Temple about her trip in 1973 to the People's Republic of China, Peoples
Temple security guards noticed a man with electronic equipment on church
grounds. They traced his rental car and discovered that he was an air force
electronics expert who investigated possible sources of interference with the
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U.S. national defense radar system. In 1977,Jones learned through an infor
mant and his people's intelligence work, that the allegations of defectors had
stimulated a Treasury Department investigation of the Peoples Temple.
Peoples Temple leaders were well aware of the harassment of another new
religious movement, the Unification Church ("Moonies"), by the Internal
Revenue Service. The Peoples Temple leaders believed it was better to leave
the United States than risk loss of financial resources to the IRS.46
Rebecca Moore has argued that Jonestown residents were caught in a
"vise," consisting of lawsuits filed by Tim Stoen and Concerned Relatives,
investigations and actions by federal agencies that threatened the contin
ued existence of Jonestown, dismay caused by internal dissension, highly
negative press stories, and fears that their status in Guyana was precarious
because of the Guyanese political situation. The Jonestown residents had
no place to go to escape the multiple pressures.JimJones could not return
to the United States, where lawsuits and a criminal complaint were pend
ing against him.47 African American residents of Jonestown did not see
returning to racist America and ghetto life as a viable option. The white
members did not want to be disloyal to the blacks and their shared ideal
of multiracial justice and harmony.
In May 1978, Tim Stoen, an attorney, filed suit againstJones and Peoples
Temple asking for damages of over $56 million. A detective, Joe Mazor,
working for Concerned Relatives, hired a San Francisco public relations
firm to coordinate a negative publicity campaign against Peoples Temple.
Jeannie Mills made false allegations thatJonestown was stockpiling illegal
weapons, and this prompted an investigation by the U.S. Customs Service
beginning in February 1977.48 The Customs Service sent reports contain
ing the exaggerated allegations to the State Department and Interpol, the
international police organization. An Interpol report based on the Cus
toms Report was shown to Peoples Temple leaders by Guyanese police.49
Carolyn Moore Layton wrote to her parents in December 1977 that the
Interpol document confirmed for the Jonestown residents that there was
a conspiracy against Jonestown.
The media has advertised us in the most grotesque and unreal
manner-due to this conspiracy which is indeed real, though I
know you are not conspiracy-minded and tend to pooh-pooh the
idea. I saw myself the Interpol [Customs] report which a high
officer in government allowed a number of us to read firsthand.
They are accusing us of the most absurd things-trafficking in
weapons and currencies. This I saw with my own eyes . . .. 50
The negative news reports about Peoples Temple prompted a variety of
investigations by American federal agencies. The Social Security Adminis-
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tration (SSA) asked the U.S. embassy in Guyana to send officials to Jones
town to interview Social Security recipients to make sure they were not
being held against their will. Consul McCoy visited Jonestown a total of
three times in 1977 and 1978, and none of the seventy-five people inter
viewed wanted to leave. McCoy later said, "Anyone who says it was a con
centration camp is just being silly. For the old people, and the people coming
from the ghetto, it was relatively better." Sl The Federal Communications
Commission (FCC) began monitoringJonestown shortwave radio commu
nications beginning in April 1977. The FCC finedJonestown ham operators
for broadcasting messages out-of-band, and Jonestown residents feared that
the FCC intended to cut off their sole source of communication with the
outside world. In the summer of 1977, the U.S. Postal Service returned Social
Security checks (totalling about $37,000 monthly for about 200 recipients)
bound for people living inJonestown to the U.S. Treasury Department. This
continued until December 1977, but in spring 1978 more Social Security
checks were misrouted. Since financial assets were held in common in the
Peoples Temple, the loss of the monthly Social Security income threatened
the economic survival of Jonestown. Another threat materialized in Febru
ary 1978, when the Internal Revenue Service said it was investigating Peoples
Temple to determine if any of its income was taxable.52
The residents of Jonestown were convinced that the Central Intelli
gence Agency (CIA) was working to destroy their community. After all,
they were Americans espousing communism and living in a socialist coun
try. To determine if the CIA actually had an interest in Jonestown, Field
ing McGehee (whose two sisters-in-law died inJonestown) filed a lawsuit
in 1980 under the Freedom of Information Act to obtain the CIA's files on
Peoples Temple and Jonestown. The heavily excised documents that were
obtained from the CIA indicated that CIA agents were operating in
Guyana. The CIA was the agency that first notified the U.S. Defense
Department of the deaths by poisoning at Jonestown.53 Subsequent to the
1978 Jonestown deaths, the House Foreign Affairs Committee produced
a report on "The Assassination of Representative Leo Ryan and theJones
town, Guyana Tragedy." The vast bulk of this twelve-volume report
remains classified, including sections on whether there was a conspiracy
against Jim Jones and Peoples Temple, whether the violence could have
been foreseen, whether there was a conspiracy to kill Congressman Leo
Ryan, the investigation of Peoples Temple by the Customs Service, and
the role and performance of the State Department in the case.s 4 According
to Rebecca Moore, "The Jonestown tragedy continues because the gov
ernment will not examine its role in the affair . . .. " ss
In response to the threats posed by Concerned Relatives, the media,
and the American government, draconian measures were instituted
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withinJonestown to stifle dissent and keep people from defecting. It was
feared that defectors would join the outside evil forces attempting to
destroy Peoples Temple; therefore, it was all-important to control dis
sent. At Jonestown, a punishment imposed by Jones was to make the
offender chew and swallow hot peppers. Rebellious residents of Jones
town were drugged; some were kept sedated in the "Special Care Unit."
Troublemakers, including people who attempted to escape, had to per
form hard physical labor or were confined in coffin-sized boxes. Jim
Jones manipulated people by pretending to have heart attacks, or by stag
ing gunfire attacks on himself that he attributed to the C IA, mercenaries,
or Guyanese soldiers.56 Jones mediated all information about events in
the outside world toJonestown residents by recounting his version of the
news over the public address system. Jones presented reports that made
the outside world seem a dangerous place on the brink of nuclear war
and/or other conflicts .57
Paranoia in Jonestown was increased by the attempts of the Stoens to
gain custody of John Victor Stoen. Carolyn Moore Layton wrote about
the custody case:
Pragmatically the issue of John Stoen is not an isolated custody
case to us. From the political perspective we know that if we do
not get backing on this issue, how could we ever have confidence
in the government backing us on far more controversial issues.
We also know that ifJohn Stoen were taken from the collective, it
would be number one in a series of similar attempts . . . . It was very
much for the good of the collective that we decided as a group to
make a stand on theJohn Stoen issue . . . . No child here would ever
again feel secure if we handed over John Stoen . . . ss
.

After Grace Stoen was granted custody of John Victor in California, her
attorney visitedJonestown at the end of August 1977 to pick up the boy, but
John Victor and Jones were nowhere to be found. After the attorney
departed, Jones returned to Jonestown and made claims of being besieged
by the Guyana Defense Force. For three days and nights, someone fired
shots into Jonestown. Talking by shortwave radio to Marceline in the
United States, Jones said that they would all commit suicide. Marceline
Jones frantically solicited assurances from Guyanese officials that Jones
town would not be assaulted. After another California court decision gave
custody ofJohn Victor to Grace and Tim Stoen, they, with Grace's attorney,
went to Georgetown, Guyana, to initiate legal proceedings there.s9
Increasingly, it appeared to Jones town residents that Jones town was
not the promised land of safe refuge. They explored the possibility of
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Kimo Prokes (left) and john Victor Stoen (right) playing in jonestown. (Photo
courtesy of Rebecca Moore)

relocating to Cuba or the U.S.S.R. but received no encouragement from
those countries.
Peoples Temple leaders desperately looked for advocates who shared
their dualistic and embattled perspective. Their own attorney in the
United States, Charles Garry, was discredited in their eyes for reporting
that he could find no evidence that the U.S. government was conspiring
against Peoples Temple and for advising that Jonestown open itself up to
investigators. They found the advocates they wanted in Mark Lane, an
attorney noted for his conspiracy theories about the assassinations ofJohn
F. Kennedy and Martin Luther King Jr., and in Don Freed, another con
spirarcy theorist and Hollywood writer. Lane and Freed persuaded Joe
Mazor, a private detective who had worked for Concerned Relatives, to
visit Jonestown and confess his activities against Peoples Temple. Lane
was hired as a Peoples Temple attorney and public relations consultant,
and he announced he would file lawsuits against various Concerned Rel
atives, the U.S. attorney general, the FBI, and the CIA for conspiring to
destroy the Peoples Temple. 6o
The confrontation that immediately provoked the murders and' mass
suicide was the visit of Congressman Leo Ryan to Jonestown on Novem
ber 17-18, 1978. Ryan's visit brought into Jonestown the enemies most
hated by Peoples Temple members: the press, Concerned Relatives, and
the American government. Initially,Jones point-blank refused permission
for Ryan and his party to visit Jonestown. Peoples Temple members
wrote to Ryan asking him not to visitJonestown, and saying that if he did,
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they regarded his visit as intended to destroy Jonestown. Jones grudg
ingly acquiesed to the visit only when Ryan and his party made arrange
ments to come anyway. Once in Jonestown, the reporters insisted on
being taken into a building that Peoples Temple members did not want
them to inspect; it was an overcrowded dorm for seniors. At the end of
the visit, while the camera filmed, reporter Don Harris aggressively ques
tionedJimJones for 45 minutes about weapons, physical punishment, and
drugs. As the defectors were getting into a truck, a woman remaining in
Jonestown began screaming because her husband was taking their chil
dren without telling her of his plans to leave. While Congressman Ryan
informedJones that his report would be primarily positive, that he saw no
coercion being used to keep people in Jonestown, and that he recom
mended that Jonestown increase its interaction with the outside world,
Ryan was attacked by a man wielding a knife. Ryan demanded that the
man be arrested, but then the party hastily departed for the airstrip. As
soon as Ryan's party left, a short and unusually violent thunderstorm
eerily blew into Jonestown.61
The Failure of the Millennial Goal

Jonestown was already failing to achieve its residents' goal of becoming a
model socialist collective prior to the visit of Ryan, the Concerned Rela
tives, and the reporters. Mary McCormick Maaga has pointed out that
about one-half of the Jonestown residents were elderly or juveniles.
About 150 people were sixty-five years of age or older, and 340 were nine
teen years of age or younger.62 The able-bodied adults had to work hard
to provide material support, health care, and education to the other resi
dents. By the time of the mass suicide, the adult residents were tired and
despaired of whether their collective was working. This was particularly
true of the women leaders inJones's inner circle.
The ultimate concern of theJonestown residents was to preserve their
community. Loyalty to the collective was the primary value. In solidarity,
each person served according to her or his capacity, and each person
received community services according to her or his needs. For the African
American residents,Jonestown was an improvement in quality of life com
pared to their existence in racist America. For the young, white, college
educated residents, Jonestown was a sacrifice in standard of living to
achieve their ideal of human unity. Maaga has pointed out that the defec
tors were primarily whites with the social and financial resources to return
and be integrated back into American mainstream society.
In the dualistic Peoples Temple worldview, people who defected were
demonized as traitors. The traitor was the "most dangerous person of all,"
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because he or she appeared to be an insider, but in fact was an outsider.63
Since the ultimate concern was to maintain the community at all costs, no
one wanted to be seen as disloyal.
Every defection was an assault against the ultimate concern, and there
were defections beginning when Peoples Temple was located solely in the
United States. Eight young people defected in 1973. Al and Jeannie Mills
defected in late 1975.64 Grace Stoen defected inJuly 1976, before the move
to Guyana, and Tim Stoen defected from Guyana in June 1977.65 Two
white women who had been entrusted with Peoples Temple's complex
banking arrangements defected fromJonestown: -Debbie Layton Blakey in
May 1978 and Teri Buford in October 1978. Debbie Layton Blakey reported
to the American embassy at Georgetown that Peoples Temple members
were rehearsing mass suicide.66
When Congressman Ryan departed from Jonestown, his party included
sixteen defectors, the majority belonging to the Parks and Bogue families.
The Parks and Bogue families were Indiana sect members, so they were some
of the earliest members of Peoples Temple. The Parks family helped run the
Jonestown medical clinic, and Jim Bogue, an Indiana farmer, was the settle
ment's agricultural manager and one ofJonestown's founding pioneers. The
defection of such long-time and important members was a tremendous blow
to the collective, and it was particularly demoralizing to the remaining Indi
ana sect members.67JimJones beggedJerry Parks not to leave with the ene
mies of the Peoples Temple, and he offered to pay for the Parks's travel costs
if they would leave a few days after Ryan's party departed. WhenJerry Parks
refused, Jones was crushed and said, "I have failed." Calling the defectors
"traitors,"Jones said, "All is lost. I live for my people because they need me.
But whenever they leave, they tell lies about the place."6s
In addition to the looming economic and organizational failure ofJones
town, and the specter of the disintegration of the community caused by
defections and the attacks by Concerned Relatives, the news media, and the
American government as symbolized by Congressman Ryan, there was also
the increasingly obvious failure of Jim Jones to be the messiah. For the
majority of the residents ofJonestown: "To love God's justice on earth was
to love JimJones; to be loyal to socialist values was to be loyal to Jones."69
The members of the inner circle knew that Jones did not perform miracles,
but many of the church members believed that Jones was a messiah who
could heal and prophesy. Jones had saved many of them from death in the
ghettos of racist America. But Jim Jones was addicted to drugs, and his
addiction worsened after he moved toJonestown. His orders were increas
ingly erratic, and many knew that wild orders given on the spur of the
moment would be reversed later. His speech heard over the public address
system was slurred. People saw Jones staggering or urinating in public
view.7° Increasingly, Jones was unable to walk without assistance.
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Jim Jones was a messiah in danger of being discredited in the eyes of
his followers. InJonestown,JimJones was the patriarch of a dysfunctional
family-dysfunctional because no one wanted to acknowledge the mental
illness of their beloved and idealized Dad.
The Decision to Commit Violence

Rebecca Moore has argued that the members of Peoples Temple, and espe
cially the residents of Jonestown, were bonded together by their shared
participation in the life of the community, which increasingly included
participation in rituals of violence. The Peoples Temple's emphasis on vio
lence was not exceptional, but was congruent with the violence commit
ted by mainstream American society and government. In the United
States, boxing matches were utilized by Peoples Temple members to pun
ish and humiliate troublemakers. In Jonestown, dissidents were drugged.
People who attempted to escape were captured and confined. The level of
institutional control and corresponding internally-directed violence and
fear of attack escalated as the persecution by Concerned Relatives, federal
agencies, and the media intensified. It was all important to preserve the
collective from destruction by a hostile external world and internal trai
tors. Residents of Jonestown began rehearsing to commit "revolutionary
suicide" to protect the cohesiveness of their community.71
Jim Jones first mentioned suicide as a possible response to the defec
tions of eight young people in 1973. In 1976 the first suicide drill was con
ducted withinJones's inner circle as a loyalty test. For at least a year prior
to fateful November 18, 1978, revolutionary suicide72 was discussed pub
licly at Jonestown; residents wrote essays expressing their feelings and
thoughts on the subject. A rationale that many found compelling was that
it might be necessary to kill the children in order to protect them from
being "brainwashed" by capitalists. In 1978 there were drills in whichJones
town residents drank what was purported to be a poisoned beverage. Sub
sequently, Jones explained that the drill was a loyalty test that prepared
them to commit suicide in the future. Jerry Parks, who left with Con
gressman Ryan, reported that there had been five or six suicide drills dur
ing the seven-and-a-half months he had been inJonestown.73
Maaga has pointed out that it is inaccurate to attribute the decision
to commit group suicide solely to Jim Jones. She has demonstrated that
Jim Jones's power in Peoples Temple, in fact, declined when he moved to
Jonestown. Jones knew how to wield power and influence in urban con
texts, but he had no skills to run an agricultural settlement in the jungle.
The inner circle of leaders close to Jones, mostly young white women,
applied their administrative skills to run Jonestown. At Jonestown, the
emphasis was on medical health care, and not on Jones's healing powerJ4
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There were abuses of authority by Jim Jones at Jonestown, but the com
munity's isolation and will to succeed as a socialist collective prompted
people to carry out or overlook coercive measures to control dissidents.
The women within the inner circle at Jonestown were increasingly
stressed. The leaders were not privileged in the Jonestown lifestyle; they
worked hard and felt the heavy burden of providing for everyone in the
collective. They were tired, and they wondered if they were going to
fail to achieve their goal of creating a socialist community. They may have
thought of leaving Jonestown, but that would have meant repudiating
their ultimate concern of preserving the collective. For the leaders, leaving
would have meant rejecting the responsibility they had undertaken for the
well-being of everyone in Jonestown. This ultimate concern and the
demonization of traitors made it unthinkable to give up and leave. As an
alternative to passively watchingJonestown disintegrate, the white leaders
(the young college-educated NRM members) increasingly thought that
perhaps Jonestown could become a symbol of socialist solidarity in
protest against corrupt capitalism by committing revolutionary suicide.75
The rapid deterioration ofJimJones's health and behavior increased the
stress on the Jonestown leaders. Jones's erratic behavior made it increas
ingly likely that Jones himself would cause the failure of Jonestown.
The attacks by the Concerned Relatives and the press, and the Con
cerned Relatives' success in prompting investigations by federal agencies
and in getting Congressman Ryan to visitJonestown increased the pressure
on theJonestown residents. The paranoid, dualistic view withinJonestown
was that their beloved community soon would be destroyed by outside evil
forces. The possibility that John Victor Stoen might be removed from
Jonestown symbolized to them the threat to the community.76
Peoples Temple members often stated that they were prepared to die for
their ultimate concern. On March 14, 1978, Pamela Moton wrote to the U.S.
Congress alleging conspiracies against the Peoples Temple. Moton wrote, "I
can say without hesitation that we are devoted to a decision that it is better
even to die than to be constantly harassed from one continent to the next. I
hope you can ...protect the right of over 1,000 people from the U.S. to live
in peace."77 After defecting, Debbie Layton Blakey signed an affidavit stat
ing that there had been a drill in which everyone drank a red liquid and were
told that they would all die within forty-five minutes. ThenJones informed
them that it had been a loyalty test, but soon they would have to die by their
own hands.78 During the summer of 1978, Mike Prokes wrote to the San
Francisco Examiner, "We have found something to die for, and it's called
social justice. We will at least have had the satisfaction of living that princi
ple, not because it promised success or reward, but simply because we felt it
was the right thing to do."79 Prior to Congressman Leo Ryan's trip to
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Guyana, Grace Stoen and Debbie Layton Blakey briefed the U.S. State
Department on the possibility of mass suicide inJonestown.so
The defections of Teri Buford and Debbie Layton Blakey demon
strated that members of the inner circle were capable of becoming traitors.
The departure of the Parks and the Bogue families was a blow to the Indi
ana-sect members remaining inJonestown. The evidence that even found
ing members of Peoples Temple could abandon the ultimate concern made
the Indiana-sect members willing to cooperate in the group suicide in
order to preserve the community. At the last community meeting inJones
town,JimJones facilitated the persuasion of the black urban church mem
bers to commit suicide, and they agreed that the most important thing in
the world was to remain loyal to their community. The black members did
not want to be disloyal like the white defectors.81
In addition to their decision to direct violence inwardly, a few Jones
town men first directed violence externally to take revenge against those
who threatened their community. Prior to his departure, Ryan was attacked
by a knife-wieldingJonestown resident. The two Peoples Temple attorneys,
Charles Garry and Mark Lane, wrestled the knife away from Don Sly
(known in Jonestown as Ujara), and Ryan was not injured. Ryan and his
party left immediately.John Victor Stoen (age six) remained in Jonestown.
None of the defectingJonestown residents leaving with Ryan at that time
were related to the Concerned Relatives. Larry Layton, the brother of Deb
bie Layton Blakey and the former husband of Carolyn Moore Layton, pre
tended to be a defector and left with Ryan's party. Larry Layton probably
was a planted assassin, for he fired a gun inside the partially boarded air
plane while half a dozen other men from Jonestown opened fire on mem
bers of Ryan's party outside the plane. In the attack on Ryan's party, shots
were fired at close range to make sure that Congressman Leo Ryan, NBC
reporter Don Harris, NBC cameraman Bob Brown, and San Francisco
Examiner photographer Greg Robinson were killed. s2
During the finalJonestown gathering,JimJones claimed, " I can't con
trol these people. They're out there. They've gone with guns."S3 As the
Jonestown physician and nurses prepared the poison and organized its
distribution, Jones articulated in a final rambling speech that he, too,
believed in the ultimate concern of loyalty to theJonestown collective. He
would stick with his people even when they committed violence, and to
preserve their community he would join them in suicide.s4 Jones blamed
the ex-members for the necessity of committing suicide, particularly Tim
Stoen and Deanna Mertle 0eannie Mills), for prompting Congressman
Ryan to make his unwelcome visit to Jonestown.
The audiotape of Jonestown's final gathering as the poison was pre
pared, distributed, and given (first to the children) provides a lesson in the
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jim )ones and Peoples Temple members in Jonestown. (Corbis)

danger of succumbing to peer pressure and of uncritically giving author
ity to a charismatic leader. Christine Miller, a sixty-year-old black woman,
argued with Jones that suicide was not the proper response. Miller sug
gested that they could relocate to Russia, and Jones claimed to put in a call
to Russia to convince her that Russia would not take them. Miller argued
that the handful of people who defected were not worth the lives of the
whole community. She asserted that she believed that "as long as there's
life there's hope . . . ." Jones did not silence Miller, but he began to remind
her and the members that he was a prophet with all the answers. Miller
stated, ''I'm not ready to die," and argued that the babies deserved to live.
She further argued that by committing suicide they were just letting them
selves be defeated by their enemies. Jones again said he was "speaking as a
prophet today," and "I cannot separate myself from the pain of my peo
ple. You can't either, Christine, if you stop to think about it. You can't
separate yourself. We've walked too long together." Miller then asserted
that "we all have a right to our own destiny as individuals."
At this direct challenge to the ultimate concern of Peoples Temple
loyalty to each other as members of a socialist collective-another person
intervened. Jim McElvane, a black man who was the head of Peoples Tem
ple security in California, spoke up. He had arrived in Jonestown only
two days previously. McElvane shifted the focus of the discussion back to
the ultimate concern-communal solidarity-but with the emphasis that
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the community identified with Jim Jones and his salvific power: "Chris
tine, you're only standing here because he was here in the first place. So I
don' t know what you're talking about, having an individual life. Your life
has been extended to the day that you're standing there because of him."
Another woman acknowledged toJones, "you've saved so many people."
Jones's reply indicated that he still believed himself to be a manifestation
of Christ: "I've saved them. I saved them, but I made my example. I made
my expression. I made my manifestation and the world was not ready, not
ready for me. Paul said, 'I was a man born out of due season.' I've been
born out of due season, just like all we are-and the best testimony we can
make is to leave this goddamn world. [Applause]" Christine Miller com
plained that people were becoming hostile toward her, but Jones encour
aged her to speak and said that she was not a traitor: "I know you're not
a runner.'' But Miller decided to stop arguing: "That's all I have to say."
Christine Miller chose to die with her community.
Other Peoples Temple members continued testifying, and McElvane
spoke up again to offer the concept of reincarnation as a comfort to peo
ple as they committed suicide together. He claimed that as a therapist who
had conducted past-life regressions, he knew that stepping over to the
other side "feels good." Numerous other people thanked Dad for his love,
for giving them life and also death.Jim Jones reiterated McElvane's state
ments about reincarnation by saying that dying was "just stepping over to
another plane." Toward the end, Jim Jones expressed his conviction that
"this world is not our home," and that theJonestown community by com
mitting suicide was saying, "we don't like the way the world is.'' Jim
Jones's last words on the audiotape were, "We got tired. We didn' t com
mit suicide, we committed an act of revolutionary suicide protesting the
conditions of an inhumane world. " ss
Annie Moore, a nurse and the twenty-four-year-old sister of Carolyn
Moore Layton, apparently was the last person to die.s6 Annie wrote a final
letter that concluded with the following paragraphs:
JimJones showed us all this-that we could live together with our
differences, that we are all the same human beings. Luckily, we are
more fortunate than the starving babies of Ethiopia, than the
starving babies of the United States.
What a beautiful place this was. The children loved the jungle,
learned about animals and plants. There were no cars to run over
them; no child molesters to molest them; nobody to hurt them.
They were the freest, most intelligent children I had ever known.
Seniors had dignity. They had whatever they wanted-a plot
of land for a garden. Seniors were treated with respect-something
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they never had in the United States. A rare few were sick, and
when they were, they were given the best medical care . . . .
Underneath the note, in different colored ink, she added:
We died because you would not let us live in peace. Annie Moore s7
The Jonestown residents' ultimate concern was preserved.
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CHAPTER FOUR

1993-Branch Davidians

This is where existence is for me in the world.
There is no existence outside this vicinity.
This is where David is, he is revealing the Seals,
and this is what the world should have been waiting for.
-Bernadette Monbelly, March 9, 1993, on videotape made
by the Branch Davidians released to the FBI

Those tanks are not fireproof, you know.
-David Koresh, March 19, 1993, to FBI negotiator1

The Violence

The Branch Davidians were a catastrophic millennia! group that was
assaulted because it was perceived by law enforcement agents to be dan
gerous. Unlike Jonestown and Aum Shinrikyo, the Branch Davidian com
munity at Mount Carmel Center outside Waco, Texas, was not a fragile
millennia! group. The B ranch Davidian community was not suffering
from internal weaknesses that made the believers despair about the accom
plishment of their ultimate concern. In 1993, the Branch Davidians were
not a threat to the general public or to law enforcement agents.
The Davidians' ultimate concern was to obey God's will, as revealed
in the Bible, in order to be included in the millennia! kingdom. They were
armed for self-protection during armageddon, which they believed was
imminent. The Davidians expected to be attacked by evil "Babylon." For
mer Davidians, who did not believe in David Koresh's messiahship and his
interpretation of the Bible, already had left Mount Carmel. The remaining
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Davidians formed a cohesive community that was convinced of Koresh's
divinely inspired ability to interpret the Bible.
All of the persecutory actions taken against the Davidians by federal
agents in 1993 confirmed Koresh's prophecies and enhanced his status as
the messiah in the eyes of his followers. Unlike Jim Jones, David Koresh
was not in danger of failing to be the messiah. The Davidians had no doubt
that the ultimate concern would be accomplished according to God's plan.
I think this is why the Davidians were able to withstand so much perse
cution, which included physical attacks, psychological warfare, and depri
vation. Despite all the persecution, the Davidians still attempted to
negotiate a peaceful resolution to the siege.
The Davidians did not want to die, and they attempted to negotiate
with FBI agents up until the very end. The FBI agents did not understand
that the Davidians were not going to do anything unless they believed their
actions were in accordance with God's Word as revealed in the Bible. FBI
agents tried to force the Davidians to submit to "proper" authority. The
Davidians were willing to cooperate with federal agents only to the extent
that it conformed to their understanding of God's Word.
Every act of violence in the Branch Davidian case is disputed. The tes
timonies of Branch Davidians and U.S. federal agents contradict each
other. This case involved approximately 123 Davidians2 and hundreds of
law enforcement agents - each with a unique experience and understand
ing of the cataclysmic events in 1993. In the following summary of events,
I report important allegations, but I attempt to steer clear of most of the
numerous allegations for which there is no clear evidence. The facts of this
case are extremely complex as well as disputed, so I describe the violence
involving the Branch Davidians here in considerable detail.
About 9:45 A.M. on Sunday, February 28, 1993, Mount Carmel Cen
ter, the residence of a religious community called the Branch Davidians,3
.was raided by seventy-six heavily armed agents of the Bureau of Alco
hol, Tobacco, and Firearms (BATF or ATF). In the shootout that followed,
four ATF agents were killed, twenty ATF agents were wounded- some
severely-five Davidians were killed, and four Davidians were wounded,
including their thirty-three-year-old messiah, David Koresh. That afternoon
at about 4:55 P.M., three Davidians, who had been away at work, Michael
Schroeder, Norman Allison, and Woodrow Kendrick, attempted to return to
Mount Carmel Center. Michael Schroeder (29) was shot and killed by ATF
agents, Norman Allison was arrested, and elderly Woodrow Kendrick
escaped, despite his heart condition.4
The next day, FBI agents took control of the site and presided over a
siege that lasted fifty-one days. During the siege, fourteen adults and
twenty-one children exited Mount Carmel. 5
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The siege of the Branch Davidians concluded on Monday, April 19,
1993, when, beginning at about 6:00 A.M., FBI agents in tanks sprayed and
shot rounds of chlorobenzylidene malononitrile (CS) gas into the build
ing and used the tanks to punch holes into the walls and demolish parts of
the building. At about noon the residence rapidly caught fire, producing
an inferno. Nine Davidians escaped. Seventy-four Davidians died in the
fire. Of these, twenty-three were children, including two infants who
were born when their mothers expired.6
These facts do not even begin to describe the violence in the Branch
Davidian tragedy - the preponderance of which was committed by federal
law enforcement agents. Federal agents committed physical, mental, sym
bolic, constitutional, and judicial violence against the Davidians,7 who
were regarded as members of an aberrant cult and were therefore despised
and dehumanized.
In addition to the physical violence that resulted in loss of human
life, physical violence was committed in the willful destruction of the
Davidians' property. ATF agents violated the Davidians' constitutional
right to possess legal firearms and to be safe in their home from unwar
ranted violent entry by law enforcement agents. Mental violence was
committed by federal agents against the Davidians in the form of intimi
dation, threats, and psychological warfare. Symbolic violence was com
mitted by federal agents who told lies about the Davidians to other
federal agents, officials, and judges prior to, during, and after the siege.
Symbolic violence was committed by the misrepresentation of the
Davidians to the American public because of the FBI-controlled infor
mation given to the news media. Constitutional violence was committed
against the Davidians' First Amendment right to freedom of religion by
the FBI agents who dismissed Koresh's communications as being unin
telligible "Bible babble. " FBI agents assumed that the Branch Davidians
were a "cult" and depicted them as such to the media. FBI agents.
assumed that the Davidians were non-thinking brainwashed cultists
under the total control of David Koresh, and they rejected the advice of
credentialed scholars of Religious Studies when it was offered. Judicial
violence was committed against surviving Davidians by Judge Walter
Smith Jr., who in 1994 overturned the lenient verdicts of the jury and
convicted a group of Davidians of conspiracy to murder federal agents,
giving them extremely lengthy jail sentences. Judicial violence was com
mitted in the failure of the Department of Justice to file charges and try
federal agents responsible for the deaths of Davidians.
I include in the total violence committed against the Davidians the
willful resolve of ATF commanders to orchestrate the violent raid, despite
lack of adequate cause; the trumped-up allegations in the ATF affidavit to
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obtain the warrants peacefully; the planning o f the ATF raid with no pro
vision to serve the warrants peacefully; the acts of intimidation, destruction
of property, and psychological warfare waged by FBI agents during the
siege; the FBI use of a gas banned by international treaty for use in war
fare against a civilian group that included children; the demolition of the
building by tanks, and the fire that resulted from that assault. 8
Symbolic violence was involved in the exaggerated claims made by
ex-Davidians prior to and during the siege, and in the prejudiced appli
cation of the term cult by anticult activists. The " cult" stereotype was
perpetuated and the hysteria was amplified by the media - thus encour
aging Americans to see the final outcome of the Branch Davidian siege
as a just extermination of nonhuman beings; they were brainwashed
cultists duped by a false messiah who was really a con man.
Judicial violence occurred when eleven Davidians were tried in 1994
in San Antonio, Texas, for conspiracy to murder federal agents.9 On Feb
ruary 26, 1994, the jury found all eleven Davidians innocent of con
spiracy to murder federal agents. Three Davidians, Clive Doyle, Norman
Allison, and Woodrow Kendrick were found innocent of all charges. The
jury concluded that Davidians committed violent acts in self-defense. The
jury also believed that the Davidians were not totally innocent of con
tributing to the tragedy, so they found seven Davidians guilty of lesser
charges. Members of the jury subsequently told reporters that they
believed the Davidians would receive light sentences and credit for time
already spent in prison. The jury found seven Davidians guilty of aiding
and abetting voluntary manslaughter, five Davidians guilty of carrying a
firearm during the commission of a crime of violence, and two Davidians
guilty of other arms violations. U.S. District Judge Walter Smith Jr. ini
tially said that the jury's verdicts were inconsistent with innocence of the
conspiracy to murder charge, and he set the verdicts aside. However, the
violence against the Davidians continued when Judge Smith subsequently
said that the Davidians were guilty of conspiring to murder federal agents,
and gave them harsh sentences. He sentenced five Davidians to forty years
each in prison. These were Renos Avraam (31), Brad Branch (36), Jaime
Castillo (27), Livingstone Fagan (36), and Kevin Whitecliff (34). Graeme
Craddock (34) was sentenced to twenty years, Paul Fatta (37) to fifteen
years, and Ruth Riddle (31) to five years. Kathryn Schroeder (35), a wit
ness for the prosecution, was later sentenced to three years.1 0 Appeals were
filed and lawsuits were filed on behalf of the surviving Davidians and fam
ilies of the deceased Davidians. 11 But the wheels of justice turned slowly.
Let us shift attention back to the beginning: the initial ATF investigation.
The ATF investigation was triggered by a report from a United Parcel
Service (UPS) driver that he had delivered a parcel to Mount Carmel con-
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taining hand grenade casings.12 In June 1992, ATF Special Agent Davy
Aguilera was assigned to investigate the acquisition of arms by David
Koresh and the Branch Davidians. During his investigation, Aguilera
relied heavily on the allegations of disgruntled defectors (apostates)1 3 and
on information provided by an anticult organization, the Cult Awareness
Network, and by Rick Ross, a deprogrammer.14 Rick Ross had no schol
arly credentials in the study of religion.
David Koresh and Paul Fatta were the Davidians who engaged in
the gun trade to financially support the community. Although some
guns were purchased in preparation for the anticipated armageddon,
Koresh and Fatta also bought guns as an investment to sell later
when their value increased. They also bought guns to sell at trade
shows. On July 30, 1992, Aguilera interviewed gun dealer Henry
McMahon about his legitimate business partnership with Koresh.
McMahon called Koresh to inform him of the investigation and
Koresh said, "If there's a problem, tell them to come out here. If they
want to see my guns, they're more than welcome. " McMahon offered
the telephone to Aguilera so he could speak to Koresh, but Aguilera
waved the p hone away. 1 s
On January 11, 1993, ATF agents, posing as college students, set up an
undercover house across the street from Mount Carmel. The Davidians
immediately paid a visit to meet their new neighbors, and from the begin
ning they realized that these men were undercover agents. Agent Robert
Rodriguez (42) (known to the Davidians as Robert Gonzalez) made visits
to Mount Carmel, participated in Koresh's Bible study sessions, and was
invited to move into Mount Carmel. Rodriguez saw no illegal weapons in
Mount Carmel.1 6
On January 27, 1993, an ATF undercover agent, posing as a UPS
trainee, visited Mount Carmel. It was so obvious that he was an under
cover agent that Koresh called the sheriff's office to complain about being
under surveillanceY Koresh had a good relationship with local law
enforcement agents, and it was his policy to address openly any questions
they had and to invite them to come by and visit.
At a meeting in Houston on January 27-29, 1993, ATF officials
decided to execute a paramilitary raid against the Davidians. 1 8 This deci
sion was influenced by ex-Davidians, who had adopted the anticult world
view and had stressed that the Branch Davidians were likely to commit
group suicide like the Jonestown residents. They asserted that David
Koresh would not submit peacefully to arrest or to a search of Mount
Carmel. The apostates emphasized that a siege would become a catalyst
for group suicide. When the ATF tactical planners met with ATF officials
in Washington, D.C., on February 11-12, 1993, they emphasized that "the
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element o f surprise would minimize the threat of mass suicide . . . . " When
Treasury Department officials wanted to cancel the raid, ATF director
Stephen Higgins explained on February 26 that "the use of scores of
heavily armed agents to execute the warrant by force was necessary" to
prevent the Davidians from destroying evidence or committing mass sui
cide.19 The memory of Jonestown and the "cult" stereotype determined
the nature of the ATF raid.2 o
James Moore, a retired ATF agent, has reported the assumptions
about David Koresh and the Branch Davidians that shaped the ATF
agents' plan for dealing with them:
Along the way, agents were advised by former cult members that
Koresh's followers saw him as God, obeying him implicitly to the
extent that male followers went celibate, giving him their wives,
and that Koresh was sexually abusing children as young as ten.
One girl was fourteen when she gave birth to a Koresh son. These
reports, irrelevant to A TF's official mission, eliminated any possi
bility that Koresh was a misguided technical violator of federal
"
laws. This suspect was "a bad guy. More relevant was Koresh's
teaching that people who attended church on Sunday were wor
shiping Satan. Any agent dubious about investigating a "religious
group" shivered at the prospect of Koresh's sheep invading a
church with bombs and machine guns to "deal with the devil. "
(emphasis added)21
This passage illustrates that ATF agents believed that the Davidians
were brainwashed followers of David Koresh and were unable to think for
themselves. It should be noted that the ATF agents had no evidence what
soever that Koresh and the Davidians intended to attack a church. The
Davidians were armed for self-defense in the anticipated armageddon. The
Davidians also participated in the Texas-American culture, in which gun
owning was normal.
ATF officials named the raid " Operation Trojan Horse," but it was
known among the agents as " Showtime." By early 1993, the ATF had a
very negative reputation for sexism, racism, and for intrusive raids on pri
vate homes. The continued existence of the ATF was in question. A Sen
ate Appropriations Subcommittee meeting was scheduled for March 10,
1993, to consider the ATF budget. Some ATF officials may have thought
that the agency would benefit from the good publicity generated by dis
arming a "dangerous cult. " At the 1994 trial "several agents stated that a
lead ATF agent yelled the very publicity-conscious phrase 'It's showtime!'
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as they exited the trailers" to assault the front of the building.22 Before the
raid, an ATF employee informed reporters that a big raid was going to be
launched against Mount Carmel Center.23
The presence of news reporters on the scene tipped off the Davidians
that the raid was imminent. While attempting to get to Mount Carmel, a
reporter asked a mail carrier, David Jones (38), for directions. While they
were speaking, a vehicle passed by carrying six ATF agents dressed in com
bat gear. David Jones, who had grown up at Mount Carmel and continued
to live there with his father, his three children, and his two sisters and their
children, immediately went to alert David Koresh, his brother-in-law.24
What law had David Koresh broken that necessitated the ATF raid?
Davy Aguilera wrote the "Probable Cause Affidavit," which secured
the warrants from a U.S. magistrate judge. Aguilera's affidavit utilized
flimsy circumstantial evidence to allege that the Davidians were convert
ing semiautomatic weapons to fully automatic weapons without filing the
required paperwork and paying the fees. Possessing semiautomatic and
automatic weapons was not illegal, but paperwork and fees were required
by law for conversion. Koresh had purchased semiautomatic weapons
legally as an investment for resale at a higher price if, in the future, the
government restricted manufacture of the weapons. Most were kept
boxed and never fired. During the trial, these weapons in plastic wrap
were displayed in the courtroom. The government did not permit x-ray
ing or removal of the wrappers to determine if the weapons were con
verted. No physical evidence was produced at the trial to prove that the
Davidians fired automatic weapons at the ATF agents. 25 Aguilera's affi
davit "did not show intent, a requirement of the law." 26
Aguilera's affidavit did, however, characterize the Mount Carmel
community as a dangerous "cult" and David Koresh as a "power-mad,
manipulative cult leader"2 7 who administered abusive spankings to the
children and raped pre-teen girls.
Allegations of child abuse did not come under ATF and federal juris
diction. David Koresh had been investigated earlier by the Texas Depart
ment of Human Services for possible child abuse, and he had cooperated
with this investigation by permitting three visits by social workers to
Mount Carmel, by allowing the social workers to conduct private inter
views with the children, and by visiting Joyce Sparks, the social worker in
charge of the case, at her office to answer questions. Aguilera's affidavit to
obtain the warrants emphasized the child abuse allegation without report
ing that the case had been closed on April 30, 1992, for lack of evidence.28
In fact, David Koresh, did have sexual relations with minor females at
Mount Carmel-with the permission of their parents. The young women
were considered by the community to be David's wives, and they believed
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that David's children would become rulers in God's kingdom. By pro
ducing children for David Koresh, the " Lamb" and messiah, these young
women were doing "the Lord's work." David Koresh, then Vernon How
ell, legally married Rachel Jones ( 1 4) in 1 984. Later Koresh began having
sex with girls as young as twelve or thirteen. Koresh began having sex with
Rachel's sister, Michelle Jones, in 1 987, when Michelle was twelve. Also in
1 987, Koresh began having sex with Robyn Bunds when she was seventeen.
The young women were legally married to other Davidian men in order
to protect Koresh from charges of statutory rape, but the young women
were considered Koresh's wives by members of the community. In 1 989,
Koresh presented a "New Light" teaching that all the men, except himself,
should be celibate, and that even the women previously married to other
men were now his wives. Judy Schneider ( 41 in 1 993 ), the wife of Steve
Schneider ( 41 in 1 993 ), bore a daughter by Koresh, Mayanah, who was
two years old when she died in the fire.29 Fourteen of David Koresh's chil
dren, most from one to four years old, died in the fire.30
In February 1 993, Texas Child Protective Services investigated the
charges by twelve-year-old Kiri Jewell that her mother, Sherri Jewell, left
her when she was ten years old in a motel room with David Koresh, who
had sex with her. But the state did not prosecute Koresh because Kiri Jew
ell refused to press charges. Kiri Jewell made the same allegation at the
1 995 congressional hearings on Waco.31
As to the charge that David Koresh administered abusive physical
punishment to young children, there were only a few alleged incidents
dating from 1 986 to 1 990. In examining the evidence, it was not clear if
these episodes represented exaggerations by apostates or if David Koresh
sometimes went overboard in controlling the community's children. The
children who were interviewed by social workers denied being abused. It
was the standard Davidian practice to spank misbehaving children with a
wooden spoon named "the helper" in a "whipping room." This practice
was similar to child-discipline practiced in other conservative Protestant
families in the United States. Saving the children was cited as a motivation
for both the ATF raid and the FBI tank assault, in which CS gas was
inserted into Mount Carmel. Federal agents subjected the Davidian chil
dren to a terrifying gun battle, psychological warfare and deprivation dur
ing the fifty-one-day siege, and their agonizing deaths in the tank and gas
assault and the fire.32
Finally, Aguilera's affidavit alleged that there was a methamphetamine
laboratory in Mount Carmel. This was a lie told to gain military assis
tance. The 1 996 House of Representatives majority report demonstrated
that ATF commanders knowingly lied in the affidavit and to U.S. military
personnel when they asserted that there was a methamphetamine lab
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inside Mount Carmel. By falsely alleging the existence of a methampheta
mine lab, the ATF secured four types of military assistance: ( 1 ) surveillance
overflights made by the National Guard; (2) training of ATF agents by U.S.
Army Special Forces; (3) the use of National Guard helicopters in the ATF
raid on Mount Carmel; and (4) post-raid support in terms of personnel
and equipment to the ATF and FBI.J 3
The ATF undercover agent, Robert Rodriguez, was inside Mount
Carmel on the morning of February 28, 1 993, when David Jones brought
word that a raid was imminent. After speaking privately with David Jones
and Perry Jones (64), Koresh returned to Rodriguez, who saw that he was
"very nervous and shaking real bad." Rodriguez testified at the trial, "He
turned and told me the ATF and the National Guard were coming."
Koresh subsequently reported to FBI agents, " I went to the window, and
I says, Robert, I says, it's up to you now. . . . And I turned around and he
just - his eyes were real big and everything . . . . And he goes, 'what do you
mean?' I says, Robert, you know what I mean . . . . We know they're com
ing." 34 As Rodriguez left, fearing the Davidians would shoot him in the
back, Koresh shook hands with him and said, "Good luck, Robert."
Rodriguez drove his pickup truck down the Mount Carmel driveway
and across the street to the undercover house. He immediately tele
phoned the raid commander, Charles Sarabyn, and said, " Chuck, they
know. They know." Sarabyn asked what the Davidians were doing when
he left, and Rodriguez said that " they were praying. " 3 5 Sarabyn conferred
briefly with other raid commanders, and they decided to hurry up the
raid, making remarks such as " Get ready to go, they know we're com
ing," and "They know the BATF and the National Guard are coming.
We're going to hit them now. " It took forty minutes for the ATF agents
to arrive at Mount Carmel. 36
John R. Hall has argued that the cultural narrative of mass suicide,
derived from Jonestown, may have been an underlying reason the ATF
agents felt the need to "hurry up. "
. . . even if preventing the imminent event of mass suicide was
not a conscious motive for "hurrying up," the narrative of mass
suicide was embedded in the de facto fallback position. On the day
of the raid, with the media looking on, if the scenario of dynamic
entry failed, then a siege-with its latent element of mass suicide 
would be the consequence. Presciently, one tactical planner
already had understood that with a siege, as the Treasury Depart
ment review put it, "BATF probably would have to assault the
Compound anyway, once public pressure on BATF to resolve
the situation grew and the government's patience wore thin."
The only way to avoid a siege was to " hurry up. " On the day of
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the raid, BATF raid commanders discounted the importance of
lost surprise because accepting it would have required canceling
the raid, and canceling the raid would precipitate a siege. Because
of the specter of mass suicide, a siege was not a fallback option;
it was an imminent event to be avoidedY
Despite the fact that the search warrant did not authorize a "no-knock"
surprise raid, the ATF agents had trained only for a forcible entry.38
After Rodriguez left Mount Carmel, David Koresh told the women to
go with the children to their bedrooms on the second and third floors and
watch. Since it was early in the morning, the mothers were busy getting
the children dressed when the gunfire began.
The women subsequently reported that before the shooting began at
the front of the building, shots were rained down upon them from over
head by three helicopters. The women and children huddled under beds
and in the hallways; the women covered the children with their bodies.
The Davidians later claimed that four of the five Davidians killed in the
ATF raid died from shots fired from the helicopters, and the controversial
autopsy evidence appeared to confirm this allegation. The women who
testified to being fired upon by the helicopters were Marjorie Thomas and
Kathy Schroeder (both testified for the prosecution in the trial), Victorine
Hollingsworth, Catherine Matteson, and Annetta Richards. In the audio
tape of the Davidians' 91 1 call, Wayne Martin and Steve Schneider claimed
that helicopters were firing upon Mount Carmel.
The Davidians allegedly killed by shots fired from the helicopters
were Peter Gent (24) who was in the water tower, Peter Hipsman (27)
who was in a fourth-floor bedroom, and Winston Blake (28) who was sit
ting on the edge of his bunkbed eating French toast and wearing a knit
shirt that said "DAVID KORESH/GOD ROCKS" and a black ammuni
tion vest with the label, "David Koresh Survival Wear. " Hipsman was fin
ished off by two bullets in his head fired at close range. Jaydean Wendell
(34), mother of four children and a former policewoman, grabbed a rifle
and jumped on top of a bunkbed to shoot back at the ATF agents, and was
killed by a bullet that struck the top of her head.J9
With the numerous bullets penetrating the roof, walls, and floors (the
ATF agents used armor-piercing bullets and the building was flimsy), it
was fortunate that none of the children were killed. Apparently blood did
get on a child and Koresh was given information that led him to believe
and claim that his two-year-old daughter had been killed.4° Koresh later
dropped this claim, and the surviving Davidians reported that no child
was killed in the ATF raid.
During the siege, attorneys for David Koresh and Steve Schneider, the
Davidian who spent a great deal of time negotiating with FBI agents,
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entered Mount Carmel and inspected the bullet holes. Attorneys Dick
DeGuerin and Jack Zimmerman testified to the presence of bullet holes in
the ceilings with the wood splintered downward, indicating that the shots
had been fired from above. 41 These allegations could not be verified after
the siege, however, because the entire building was destroyed in the fire.
At the trial in 1994, the three National Guard helicopter pilots, who flew
the two small OH-58 helicopters and the large Blackhawk helicopter, testi
fied that the National Guardsmen and ATF agents aboard were armed but
had not fired shots. The ATF agents in the helicopters included the raid com
mander Philip Chojnacki, Ted Royster, an unofficial commander of the raid,
and lead investigator Davy Aguilera. The judge prevented defense attorneys
from calling to the stand any of the ATF agents in the helicopters.42
According to Davidian testimony, the first shots fired in the ATF raid
came from the helicopters. But another possibility was that the first shots
were fired to kill five dogs (pets) by ATF agents arriving in cattle cars at
the front door. ATF agents in this team testified that when they first heard
shots, they assumed these were being fired by the agents assigned to take
out the dogs.
After the trucks pulling the cattle cars wheeled up to the front door,
all the agents jumped off shouting "Police! Search warrant! Lay down ! "
They saw an unarmed David Koresh in the open door with his unarmed
father-in-law, Perry Jones, standing behind him. Koresh had his hands
up and shouted, " Go away, there's women and children here, let's talk."
Koresh later said that with all the agents shouting simultaneously he
could not understand what they were saying: "You've been to a football
game and you hear a roar but you don't hear what anybody's saying,
right?"43 When the shooting began, Koresh backed inside and the steel
encased double doors were shut. Surviving Davidians have alleged that
Perry Jones was wounded in the abdomen by bullets coming through the
doors. Armed Davidians standing behind the doors started firing.
The ATF agents have alleged that the Davidians shot first; the David
ians have alleged that the ATF agents shot first. The Davidians, and later
attorneys DeGuerin and Zimmerman, alleged that the right-hand side of
the front door showed that most of the bullet holes hit the door from the
outside and traveled inside the building. During the April 19 fire, a tank
driven by an FBI agent pulled the double doors away from the fire (as
shown on television), but the right-hand door was never found.44
Davidians alleged that Perry Jones was mortally wounded in the
stomach. This allegation, as with everything else in the Davidian case, was
contested. The autopsy report alleged that Perry Jones had no wound in
the abdomen, but died of a single gunshot to the roof of his mouth. David
ians reported that Jones, after being shot in the stomach, was carried into
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a bedroom and that he was screaming and begging to be put out of his
misery. Later, the rest of the Davidians were told that Jones died. Kathy
Schroeder subsequently testified that with Koresh's permission, Neil
Vaega shot and killed two wounded Davidians, Perry Jones and Peter
Hipsman, to end their suffering. It became impossible to verify the
autopsy report on Perry Jones's body, because Jones's corpse was one of
thirty Davidian corpses stored in the Tarrant County medical examiner's
refrigeration unit that somehow was turned off. All the corpses deterio
rated, making additional examination impossible.45
While the helicopters were overhead and most of the ATF agents on
the ground were at the front door, a team of seven agents from New
Orleans climbed up on the roof, four to enter a room believed to be
Koresh's bedroom, and three to enter a room thought to be an armory. In
fact, the gun room was empty because Paul Fatta and his son had left ear
lier that morning to take the weapons to a gun show. The ATF plan was
to break the windows, throw in "flash-bang" grenades (which cause a 1 75decibel blast and can cause severe injury), and enter the rooms. Kenneth
King, Todd McKeehan, David Millen, and Conway LeBleu were to make
the entry into the room thought to be Koresh's bedroom. As they broke
the window, shots were fired at them from inside the room wounding
Millen and King. A bullet passed through King's right elbow, his chest,
and then hit his left elbow. McKeehan (28) and LeBleu (36) were killed.
King ( 48) took four more bullets before he pushed himself off the roof. He
nearly died waiting for assistance. King and Millen sustained more
wounds. Millen jumped to the other side of the roof where the other three
agents, Glen Jordan, Bill Buford, and Keith Constantino, were attempting
to enter the other room. They broke the window and threw in a flash
bang grenade and entered the room. Gunfire erupted. Davidian Scott
Sonobe (35) was in the hallway shooting at the agents coming in both win
dows. Millen was able to get off the roof. The three agents in the room
returned fire. Bullets hit Buford and Jordan in the legs. Constantino
wounded Sonobe in the hand, wrist, and leg. Buford and Jordan exited the
room; Buford was hit by a shot that grazed his nose; Constantino got out
and dropped off the roof, breaking his hip when he landed on the ground.
A New Orleans agent who had remained on the ground to provide cover
fire, Robert Williams (27), took cover behind an old safe. When he stood
up, he was shot and killed. A KWTX-TV video showed that no shots were
being fired from inside the building by Davidians at the time Williams was
shot, so he may have been hit by "friendly fire."46
If Koresh had surrendered and the agents in front had peacefully
entered the building, the team on the rooftop still would have carried out
the forcible entry. The men on the roof had no radio communication with
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the agents at the front of the building. No one on the rooftop team
announced to the Mount Carmel residents their reason for forcible entryY
A fourth ATF agent, Steve Willis (32), was killed by the gunfire at the
front of the building as he took cover behind a van.48 A total of twenty
ATF agents were wounded, thirteen by bullets and seven by shrapnel.49
When the shoo tout began, Wayne Martin (42), an attorney and father
of five children in Mount Carmel, desperately dialed 9 1 1 to have the
shooting stopped. He spoke with Lieutenant Larry Lynch, the sheriff's
deputy assigned to communicate with the ATF agents if the need arose.
MARTIN: Yeah, there are seventy-five men around our building
and they're shooting at us in Mt. Carmel!
LYNCH: Mt. Carmel?
MARTIN: Yeah. Tell them there are children and women in here
and to call it off!
LYNCH: Alright, alright, ah, hello ?
I hear gunfire.
Oh, Shit!
Hello? Who is this ? Hello ?
MARTIN: Call it off! so
The sounds of gunfire were clearly heard on the 9 1 1 audiotape as Lynch
advised Martin that the Davidians should not return fire. Lynch tried to
contact the ATF command post on the campus of the Texas State Techni
cal College, but no one responded to the radio. Lynch had to send a cam
pus security officer to the ATF command post to tell ATF agents to call
him. Due to the communication problem, a cease-fire was not established
for almost an hour. s 1
David Koresh also called and talked to Lt. Lynch, using a cellular tele
phone.
KoRESH: You see . . . we told you we wanted to talk. No - How
come you guys had to be BATF agents ? How come you try
to be so big all the time?
LYNCH: Okay, David.
KoRESH: There is bunch of us dead, there's a bunch of you guys
dead. Now, now, that's your fault.
LYNCH: Okay, let's try to resolve this now. Tell me this,
now, you have casualties, how many casualties, do you
want to try to work something out? ATF is pulling back,
we're trying to uhmKORESH: Why didn't you do that first?
LYNCH: Okay, all I'm, all I'm doing is handling communica
tions. I can't give you that answer, David . . .
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KoRESH: Yeah, well, really, let me tell you something.
LYNCH: Okay.
KORESH: In our great country here, the United States, you know
God has given us a rich history of patriotism. We're not try
ing to be bad guys. s2
Even during the shootout, Koresh launched into an explanation to Lt.
Lynch of his interpretation of the prophecies of the New Testament book
of Revelation. He explained that God sat on a throne and held in his hand
a book sealed with seven seals, and that Koresh had unlocked the sym
bolism of the seven seals.
KORESH: In the prophecies
LYNCH: Alright.
KORESH: - it says LYNCH: Let me, can I interrupt you for a minute ?
KoRESH: Sure.
LYNCH: Alright, we can talk theology. But right now
KoRESH: No, this is life. This is life and death!
LYNCH: Okay.
KORESH: Theology LYNCH: That's what I'm talking about
KORESH: - is life and death. s3
David Koresh was seriously wounded by a bullet that struck his side by
the hip bone and went out his back. Koresh was also wounded by a bullet
that grazed his right wrist and severed the nerve to the thumb. Other David
ians who were wounded were David Jones, whose hard tailbone prevented
further entry of the bullet, Scott Sonobe who was wounded in the thigh and
hand, and Judy Schneider, wounded when a bullet passed through the length
of her right index finger and went through her right shoulder. 54
Later that afternoon while ATF agents were still in charge of the site and
before FBI agents arrived, Michael Schroeder, husband of Kathy Schroeder
and father of her fourth child, was shot and killed as he attempted to walk
onto the property and return home. The thirteen ATF agents who intercepted
Schroeder said that he opened fire on them. Schroeder took three shots to the
back and two in the head. Jeffrey Jamar, the FBI special agent who took
charge of the site, did not permit Texas Rangers to investigate the scene of
Schroeder's death for several days. Schroeder's body was left where it fell.55
During the fifty-one-day siege, FBI agents continued to be advised
by anticult activists, particularly Marc Breault, a former Davidian and
self-styled "cultbuster," the deprogrammer, Rick Ross, and several psy
chologists and psychiatrists.56 The anticult activists continued to stress
that the siege was likely to conclude with a mass suicide.
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The wounded David Koresh, his
legal wife, Rachel Jones Howell,
and one of their children after the
ATF raid. They made statements on
a videotape that was given to the
FBI. Rachel said, "Thanks a lot for
killing my dad." David said about
the raid, "It should have been
dealt with differently."

During the siege, the efforts of the FBI negotiators to win the David
ians' trust in order to get them to come out peacefully were undermined
by the FBI tactical commanders' strategy of intimidation, coercion, and
destruction of evidence. Richard Rogers, the FBI agent in charge of the
Hostage Rescue Team (HRT), had also been in charge of the HRT at the
siege of the Randy Weaver family at Ruby Ridge, Idaho, in 1 992 (see chap
ter 6). The FBI's own behavioral scientists, Pete Smerick and Mark Young,
concluded that because of their religious beliefs, the Davidians would not
react in the same manner as criminals. Smerick and Young advised that
tactical pressure would only strengthen the Davidians' religious faith and
their cohesion as a group, making them determined to resist the federal
government they saw as satanic "Babylon." They advised that aggressive
actions taken against the Davidians only confirmed Koresh's prophecies,
and thus enhanced his authority in the eyes of his followers. They advised
that the FBI agents should pull back the perimeter, keep a low-key armed
presence, and rely on time and negotiation to bring the Davidians outY
They warned that "tactical presence . . . if carried to excess, could eventually
be counterproductive and could result in loss of life. "5 8 They recom
mended that the Davidians be encouraged to surrender to Texas Rangers
as intermediaries. This advice was not what the tactical commanders
wanted to hear, so pressure was put on Smerick and Young to alter their
recommendations in order to justify aggressive action. Smerick left Waco
in disgust. Only after retiring from the FBI in 1 995 did Smerick offer his
account to the news media. Smerick testified at the 1 995 Waco hearings
cosponsored by the House Judiciary and House Oversight and Reform
Committees, and said that on several occasions FBI agents destroyed
Davidian property after the Davidians had cooperated. More graphically,
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an interpretive log of the siege, compiled by James Tabor, indicated that
whenever Davidian adults began to leave Mount Carmel in significant
numbers, FBI agents implemented psychological warfare tactics or
destroyed Davidian property. That angered the Davidians and made them
more determined not to surrender. s9
Carol Moore has provided a chronology of the events of the fifty-one
day siege,60 which forms the framework for my chronology that follows,
which has been supplemented with information from additional sources.
On February 28, 1 993, after the ATF raid and the subsequent shoot
ing of Michael Schroeder, CNN televised a live interview with David
Koresh at 8 :00 P.M. At 1 0:00 P.M., four children were sent out of Mount
Carmel.6 1
On March 1 , FBI Special Agent in Charge Jeffrey Jamar took com
mand of the site and the FBI Hostage Rescue Team (HRT), headed by
Richard Rogers, arrived. During the siege, a total of 668 FBI agents were
deployed, as were 6 people from U.S. Customs, 1 5 from the U.S. Army,
1 3 from the Texas National Guard, 3 1 Texas Rangers, 1 3 1 from Texas
Department of Public Safety, 1 7 from McLennan County Sheriff's
Office, and 1 8 Waco police. The FBI command post was set up on the
campus of Texas State Technical College. All telephone lines from Mount
Carmel, except those to the FBI, were disconnected and tanks were
brought in.62 Ten children left Mount Carmel and Koresh promised that
if his taped sermon was played on national networks in prime time, they
would all leave together.
On March 2, two women, Catherine Matteson (71) and Margaret
Lawson (75), and four children came out. Matteson brought out an audio
tape made by Koresh. Matteson and Lawson were led away to j ail in hand
cuffs. 63 It was charged that the two old women " did knowingly and
willfully use weapons, including machine guns, to commit the violent
crimes of murder and attempted murder of federal law enforcement
officers."64 (Every adult Davidian who exited Mount Carmel was made to
put on an orange prisoner's jumpsuit and was led away in front of televi
sion cameras in handcuffs and leg chains.)65 Koresh's audiotape was played
at 1 :30 P.M. by KRLD radio station and the Christian Broadcasting Net
work. For several hours, Koresh and the Davidians prepared to exit
Mount Carmel. A few Davidians considered formulating a suicide plan.
After 4:00P.M., David Koresh relayed to FBI agents that he was instructed
by God to wait for further orders from God about when the Davidians
should come out.66 Koresh and the Davidians explained to the negotiators
that they had to obey the orders of their commander, God, just as the FBI
and ATF agents had to obey the orders of their human commanders. God,
through David Koresh, told the Davidians to wait.
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On March 3, the charges were dropped against the two harmless old
women. One child left Mount Carmel. An ATF agent retrieved a gun from
the location of Michael Schroeder's body, but the body was left where it
fell. (Texas Rangers and FBI agents finally retrieved Schroeder's body on
March 5 or 6.) Koresh spent a total of five hours explaining his theology
based on his interpretation of the Bible to FBI negotiators.67
On March 4, one child left Mount Carmel. Koresh spent seven hours
talking to FBI negotiators attempting to communicate his Bible-based
apocalyptic view of the situation.68
On March 5, one child exited Mount Carmel. Koresh talked to nego
tiators most of the day. Koresh stated that he would not come out until he
was ordered to do so by God. When asked if he would send out more chil
dren, Koresh said, "We're dealing with my children, these are different
than the other children."69 Davidians recovered Peter Gent's body from
the water tower and requested permission to bury it.
On March 6, Steve Schneider told an FBI negotiator that he thought the
FBI planned to burn the building in order to destroy evidence that the ATF
agents had shot at them. David Koresh offered to send out a child, Melissa
Morrison (6), if he were permitted to speak with Robert Rodriguez. This
deal was refused, and Melissa Morrison was not sent out. That evening
Koresh spent two hours explaining his apocalyptic theology to negotiatorsJO
On March 7, Dr. J. Phillip Arnold, a Religious Studies scholar with the
Reunion Institute in Houston, attended an FBI press briefing in Waco and
extended an offer to FBI spokesman Bob Ricks to interpret Koresh's Bible
based language for the FBI. Ricks brushed off Arnold, saying, "There is
nobody who can understand what this man is saying."71 Koresh spent three
hours communicating his religious views to negotiators. Negotiators had
conversations with other Davidians. FBI agents offered to send in milk, if
more children were sent out. Koresh said, "You're dealing with my bio
logical children now . . . that's what we've come down to."72
After the FBI ignored the Davidians' repeated requests to take Peter
Gent's body for burial, on March 8 the Davidians buried Gent's body out
side the residence. FBI agents delivered milk to the Davidians. The David
ians sent out a videotape depicting the wounded David Koresh introducing
the childrenJ3
On March 9, the Davidians sent out a second videotape in which the
adults explained why they were choosing to wait on God. FBI agents did
not release the videotapes to the press as the Davidians wished. Realizing
that they were being dehumanized and demonized by the FBI reports to
the media, the Davidians unfurled a sheet from a window on which had
been written, " God Help Us We Want the Press." The Texas Department
of Protective and Regulatory Services took custody of the twenty-one
children who had come out of Mount Carmel away from their parents
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still inside. This discouraged Davidians from sending more children out,
particularly Juliette Martinez (30), who would die in the fire with five of
her children, ages three through thirteen. Koresh had no intention of send
ing his twelve children out. The other children who would die in the fire
were the two eldest Martin daughters ( 1 3 and 1 5), Melissa Morrison (6),
and Rachel Sylvia ( 1 3 ).74
On March 1 0, FBI agents sent in a videotape of negotiators pleading
with the Davidians to come out and end the siege peacefully. Over four
hours were spent communicating with Davidians.75
On March 1 1 , FBI agents prevented David Koresh's attorney, Dick
DeGuerin, and Koresh's mother, Bonnie Haldeman, from entering Mount
Carmel. The Davidians were excited by hearing on the radio information
about a newly discovered nebula shaped like a guitar.76 They understood
this as a heavenly sign confirming that David Koresh was the messiah.
On March 1 2, Janet Reno was sworn in as the new attorney general.
Davidians Kathy Schroeder and Oliver Gyarfas left Mount Carmel. FBI
agents were informed that three more Davidians planned to come out the
next day. FBI agents cut off electricity to Mount Carmel, angering
Koresh and Steve Schneider. In the days to come, the FBI turned on the
electricity briefly so that the Davidians could see on television the FBI
press briefings.77
All during the siege, family members of the Davidians sent faxes and
registered letters to the FBI and Attorney General Janet Reno, offering to
negotiate with their relatives. The FBI refused to permit this, and Reno
was never shown these letters. Offers received from individuals to serve as
third-party intermediaries also were turned down.78
On March 1 3 , Schneider informed FBI agents that the three adults
who had planned to come out would not do so. The Davidians were
angered about the lack of electricity because of the cold nights. Schneider
alleged to negotiators that the government wanted to kill them and burn
the building down. Dr. Phillip Arnold attended an FBI news conference
in Waco and asked questions.
On March 1 4, the Davidians hung a banner from a window saying,
"FBI broke negotiations, we want press." FBI agents began shining bright
lights into Mount Carmel to disrupt the Davidians' sleep.79
On March 15, Steve Schneider and Wayne Martin met outside with
FBI negotiator Byron Sage and Sheriff Jack Harwell. By telephone, Steve
Schneider reported to FBI agents the enthusiastic response of Davidians
after listening to Dr. Arnold discuss the Bible on a KRLD radio program.
Schneider asked that Dr. Arnold be permitted to discuss the biblical prophe
cies with David Koresh to see if Arnold could offer alternative interpreta
tions. Schneider stated that if Arnold could prove from the Bible that the
Davidians should come out, the Davidians would exit Mount Carmel
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regardless of whether or not David Koresh agreed. 80 Special Agent in
Charge Jeffrey Jamar instructed negotiators not to listen to any more of
Koresh's "Bible babble."
On the evening of March 1 6, Davidians used flashlights to flash a mes
sage to reporters in Morse code, "SOS, SOS, FBI broke negotiations.
Want negotiations from press." The FBI directed bright spotlights at night
into Mount Carmel effectively obscuring future SOS messages. 81
On March 1 7, the FBI began playing audiotapes of the Davidians who
had left Mount Carmel on loudspeakers.
On March 1 8, negotiator Byron Sage addressed Davidians over the
P.A. system. Tanks removed diesel and gasoline storage tanks. 82
On March 1 9, the FBI sent in an audiotape of Arnold's radio discussion
of the Bible. David Koresh said that the Davidians would come out soon.
Brad Branch and Kevin Whitecliff left Mount Carmel and were arrested.
On March 20, David Koresh said two adults would come out on the
next day. 83
On March 2 1 , seven adult Davidians came out: Victorine Hollings
worth, Annetta Richards, Rita Riddle, Gladys Ottman, Sheila Martin,
James Lawton, and Ophelia Santoya. The FBI began blasting high decibel
sounds at Mount Carmel. Koresh and Schneider angrily said that no one
else would exit. During the coming days the sounds blasted at the David
ians included sirens, bagpipes, seagulls, crying babies, dentists' drills,
crowing roosters, dying rabbits, Tibetan Buddhist chants, Muslim prayer
calls, Christmas carols, a train in a tunnel, songs by Alice Cooper, and
Nancy Sinatra singing "These Boots Were Made for Walking. " The
Davidians panicked when sounds of helicopters were played. 84
On March 22, FBI agents on site began discussing "stress escala
tion" and using tear gas. Jamar sent in a letter to Koresh promising a
worldwide radio broadcast of his message as well as live news coverage
of his exit if he came out, and the ability to preach from j ail. Koresh
destroyed the letter.
On March 23, Livingstone Fagan came out.
On March 24, conversations between Davidians and negotiators were
angry. High decibel sounds were blasted at the Davidians. They refused to
talk. At 6:30 P.M., Louis Alaniz sneaked into Mount Carmel to j oin the
Davidians. Bright lights were shone at the building all night. Audiotapes
of previous negotiations and of Davidians who had come out were played
all night. ss
From March 25 to 28, FBI agents demanded that the Davidians exit
and when they refused, the tanks destroyed vehicles and go-carts belong
ing to the Davidians. These vehicles could have provided material evidence
concerning whether there was shooting from helicopters and the amount
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Aerial photo o f Mount Carmel Center. (Photo courtesy o f the United States Justice
Department)

of shots fired by the Davidians and by ATF agents.s6 The Davidians sent
out a third videotape of Koresh and the children on March 28. Jesse Amen
sneaked into Mount Carmel to join the Davidians.
On March 29, Dr. Arnold heard that the FBI planned a gas assault
against the Davidians. Arnold then initiated a plan to communicate with
the Davidians, via a radio broadcast, to persuade them to come out based
on interpretation of the biblical prophecies,8 7 Attorney Dick DeGuerin
went inside Mount Carmel and met with his client, David Koresh. Dick
DeGuerin went back inside on March 30 and 3 1 .
On March 3 1 , Dr. Arnold called an FBI agent and left a message
informing the FBI of the importance of the forthcoming radio discussion
of the Bible by himself and Dr. James Tabor. He urged FBI agents not to
undertake a violent assault against the Davidians. ss
On April 1 , Dr. Arnold and Dr. Tabor discussed the Bible on the Ron
Engelman radio show, to which the Davidians were listening. They offered
an interpretation of the book of Revelation to show that God did not will
the Davidians to die at the hands of Babylon at that time. The angel hold
ing a " little book" in Revelation 1 0 was mentioned. Arnold and Tabor
argued that Koresh needed to come out to spread the message of God's
salvation to the rest of the world. s9 Dick DeGuerin, attorney for David
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Koresh, and Jack Zimmerman, attorney for Steve Schneider, spent eight
hours inside Mount Carmel. They reported to FBI agents that the David
ians were planning to come out.9D
On April 2, Steve Schneider told negotiators that the Davidians would
come out after Passover. Meanwhile, in Washington, D.C., FBI Director
William Sessions approved the plan to gas Mount Carmel.
On April 4, Dick DeGuerin and Jack Zimmerman took an audio
tape of the radio discussion of Arnold and Tabor inside Mount Carmel.
Jesse Amen came out. Upon exiting Mount Carmel, DeGuerin and Zim
merman alleged to the media that ATF agents shot from helicopters; this
story was published the next day in the New York Times. The attorneys
told FBI agents that the Davidians would come out after Passover.9 1
On April 6, Schneider complained to the FBI about the disturbing
lights and music during Passover. FBI stopped the lights and music.92
On April 7, Davidians explained to FBI agents that Passover lasted
seven days.
On April 8, Schneider said they would come out after Passover. The
Davidians hung a banner saying, "Rodney King, We Understand. "
O n April 9, 1 0, and 1 1 , Koresh sent out letters concerning prophe
cies in the Bible and warned of God's retribution in natural disasters.
These letters of prophetic warning extensively citing scripture were
shown to an anticult psychologist, who concluded that Koresh was psy
chotic and was not going to come out. This psychologist had no knowl
edge of the biblical references in the letters. On April 1 1 , the bright
lights, music, and noise were directed at Mount Carmel during the night
and into the early morning.93
On April 1 2, the plan to gas Mount Carmel was presented to Attor
ney General Reno. Reno was told that the CS gas was not harmful to chil
dren, and she was not informed that CS gas was highly poisonous and
flammable.94
Passover ended on April 1 3 . At a White House meeting, Assistant
Attorney General Webster Hubbell informed White House Counsel
Bernard Nussbaum and Deputy Counsel Vincent Foster about the plan to
utilize CS gas; Nussbaum informed President Clinton.
On April 14, Koresh sent out a letter saying that at long last God had
spoken to him and had instructed him to write down in a "little book" his
interpretation of the Seven Seals in Revelation. After he sent the manuscript
to his attorney and copies were given to Arnold and Tabor for safekeeping,
the Davidians would come out. Schneider requested that a typewriter and
typewriter ribbon be sent in. After the Davidians heard David Koresh say
that they would come out soon, their cheering was recorded on the negoti
ation audiotape.95 Reno was briefed again on the plan to gas the residence,
but was not told about Koresh's letter promising to come out.
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O n April 15, FBI negotiator Byron Sage told Assistant Attorney Gen
eral Webster Hubbell that negotiations were going nowhere.
On April 16, FBI Director William Sessions urged Reno to approve
the plan to gas the Davidians. The Davidians requested a battery-operated
wordprocesser to expedite the typing of Koresh's manuscript. Koresh
assured a negotiator that all the Davidians would come out as soon as he
completed his book on the Seven Seals. He reported that he had already
completed his interpretation of the First Seal (see transcript of the negoti
ation audiotape at the end of this chapter).96
On April 1 7, Louis Alaniz came out of Mount Carmel. Reno approved
the plan to gas Mount Carmel. Davidians again asked for a battery-oper
ated wordprocessor and supplies in order to type Koresh's manuscript.97
On April 1 8, Reno informed President Clinton of the plan for the FBI
assault against Mount Carmel, and he concurred. Tanks removed and
crushed the remaining vehicles that belonged to the Davidians. Koresh
called a negotiator and demanded to know what the FBI really wanted,
and warned that they were making a tragic mistake in taking aggressive
action (see transcript of negotiation audiotape at the end of this chapter).
At 5:32 P.M., the battery-operated wordprocessor and related supplies
were delivered to the Davidians.9s
The plan, approved by Attorney General Reno, called for insertion of
CS gas into Mount Carmel gradually over 48 hours. If the Davidians did
not exit, the tanks would begin dismantling the building. The plan stated
that if the Davidians indicated a willingness to negotiate, the assault
should halt. The plan called for a team of social workers led by Joyce
Sparks to be on site with portable showers that would be used to wash the
chemicals off the children as they came out. The children would be
dressed in dry clothing and taken to safety. The written plan contained a
clause stipulating that if the Davidians fired at the tanks, the process of
gassing and demolishing the building would be escalated. The comman
ders on site had the power to make the decision to accelerate the assault.
FBI agents knew that the Davidian adults had gas masks, but that there
were no gas masks for the children. Reno and Jamar later testified at the
1995 Waco hearings that they expected the Davidians to fire on the tanks,
and, therefore, the assault would most likely be accelerated.99
On April 1 9, Joyce Sparks learned that the FBI assault had begun
when she received a call from the governor's office, wanting to know why
she and the social workers were not at Mount Carmel. Sparks put in a call
to Jeffrey Jamar and was told that the FBI "doesn't know if anyone is
coming out. " Getting off the telephone Sparks told her husband, "They
intend to kill them all."J oo
The FBI assault began at 6:00 A.M., with Janet Reno and other Washing
ton officials watching on CNN. The tanks used grenade launchers to hurl in
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more than 400 "grenades" or ferret rounds containing CS gas. Some tanks
sprayed the gas through holes that the tanks punched in the building walls.
FBI agents alleged that after making a call to inform the Davidians the gas
assault was beginning, the telephone was thrown out the front door. Surviv
ing Davidians later denied this and said that the tanks severed the telephone
line. At 9:10 A.M., the Davidians hung out a banner saying, "We want our
phones fixed." Davidian Graeme Craddock went outside and signaled to
FBI agents that the telephone line was severed. The FBI agents did not
reestablish communications with the Davidians.1 °1
At 1 0:00 A.M. ( 1 1 :00 A.M. Eastern Standard Time), Reno departed the
FBI Operations Center in Washington to travel to Baltimore to deliver an
address. Assistant Attorney General Webster Hubbell remained at the Oper
ations Center. Shortly thereafter, the tanks began dismantling the building.
FBI agents later claimed that the Davidians had fired on the tanks. 1°2
During the assault, the young children and their mothers huddled inside
a room on the first floor that was constructed of cement blocks and had con
tained a walk-in refrigerator and a gun room. They covered themselves with
wet blankets to protect the children from the gas. Many of the other adults,
including Koresh and Schneider, were on the second floor, while others were
scattered around the building in places like the gymnasium and the chapel. 103
At about 1 1 : 1 9 A.M. the tanks began demolishing the gymnasium, and
one tank fully entered the gym. Other tanks smashed the front of the build
ing. A tank pulled the controversial double front doors away from the build
ing. The largest tank entered the front doorway of the building, knocking
down the stairway. This tank also may have caused concrete to crash down
on women and children in the cement block room, causing some deaths.
Elsewhere, tanks destroyed the two other staircases. A tank in the chapel
knocked over containers of lantern fuel. 104 At 1 2:01 P.M. Byron Sage said over
the loudspeaker, "David, we are facilitating you leaving the compound by
enlarging the front door. David, you have had your fifteen minutes of
fame . . . .Vernon is no longer the Messiah. Leave the building now." 1 05
A tank smashed into the wall of the east front corner; its boom
smashed into a second floor room. A small flame appeared there at 1 2:07.
By 1 2:08 a large fire was seen in the dining room. At 1 2:08 another fire was
seen in the gymnasium where the roof had collapsed. The separate fires
quickly escalated to consume the building. At 1 2 : 1 3 FBI agents called the
fire department. Tanks continued demolishing the building as it burned.
Fire engines arrived at 1 2:34, but were held back by FBI agents. From
about 1 2:30 to 12:45, tanks with bulldozer blades pushed the burning walls
and debris into a pile of burning rubble. At 1 2:41 the firefighters were per
mitted to begin putting out the fire. I06
The cause of the fire was unclear. An FBI agent said that he saw a
Davidian set a fire, and FBI agents alleged that the Davidians had com-
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Tanks at the burning
Mount Carmel Center.
(Photo courtesy of John
Mann)

mitted suicide. 1 07 Surviving Davidians claimed that they had not made a
suicide pact. Indeed, John R. Hall, an eminent scholar of Jonestown,
concluded: "The mass suicide at Mt. Carme l - if that was what
occurred - lacked the ritualistic and collective character of the mass sui
cide at Jonestown. In the face of the continuing assaults, people at Mt.
Carmel died in different parts of the building, some from the fire, others
from gunshot wounds, either self-inflicted or 'mercy killings' at the
hands of others. " t o s
FBI surveillance microphones inside Mount Carmel reportedly
picked up a discussion the night of April 1 8, in which plans were made to
fight the tanks with fire. Dr. Phillip Arnold, who has listened to the audio
tapes, concludes that the Davidians may have set the fires in self-defense.
Based on Nahum 2 : 1 3 and Zechariah 2:5 in the Old Testament, the David
ians may have believed that God would permit them to destroy the tanks
with fire. If the fire consumed the Davidians, then it would fulfill the pre
diction in the Fifth Seal of Revelation tha� Babylon would destroy the
community of godly people initiating armageddon leading to God's vic
tory, and the establishment of God's kingdom. t o9
The FBI interpreted certain conversations captured on April 1 9 on a sur
veillance device as Davidians discussing the pouring of fuel, but the sound qual
ity of the tape was poor and inconclusive. 110 Surviving Davidians denied this
theory, and claimed that the fires were started when the tanks knocked over
kerosene lanterns that were used because the electricity had been cut off.
The only fact known for certain was that the fires started in each loca
tion where tanks were demolishing the building. There were 30 mph winds
and both the CS gas and the solvent with which it was mixed, methylene
chloride, were flammable. The building was made of old wood and plaster-
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board, and in addition to the furniture and clothing in the building, there
were bales of hay stacked against the walls to keep out the cold. 1 1 1
Some Davidians escaped the fire. Clive Doyle, Graeme Craddock,
David Thibodeau, Jaime Castillo, and Derek Lovelock escaped from the
chapel. Ruth Riddle jumped from the second floor. Misty Ferguson escaped
from the west front of the building. Renos Avraam escaped from a second
floor bedroom onto the roof and from there he jumped to the ground. Mar
jorie Thomas, who was severely burned, jumped from the second floor.
When Ruth Riddle saw FBI agents coming toward her, she was fearful and
attempted to run back toward the building. FBI agents caught her. In her
pocket was discovered a disk on which was saved David Koresh's interpre
tation of the First Seal of Revelation, that had been typed the night before. 112
The fire burned the Branch Davidian flag flying on a flagpole near the
building. "By the time that fire trucks had chilled the building's ashes, a
new and victorious banner was flying in its place - someone had raised the
flag of the ATF. " t 1 3
On May 12, 1 993, the FBI leveled the Mount Carmel rubble with
bulldozers. Jeffrey Jamar explained, "They're just filling holes so people
won't fall in the pits. That's just part oftaking care of the scene." 1 1 4
A poll b y CNN/Gallup found that 7 3 percent o f Americans believed that
the decision to use CS gas on the residents of Mount Carmel was "responsi
ble," and that 93 percent of Americans blamed David Koresh for the deaths
of the Branch Davidians.J IS The news reports did not inform the public that
the United States had signed an international treaty at the 1 993 Chemical
Weapons Convention in Paris agreeing not to use CS gas in warfare. 1 16
The 1 996 House of Representatives majority report on the Branch
Davidian tragedy concluded "that CS insertion into the enclosed bunker
at a time when women and children were assembled inside that enclosed
space could have been a proximate cause of or directly resulted in some or
all of the deaths attributed to asphyxiation in the autopsy reports. " In
using the CS gas, "the FBI failed to demonstrate sufficient concern for the
presence of young children, pregnant women, the elderly, and those with
respiratory conditions. " The majority report concluded that the CS gas
"might have impaired the ability of some Davidians to be able to leave the
residence had they otherwise wished to do so. " 1 1 7
In an addendum to the House of Representatives majority and
minority reports, Representative Steven Schiff reported that he believed
that the evidence indicated that the demolition of the building by the
tanks had cut off most avenues of escape, and that many people were
incapacitated by the CS gas.
The Government's use of CS gas in the manner it did, that is,
clearly designed to incapacitate men, women and children in a
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judy Schneider and her
daughter Mayanah during the
seige. In her videotaped
statement judy said, "I think
now we need to sit back and
see ... what is really going on
in our government."

confined, unventilated space, after avenues of escape had been
deliberately cut off, was unconscionable; as was the cursory man
ner in which the Government, and especially Attorney General
Reno "bought into" the conclusory and simplistic analyses that
the use of CS gas posed an "acceptable" level of risk. 1 1 8
Representative Schiff deplored "the militarization o f domestic law
enforcement and the lack of accountability by Federal law enforcement,"
and he pointed out that military operations aim to "demolish an 'enemy"'
and military tactics run "roughshod over the 'niceties' of caring for the
rights of those involved." II 9
David Koresh

The young messiah who died at age thirty-three (the supposed age of Jesus
at his death) in the Mount Carmel holocaust, was born on August 1 7,
1 959, and named Vernon Wayne Howell. He was the son of a fifteen-year
old girl, Bonnie Clark. Bonnie did not marry Vernon's father, but she
briefly married another man. That marriage ended in divorce because her
husband beat two-year-old Vernon. Bonnie left Vernon with her parents
in Houston and moved to Dallas. After Bonnie married Roy Haldeman,
she brought Vernon, then five, to join them. Roy Haldeman was a carpen
ter and Bonnie Haldeman operated a construction clean-up service. Vernon's
half-brother, Roger, was born shortly thereafter. I20
Vernon had a learning disability and did poorly in school. In the third
grade he was placed in a special education class. When his class joined the
other children for recess, the kids shouted "here comes the retarded
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kids ! " Vernon was crushed. During his childhood, other children called
Vernon "Mr. Retardo. " Vernon learned how to read but had difficulty
writing and spelling. An average student, he dropped out of school in the
eleventh grade.m
Vernon was fascinated with machines, such as radios and cars, and
he learned to play the guitar. He was very religious and his grand
mother, Earline Clark, took him to the Seventh-day Adventist Church.
Vernon loved listening to the sermons in church and also to the preach
ing of television and radio evangelists. Vernon memorized large por
tions of the B ible. I22
In 1 977, when Vernon ( 1 8) was working as a carpenter, he fell in love
with a sixteen-year-old girl. She became pregnant, but by the time Vernon
decided that it was his duty to marry her, she had already had an abortion.
They continued their love affair, and when she became pregnant again, her
father ran Vernon off. The lovesick Vernon Howell, pining for his lost
love, moved into Mount Carmel in 1981 when he was twenty-two.m
Mount Carmel had been founded in 1 935 by Victor Houteff. It was a
religious community that regarded itself as maintaining the true Seventh
day Adventist tradition of expecting the imminent end of the world and
God's judgment. The Mount Carmel community was led by a series of
prophets beginning with Houteff. When Vernon arrived in 1 9 8 1 the com
munity's prophet was Lois Roden. Lois Roden (67) liked the young car
penter, apparently took him as her lover, and began to promote him as the
prophet who would succeed her. This angered Lois Roden's son, George
Roden, who was determined to be the next prophet. But because George
Roden's behavior was erratic and obnoxious, the long-time Mount
Carmel residents, including Perry Jones and Clive Doyle, began to look to
Vernon Howell as their next prophet. In 1 984, Vernon married Rachel
Jones (14). 124
Vernon and Rachel (pregnant with their son, Cyrus) visited Israel in
January 1 985. While in Israel, Vernon received a revelation from God that
he was a prophet and a messiah identified with the biblical Cyrus, king of
the Persians, and with the Lamb in Revelation. After they returned in Feb
ruary 1 985, people noticed a distinctive increase in Vernon's self-confidence.
He had achieved maturity as a teacher of the Bible.
In June 1 985, George Roden drove Vernon Howell and his followers
out of Mount Carmel. They moved to nearby Palestine, Texas, and built a
temporary camp. Lois Roden died in November 1 986. 125
In the spring of 1 986, Vernon announced that he was married to Karen
Doyle (1 4), daughter of Clive Doyle. Also in 1 986 Vernon took Rachel's
sister, twelve-year-old Michelle Jones, to be his wife. In 1 987 Vernon "mar
ried" Robyn Bunds ( 1 7), Nicole Gent ( 1 6), and Dana Okimoto (20). Ver
non's legal wife, Rachel, was initially upset by this development, but God
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told her in a dream that this was God's will. 126 Former Davidian Alisa
Shaw explained how these sacred marriages were seen by the Davidians
and particularly by the women:
A central part of the message [of Revelation] is the marriage of the
Lamb. That's the way to salvation. There are a few [women] who
are worthy to be sown with the seed of God and produce chil
dren. It's considered an honor to have a baby for Christ. Not
every woman is worthy of Koresh's loins . . . . A woman who
becomes "sown with the light" might be worthy, but that doesn't
mean she will be selected to bear the leader's seed. He's just given
the inspiration and that's how he knows who's worthy.m
Parents of the girls consented to these extralegal marriages to Vernon
Howell, believing that their daughters were "going to have children for
the Lord. " 128
Still angry with Vernon for his competing claim to be prophet of the
Mount Carmel community, in November 1987 George Roden dug up the
casket of Anna Hughes, a resident who had been dead for twenty years.
George Roden challenged Vernon to a contest to see which of the two
prophets could raise the dead.
Vernon went to the McClennan County sheriff's office to lodge a
complaint about the disinterment of Anna Hughes's corpse. Vernon was
told that nothing could be done without evidence of the crime. A friendly
resident of Mount Carmel took photos of the casket, but the sheriff's
deputies said they needed photographs of the corpse. Because George
Roden habitually carried an Uzi semiautomatic weapon, Vernon and some
other men (including Stan Sylvia, Paul Fatta, and David Jones) were armed
when they went to Mount Carmel one night to take the photographs.
When they were confronted by George Roden, a shootout ensued. Ver
non and his party were arrested and charged with attempted murder. The
ten-day trial took place in April 1988. The jury acquitted Vernon's com
panions but could not reach a verdict about Vernon. All were released. t29
George Roden continued to get in trouble with the law. While Roden
was in j ail, Vernon and his followers paid $62,000 in taxes owed on Mount
Carmel and took possession of the property. George Roden was commit
ted to a mental hospital after he murdered a man in 1 989. 130
In August 1 990, Vernon Howell legally changed his name to David
Koresh, identifying himself with the "Cyrus message" that he had
received from God while in Israel in 1985. Cyrus (Koresh in Hebrew)
was the king of Persia who in 539 B .C.E. conquered Babylon and then
permitted the captive Jews to return to their promised land. In the
Hebrew Bible (the Old Testament for Christians), the term messiah
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("christ" in Greek) referred to someone who was anointed and thus des
ignated to carry out a special mission for Yahweh. Psalms 1 05 : 1 5 referred
to the patriarchs Abraham, Isaac, and Jacob as messiahs; the Hebrew
kings and priests were also messiahs. In Isaiah 45: 1 , Cyrus the king of
Persia was termed a messiah. 131
David Koresh related the references to Cyrus in Isaiah 40-54 to the
conqueror of evil Babylon in Revelation (the rider on the white horse and
the Lamb), and he identified himself as the christ or messiah who would
die in armageddon, be resurrected, and then conquer evil to establish
God's kingdom. Koresh identified himself, and not Jesus, with the suffer
ing servant described in Isaiah 53. Isaiah 53: 1 0 stated, "He shall see his
seed, he shall prolong his days. " Since Jesus did not have children, Koresh
argued that this figure could not be Jesus Christ. Psalms 45 spoke of a
messiah who married virgins and whose children ruled the earth. Koresh
saw his marriage to young women and the birth of his children as fulfill
ing this prophecy.m
Koresh taught that Yeshua Qesus) was Christ, a messiah, but that
Koresh was also a messiah, or God's anointed, who would participate in
the catastrophic events of the endtime that would result in the establish
ment of God's kingdom. Jesus Christ was in heaven, and the Davidic
Christ was currently on Earth.m
Koresh revealed to his followers a "New Light" teaching in the sum
mer of 1 989, that all the women in the community were his wives, even
those women already legally married to other men. Koresh thus claimed
all Davidian women as his "wives" and rightful sexual partners. Correspond
ingly, Koresh taught that all the men, except himself, should be celibate.
Utilizing various biblical texts (1 Corinthians 7:29; Luke 20:35; Galatians
3:28; 2 Corinthians 5 : 1 7; Matthew 1 9 : 1 2; Revelation 1 4:4; Isaiah 2 : 1 9-22),
Koresh taught that in the kingdom of God there would be no sexual rela
tions, and that the elect who followed the Lamb to establish God's king
dom were celibate. In God's kingdom the separation of masculinity and
femininity would be healed in androgynous wholeness. The Lamb had to
propagate children, however, because these special souls would become
rulers in God's kingdom in Palestine (the 24 elders in Revelation 4:4 and
Revelation 5 : 1 0). 134
According to Koresh, all the Davidians, male and female, were mar
ried to him, the Lamb. The Christ Spirit in Koresh was the feminine
Shekinah, the presence of God. The Davidian men, therefore, were
united with their alienated femininity by their spiritual love for Koresh.
A male Davidian's love for David Koresh was expressed in the follow
ing statement by Oliver Gyarfas, father of Aisha Gyarfas, one of
Koresh's young wives: "David Koresh has a beautiful message, like a
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silver thread running through the scripture . . . .I believe he is an inspired
modern-day prophet . . . . He has a message for us, his brethren, but also
for the whole world . . . .I love David Koresh above all. " 1 35 The return to
androgynous wholeness was accomplished by Davidian women
through sexual union with the Lamb. 1 36
Koresh taught that the Branch Davidians at Mount Carmel were the
"firstfruits" (Revelation 1 4:4) or the "wave sheaf" (Leviticus 23: 1 0-1 1 ),
who, through their faith, had come to the truth before others who would
be included God's kingdom. The Branch Davidians separated themselves
from corrupt Babylon to live lives dedicated to God at Mount Carmel.
They considered themselves to be part of one Koresh family.m
The King James Version of the Bible was the ultimate source of author
ity for the Davidians. The Davidians believed that David Koresh's special
status was proved by his unique ability to interpret the Bible. The Davidi
ans believed that Koresh, through divine inspiration, had unlocked the
secrets of the Bible; specifically, he revealed the meaning of the symbolism
of a scroll sealed with seven seals in Revelation, and therefore he predicted
the events of the endtime. Koresh was the Lamb described in Revelation as
the only person who could reveal the secrets of the Seven Seals. Livingstone
Fagan wrote about David Koresh, "The only one who can open The Seals to
you is The Lamb, Who like The Spirit, is an aspect of God who comes to
join with each of those betrothed to 'Him,"' and "According to Yeshua's
Revelation, as shown to His beloved friend John; only one being in earth or
heaven is worthy to open the seals-The Lamb. " 1 38
By his divine inspiration to interpret the Bible (the King James Ver
sion), David Koresh drew on Daniel 1 1 , Matthew 24, Revelation 7-16,
Ezekiel 3 8 , Zechariah 1 4, Psalm 89, and Isaiah 53 to predict that in the
future the Davidians would move to Palestine/Israel and help the Israelis
fight in armageddon against a United Nations force led by the United
States. Koresh, the Lamb, would be slain. After his death the Lamb
would be resurrected and would return in power to judge and establish
God's Kingdom. 1 39
Until the time for armageddon, Koresh concentrated on giving his
teachings to gather the faithful into God's kingdom. The ATF raid
appeared to the Davidians to initiate armageddon, and Koresh's appar
ently mortal gunshot wounds appeared to fulfill the prediction of the slay
ing of the Lamb. That David Koresh honestly believed his teachings about
himself was indicated by the homespun message he left on his mother's
answering machine on February 28, 1 993: "Hello, Mamma. It's your boy.
They shot me and I'm dying, alright? But I'll be back real soon, okay? I'm
sorry you didn't learn the Seals, but I'll be merciful, okay? I'll see ya'll in
the skies. " 140
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The Branch Davidians at Mount Carmel

Most of the Branch Davidians were former Seventh-day Adventists. Sev
enth-day Adventism grew out of the Millerite movement, which during
the nineteenth century in the United States generated intense excitement
over the imminent Second Coming of Jesus Christ. This movement was
initiated by William Miller's interpretations of the King James Version of
the Bible. Out of the confusion and necessary reinterpretation after the
Great Disappointment on October 22, 1 844, Seventh-day Adventism
developed with Ellen G. White as its living prophet.
The Branch Davidians shared the distinctive characteristics of Seventh
day Adventism: ( 1 ) apocalyptic beliefs about the imminent end of the
world; (2) the view that the prophecies and statements in the King James
Version of the Bible were applicable to the events of our day and could be
deciphered to predict the imminent events of the end time; (3) reliance on
living prophets to interpret God's Word in the Bible, and to reveal more
of God's Word; and (4) observance of the Saturday Sabbath.
The schismatic group of Seventh-day Adventists, which became
known as the Branch Davidians, originated in 1 929 when Victor Houteff,
a Bulgarian immigrant living in Los Angeles, decided that, regrettably, the
Seventh-day Adventist Church had tempered its expectation of the immi
nent Second Coming of Jesus Christ. The Seventh-day Adventist Church
was becoming too much like a denomination and was accommodating to
the sinful world that Revelation termed Babylon. Houteff saw himself as
a prophet whose role was to call out of the Seventh-day Adventist Church
the 1 44,000 "servants of God" (Revelation 7), and prepare for the immi
nent coming of Christ. Houteff spread his teachings by publishing a jour
nal called The Shepherd's R o d. 1 41
In May 1 935, Houteff and twelve followers bought 1 89 acres near
Waco, Texas, which they named Mount Carmel, and moved there. They
saw Mount Carmel as a temporary residence, for soon they would move
to Palestine where they would participate in the final events leading to the
reestablishment of the Davidic messianic kingdom. Houteff's group was
named the Davidian Seventh-day Adventists. To symbolize that the end
time was near, Houteff had a clock set in the floor of the main building
with its hands close to 1 1 :00. In 1 93 7 at age fifty-two, Houteff married
Florence Hermanson ( 1 7), the daughter of two devoted followers. 1 42
The Davidians lived at Mount Carmel longer than they expected.
Houteff wrote numerous tracts that were mailed to more than 1 00,000
Seventh-day Adventists. Missionaries were sent to the West Indies, Eng
land, Australia, and India. 1 43 Houteff was a noted teacher of the Bible, and
his hermeneutical method would be adopted later by David Koresh.
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This constant blending of literal and symbolic readings left room
for an infinite amount of "play" and adjustment of interpretation
as events unfolded. This method allowed every line, every word,
every symbol in the entire Bible to serve, on some level, as a
coded indicator for the contemporary situation, often directly
addressing Houteff and his group. Even in cases where a text had
an obvious historical fulfillment or point of reference, it could
always have a "double" hidden meaning, revealed only through
the "Spirit of prophecy. " 1 44
When Victor Houteff died in February 1 955 at age sixty-nine, Florence
Houteff briefly became the group's prophet. In December 1 957, the
Davidians sold their property and relocated to 941 acres that they pur
chased nine miles east of Waco. They named this place the New Mount
Carmel. This property later became the Mount Carmel of David Koresh's
Branch Davidians. In 1 955, Florence Houteff announced that on April 22,
1 959, armageddon would break out in the Holy Land followed by the
establishment of God's kingdom in Jerusalem. Between 500 to 1 ,000 peo
ple sold their possessions and gathered at Mount Carmel for this great
event. William L. Pitts described what followed as the "second great dis
appointment. " From 1 955 to 1 959, Florence Houteff reaped the benefits
of her followers' heightened expectations, commitment, and enthusiasm,
but after April 22, 1 959, most of the disappointed left, leaving only about
fifty followers. Three years later Florence Houteff announced that her
prophecies were in error. She got out of the prophet business, sold all but
a few hundred acres of the Mount Carmel property, and moved away. 1 45
Ben and Lois Roden had moved to Mount Carmel in 1 955, and Ben
Roden became the next Mount Carmel prophet. Ben claimed to be the
Davidic messiah, the anointed "Branch" predicted in Zechariah 3 : 8 and
6: 1 2, whose task was to "organize the theocratic kingdom in preparation
for Christ's return. " 1 46 Ben Roden's followers were also called "Branches"
based on John 1 5 : 1 -3, where Jesus tells his followers, "I am the vine, and
you are the branches. " 1 47 In the 1 960s, Ben Roden's group gained legal
control of Mount Carmel, which by that time consisted of seventy-seven
acres. Roden named his group the General Association of Davidian Seventh
Day Adventists (GADSA). 14s
Israel as the site of God's kingdom continued to play an important
role in the Davidians' mental landscape. Ben Roden claimed to be the
successor to King David, and because his role was to reestablish the
Davidic kingdom, he and his wife Lois founded a community in Israel in
1 95 8 . In addition to observing the Sabbath on Saturday, Roden's David-
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ians began to observe Jewish sacred holidays. Ben Roden died in 1 978,
and four years later Lois Roden had his body buried on the Mount of
Olives overlooking Jerusalem. 1 49
After Ben Roden's death, there was a power struggle for the prophet's
mantle between Lois Roden and their son, George. Lois Roden success
fully established herself as the next prophet by utilizing female images of
God to legitimize her authority. In 1 977, Lois Roden received a revelation
that the Holy Spirit was feminine, the Shekinah, the immanent feminine
presence of God, and she began publishing a journal called SHEkinah.
Lois Roden gained the loyalty of Davidians, who subsequently would
accept Vernon Howell/David Koresh as their prophet: Perry Jones,
Catherine Matteson, Woodrow and Janet Kendrick, and Clive Doyle.
Lois Roden called her group the Living Waters Branch. It was this David
ian community that Vernon Howell joined in 1 9 8 1 ,150 and Lois Roden's
teachings about the femininity and masculinity of God influenced David
Koresh's teachings about the holistic, androgynous unity from which
humans were fallen and which would be restored in God's kingdom.
David Koresh saw himself as the culminating figure in a lineage of
prophets going back to William Miller, who in the 1 830s and 1 840s taught
the imminent Second Coming of Christ and who sparked the Adventist
movement that gave birth to the Seventh-day Adventist Church. Koresh
taught that the lineage of prophets, in which he stood, was predicted in
Revelation in the symbolism of seven angels announcing the endtime.
William Miller fulfilled the role of the first two angels "by proclaiming
that the 'end times' had arrived and that 'Babylon' was ready to fall. " 1 51
Ellen G. White was the third angel, who proclaimed the message that the
Sabbath should be observed on the seventh day of the week, Saturday.
David Koresh was a student of Ellen G. White's teachings and cited her
often. Koresh asserted that Victor Houteff was the fourth angel, who
brought the message that " there would be a literal, earthly Davidic King
dom of God in Palestine. " 1 52 The fifth angel was Ben Roden, whose mes
sage was the restoration of biblical sacred holidays such as Passover,
Pentecost, and the feast of Tabernacles. The sixth angel was Lois Roden,
who revealed that the Holy Spirit was feminine, thus "recovering a vital
'lost' aspect of the understanding of God."JSJ David Koresh was the sev
enth angel, the designated messiah (christ), who was the rejected and
despised suffering servant (Isaiah 53) who would inaugurate armageddon
by battling Babylon. 1 54 Koresh would be killed, but would then return in
power and glory to defeat God's enemies, judge, and then establish God's
kingdom in Palestine where his children would be rulers.
The Davidians were convinced that David Koresh was the messiah,
the Lamb, who would usher in God's kingdom by his inspired ability to
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unlock the secrets of the Bible. David Koresh interpreted the meaning of
the Seven Seals in Revelation and, thus, unveiled the events of the endtime.
Paul Fatta testified, "I believe David is the Messiah . . . . He has shown me
over and over that he knows the book [the Bible], and he presented Scrip
tures showing how the last day's events would happen." Iss
The ultimate source of authority for the Davidians was the Bible
(King James Version). As long as David Koresh appeared to be divinely
inspired to interpret the prophecies of the Bible, the Davidians put their
faith in him. The Davidians believed that obeying God's commandments
in the Bible was critical for being included in God's kingdom. On April 9,
1 993, Steve Schneider explained to negotiator Byron Sage that he tested
the validity of Koresh's teachings every day by the Bible. When Sage asked
whether Schneider was waiting on God or David to tell them to leave
Mount Carmel, Schneider answered,
I'm waiting on God. But, see, if you read through the Bible, you
know, the prophets were the ones that came to Israel who
thought they knew God and had to walk with God, but the
prophets came saying you're, you're this, you're that, God's
going to destroy you. And God - if you look at Second Peter,
Chapter 1 , verses 1 9 through 2 1 , those three verses, Byron, you'll
find out that God has chosen men and women, contrary to what
you and I think, throughout the ages, given them inspiration, and
it has always been in line with those that have preceded before
them, the prophets, the apostles of old. So, if David's out of sink
[sic] with the apostles and prophets, there are tests in the Bible,
Isaiah 20, Jeremiah 28, verse 9, Matthew 7, verses 1 5 through 20,
that test this kind of phenomena by those that came before, those
that have preceded. So, I've tested and retested this man over and
over again and I can't find - I mean, and I've tried. Like I've told
many other negotiators, this is a day-by-day thing with me. I
don't make up my mind adamantly, you know, like say a month
ago or yesterday. It's a new day today. I'll look at the facts, the
information I have, and, and make a decision based on what's
before me (emphasis in the transcript).J56
The Branch Davidians living at Mount Carmel chose to separate from
Babylon and to study God's message in the Bible with David Koresh.
They did not identify themselves by a particular name, such as Branch
Davidians, but they identified themselves as being "students of the Bible"
or as simply being "in the message." I S7 Koresh taught that this message
was "the most important subject matter since the foundation of the
LOYOLA U N IVERSITY
L I B RARY
N E W O RLEANS, LA. 70 1 1 8
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world," t ss because it told how to gain salvation in God's kingdom, how
God's kingdom would be established after a series of cataclysmic events,
and how the young David Koresh as the messiah was God's agent to cre
ate God's Kingdom.
In order to recruit more individuals to this elect group, David Koresh
and talented apostles such as Steve Schneider and Marc Breault traveled
throughout the United States, especially to California and Hawaii. They
also traveled to England, Canada, Australia, and Israel. Koresh's manner
of converting people was to take them through concentrated and lengthy
Bible study sessions in order to show them that he could reveal the
prophetic secrets of the Bible. 1 59 Koresh had the greatest success in con
verting people who were Seventh-day Adventists.
The Mount Carmel community on February 28, 1 993, consisted of
about 1 3 0 people: 42 men, 46 women, and 43 children. The Davidians'
multi-ethnic composition reflected the demographics of the Seventh-day
Adventist Church. One-third of the Davidians were from Great Britain.
There were also Davidians from Canada, Australia, New Zealand,
Jamaica, the Philippines, Mexico, and Israel. Over half were persons of
color, with about 45 blacks and about 25 Asians or Hispanics.l60
Initially David Koresh's Mount Carmel community was financially
supported by donations from Davidians. In this manner, a house was pur
chased in Pomona, California, and the back taxes were paid on Mount
Carmel. The Davidians operated a car repair and renovation business called
the Mag Bag. Paul Fatta financed and managed the trade in guns and sur
vival supplies t6t that attracted the attention of the ATF.
It should be noted that there are other Davidian and Branch David
ian groups, who do not believe in David Koresh. These Davidians, who
Bernadette Monbelly
was a British citizen.
In her videotaped
statement Bernadette
said, "We are a big
family here. We are very
happy."
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are part of the tradition started by Victor Houteff, see David Koresh as
a false prophet.
After April 1 9, 1 993, the surviving Koresh Davidians had diverse views
about David Koresh. Some concluded that Koresh was a false prophet or a
manipulative religious leader who " brainwashed us all." 162 Others were
confirmed in their faith that David Koresh was the messianic Lamb who
would be resurrected and return in glory. Some believed that David Koresh
would return in power on December 13, 1 996.1 63 Koresh Davidians derived
this date by utilizing Daniel 12:7-12, which stated that the power of the
holy people would be scattered for 1 ,355 days after the "daily" was taken
away. They understood "daily" to be David Koresh's daily morning and
evening Bible studies. Counting 1 ,335 days after Koresh's death on April
1 9, 1 993, yielded the date of December 13, 1 996.1 64
As the early followers of Jesus had to adjust their expectation that
Christ would return before that generation died out (Matthew 24:34 ),
Branch Davidians also will have to cope with the delay in David
Koresh's return.
Catastrophic Millennialism

By 1987, David Koresh had developed detailed teachings about the final
events and his own role based on his interpretations of Daniel 1 1 ,
Matthew 24, and Revelation 7-16. Koresh taught that the Branch Davidi
ans would move to Palestine and fight on the side of Israel against a
United Nations army led by the United States. He taught that this final
battle was described in Ezekiel 38 and Zechariah 14. Koresh drew on
Psalm 89, Isaiah 53, and Revelation 5 to predict that he would be slain in
armageddon, and he expected these events to take place in 1 995. 165
However, the Persian Gulf War in 1 99 1 , and cultural opposition expe
rienced by the Davidians in 1 992, convinced Koresh that it was possible
that armageddon would begin at Mount Carmel in Texas and that the
Davidians would be killed there. This was confirmed for Koresh and the
Davidians on February 28, 1 993, by the ATF attack on their home. They
understood their situation to be predicted in the Fifth Seal of Revela
tion. 166 Koresh announced this to the public in his message broadcast on
KRLD radio on February 28, "We are now in the Fifth Seal . " 1 67 The Fifth
Seal in Revelation 6:·9 -1 1 in the King James Version of the Bible reads:
And when he had opened the fifth seal, I saw under the altar the
souls of them that were slain for the word of God, and for the tes
timony which they held; and they cried out with a loud voice,
saying, How long, 0 Lord, holy and true, dost thou not judge
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and avenge our blood on them that dwell on the earth? And white
robes were given unto every one of them; and it was said unto
them, that they should rest yet for a little season, until theirfellow
servants also and their brethren, that should be killed as they
were, should be fulfilled. J6s
The murder of God's people predicted in the Fifth Seal would lead to
the catastrophic events predicted in the Sixth Seal (Revelation 6 : 1 2 - 1 7),
involving an earthquake and heavenly signs of God's wrath and judgment.
Religious Studies scholars Dr. Arnold and Dr. Tabor realized that
David Koresh's predictions were not rigidly fixed and that Koresh was
constantly adjusting his biblical interpretations in response to events.
Koresh was waiting during the siege, because the Fifth Seal mentioned
a waiting period before the entire godly community was slaughtered,
and because he was waiting for God's instruction about what he should
do and whether they were actually in the Fifth Seal. 169 David Koresh
was not going to do anything unless it followed his understanding of
the biblical script, and Koresh's understanding of the biblical script was
not set in stone.
Despite being rebuffed by FBI agents, Arnold and Tabor continued to
study Koresh's theology by listening to Koresh's audiotaped sermon that
was played on KRLD, and also by speaking by telephone with Living
stone Fagan in jail. "Fagan had stressed to them that from the Davidian
viewpoint the outcome of the crisis was completely open-ended and
undetermined. According to Fagan, what would transpire depended on
how the government authorities responded to Koresh's efforts to com
municate his biblical faith. Fagan saw the Mount Carmel siege as a kind of
spiritual trial, or test, for our culture, to determine whether or not we
would listen to God's final messenger. "J7o
David Koresh's many hours of preaching his interpretation of the
Bible to various FBI negotiators was an effort to save their souls, so they
too could be included in God's kingdom. Koresh wanted to offer his mes
sage to a wider audience, 1 71 but FBI agents systematically blocked
Koresh's access to the public, and they did not understand Koresh's Bible
derived language and worldview. FBI agents complained that Koresh
"refused to discuss matters of substance" when in fact Koresh constantly
discussed what was to him the most important matter of all - salvation in
God's kingdom. On March 15, FBI negotiators were ordered not to listen
any longer to Koresh's "Bible babble."172 This was the same day that Steve
Schneider asked that Dr. Arnold be permitted to discuss the Bible with
Koresh and the Davidians. Schneider said that if Dr. Arnold could demon
strate from the Bible, that God wanted the Davidians to come out of
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Mount Carmel, they would d o s o no matter what David Koresh
thought. 1 73 This request was denied by the FBI.
On April 1, Arnold and Tabor discussed the biblical prophecies on a
KGBS radio program. They offered an alternative interpretation of scripture
to suggest that it was not foreordained that the Davidians die at that time at
the hands of Babylon. They argued that the "waiting period" of the Fifth
Seal would be years, and not merely a few months. 1 74 Arnold and Tabor sug
gested that David Koresh should come out of Mount Carmel to spread his
message of God's imminent judgment and salvation in God's kingdom.
On April 1 4 after Passover, Koresh sent out the following letter to his
attorney, Dick DeGuerin, promising that after he wrote down his inter
pretation of the Seven Seals in a "little book" (Revelation 1 0 refers to an
angel with a little scroll or book), he and the Davidians would come out.
I am presently being permitted to document, in structured form,
the decoded messages of the Seven Seals. Upon completion of this
task, I will be free of my "waiting period. I hope to finish this as
soon as possible and to stand before man to answer any and all
questions regarding my actions.
This written Revelation of the Seven Seals will not be sold, but
is to be available to all who wish to know the Truth. The Four
Angels of Revelation are here, now ready to punish foolish
mankind; but, the writing of these Seals will cause the winds of
God's wrath to be held back a little longer.
I have been praying so long for this opportunity; to put the
Seals in written form. Speaking the Truth seems to have very lit
tle effect on man.
I was shown that as soon as I am given over into the hands of
man, I will be made a spectacle of, and people will not be concerned
about the truth of God, but just the bizarrity of me in the flesh.
I want the people of this generation to be saved. I am
working night and day to complete my final work of the writ
ing out of these Seals.
I thank my Father, He has finally granted me the chance to do
this. It will bring New Light and hope for many and they will not
have to deal with me the person.
I will demand the first manuscript of the Seals be given to
you [Dick DeGuerin]. Many scholars and religious leaders will
wish to have copies for examination. I will keep a copy with me.
As soon as I can see that people like Jim Tabor and Phil Arnold
have a copy I will come out and then you can do your thing with
this beast. 175
"
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Attorney General Janet Reno was never informed of Koresh's April
14 promise to come out after writing his little book, 1 76 nor was she
informed that on April 1 6, Koresh reported to FBI agents that he had
completed writing his interpretation of the First Seal of Revelation. 1 77
Working at that rate, Koresh would have completed his little book on the
Seven Seals in twelve days.
The effort of Arnold and Tabor to communicate with Koresh in his
own Bible-derived language, in a respectful manner, that took Koresh's
ultimate concern seriously, was a success. This was confirmed by the disk
carried out of the fire by Ruth Riddle containing Koresh's interpretation
of the First Seal.
The Branch Davidians believed that they would be martyred in the
violent events of the endtime, but the Davidians did not want to die. The
Davidians' constant effort to communicate with FBI agents and to reach
an audience beyond the barriers set up by the FBI indicate that the David
ians did not want to die. Until their very final moments, the Davidians
strove to achieve a peaceful resolution of the siege. The Bible was the ulti
mate source of authority for the Davidians, and they were not going to do
anything contrary to what they believed God willed them to do as
revealed in the Bible. The Davidians requested that Bible scholars be per
mitted to show them alternative interpretations of biblical prophecies;
David Koresh was persuaded by the alternative biblical interpretation
offered by Arnold and Tabor. But the tank and CS gas assault launched by
FBI agents on April 1 9 probably convinced Koresh that his original
understanding of the situation had been correct- the Davidians were
going to be martyred at Mount Carmel.
Perhaps Koresh ordered that fires be lit to battle the tanks, but there
is no conclusive evidence that this was the case. If the tanks had not
assaulted and entered the building, the fires never would have erupted. I
do not believe there was a suicide pact, as evidenced by the nine Davidi
ans who escaped the burning building. It was very likely that the women
and children in the concrete block room were trapped (and some were
crushed) by the falling debris, and that most of the people on the second
and third floors could not escape because the tanks had destroyed the
staircases and the fire engulfed the building so rapidly.
The ATF and FBI played the role of satanic Babylon perfectly and
confirmed Koresh's catastrophic millennia! prophecies.
The Persecution

The Branch Davidians viewed themselves as the target of a number of
attacks, which prompted them to prepare for self-defense, but the David
ians' sense of being persecuted - prior to the ATF attack- never seemed
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to have been very strong. This was probably because they did not perceive
themselves as failing to achieve their ultimate concern, and their messiah
was not in serious danger of losing his authority based on charisma (divine
revelation). If anything, actions taken by federal agents confirmed David
Koresh's prophetic powers and his status as the Lamb. Nevertheless, the
sense of being threatened by enemies - Babylon - increased during 1 992,
and the Davidians, therefore, prepared to defend themselves against the
predicted attack against their community.
Prior to February 28, 1 993, the Branch Davidians were besieged by a
coalition of " active opponents"17S who shared the prejudiced "cult"
stereotype promoted by the anticult movement. Indeed, apostates, who
embraced the anticult perspective and tactics of targeting a group and
aggressively utilizing government agencies, law enforcement, and the
media to pressure the group, sparked the persecution of the Branch
Davidians. This is not to say that the Branch Davidians did not have
problematic features - David Koresh's sexual intercourse with underage
girls being the most significant. However, the typical tactic taken by apos
tates of exaggerating the facts and disseminating " atrocity tales" 1 79 "to
magnify the dangers of the group"1 80 had the effect of motivating law
enforcement agents to use excessive force, which inevitably killed the
children and young women who were supposedly in need of being saved
from David Koresh.
It must be noted that Marc Breault, the apostate who was most active
against the Davidians as a " cultbuster,"1 8 1 acted out of concern for the
children and adults whom he saw as Koresh's victims. Breault was critical
of the use of excessive force by the ATF and FBI agents.
When the [B]ATF approached me (I did not approach them) they
told me that they believed Vernon had amassed a huge arsenal of
weapons and that some of those were illegal. I am not a weapons
expert and I can't say whether they did have illegal weapons or
not. I wouldn't be surprised . . . . It was for this reason I strongly
advised the [B]ATF that if they were going to arrest Vernon, they
do so with no force, that they somehow lure Vernon away from
Carmel. . . . I must say that it hurts both my wife and I when Branch
Davidians accuse us of murder. We repeatedly advised the [B]ATF
to use this tactic . . . . I am outraged that government mishandling,
along with Vernon's own delusions of grandeur, contributed to the
deaths of all those children I knew and loved, not to mention
the adults . . . .The FBI mishandled a lot of things during the siege.
They did not take sufficient note of Vernon's religion and its
teachings. They assumed they were the experts . . . .The FBI and
[B]ATF lied to the public numerous times, I S2
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However, John R. Hall pointed out that "cultural opponents have never
seriously weighed their own roles in negative outcomes of pitched conflicts
with alternative religious movements," 183 and have neglected to consider
how their own actions exacerbated a group's potential for volatility.
This static view of predispositions is based on a tendency that
governmental authorities share with the anticult movement, a
tendency to see the dynamics of "cults" as internal to such
groups, rather than examine external social interaction in con
flict between a sectarian group and opponents and authorities
themselves. 184
Thus in this book, we see that cultural opposition played significant
roles in the tragic outcomes of Jonestown and the Branch Davidians, and
in a more complicated manner, in the violent acts committed by Aum
Shinrikyo devotees (see chapter 5). Hall pointed out that cases in which
there was no adversarial involvement of anticult activists were resolved
peacefully. But he pointed out that in the cases he has studied, in which
anti cultists were very active in highlighting the threat of the " cult" and
enlisted government agents and the media to oppose the "cult," "there
have been truly devastating and disastrous results . . . . " I ss
Marc Breault became a Branch Davidian in 1 986, but he and his wife
left Mount Carmel in September 1 989, because of Koresh's teaching that
even married women were Koresh's wives, and over concerns about
Koresh having sex with underage girls. Breault and his wife moved to
Australia, and there Breault used Bible study sessions to convince Aus
tralian Davidians that Koresh was a false prophet. 186 Breault devoted him
self to saving the Branch Davidians and reportedly claimed that he was a
prophet in order to win believers from David Koresh.1 8 7 Eugene V. Gal
lagher has shown that David Koresh felt severely threatened by Breault's
rejection of him as the messiah who was divinely inspired to interpret the
Bible's prophecies, and by Breault's use of Bible study sessions to con
vince other Davidians to give up their faith in him. I ss
Breault worked with former Davidians in Australia and California
to bring the attention of authorities to the threat posed by David
Koresh. Robyn Bunds in California, who had a child by David Koresh,
Shaun (also called Wisdom), was an important ally in this effort. In 1 990,
Marc Breault and Robyn Bunds alleged to Davidians in Australia and
California, to U.S. immigration officials, to California police, and to law
enforcement agents in Texas that David Koresh was planning to commit
child sacrifice. This was alleged in a brief custody battle in which Robyn
Bunds successfully regained custody of Wisdom. In September 1 990, a
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detective hired b y Breault, carrying affidavits signed b y Australian
defectors, flew to the United States and met with local authorities in
LaVerne, California, and Waco, Texas, and also spoke with Internal Rev
enue Service officials and officials of the U.S. Immigration and Natural
ization Service. I S9
Marc Breault worked with Martin King of the Australian television
program, A Current Affair, to expose Koresh. King and his television
crew visited Mount Carmel in January 1 992, posing as objective reporters,
when in fact their agenda was to make a documentary showing Koresh to
be "a cruel, maniacal, child-molesting, pistol-packing religious zealot who
brainwashed his devotees." 1 90
Furthermore, Marc Breault was involved in the custody battle over
Kiri Jewell, the daughter of Davidian Sherri Jewell and David Jewell, who
lived in Michigan and had never been a Davidian. On October 3 1 , 1 99 1 ,
Marc Breault in Australia called David Jewell to warn him that Kiri was
destined to become one of Koresh's wives. The custody hearing was held
in Michigan in February 1 992. Koresh sent Steve Schneider to assist Sherri
Jewell, and Marc Breault testified on behalf of David Jewell. Joint custody
was given to David Jewell and Sherri Jewell. Sherri Jewell left Kiri with her
father and returned to Mount Carmel. 1 91
In February 1 992, Marc Breault, David Jewell, and others alerted the
Texas Department of Human Services to alleged child abuse, which was
investigated by Joyce Sparks of Texas Child Protective Services. The case
was closed for lack of evidence. 1 92
In March 1 992, Marc Breault, David Jewell, and others began to allege
that the Davidians were planning to commit mass suicide on or about
April 1 8, 1 992. They alleged that if no action were taken, Mount Carmel
would become " another Jonestown." They wrote to Michigan Congress
man Fred Upton, who passed the letter to Texas Congressman Chet
Edwards, who passed it to the FBI. The FBI closed the case for lack of evi
dence. The mass suicide allegation made by Breault, Jewell, and Australian
Bruce Gent prompted the Waco Tribune-Herald to begin an investigation
of the Davidians. These anticult activists never explained why the mass
suicide, allegedly planned for April 1 992, never materialized. 1 93
According to John R. Hall, all these activities of anticultists, particu
larly in early 1 992, led David Koresh to conclude that an attempt would
be made to remove his children from his custody, and so he prepared to
resist by force. According to Hall, "the efforts of Koresh's opponents pre
cipitated a distinctively heightened siege posture at Mt. Carmel. " 1 94
The ATF investigation of Koresh's activities involving arms began in
May 1 992. On July 23, 1 992, agent Davy Aguilera sent a report to ATF
headquarters. On November 2, 1 992, ATF headquarters responded that
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there was not enough evidence to justify a search warrant. Aguilera then
began to interview defectors to bolster the allegations of probable cause in
his affidavit to obtain search and arrest warrants. Aguilera interviewed
Isabel and Guillermo Andrade, who had two daughters at Mount Carmel;
Jeannine Bunds and David Bunds, the mother and brother of Robyn Bunds;
and Marc Breault, all of whom he met in California. Breault put Aguilera in
touch with the deprogrammer Rick Ross, who was a " cult expert" adviser
during the siege. Ross put Aguilera in touch with former Davidian David
Block, whom Ross had deprogrammed. The apostates stressed to ATF
investigators that David Koresh would not surrender peacefully, and that a
siege would culminate in mass suicide.195 These allegations by anticultists
did not conform to Koresh's actual behavior when he was arrested and
prosecuted for attempted murder in 1 987. The former district attorney in
that case, Vic Feazell, said, " [I]f they'd [the BATF] called and talked to
them, the Davidians would have given them what they wanted.J96
The first installment of the Waco Tribune-Herald series on David
Koresh, entitled "The Sinful Messiah," appeared on February 27, 1 993,
the day before the ATF raid. I 97 The series presented a one-sided view,
reflecting only the perspective of the anticultists who were interviewed,
including Rick Ross, Priscilla Coates, and Marc Breault. Sociologist Stuart
A. Wright has stated that relying on the anticult movement for information
on new religious movements (NRMs) is analogous "to suggesting that Ku
Klux Klan materials are dispassionate assessments of racial minorities.J98
Scholars who specialize in the study of NRMs were not consulted for the
newspaper series, nor were David Koresh and the Davidians. The views of
non-hostile former Davidians were not reported.J99 The Waco Tribune
Herald series became the first source of information used by reporters
who came to Waco to cover the Branch Davidian story.
This demonization of Koresh and the Davidians was increased when
the FBI prevented the Davidians from communicating with the public.
The Davidians and their children were not seen on television; their views
were not reported in the media. The media presented the FBI's perspective
on the Branch Davidians, and made no effort to investigate beyond what
they were told by FBI spokespersons. 200 The reporters swallowed whole
and regurgitated the stereotype of the Branch Davidians as a "cult. "
The media, feeling that an appropriate story line was in place, chose
to settle for this arrangement. They basically adopted the govern
ment's narrative of why its actions were justified. As the siege went
on, and as the media reported a government-fed account of events
at Waco, the media were increasingly faced with a loss of credibil
ity if anomalies and hard questions about government strategy that
they failed to report and examine earlier were raised.201
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Tabor and Gallagher pointed out that in such media stories, " Labeling
takes the place of analysis. The term 'cult' brings with it a ready-made
interpretive framework. . . . "2 02
A significant persecution of the Branch Davidians, perpetuated by the
media, was the fact that people "living at Mt. Carmel, including even the
children, were never fully humanized in the eyes of the general public. We
know little about them as individuals, including details of their lives 
their hopes and desires, their hobbies, their goals. We did not see many
depictions of them as real human beings. " 203 The FBI did not release to the
media the videotapes made by the Davidians during the siege to avoid cre
ating public sentiment favorable to the Davidians.2 04 According to James
T. Richardson, the "dehumanization of those inside Mt. Carmel, coupled
with the thoroughgoing demonization of Koresh, made it easier for those
in authority to develop tactics that seemed organized for disaster. . . . "2 05
Richardson pointed out the problematic results of the "dichotomization"
of subjects in which the media presents stories in simplified, conflictual,
black-and-white terms. Presenting news stories in this manner leads to
depicting victims as either "worthy" or "unworthy." Richardson quoted
Edward S. Herman and Noam Chomsky, Manufacturing Consent: The
Political Economy of the Mass Media ( 1988: 35):
Our hypothesis is that worthy victims will be featured promi
nently and dramatically, that they will be humanized, and that
their victimization will receive the detail and context in story
construction that will generate reader interest and sympathetic
emotion. In contrast, unworthy victims will merit only slight
detail, minimal humanization, and little context that will excite
or outrage. 206
Richardson continued, "As Herman and Chomsky point out, the
politically correct side can literally get away with murder, for its cause is
deemed just, whereas those designated the aggressors can do only evil,
receiving no credit for any good deeds they might do. " 207
The persecutory acts committed by federal agents against the Branch
Davidians were amply documented in the first section of this chapter.
These acts involved physical, mental, social, constitutional, and judicial
violence against the Davidians. Here I recount only one more report.
Louis Alaniz, who was not a Davidian, but who surrepticiously entered
Mount Carmel, where he remained until two days before the FBI tank and
gas assault, said that during the siege the tank drivers mooned the David
ians and made obscene hand signals at them. The tank drivers shouted
over their loudspeakers, "Why don't ya'll just get the hell out of here? Why
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are ya'll making us stay here ?" " Once," Alaniz asserted, "they didn't know
that they hadn't turned off their speakers. I heard one of them say, 'Why
don't we just kill them all ?' "208
The Success of the M i llennial Goal

From February 28 to April 1 9, 1 993, the B ranch Davidians did not per
ceive that they were failing to achieve their ultimate concern. I believe that
this accounts for how the Davidians were able to persist through a siege
during which they were subjected to escalating intimidation and psycho
logical warfare without resorting to violent action. This is how the Branch
Davidians differ from the Jonestown residents. Within Jones town, cultural
opposition was interpreted as threatening the ultimate concern, because
the actions of Jim Jones and weaknesses internal to Jonestown had already
endangered the ultimate concern. Violent acts were committed by resi
dents of Jonestown to preserve their ultimate concern, because there were
simultaneous internal and external threats to its success.
This was not the case with the Branch Davidians. Earlier, David Koresh
felt threatened by the activities of Marc Breault in persuading Davidians to
give up their faith, but Breault had moved to Australia and left Koresh in
Mount Carmel with a group of very committed Davidians. It is question
able whether the Davidians committed suicide at the end of the siege. If
some Davidians lit the fires, it was more likely a defense measure against the
tanks than a mass suicide. This interpretation is reinforced by the fact that
the Davidians attempted to communicate with FBI agents until the bitter
end, and highly-committed Davidians managed to escape the fire. The
Branch Davidians did not want to die, but they saw whatever happened as
the unfolding of God's plan to establish his millennia! kingdom.
The Davidians' ultimate concern and David Koresh's charismatic
authority were not endangered by the actions of federal agents. In fact, all
the violent actions committed by ATF and FBI agents served to validate
Koresh's power of prophecy and thus his role as the messiah. After the
fire, Ruth Riddle stated that the sense of community among the Davidi
ans was strengthened by the FBI's tactics during the siege, and that the
events validated Koresh's authority. According to Riddle, that time in her
life was: "The very best. Some of my best times. Companionship was
closer, . . . our commitment was stronger, our desire to study was more,
and the more we studied the more we could see how plainly what David
had taught. "209
There was only one time during the siege when some Davidians con
templated group suicide, and this was when the wounded David Koresh
was preparing to surrender to the FBI, and the leaderless Davidians would
have had to turn themselves over to Babylon. Some Davidians may have
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entertained thoughts of suicide and made suicide pacts at that time,
because they were failing to achieve their ultimate concern; the scenario as
it was unfolding did not fit their understanding of the biblical script for
the accomplishment of God's millennial kingdom. But survivors reported
that there was no general agreement to commit suicide, and many stated
that if they had known about a suicide pact, they would have refused to
participate. Koresh salvaged the situation on March 2 by refusing to sur
render, saying that they would wait for God's word about their proper
course of action.2 1 0 The doubt entertained by some - perhaps by Koresh
himself- that they would fail to achieve the ultimate concern was safely
put to rest. Also, Koresh's need to wait was likely due to his need to
recover from his wounds. Koresh needed time, and as it turned out, some
help, in determining which biblical script they were going to follow.
All the events during the siege and even the final assault affirmed that
God was carrying out the salvation plan to achieve the ultimate concern,
and that David Koresh was the messiah who would create the millennial
kingdom. Surviving Davidians, who remain faithful to David Koresh's
teachings, and new converts will determine how Branch Davidian theology
will interpret the deaths of Davidians on February 28 and April 1 9, 1 993.
I believe that the Davidians were able to endure severe persecution
throughout the siege, because at no point was their ultimate concern
endangered by the actions of their leader or by their opponents. David
Koresh utilized the "waiting period" between February 28 to April 1 9,
1 993, to attempt to get his message of God's impending judgment and sal
vation out to the public, and when that was effectively barred, he tried to
convert the FBI agents with whom he spoke. 211
The Branch Davidians at Mount Carmel differed from Jonestown and
Aum Shinrikyo, because they never- except perhaps in their very final
moments - gave up on their missionary outreach to the rest of humanity.
They did not give up their attempts to offer the message of salvation to
humanity, and this, prior to their enforced isolation by federal agents,
effectively prevented the Davidians from being a community isolated
from the rest of society. The dogged optimism that at least some individ
uals in B abylon would accept God's message given by Koresh prevented
the Davidians from resorting to violent actions to destroy themselves or
their attackers. This is how the Davidians differ from Jonestown and
Aum Shinrikyo, both of which were fragile millennial groups. In Jones
town, persecution from the outside coupled with internal weaknesses,
including those generated by the charismatic leader, caused believers to
give up on the corrupt outside world as hopeless, and to commit violent
acts to preserve their ultimate concern. It will be seen in the next chapter
that internal weaknesses caused by the leader of Aum Shinrikyo threat
ened the ultimate concern. Due to the internal weaknesses, Aum Shin-
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rikyo leaders were hyper-sensitive to any cultural opposition. The violent
acts committed by Aum Shinrikyo devotees also were aimed at preserv
ing their ultimate concern.
During the FBI assault did the Davidians despair of their ultimate
concern? I do not think so. Events were unfolding according to God's
plan, and that, regrettably, called for their collective martyrdom. They
were assured of their eternal salvation. The persistent efforts of Koresh
and the Davidians to negotiate and communicate their religious message
tells us that they did not want to die. Unfortunately, ATF and FBI agents
played the part of Babylon perfectly.
The Decision to Com m it Violence

In light of the cultural opposition experienced by the Davidians prior to
the ATF raid, Koresh and the Davidians prepared for the possibility that
armageddon would begin in Texas instead of Israel. They stockpiled
dried food and military MREs (meals ready to eat), weapons and ammu
nition, and filled a large tank with propane gas in the event of electricity
loss. 212 Opposition prompted Koresh to move the anticipated battle
" closer in time and space" and began "the implementation of survivalism."
According to Bromley and Silver, there "is little doubt that Koresh felt
increasingly vulnerable and embattled . . . . "213 During the summer of 1 993,
the men at Mount Carmel cut six-inch openings in the sheetrock walls on
the front of the building, two feet from the floor, and filled the space
between the sheetrock and the outside wall with cement, thus making
slots through which Davidians could shoot at attackers from behind a
reinforced wall. 21 4
Koresh taught that although Jesus did not resist his own torture and
execution, shortly before his death Jesus instructed his followers to buy
weapons. In Luke 22:36 Jesus is reported to have said, "But now, he that
has a purse let him take it, and likewise his money, and he that has no
sword, let him sell his garment and buy one. " 2 JS Koresh, drawing on the
very violent passages about armageddon in Revelation, Zechariah 1 4, and
Ezekiel 38, taught that the Davidians should be armed and prepared to
fight in self-defense against eviJ . 216 Eugene V. Gallagher's study of the
audiotapes of Koresh's Bible study sessions and of the negotiation tran
scripts reveals that Koresh did not encourage Davidians to initiate apoca
lyptic violence. The Davidians would fight on the side of God in
armageddon, but only God would determine the time for armageddon
and initiate that violence. 21 7 Unlike Aum Shinrikyo, to be discussed in the
next chapter, the Branch Davidians armed themselves for self-defense, not
to initiate armageddon. Koresh and the Davidians relied on God's action
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above all to establish the millennia! kingdom, and to utilize Koresh and
the Davidians in doing so.
Although God was first in the allegiance of the Davidians, they were
not averse to cooperating with civil authorities. As Koresh said to Lt.
Lynch in the February 28, 1 993, 9 1 1 call: "We will serve God first. Now,
we will serve the God of truth. Now, we were willing, and we've been
willing all the time to sit down with anybody. You've sent law enforce
ment out here before. "2 18 Nevertheless, the Davidians were ready and
willing to resist an attack with violence.
The decisions by ATF and FBI agents and Washington officials to
assault the Davidians were discussed in the lengthy first section of this
chapter. The intent of FBI tactical commanders to resolve the siege peace
fully remains in doubt. Carol Moore's thesis in her book, The Davidian
Massacre, is that FBI tactical commanders aimed to destroy evidence that
on February 28, 1 993, ATF teams at the front door of Mount Carmel, on
its roof, and overhead in helicopters shot into the residence without first
attempting to serve the warrants peacefully. All of the evidence that would
have supported the allegations made by the Davidians and their two
attorneys is now gone: the building and its roof, the right side of the
steel-encased front door, the Davidians' parked vehicles, and even corpses
of the Davidians. In 1 997, a movie was released, entitled "Waco: The Rules
of Engagement," which showed overflight infrared film (FUR) taken dur
ing the tank and gas assault. An expert interpreted flashes, originating
from behind the tanks, as evidence that federal agents fired on the David
ians during the gas assault, and that federal gunfire ignited the flammable
tear gas, but this opinion was disputed by other experts. 21 9
It is unclear whether some Davidians, acting on Koresh's orders, lit fires
to combat the tanks that were demolishing their home. It is possible that
they did, but the evidence does not unequivocally indicate that the Davidi
ans intended to commit mass suicide. The Davidians exercised remarkable
restraint in the face of excessive force used by ATF and FBI agents.
In contrast to Jonestown and Aum Shinrikyo, the Branch Davidians
were not in danger of failing to achieve their ultimate concern, and the
events of 1 993 involving federal agents' use of excessive force only
enhanced the authority of their messiah. The Davidians were prepared to
defend themselves against attack by Babylon, but it remains unclear
whether the Davidians committed group suicide, were massacred, or died
as a result of a tragic chain of misjudgments made by federal law enforce
ment agents. It is clear, however, that because the Davidians were believed
to be dangerous "cultists," the Davidians were subjected to violence rang
ing from the abrogation of their constitutional rights to mental, physical,
symbolic, and judicial violence.
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Transcript: Waco N egotiations ,
April 1 o , 1993
The following conversation between Steve Schneider and FBI negotiator
Byron Sage is taken from audiotape 204 of the Waco negotiations.
Byron Sage asks Steve Schneider if the Davidians will go back on
their intention to come out by committing mass suicide. In answering,
Schneider articulates the Davidians' ultimate concern and gives their rea
son for not committing group suicide. Schneider also expresses frustra
tion at the difficulty of communicating with FBI agents. (Emphasis
added to the transcript.)
BYRON: This isn't some doomsday letter that's sent out and then,
all of a sudden, you'll elect to go back on everything, every
precept that we've discussed, is it?
STEVE: Explain - I'm not sure I know what you're saying.
BYRON: I'm, I'm talking straightforward about doing injury to
one another, to yourself, to others in there.
STEVE: Oh, oh. Well, no, you know that's - How many times 
I don't - Do you need to have me reiterate those things
every day to you?
BYRON: Well STEVE: We 're not a suicide bunch. We love life.
BYRON: Steve.
STEVE: We hold life so highly. That's why I want it eternally.
And no one cannot go break the commandments by taking
their own life BYRON: Okay, that's, that's STEVE: - because that's blasphemy against the Holy Ghost.
BYRON: I understand.
STEVE: One cannot BYRON: I, I agree with that and I'm glad to hear you say that.
STEVE: Well, I've said it almost - I have to say frequently BYRON: Okay, but let me ask you this.
STEVE: - because people on that end of the line are not under
standing plain English.
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Transcri pt: David Koresh and FBI
N egotiators , Apri l 16 and 1 8 , 1993
The following is transcribed from an audiotape entitled "The Last Recorded
Words of David Koresh, April 1 6- 1 8, 1 993," with introduction and com
mentary narrated by James Tabor.
On April 1 6, 1 993, David Koresh enthusiastically reported to an FBI
negotiator that he had completed writing his interpretation of the First
Seal of the book of Revelation. Koresh reiterated that he and the David
ians would come out once he had committed his interpretation of the
Seven Seals to writing and after the manuscript was safely in the hands of
James Tabor and Phillip Arnold. From April 1 6 to April 1 8, the Davidi
ans persistently requested a battery-operated wordprocessor, so that
Koresh's manuscript could be typed. This represented obvious progress in
the negotiations.
FRIDAY, APRIL 1 6, 1 993 (Italics reflect the emphasis of the
speaker.)
DICK: Are you telling me, David - I want to get this clear in my
own mind. Are you telling me, here and now, that as soon as
you reduce the Seven Seals to a written form, that you're
coming out of there? I don't mean two days later. . .
DAVID: I have no reason not- I have no reason not to . . .
DICK: I know what you're saying, but answer my question if
you would please. Definitely. I mean, I want to get an
answer to this. Are you coming out as soon as you're
done, or are you saying you're coming out afterwards at
some point in time?
DAVID: After I get the thing - See, Dick, you don't seem to
understand. We are going to fulfill our commitment to
God. Now, if you would allow me to show you [in the
B ible] what has been prewritten by the prophets you
would know what I'm doing.
DICK: Well, I'm asking you a simple question.
DAVID: And I'm giving you the simple answer. Yes, yes, yes. I
never intended to die in here.
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The following transcript for April 1 8, 1 993, gives the last recorded
words of David Koresh. Koresh called an FBI negotiator to complain
about the tanks destroying the remaining vehicles outside Mount Carmel.
Their conversation is very heated, and at times Koresh is solemn and
depressed. Koresh realizes that an attack that will result in their deaths is
imminent, which he wishes to avoid.
The reader should note that the negotiator on April 1 8 made the
assumption promoted by the "cult" stereotype, that the leader of the group
has total control over the followers. This overlooks the independent
agency and ability of the members of the group to make decisions.
APRIL 1 8, 1 993, ABOUT 2:00 P.M. - LAST RECORDED
WORDS OF DAVID KORESH
DAVID: Henry, this is Dave.
HENRY: Hi Dave.
DAVID: Look. The generals out here, right? You have a hard time
controlling them, right?
HENRY: I don't control them, no.
DAVID: O.k. Well, look. We have done everything we can to be
able to communicate in a nice, passionate way. We've told
you what our work with God is, and we've been kind. We've
not been your everyday kind of cult. We've not been your
everyday kind of terrorists, which I'm sure you're familiar
with having to deal with.
HENRY: Uh huh.
DAVID: And a lot of the things the FBI, or these generals, are
doing is just kind of way beyond the scope of reason. They
are not only destroying private property, they are also
removing evidences. And this doesn't seem like these are
moves that should be made by a government who says to a
people that we're going to be able to take this up in a court of
law. They're not going to be able to replace a lot of things
here. Like that '68 SS El Camino that belonged to Paul Fatta;
they'll never be able to replace that. They don't have any
more of those. And the '68 Camero and other things out here
in the front; they can't replace that. They just can't replace it.
And they keep doing these kind of things. It's just proving to
us that they're not showing good faith on their part, and I
just suggest they shouldn't do it.
HENRY: I understand what you're saying, and I will impart that . . .
DAVID: In all courtesies, please impart that, because it's come to
the point to where, uh, you know, God in heaven has some-
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what to do also. And it's really just come to the point of what
do you men really want?
HENRY: I think what - I'm just imparting to you what my per
ception is. And my perception is that what they want is that
they want you and everybody to come out. You know . . .
DAVID: I don't think so. I think what they're showing is they
don't want that.
HENRY: I think that's exactly what they want.
DAVID: They're not going to get that- They're not going to get
that by what they're doing right now. They're going to get
exactly the opposite. Exactly the opposite. They're going to
get wrath on certain people, they're going to get anger from
certain guys. Now I can't control everybody here.
HENRY: I think you can.
DAVID: No, I can't. You got to understand, John.
HENRY: Henry.
DAVID: Henry, I'm sorry. In 1 985 I presented a truth, and
everybody's that's here I had to debate, and I had to talk
to, and I had to show from the scriptures. I had to prove
my point for many hours and days and months, and some
times years with certain people here. They weren't the
scholars, they weren't the theologians. I have a very
unique group here.
HENRY: Yes you do.
DAVID: Not ignorant people, not stupid people. Now there's some
people that in the beginning that went out, like Kevin and
Brad, individuals that were, you know, people that were out
there- bar rollers and stuff like that. Rough and tough guys.
They're not the theologians of the world, but they're guys that
need a lot of patience, you know, with a little bit of refinement
and a little bit of proof to them, they can be good people.
But I would really in all honesty and in good faith tell
these generals to back up. They don't need to tear up any
more of this property. You tell us out of one side of the
mouth that we're going to be able to come back here, and all
this, and we're going to take this up in court, and on the other
hand, you're showing us that there is not going to be nothing
to come back to.
HENRY: I think the problem on this, on this thing, David, is that
this thing has lasted way too long.
DAVID: Oh, it has. It should have never gotten started this way,
and that was not our fault.
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HENRY: O.k., but . . .
DAVID: You don't wish to speak of the issues of the beginning of
this . . .
HENRY: No, I don't, and what the issues were at that time is
something else. The problem is not what the issues were at
that time. The problem is this has lasted way too long.
DAVID: I'm going to finish my book, or I'm not going to finish
my book.
HENRY: I hope that you do.
DAVID: Well, let me tell this. These men, who everyday we've
tried to show them good faith, they've walked out in front of
us, they've driven their tanks up to us, they've busted the side
of the building a little bit one time. You said that was a mis
take. It was not under your control. It wasn't the comman
ders' wishes. All of this has been showing us that these guys
want to fight. Now I don't want to fight.
HENRY: Good.
DAVID: I'm a life, too, and there's a lot of people in here that are
lives, and there's children in here.
HENRY: That's right.
DAVID: And we're also Americans, and I think that America has
a patronage [heritage], a very clear patronage of individual
citizens who have a breaking point. The government has got
ten this strong to where it can come on to something that we
have worked for hard. We worked hard when we got on this
property. A lot of hard hours. This place was a dump. We
fixed it up. We built this little house here. It's not extravagant.
There's a lot of people here with a high commission [com
mitment] and a lot of love and concern, and not just for our
own lives, but for everybody's lives. And if this is the way
our government is showing the world that its tactics are to
get someone to do as they wish when realistically our rights
have been infringed upon right and left.
HENRY: But there's a way to resolve that, David. The way to
resolve that is for you to come out, and lead the people out.
DAVID: You're going to keep destroying our property.
HENRY: This probably would not have had to happen.
DAVID: It never did have to happen.
HENRY: That's right, and then, you know, if you had come out on
the day that you indicated, that you promised that you were
going to come out, none of this would have taken place.
DAVID: Look, you denounce the fact that I have a God that com
municates with me. That's the first mistake . . .
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HENRY: Nobody is saying anything about your religious beliefs,
your thoughts, your ideas, or anything like that.
DAVID: But you are.
HENRY: The same things you can do there, you can do out here.
DAVID: That's what you say. I think that you are lying. As a
matter of fact, I know that in the first month or so that I'm
out, I'm going to be bombarded all the time with nothing
but people wanting to know questions, asking this, asking
that HENRY: And if you were working on the Seven Seals, I mean,
nobody would bother you. Why would that have to happen?
DAVID: I have my responsibility, also. Come on. Look at the real
ities of things.
HENRY: And the reality of things is that there are priorities, and
your priority and everybody's priority should be in the
safety of the children, in the safety of the women . . .
DAVID: All right. You are fixing to ruin that. These commanders
are fixing to ruin the safety of me and my children. My life,
the lives of my wives, the lives of my friends, my family. You
are fixing to step across the ribbon.
HENRY: I think that, that was something that you brought on. It
has nothing to do with the commanders, David.
DAVID: All right- / brought on. If this is the corner of the box
that you place me in to . . .
HENRY: I think that you are placing yourself in that, David.
DAVID: No, you're the one moving forward. You're the one who
has violated - your generals are violated our constitutional
rights. You have made us guilty before proven so.
HENRY: I don't think so.
DAVID: You actually brought a band of people who didn't
announce themselves. They came. I was at the front door. I
was willing to talk to them. They shot at me first.
HENRY: Now, you're talking about . . .
DAVID: About something that you don't want to prove as a mat
ter of the fact. You're telling me that I'm under arrest. I have
to come out.
HENRY: When somebody's under arrest, that doesn't mean that
that you've already been proven guilty. It just means that
you've been charged.
DAVID: No, I'm being punished. We've already been punished.
We've been placed in jail. We're being punished as guilty.
HENRY: Well, that is something that you chose for everybody
inside.
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DAVID: That is not correct. That is something you chose as a con
finement.
HENRY: Because if you had walked out on that day as you
promised, by now, who knows where we would have been?
You know, you'd probably be out on bail, for goodness sakes.
DAVID: John, [sighs] all I can say is that if you want to place this
in the history books as one of the saddest days in the world . . .
HENRY: Well, I think that the rules for your safety still apply.
There's no reason to think that they shouldn't apply.
DAVID: O.k., I understand your rules. I'm just simply asking you
in all good faith, and in all good manner, that you tell the gen
erals it's enough to tear up our property.
HENRY: I will tell them exactly what you said, but you need to
understand that, uh, I'm talking up. It's not, you know, talk
ing down. So you know, what I suggest, and what I will sug
gest is exactly what you said. I've suggested that, and I've
suggested other things. I have no problem in, uh, you know
[unintelligible] . . .
DAVID: You tell we love 'em, we love 'em, and you know . . .
HENRY: And you're willing to send out 3 0 people.
DAVID: Look . . .
HENRY: Fifty?
DAVID: Whoever wants to go out can go out.
HENRY: No, no, no, no. Don't tell me that. Tell me that you're
sending somebody out.
DAVID: I'm not going- You see, you don't understand about
these people yet.
HENRY: And you don't understand about the people here yet,
either.
DAVID: O.k., well, if this is the way we want to play it, then we
come to a point where, to where . . .
HENRY: I'm not wanting to play anything . . .
DAVID: Look, you are playing . . .
HENRY: No I'm not . . .
DAVID: Everyone in the tanks up there is playing . . .
HENRY: No, nobody is. People just want to see some progress.
DAVID: Look, some progress is being made - You don't realize
what kind of progress is being made. There are people all
over this world who are going to benefit from this book of
the Seven Seals. You don't seem to understand . . .
HENRY: And what you don't seem to understand is, is that the peo
ple here want to see that kind of progress, but other kind of
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progress. There is no reason why you couldn't be doing the
same very thing you are doing now within the place out here . . .
DAVID: That's not true. What you are saying is not based on the
truth.
HENRY: Why not? Why not? What do you mean it's not?
DAVID: Because it's just not.
HENRY: Your attorney is going to be your attorney whether
you're in there or out here. Anything that you want, all
you'd have to do is, is furnish it to him.
DAVID: An attorney . . .
HENRY: Why would he not comply with your wishes ?
DAVID: That's -The legal system is not the majority of the attor
ney. The legal system is a completely sophisticated, lots of
Indian chief, uh . . . system. It's not just where you got one
guy who is hired to speak in your behalf in a court case in
front of a jury.
HENRY: Yes, but, but what I'm saying . . .
DAVID: There's more to it - I was in jail in 1 988.
HENRY: And how did it come out?
DAVID: It came out wonderful, because it . . .
HENRY: Well, there you go! There you go !
DAVID: Well, the thing of it is -You don't understand the amount
of cost it takes to get, to get that legal representation, too.
And this was something, this was something that the sheriff's
department got us in.
HENRY: Well, that was then. You have an attorney now. You
know the same work that you're doing there, you could
be doing out here.
DAVID: This is a different, more high profile type situation. I just,
I just suggest that it would be a very bad thing for you to
keep destroying all this evidence out here.
HENRY: Well, you know, I really . . .
DAVID: I mean: What are they doing? Are you covering up the
ATF? That's exactly what it appears you're doing.
HENRY: David, what we're trying to do . . .
DAVID: It's wrong! You're doing wrong before God! Before man!
You are doing wrong! You 're adding to your wrong!
HENRY: David, you're the one that's doing wrong . . .
DAVID: No, no, no, no . . .
HENRY: You seem to have . . .
DAVID: no, no, no . . .
HENRY: . . . no concern about anybody in the place except yourself!
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DAVID: You know that we've [unintelligible] . . .
HENRY: Well, then o.k., send 5 0 people out! Send 50 people out
right now!
DAVID: [To Davidians.] Do 50 of you want to go out?
HENRY: You don't have to ask. All you have to do is say,
" Look, I want 50 volunteers," and they'll come out. If you
send 50 people out . . .
DAVID: [To Davidians.] Huh?
[Voices in background. Unintelligible.]
DAVID: They're saying that because of these things, they want
to stay the more.
HENRY: And I guess you have no control over anybody.
DAVID: You've got to understand . . .
HENRY: This is your responsibility!
DAVID: . . . what I have control. . .
HENRY: This is your responsibility, because you're the leader.
Their safety is in your hands. These people look . . .
[The tape breaks off.]
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CHAPTER FIVE

1995-Aum Shinrikyo

If asked why we are oppressed, it is because we are the true
religion that liberates people from the current mistaken world.
-Yoshinobu Aoyama, head of Aum Shinrikyo Justice Ministry 1
Aum is a mighty obstacle to the evil that rules this world.
-Shoko Asahara2

The Violence
The Japanese new religion known as Aum Shinrikyo stands in contrast to
Jonestown and the Branch Davidians, because Aum devotees detained,
coerced, tortured, and killed people, and pursued the development of
weapons of mass destruction in a national context in which the activities of
religious organizations were not scrutinized by law enforcement agents.
Aum's guru, Shoko Asahara, and his devotees saw themselves as belonging
to a persecuted religious organization, but the activities of their cultural
opponents were miniscule compared to the violence perpetrated by Aum
devotees. Aum leaders were anxious to block investigation of Aum Shin
rikyo because of crimes that members had committed before serious cul
tural opposition had developed. In terms of financial resources and
violence against members and outsiders, Aum Shinrikyo makes Jim Jones's
Jonestown and David Koresh's Mount Carmel Center appear small-scale.
Aum Shinrikyo leaders and members were preparing to commit rev
olutionary violence, but the violent acts committed by Aum members
were motivated by the fragility of their millennia! group. The combination
of a lack of monitoring by law enforcement agents, internal weaknesses
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within Aum, and Aum members' sense of being in conflict with external
opponents prompted a group of Aum devotees to coerce and/or murder
people to protect their ultimate concern, the creation of the Buddhist mil
lennia! kingdom, Shambhala. As at Jonestown, high-level Aum devotees
became bonded by their shared participation in rituals of violence, which
prepared some of them to commit ever-escalating acts of violence. The
dualistic millennia! theology taught by Asahara provided a justification
for committing murder.
The name of this Japanese new religion includes the Hindu and Bud
dhist sacred syllable "Om" (pronounced "aum"). Shinrikyo can be trans
lated as "teaching of the supreme truth." Asahara taught that "Aum" in
Sanskrit referred to the creation, preservation, and destruction of the uni
verse. Therefore, Aum Shinrikyo was an organization that taught the
truth about creation and destruction.3 This was no ordinary truth; it was
the supreme truth for which devotees were asked to kill or die.
On Monday, March 20, 1 995, at 7:45 A.M., five members of Aum Shin
rikyo boarded five subway trains at different stations in Tokyo. Each of
the trains was scheduled to converge at 8: 1 5A.M. at the Kasumigaseki sta
tion located near the headquarters of the National Police Agency and
other government buildings. At 8:00 A.M., these devotees deposited plas
tic bags containing sarin4 on the floor, punctured the bags with sharpened
umbrella tips, and immediately disembarked. People began coughing,
choking, and vomiting, and those closest to the sarin collapsed. The fumes
of the deadly nerve gas injured over 5,000 Tokyo commuters, and twelve
people died.5 The Aum members who released sarin gas on the Tokyo
subway were a cardiovascular surgeon, Dr. Ikuo Hayashi ( 48), a former
graduate student in particle physics, Toru Toyoda (27), a specialist in
applied physics, Masato Yokoyama (3 1 ), another applied physicist,
Kenichi Hirose (30), and an electronics engineer, Yasuo Hayashi (37).
They were all members of Aum's Science and Technology Ministry.6
This was not the first instance of murder committed by Aum Shinrikyo
members, nor was it the last. The March 20, 1995, gas attack on the Tokyo
subway was merely the most dramatic and large-scale act of violence com
mitted by Aum devotees. It had been preceded by an attempt to release bot
ulinus bacteria at Kasumigaseki station five days prior to the sarin gas attack.
That effort failed because equipment placed in a briefcase did not work . 7
Subsequently, Aum Shinrikyo devotees confessed to a variety of vio
lent crimes, and evidence of murders was discovered.
Purposeful and accidental gas releases had occurred prior to the
Tokyo subway attack. In July 1 993 residents near an Aum Shinrikyo cen
ter in Kameido in Tokyo complained about a foul-smelling gas. Aum
officials refused entry to police seeking to investigate. On June 27, 1 994,
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Victims of the gas attack on the Tokyo subway are taken to St. luke
Hospital in Tokyo. (AP Photo/File/Chiaki Tsukumo)

after 10:00 P.M., a cloud of sarin gas wafted through Matsumoto, a town
in Nagano Prefecture. About 600 people were injured and seven died.
The alarm was first raised by Yoshiyuki Kono, a machinery salesman.
Kono and his children were made ill by the gas, and his wife succumbed
to a coma. Feeling pressured to quickly identify a guilty party, the police
alleged that Kono released the poisonous gas by mixing chemicals for fer
tilizer. Kono possessed chemicals for photography, not gardening, and he
did not possess the chemicals necessary to make sarin, but the police and
the news media made Kono the scapegoat. Kono's reputation was dam
aged, but he was never charged. In fact, the sarin gas was released by Aum
devotees from a truck. Two weeks after the Matsumoto gas attack, a
cloud of chlorine (used in the manufacture of sarin) was emitted from
Aum headquaters in Kamikuishiki village at the foot of Mount Fuji.
Neighbors were made ill, and they observed Aum members wearing gas
masks rushing around the commune. Aum devotees refused to permit
firemen and police to enter the grounds to investigate. A week later, a
poisonous gas was emitted from the Aum headquarters and members
again were observed wearing gas masks. Tree leaves and plants in the sur
rounding area died. Much later, a police investigation revealed that the
gas had been sarin. s
Aum Shinrikyo's path of escalating violence began with Asahara's
insistence that devotees practice asceticism; the ascetic acts themselves
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were so extreme that they constituted violence. In addition to standard
Buddhist practices such as meditation, chanting, and prostrations, devo
tees had to submit to immersion in very cold water for extended periods
to cool down their minds, and also to submersion in very hot water to
raise internal heat to produce psychic experiences. Physical beatings were
sometimes applied to exorcise impure thoughts. (In Japanese religious cul
ture, beatings sometimes are utilized to exorcise bad spirits.) If Aum devo
tees were reluctant to engage in these extreme forms of asceticism, they
were coerced or beaten to make them do so. Salvation in the Shambhala
millennia! kingdom was dependent on their ascetic practice and devotion
to the guru.9
In 1988, Terayuki Majima died while being subjected to cold water
immersion. Since Aum Shinrikyo had applied to become a legally regis
tered religious organization, Majima's death was kept secret. Another
member, Shuji Taguchi (25), was frightened by Majima's death, wanted to
defect, and thus raised the possibility that he might report Majima's death
to the police. Taguchi was murdered at Aum headquarters in February
1989. Taguchi was strangled, his neck broken, and his body was burned in
a metal drum. The Taguchi murder may have been the first premeditated
murder committed by Aum devotees. t o
In early November 1989, an attorney who represented the Aum Shin
rikyo Victims' Society (Aum Shinrikyo higaisha no kai), Tsutsumi
Sakamoto (33), his wife Satoko (29), and their son Tatsuhiko (14 months)
were murdered in their Yokohama apartment by Aum devotees. The mur
ders were carried out by Aum's chief scientist, Hideo Murai (30), a mar
tial arts expert, Satoru Hashimoto (28), a physician, Dr. Tomomasa
Nakagawa (29), and Kazuaki Okazuki. The sleeping Sakamotos were held
down, beaten, smothered, and Dr. Nakagawa injected them with potas
sium chloride. The bodies were carried out of the apartment wrapped in
their futons and blankets, and were buried in separate locations in the
countryside. The confession of Okazuki in 1995 after the Tokyo subway
gas attack enabled police to locate the remains of the Sakamoto family .JI
In late June 1993, Aum scientists tested the first weapon they had
developed for mass murder. They used a large fan on the rooftop of an
Aum building in Tokyo to spray a biological agent they believed was
anthrax across the city. Birds, pets, and plants died, people got sick, there
was a nauseating odor, and cars and pedestrians' clothes were stained.
Aum devotees refused to permit inspectors to investigate the building.J2
On January 30, 1994, two former members, a pharmacist, Kotara
Ochida (29), and Hideaki Yasuda (26), sneaked into the Aum headquar
ters in Kamikuishiki to rescue Yasuda's ill mother. They were captured
and brought into the presence of Shoko Asahara and his wife. Asahara
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gave Yasuda the choice of either killing Ochida or being killed himself. A
plastic bag was placed over Ochida's head, and Yasuda was forced to spray
Mace into it. A rope was wound around Ochida's neck and Yasuda was
made to strangle him. Yasuda was permitted to leave with instructions to
tell his father that his mother was well and that Ochida had decided to
rejoin Aum.u
On September 20, 1994, phosgene, a lethal gas used in World War I,
was released in the apartment of a journalist, Shako Egawa, who had writ
ten two anti-Aum books as well as critical articles. Egawa required hospi
talization, but she was not killed. l 4
On December 2, 1994, a Tokyo parking lot attendant, Noboru
Mizuno (83), was injected with V X nerve agent when he went outside his
home. Mizuno was hospitalized for over six weeks, but he recovered.
Mizuno's crime against Aum was that he had provided shelter to five
defectors. The person who attempted to execute Mizuno was Tomomitsu
Niimi (30), the Aum security chief, who had also released the phosgene
into Egawa's apartment.15
On December 12, 1994, Takahito Hanaguchi (28) was killed on a
street in Osaka when Niimi injected him with VX. Hanaguchi, who had
visited Aum headquarters numerous times, was believed by Aum leaders
to be a police undercover agent. l 6
On January 4, 1995, the head of the Aum Shinrikyo Victims' Society,
Hiroyuki Nakaoka (57), was struck by a stream of VX as he walked across
a parking lot. Again, Niimi was the assassin. Nakaoka was in a coma for
several weeks, but he recoveredY
Kiyoshi Kariya (68), a businessman who was hiding his sister Aiko
Nishina (62) after she had defected from Aum Shinrikyo, was abducted
from a Tokyo street on February 28, 1995. The sister had donated
money earlier to Aum amounting to about $600,000. Kariya was
injected with sodium thiopental by Drs. Nakagawa and Hayashi, and he
died during the interrogation . An industrial-size microwave oven was
used to incinerate Kariya's body; probably other corpses were disposed
of in the same manner.1 s
An Aum hospital located in Tokyo was utilized as a place where dis
senting and disruptive members were incarcerated and drugged. The Aum
Supreme Truth Hospital in Tokyo was supervised by Dr. Ikuo Hayashi,
the son of a Ministry of Health official and a graduate of a prestigious
Japanese medical school. Unorthodox treatments consisted of Aum ascetic
practices and gaining good karma by making large donations to Aum.
Patients there had a high death rate for a small nine-bed clinic-nine
deaths within an eighteen-month period beginning in 1993- and patients
were systematically isolated from contact with their families. The physi-
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cians and nurses working there were Aum devotees. They carried out
coercive medical practices and administered drugs in religious initiations.19
Japanese police later concluded that Aum devotees killed 31 people
between October 1988 and March 1995. Some were being coerced into
making financial donations. At least eight died from Aum's extreme ascetic
practices. People were coerced and killed for doubting Asahara's "supreme
truth" and for wanting to defect. Two people committed suicide.2 0
On March 22, 1995, two days after the Tokyo subway gas attack and the
day about 3,500 Japanese police and soldiers launched a massive raid against
the twenty-five Aum Shinrikyo centers in Japan,2 1 a videotaped message
from Shako Asahara was broadcast to Japan by Aum devotees in Russia. In
this message, Asahara said, "It is time for you to carry out the plan of salva
tion. Let us prepare to meet our death without any regrets."2 2 This message
apparently motivated additional violent actions by Aum members.
On March 30, 1995, Police Chief Kunimatsu, the head of the
National Police Agency, was shot outside his residence as he left for
work. He was seriously injured but not killed. An anonymous call to a
television network two hours after the shooting warned that more police
officers would be assassinated if the investigation of Aum was not halted.
A police officer who was an Aum devotee, Toshiyuki Kosugi (30), later
confessed, but the embarassed National Police Agency refused to regard
his confession as genuine. In June 1997, the Tokyo District Public Pros
ecutor's office decided not to press charges against Kosugi due to lack of
material evidence. 23
Shako Asahara predicted that a catastrophe worse than the January
1995 Kobe earthquake (which killed about 5,500) would occur in Tokyo
on April 15, 1995. On that date two shopping complexes in the Shinjuku
area of Tokyo were closed, and the usually bustling Shinjuku station was
silent. Nothing happened, probably because about 20,000 police were
deployed in Tokyo.2 4
On April 23, 1995, as television cameras filmed outside Aum's Tokyo
headquarters, a man with gangster (yakusa) connections stabbed to death
Hideo Murai, the head of Aum's Science and Technology Ministry. It has
been speculated that mobsters had purchased illegal drugs manufactured
by Aum's scientists, and that they wanted to silence Murai.25
On May 5, 1995, an attempt to release hydrogen cyanide (Zyklon B,
used in Nazi death camps) at Tokyo's busiest station at Shinjuku failed
when the device burst into flames.26
The intensive police hunt led to the arrest of about 200 Aum mem
bers, but Shako Asahara remained at large until May 16, 1995. A search of
a building at the Aum headquarters in Kamikuishiki village discovered
Asahara with yen amounting to over $100,000 hiding in a secret cubicle
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located between the second and third floors. Asahara was charged with
murder in relation to the Tokyo subway gas attack and the Matsumoto gas
release, and with the murders of the Sakamoto family and Kariya. He was
charged also with production of illegal drugs. 27
On the evening of May 16, a letter bomb was sent by Aum devotees
to the Tokyo Governor's office and exploded in the hands of a secretary.
The Governor had previously announced his intention to revoke Aum's
status as a registered religion.28

Shoko Asahara
The man who became known as Shoko Asahara was born on March 2,
1955, as Chizuo Matsumoto. He was the fourth son of seven children of
a very poor couple living on the island of Kyushu. His father was a
maker of tatami mats. Chizuo, as an infant, suffered from glaucoma and
his eyesight was permanently impaired; he was totally blind in one eye
and had about 30 percent of his vision in the other eye. At age six
Chizuo and two of his brothers were sent to board at a school for the
blind. Chizuo became a leader among the blind children because he had
the advantage of being partially sighted and served as a guide for the
other children.
After graduating from the Kumamoto Prefectural School for the
Blind, Matsumoto moved to Tokyo in 1977 with great ambitions. He
earned his living by working as a licensed masseur and acupuncturist.
Matsumoto wanted to attend medical school, but was not admitted
because of his impaired eyesight. Matsumoto then aimed to enter law
school at Tokyo University, but he failed the entrance exam. In 1978, he
married Tomoko Ishii and they started a family that would grow to
include six children. Matsumoto began a business selling Chinese herbal
medicines in July 1978, and he studied Chinese forms of divination and
asceticism to acquire supernatural powers. Matsumoto read works on
Buddhism and books by Shinji Takahashi, founder of God Light Associ
ation (GLA), whose teachings drew on Spiritualism and the New Age
movement. In 1981 Matsumoto joined the Japanese new religion Agon
shu, and learned about meditation and yoga. In June 1982, Matsumoto's
herbalist license was revoked for selling bogus herbal medicines and he
had to close his shop. 29 As a student of mysticism and popular religion,
Asahara probably read interpretations of the prophecies of the sixteenth
century French astrologer and seer, Nostradamus, whose prophecies had
been popularized in Japan since 1973. The founder of Agonshu published
a book on Nostradamus's prophecies in 1981, the year that Asahara joined
Agonshu. In Japan, interest in Nostradamus's prophecies focused on qua-
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train CX-72, which stated that in July 1999, "From the sky will come a
great King of Terror. "30
In 1984, Matsumoto left Agonshu with fifteen followers and founded
his own meditation and yoga group. In 1985, Matsumoto gained public
attention for claiming in an occult journal that he could levitate. A photo
graph was published of Matsumoto seated in lotus position, propelling
himself about a foot into the air.
Matsumoto's spirituality was a syncretic blend of Hindu yoga and
ideas (with special emphasis on the Yoga Sutra) and his understanding of
Buddhism with Japanese concerns with asceticism and belief in gods.
Matsumoto took as his tutelary deities the Hindu gods Shiva and Vishnu,
particularly Shiva, a deity of asceticism and yoga. In 1985, Asahara claimed
that when he was engaged in ascetic practice on Miura beach in Kanagawa
Prefecture, a deity descended from the sky and said, "I appoint you as abi
raketsu no mikoto. Asahara came to understand abiraketsu no mikoto as
meaning "the god of light who leads the armies of gods." He thus under
stood that he was divinely appointed to wage warfare to create the Bud
dhist millennia! kingdom called Shambhala, that, according to Asahara,
would be inhabited by spiritual adepts with advanced psychic powers. 31
It is noteworthy that Matsumoto, who achieved leadership among
blind schoolchildren because he was partially sighted, increasingly
achieved exalted religious leadership because he claimed to have fully
developed psychic senses. Matsumoto began to publish books on asceti
cism and the acquisition of superhuman powers. His first book, whose
title in English translation was A Secret Method to the Development of
Psychic Power (1986) claimed that Matsumoto could levitate, prophesy,
heal, and control the weather, and that he had powers of clairvoyance and
telekinesis. This book contained a brief reference to Nostradamus's pre
diction of disaster in 1999.
In 1986, Matsumoto visited India, and upon returning, he claimed to
be the only person in Japan who had achieved gedatsu or "final liberation,"
and said that he had achieved this full enlightenment by two months of soli
tary meditation in the Himalayan mountains. In April 1986, Matsumoto
founded Aum Shinsen no Kai (Aum wizards [or Daoist sage] society), and
established a commune near Tokyo. At the end of 1986, Matsumoto pub
lished Transcending Life and Death, in which he identified yoga with early
Buddhist teachings. In February 1987, Matsumoto visited Dharamsala,
India, the settlement of Tibetan refugees led by the Dalai Lama, who prac
tice Vajrayana or Tantric Buddhism. Matsumoto had his photo taken with
the Dalai Lama, and he later published this photo in his books to convey
legitimacy to his religious leadership. In 1987, Matsumoto changed his
undistinguished name to Shako Asahara-Asahara being a classy family
,
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name and Shoko being a homonym for the word meaning "an offering of
incense." The organization's name was changed to Aum Shinrikyo, and it
was registered in 1989 under the Religious Corporations Law. 32
From 1987 on, Shoko Asahara styled himself as a Buddha who pos
sessed psychic powers. Asahara claimed to have the power to levitate and to
soul-travel out of the body, and to have an infallible power of prophecy.
Although he did not use the Sanskrit term siddha, the doctrine that he
taught was very similar to the concept of the siddha (a perfected human pos
sessing siddhis, superhuman powers) found in Hinduism and in Mahayana
or Vajrayana Buddhism. The siddha, the perfectly enlightened guru, is
believed to convey enlightenment to his devotees by instructing them in
meditation and yoga, but most importantly, by conveying the energy of
enlightenment by shaktipat when the guru awakens higher consciousness
by touch. Shaktipat is believed to awaken the kundalini, a spiritual energy
dormant at the base of the spine. Through spiritual discipline and the grace
of the guru, the devotee aims to experience the rising of the kundalini, acti
vating the chakras, centers of energy along the spinal column, to achieve
enlightenment. In the Hindu siddha tradition, the guru is God and the
devotee receives enlightenment by surrendering totally to the guru. 33
Asahara conveyed his understanding of the siddha tradition in the
popularized language of twentieth-century science and computer technol
ogy. According to Asahara, each devotee should strive to become a clone
of the guru. Devotees should purify and empty their minds of thoughts
associated with the deluded lower-self-and fill themselves with the
"guru's data." Claiming that this was Vajrayana Buddhism, Asahara wrote,
"In the teachings of Vajrayana, disciples regard the guru as the absolute,
and devote themselves to him. They make every effort to empty them
selves, and fill their empty vessel with the experience and energy of the
guru. That is, it is the cloning of the guru .... " Terming shaktipat "empow
erment," Asahara explained it in the following terms: "From time to time
the savior should utilize a dangerous method called shaktipat . . .. This is a
technique to squeeze out someone's bad thought and karma and infuse
good karma into them ."34
In his book, Initiation (1987), Asahara claimed that shaktipat given
by himself to the devotee was necessary to awaken the kundalini.35 In
1994, Aum scientists began producing drugs, LSD, sodium thiopental,
mescaline, methamphetamine, and PCP, for use in religious initiations.
Even those chemically-induced mystical experiences were attributed by
Aum believers to the shakti (spiritual power, energy) of the guru. 36
At a seminar in May 1987, Asahara predicted that armageddon Gapan
ese, harumagedon) was imminent. Asahara said, "Between 1999 and 2003,
a nuclear war is sure to break out. I, Asahara, have mentioned the out-
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break of nuclear war for the first time. We have only fifteen years before
it." Asahara asserted that armageddon could be averted if every country
contained an Aum center led by a Buddha, an "awakened one." "Spread
the training of Aum on a global scale and scatter Buddhas over the world.
Then we can avoid World War III for sure. I guarantee it."37
Shoko Asahara expressed his alienation from Japanese culture by
wearing Indian clothing and by keeping his hair and beard long in the style
of an Indian ascetic. Congruent with the Indian siddha tradition, Aum
devotees believed that their own enlightenment would come from their
submission to Asahara as the guru. Devotees were encouraged to repeat 16
to 20 hours each day: "I pledge faithfulness to Aum, the Guru and the god
Shiva. Please lead me, [name], quickly to gedatsu [enlightenment]."38
Shoko Asahara identified himself as the Buddha of the current age
and claimed to be teaching Mahayana Buddhism, and later, Vajrayana
Buddhism. In 1992, Asahara published a book entitled Declaring Myself
the Christ in English translation. He claimed to be the Lamb of God,
who absorbed the bad karma of his disciples, even though it made him
ill. Karma is the Hindu and Buddhist term for "action" and the doctrine
that all actions produce results leading to rebirth in good or bad cir
cumstances. Asahara taught that people who rejected him as the guru
were destined for rebirth in the lower realms of the animals, hungry
ghosts, and the hells due to their bad karma. Acceptance of Asahara as
the incarnation of Shiva, as the guru was necessary to attain good karma
and salvation. 39
In Hinduism, the guru or a deity is considered to be so pure that dis
ciples may eat food from his plate, drink his dirty bath water, or touch his
feet-normally polluting acts-and be purified. Carrying on in this tradi
tion, Asahara's bath water was sold to disciples to be drunk. Vials of Asa
hara's blood were sold so that devotees could "absorb the Master's DNA
by drinking his blood." A devotee explained the Aum blood initiation:
The Initiation of Blood comes from a secret Tantric rite wherein
the blood of the guru is taken into one's own body. The intro
duction of the guru's internal tissue implies the introduction of
the guru's holy karma, and hastens progress in purifying one's
own karma, thus elevating one's practice . . . . 4 0
It was claimed that Asahara's blood had been analyzed at Kyoto Uni
versity and found to contain a unique DNA. Drinking Asahara's blood
conveyed his enlightened consciousness to the disciple.
Special caps equipped with electrical wires and electrodes known as PSI
(Perfect Salvation Initiation) were rented by devotees and worn to bring their
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Shoko Asahara. (Photo courtesy of
Uchitel)

thoughts into harmony with the thoughts of the guru.41 Members who lived
and worked at the Aum communes wore the PSI caps as they went about
their duties, including the scientists, physicians, and medical personnel.
Asahara taught a cosmology in which the highest spiritual existence is
the realm of Mahanirvana, ruled by Shiva. Asahara was the earthly incar
nation (avatar) of Shiva. Below the Mahanirvana realm were the causal
and astral worlds, which contained influences that manifested as events in
the phenomenal (material) world. "True Selves" belong to the Mahanir
vana existence, but, due to delusion, had become caught up in rebirth in
the lower realms. Devotees could recover their "True Selves" by identify
ing themselves with Asahara as Shiva, the one ultimate "True Sel£."42
Asahara claimed to have the ability to travel psychically through the
astral and causal worlds and to discern there the influences that would
manifest as events in the material world. Being fully enlightened, a per
fected Buddha, Asahara was said to be incapable of mistakenly interpret
ing information gained in the causal and astral worlds. Any disconfirmed
prophecy would have discredited Asahara's claimed status as a Buddha.

Aum Shinrikyo
When Aum Shinrikyo became a legally registered religion in 1989, it had
about 4,000 members. By 1995 it had about 10,000 members, twenty-five
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centers in Japan, and about 30,000 members in Russia. The devotees in
Japan included 1 ,247 shukkesha (renunciants). In Japan, about 75 percent
of the devotees were in their 20s and 30s. Nearly 40 percent of the shukke
sha were women.43
Aum Shinrikyo was attractive to educated, urban young people dis
satisfied with being cogs in the Japanese economic system and interested in
cultivating mystical experiences. Aum offered an alternative to lifetime
employment in unfulfilling work for modest wages. In the 1 990s, many
young adults lived with their parents because of the slowing Japanese econ
omy, low starting salaries, and the high cost of living. Aum Shinrikyo offered
an alternative of communal living in an exotic environment. Aum devotees
were given Indian names. They built up the organization's assets with their
free labor. In Aum, young people could pursue mystical experiences by med
itating, practicing yoga, and also by listening to music, dancing, and by tak
ing drugs such as LSD. It was believed that by these methods, and the grace
of the guru, it was possible to become a superhuman (shinkajin ).44
Aum was not unusual in Japan for drawing on Mahayana/Vajrayana
Buddhism for the practice of meditation, ascetic disciplines, and initiations.
Aum Shinrikyo's members were unusual-indicating their alienation from
Japanese society-for adopting Indian names, dress, practices, and deities.
Japan has been hospitable to religious disciplines taught within the Bud
dhist tradition, but Japan also has its indigenous tradition of asceticism. In
Japan, ascetic practices are termed gyo, and these are arduous practices
designed to purify the soul in order to stimulate possession by kami (the
indigenous gods), to cultivate healing power and clairvoyance, to be able to

An Aum Shinrikyo devotee in Tokyo on March 16, 1999. (AP Photo/ltsuo Inouye)
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see and communicate with spirits, and to cure oneself of illness. A typically
Japanese ascetic practice is to stand praying under an ice cold waterfall, or in
lieu of a waterfall, to repeatedly pour buckets of cold water over one's head
and shoulders under the coldest possible conditions, such as in the middle of
the night in the dead of winter. Not many Japanese are hardy enough to prac
tice gyo, but those who do become noted as shamans, healers, and sometimes
as prophets who found new religions.45 Aum Shinrikyo appealed to an
authentically Japanese concern to practice asceticism in order to develop
superhuman powers. This concern is conspicuous in Japanese animated
videos, in which characters possess a variety of superhuman powers.
The religious imaginations of the young members of Aum Shinrikyo
were influenced by Japanese comics (manga) and animated videos (anime)
of the 1 970s and 1 980s. "The Space Battleship Yamato" was particularly
influential. On one occasion an Aum devotee sang the theme song of "The
Space Battleship Yamato" while driving Asahara's car. Asahara then said,
"Yamato was a ship carrying the last hope for the earth. It's like us, isn't
it?" In the Yamato story, a device named the Cosmos Cleaner was brought
from another planet to clean the earth of radioactivity. Aum Shinrikyo's
buildings were equipped with devices termed Cosmos Cleaners to purify
the air of chemicals, and members were told that chemicals were being
deployed against them by enemies.46
Aum's resonance with Japanese popular culture was also seen in its
use of animated videos for promotional purposes, depicting Asahara levi
tating and flying through the astral and causal worldsY In one Aum-pro
duced animated video, Asahara was depicted as the captain of Spaceship
Mahayana.48
The Japanese animated videos often possess a plot set in an apocalyp
tic or post-apocalyptic period. The typical plot emphasizes the conflict
between good and evil that characterizes a radical dualistic worldview:
Humanity is threatened by overwhelming evil, and young warriors (male
and female) possessing superhuman powers must eradicate that evil to
survive. Very often a messiah with superhuman powers arrives to bring
salvation by destroying the enemies. Helen Hardacre describes the typical
anime plot: "This evil force is bent on destruction, and only a complete
commitment to destroy it can save the earth before the righteous them
selves are destroyed. One side or the other must perish; coexistence is
impossible. Aum's portrayal of immense forces bent on its destruction,
whether the Jews, the Freemasons, or other imagined enemies, clearly par
allels this motif."49
Aum Shinrikyo attracted highly-educated young men with training in
the sciences and technology. These men became the Aum leaders who
researched and developed a variety of weapons for mass destruction .
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Hideo Murai had graduated from Osaka University with a major in
physics, and attended graduate school specializing in cosmophysics. He
was working in the research and development department of Kobe Steel
Ltd. when he began reading Asahara's books. Murai became head of Aum's
Science and Technology Ministry. Kiyohide Hayakawa, head of Aum's Con
struction Ministry, had earned a masters degree in architecture from Osaka
Prefectural University. Fumihiro Joyu, head of Public Relations, had a
masters degree in artificial intelligence from Waseda University. He
worked briefly as an engineer at National Space Development Agency.
Masami Tsuchiya, head of the chemical team, possessed a master's degree
in organic chemistry from Tsukuba University. He was said to have joined
Aum because it had better research facilities than his university. After the
Tokyo subway gas attack, Tsuchiya confessed that he had led the team
that produced sarin.so
Most of the male leaders in Aum Shinrikyo were young. At midnight
on June 27, 1 994, the date of the Matsumoto sarin gas attack, which was
aimed at killing three judges scheduled to decide a lawsuit involving
Aum, Asahara and about one hundred Aum leaders met in an Aum
owned Tokyo restaurant to form the government of a sovereign nation.
Immediately after the ceremony, in which the leaders swore oaths of
determination to Asahara, some left to prepare to release sarin in Mat
sumoto, Aum's first act of war against Japanese society. In the new Aum
government, Shoko Asahara (39) was titled shinsei hoo ("sacred emperor"
or "sacred master of the law"). Hideo Murai (35) was in charge of the
largest ministry, Science and Technology. Kiyohide Hayakawa ( 44) was
the head of the Construction Ministry. Seiichi Endo (34) was head of the
Health and Welfare Ministry. Dr. Tomomasa Nakagawa (34) headed the
Household Agency of the Supreme Master of the Law. Dr. Ikuo Hayashi
(47) headed the Medical Healing Ministry. Tomomitsu Niimi (30) headed
Home Affairs (security and intelligence), Yoshihiro Inoue (24) headed the
Intelligence Ministry, attorney Yoshinobu Aoyama (34) headed the Jus
tice Ministry, and Fumihiro Joyu (31 ) headed Public Relations. The aver
age age of the Aum ministers was thirty-two. sl
Additionally, there was "a significant cadre of young female leaders,
[who] were involved in fields as diverse as accounting, medicine and nurs
ing, overseeing factory work, and the daily administration of communes
housing hundreds of 'ordained' members."5 2 Recent scholarly publica
tions in English have focused on the male Aum leaders, but women found
that their association with Asahara empowered them to positions of lead
ership unusual in Japanese society. For instance, Asahara brought Russian
musicians to Japan to play in an Aum orchestra conducted by a teenage
girl who was close to Asahara. Another one of Asahara's lovers, Hisako
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Ishii, was the Aum treasurer.s3 Asahara had sex with a number of Aum
women until they became pregnant. His explanation was that the guru
knew how to catch the good souls floating in the air and bring them into
physical incarnation. 54 More scholarly work needs to be done on women's
roles in Aum Shinrikyo.
There also needs to be scholarly investigation of the treatment of chil
dren within Aum; currently the information available in English is sketchy.
Children were separated from their parents and raised communally. They
had to wear the PSI electrode caps, and they were taught to chant mantras
and practice yogic disciplines. Reportedly, the children were given little
education and were generally neglected. Authorities found that one little
girl did not know the purpose of a pair of socks. Children removed from
the communes were malnourished, and some suffered from pneumonia.55
Aum recruited members from Japan's military, the Self-Defense Force
(SDF). In 1994, Aum's members included forty active-duty SDF members
and sixty SDF veterans. Additionally, about six police officers were Aum
members, including two officers with the Tokyo Metropolitan Police Depart
ment. A special squad was formed within Aum, consisting of former SDF
personnel. These individuals with military training in conventional arms and
chemical weapons participated in Aum's preparations for armageddon. 56
Every member of Aum Shinrikyo was encouraged to meditate and
practice a variety of yogic disciplines, and the most committed disciples
became shukkesha (renunciants). Becoming a renunciant involved cutting
off all contact with one's family, turning over all property and assets to
Aum, pledging devotion to Asahara, living communally, and practicing rig
orous asceticism. By these means, shukkesha believed they would develop
superhuman powers of clairvoyance, levitation, and the ability to travel
through the spiritual realmsY The shukkesha aimed to become superhu
man beings, the only ones who would not be destroyed in armageddon.
From 1986 to 1990, 537 people became Aum shukkesha. Only 43 peo
ple became shukkesha during 1991 through 1992. From January 1993 to
summer 1994, Aum gained 524 shukkesha. These relatively low numbers
were significant because Asahara had predicted that armageddon would
occur in 1999 unless 30,000 people became shukkesha.ss It is likely that
Asahara brought the date for armageddon closer to enhance recruiting
efforts and to strengthen the commitment of existing Aum members.
The practice of extreme asceticism to obtain salvation was considered
so important that people were forced to undergo it.5 9 Some of the severe
ascetic practices included fasting or living on a meager diet, being lowered
into scalding or near-freezing water, and being hung upside down. Drugs
such as LSD were used to stimulate altered consciousness. Majima's death,
due to asceticism, occurred at the end of 1988. This led to a shukkesha,
Shuji Taguchi (25), wanting to leave and raised the threat that he would
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inform the police of Majima's death. Taguchi became the first person
known to be murdered by Aum members for turning against the guru, the
supreme truth organization, and its methods to obtain salvation.
Aum Shinrikyo received financial income from a variety of sources.
Aum reportedly acquired more than a billion dollars worth of real estate,
stocks, and other assets by selling Asahara's blood (300,000 yen or over
US$3,000 for a vial), renting PSI headgear (one million yen for one month),
charging fees for initiations, meditation classes (300,000 yen), membership,
shaktipat (more than 30,000 yen in 1 989), and receiving donations from
members, and all the worldly goods of shukkesha. Aum Shinrikyo's
numerous small businesses included computer shops, noodle restaurants, a
health club, a dating club, and a babysitting service. 6 o
From 1 993 onward, members of Aum Shinrikyo were pressured to
donate more financial resources. Armageddon was fast approaching, and
preparations had to be made for survival. Aum Shinrikyo increased its
acquisition of land to build communes, whose residents would inherit the
new world after armageddon destroyed the old world. These communities
were known as Lotus Villages and they would constitute Shambhala, the
Buddhist millennia! kingdom ,6 1
Society outside the Aum communes was believed to exert an "evil
mind control" over people. The claim was that Aum counteracted soci
ety's brainwashing with "good mind control" that taught the supreme
truth. By replacing their own thoughts with the enlightened conscious
ness of Asahara, devotees could overcome society's brainwashing. To this
end, Aum members listened to many hours of audiotaped affirmations.
For instance, an Aum pamphlet suggested that devotees listen to the fol
lowing statement on audiotape:
Even if I should begin to doubt, that is only an illusion caused by
earthly desire. My doubts are illusions caused by earthly desire.
My doubts are illusions caused by earthly desire. I will thus shut
off those doubts. I will thus shut off those doubts. What should I
do when I can't shut them off? Then I should just leave them
alone. If there comes a time when I'm captured by such doubts
then I should chant the mantra repeatedly and perform memory
training. I'm going to train my memory for the truth! I'm going
to train my memory for the truth!6 2

Catastrophic Millennialism
Asahara claimed that he was the savior who would establish the perfect
Shambhala kingdom on earth. The aim was to make Japan into Shambhala,
and then to make the whole world into Shambhala. According to Asahara,
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this was an "incomparably grand" plan "to extend the divine space of
Aum all over Japan, and to make Japan the base of world salvation. "63 This
millennia! kingdom would be established by Asahara's creation of Lotus
Villages inhabited by persons of high spiritual attainment. The initial
theme of Aum Shinrikyo thus appears to have been one of progressive
millennialism: personal spiritual attainment within spiritual communities
would accomplish the collective earthly salvation. In Asahara's 1987 book,
Initiation, he predicted that a nuclear war would occur between 1999 and
2003, but this could be averted if Aum established centers overseas and
gained 30,000 renunciants. Even if armageddon occurred, Aum devotees
would be saved because they would have the ability to consciously aban
don their physical bodies for existence in the astral world. Until about
1988 the creating of Lotus Villages was a noncatastrophic means of pro
gressively establishing the millennia! kingdom. But Asahara's thought
began to take a more pessimistic turn as he studied the New Testament
book of Revelation, on which he produced two commentaries, Doomsday
(1989) and From Destruction to Emptiness: A Sequel to Doomsday (1989).
By 1990 the Lotus Villages were seen as places of refuge from armaged
don, which needed to be equipped with shelters for protection from
nuclear, bacterial, and chemical weapons.64
Asahara read the book of Revelation in 1988 while he was ill in bed
and believed that his sickness was caused by giving more than 8,000 initi
ations and shaktipat. Asahara had set himself the goal of single-handedly
saving humanity, and his illness caused him to despair over whether he
would achieve that impossible goal. Asahara identified with Revelation's
depiction of the Lamb of God, the suffering savior,6s who defeated evil in
the final great battle.
The 1989-1990 shift to catastrophic millennialism, involving a pes
simistic evaluation of society and unredeemable humanity, corresponded
with Aum's increasing conflicts with the world outside its communes.
Some of the conflicts arose from Aum's attempts to purchase land in rural
areas in order to build Lotus Villages. When purchasing land, the identity
of Aum Shinrikyo was often concealed. Aum leaders refused to compro
mise in disputes, and did not attempt to become good neighbors and citi
zens. There was controversy about Aum's application for legal status as a
religious organization in the Tokyo Prefecture. Aum leaders believed the
application was initially refused because of the protests of the parents of
Aum members and Sakamoto, the attorney who represented them. After
vigorous protests, Aum Shinrikyo gained the legal status. In October
1989, a series of highly negative news articles on Aum were published in
the Sunday Mainichi.66
Ian Reader explains that, because of the hiding of criminal secrets
beginning with the deaths of Majima in 1988 and Taguchi in 1989, Aum
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leaders were exceptionally sensitive to cultural opposition and anxious to
prevent any investigation of Aum's activities.67 All of the conflicts were
interpreted by Aum leaders and members as persecutions. Increasingly,
Aum members were taught that enemies identified as the United States
military, Freemasons, the Japanese government, and Jews, were conspiring
to destroy them.68 Goodman and Miyazawa have shown that belief in a
Jewish conspiracy to take over Japan and the world is a mainstream belief
in Japanese society promoted by popular anti-Semitic literature sold in
bookstores and advertised in major newspapers. These views are espoused
by political leaders in Japan. Many Japanese believe that Jews control
international banking, multinational corporations, and the U.S. govern
ment, and that Jews plot to enslave the Japanese by demolishing their
economy and by introducing foreign workers to threaten Japanese racial
purity. Often the Japanese version of the One World Government con
spiracy theory (see chapter 6) equates Jews with Freemasons, and equates
the post-World War II American occupation of Japan with Jewish occu
pation. Anti-Semitism in Japan dates back to the early twentieth century
and especially harkens back to World War II and Japanese admiration of
Hitler and his program. These are not marginalized and stigmatized ideas
in Japan as they are in the United States, because there are few Jews in
Japan to protest this bigoted stereotype. As in the United States, a num
ber of Japanese believers in a Jewish One World Government conspiracy
believe that Jews are the children of Satan. This belief ultimately derives
from the Christian gospel of John 8:44, in which Jesus reportedly said to
Jews rejecting his message, "Your father is the devil. . . . "69 By 1 990 Asahara
was preaching that society outside Aum communes was ruled by the devil,
and that Aum was being attacked by agents of evil.7°
In 1 992, Asahara gave public lectures at universities, where he predicted
that 90 percent of the world's population would be killed by ABC weapons
(atomic, biological, and chemical) in the imminent armageddon. He pointed
to the 1 991 Persian Gulf War as initiating armageddon whereby the United
States would destroy Japan. 71 Asahara utilized the predictions of Nos
tradamus, the New Testament book of Revelation, Hitler's statements about
a thousand-year Reich, and his own purportedly infallible psychic powers to
predict armageddon. His 1 992 book, The Ideal Society, Shambala, opened
with the caption, "The messiah who will come at the end of the century will
be blind: the Master Asahara Shoko, as prophesied by Nostradamus."72
In 1 992, Asahara predicted that armageddon would occur in 1 999.
Asahara's role as the messiah was to enable persons to attain a superhuman
condition. Aum Shinrikyo was an organization of superhumans, who
would survive armageddon and then establish Shambhala on Earth, which
would be a " 1 000 year kingdom. "73 Asahara's 1 993 book, a collection of
his public talks, entitled The Frightening Prophecies of Asahara Shako,
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stated that armageddon would occur in 1 997 without fail. The United
States would destroy Japan with weapons more destructive than the
atomic bomb. On April 9, 1 993, Asahara made his first public mention of
sarin when he asserted that Japan needed to develop chemical weapons for
self-defense. In his 1 995 book, published eighteen days before the Tokyo
subway gas attack, Disaster Approaches the Land of the Rising Sun, Asa
hara predicted that armageddon would take place in 1 995 as a result of the
bad karma of the world's population. Since Asahara's prophecies were
unerring, there was no doubt that 1 995 would mark the total destruction
of the old materialistic world to make way for the building of a new civi
lization of spiritual adepts, who would have extremely long and healthy
life spans, led by Christ (Asahara)/4
Asahara's initial predictions put armageddon in 1 999 or later, and said
that armageddon could be averted if 30,000 people became renunciants.
But as Aum Shinrikyo failed to achieve this impossible goal set by the
guru, Asahara taught that armageddon was inevitable and brought the date
closer to help recruitment and increase members' commitment. Asahara's
claim to be an infallible Buddha meant that Asahara's prophecies had to be
fulfilled, and his scientists set about to find the means to accomplish that.

The Persecution
Asahara taught that evil forces, including the Jews, Freemasons, and the
United States were conspiring to destroy Aum Shinrikyo. Some allega
tions of conspiracies-for instance, that the U.S. military was attacking
Aum communes with sarin-appear to have been covers for Aum's activ
ities in developing weapons of mass destruction and for the accidental poi
son gas releases. Many of the activities of outsiders, which were perceived
within Aum as persecutions, were actions taken by individuals and fami
lies who were injured by Aum. Some of the extreme activities of news
reporters were genuinely persecutory. Aum's dualistic worldview, in
which Aum Shinrikyo was identified with truth and seen as being attacked
by diabolic forces, enhanced what one member called a "persecution com
plex" within Aum Shinrikyo/5 Aum had a severe persecution complex
because Aum leaders had to cover up Aum's criminal secrets. Much of
Aum's persecution was imaginary,76 but there was indeed cultural opposi
tion to Aum Shinrikyo.
Aum Shinrikyo's application in 1 989 for registration under the Reli
gious Corporations Law was initially rejected because of the numerous
complaints from families whose offspring had become shukkesha. Aum
responded with aggressive protests, demonstrations, and legal action, and
was granted legal status as a religious organizationJ7
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The complaints from relatives led to newspaper investigations. Begin
ning in October 1 989, the Sunday Mainichi published a seven-part series
on Aum entitled, "Give Back My Child!" describing how Aum alienated
young people from their families, coercively acquired financial assets from
its members, and raised large sums of money by questionable means, for
instance, by selling Asahara's blood. Aum again responded with a vigorous
attack. Aum devotees distributed leaflets criticizing the Sunday Mainichi
and its editor, bombarded the editor's home with telephone calls, and con
gested traffic in his neighborhood. Nevertheless, the Sunday Mainichi put
aggrieved family members in touch with each other, and the Aum Shin
rikyo Victims' Society (Aum Shinrikyo higaisha no kai) was formed. An
attorney, Tsutsumi Sakamoto, was hired to represent this organization.78
Sakamoto's investigation revealed that Aum's claim that Asahara's blood
had been tested by Kyoto University and was found to have a unique DNA
was untrue. Sakamoto was preparing to publicize this fact when he, his wife,
and his young son disappeared on November 4, 1 989. An Aum badge was
found at the Sakamoto home, but Aum leaders claimed that it was planted to
persecute the organization. While to an outsider the murder of the Sakamoto
family may appear to be an extreme response to pressures from Sakamoto/9
the Victims' Society, and the Sunday Mainichi, it should be recalled that Asa
hara was regarded by Aum devotees as the living Buddha, the Christ, whose
assertions and prophecies were infallible. Salvation could only be obtained
through the guru's grace. If Asahara was shown to have made untrue claims,
the basis for Aum Shinrikyo as a religion would have crumbled. Perhaps
Asahara recalled how he was put out of business in 1 982 for making false
claims about the healing properties of herbal concoctions.
In 1 990, Aum Shinrikyo members formed a political party, Shinrito
(Supreme Truth Party), and put up twenty-five candidates, including Asa
hara, in the Upper House elections. The goal was to publicize Asahara's
predictions of armageddon and offer salvation within Aum to the public.
The campaign tactics made Aum the laughing stock of Japan. Aum devo
tees appeared in public wearing Ganesha (Hindu elephant-headed deity)
and Asahara masks. They sang a song ad nauseam chanting Asahara's
name.8 0 All of the Shinrito candidates lost badly, with Asahara getting only
1 ,783 votes-a smaller number of votes than those gained by the good
looking Fumihiro Joyu.8 1 After the election defeat, Aum-bashing "became
almost a national pastime and a media-obsession." One observer reacted,
"They lost: but why did their noses have to be rubbed in the dirt?"82
After the election debacle, Asahara called a meeting of about 1 ,000
devotees on the remote Okinawan island of Ishigaki. There Asahara
announced that Aum Shinrikyo would no longer teach Mahayana Bud
dhism, which, according to him, strove for the enlightenment of all beings.
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Thenceforth, Aum would teach Vajrayana Buddhism, which, according to
Asahara, recognized that not all people would be saved. From that point
on, Aum Shinrikyo focused on the salvation of its own members as an
elect who would inherit the Earth after armageddon. Asahara announced
that in preparation to survive armageddon, Aum would focus on building
communes equipped with protective shelters. Numerous Aum members
at Ishigaki decided to become shukkesha. Intensifying the persecution
complex within Aum, hundreds of news reporters followed the group to
Ishigaki and disrupted the meeting, and, in obnoxious interviews, asked if
Aum devotees planned to commit mass suicide.83
From 1 990, Aum experienced increased conflicts with neighbors over
buying land and building communes. On August 1 2, 1 990, there was a riot
when residents of Namino in Kumamoto Prefecture tried to block five
buses bringing in Aum devotees. The Namino Municipal Government
refused to grant residential registry to Aum members. Leaders Yoshinobu
Aoyama and Kiyohide Hayakawa and six other members were arrested.
Four years later, Kumamoto Prefecture agreed to pay Aum 920 million
yen in damages on the condition that Aum close its Namino commune.
The sensationalized treatment of Aum in the news media continued . 84
Shoko Asahara, in Declaring Myself the Christ, asserted that this
persecution was occurring because he was the New Testament Lamb (I
Peter 1 : 1 8-20), who would suffer and be slain for the salvation of a rem
nant of humanity. Conflating his identity with his religious organiza
tion, Asahara wrote:
Let us look at the situation of Aum Shinrikyo now. When did
the slaying happen to Aum? It began when Aum got involved
in the election and declared freedom, equality, and benevolence
for every being, especially for the Japanese, spreading the hos
pice movement and campaigning against the consumption tax
at the same time. Since then, just like a Lamb who was slain,
Aum has sacrificed its honor and position in the society for the
sake of its teaching. 8 5
With armageddon increasingly imminent, and the outside world
believed to be totally evil and seeking to destroy Aum, it became impera
tive to inhibit internal dissent and prevent defections. Salvation was found
only within Aum Shinrikyo. Numerous defectors were kidnapped,
drugged, and imprisoned in Aum facilities. Defectors were captured and
brought back and kept under sedation in Aum's Tokyo hospital. Others
were drugged and incarcerated to prevent them from leaving. A woman
(29) tried to escape twice because she objected to being separated from her
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two-year-old son. She was captured both times; she was handcuffed and
confined in a freight container. A woman (23) who wanted to leave was
beaten and drugged. Some comatose persons, found by police in the
March 22 raid, had been given pentobarbital.86 According to Ian Reader,
"the closer and more inevitable Armageddon was, the more dangerous it
would be to leave the movement, and the greater the external threat to it,
the more important it would be to remain inside it."87
From the time of the murder of the Sakamoto family in 1 989, allega
tions of conspiracies against Aum became prominent themes in Aum pub
lications and in Asahara's talks. In the 1 990s, conspiracy allegations appear
to have been used to deceive rank-and-file Aum members about Aum's
development of chemical weapons and the resulting chemical accidents. In
October 1 993, it was alleged that sarin was being used to attack members
living at Aum communes. On March 1 1 , 1 994, Asahara publicly stated
that sarin was used in attacks against him. On March 2 1 , 1 994, Asahara
publicly claimed again that sarin was being used by the American and
Japanese governments against him and Aum members, and that these
attacks began in 1 989. Aum publications claimed that since 1 992, the res
idents at the Kamikuishiki headquarters were ill from sarin attacks. In
April 1 994, it was claimed that the American air force was dropping poi
son gas on Aum centers. ss
Aum's conspiracy theories also alleged that Jews, Freemasons, the
Japanese new religion Soka Gakkai, and others were conspiring against
Aum Shinrikyo. In 1 994, an Aum magazine published a "blacklist" of
twelve Japanese and two foreigners living in Japan who were "wanted" for
having "sold their souls to the devil" in the conspiracy against Aum. These
included the Emperor, who was alleged to be an agent for Jews, and the
popular Crown Princess Masako. s 9
Aum found itself involved in a conflict in Matsumoto, in central
Japan, where it had attempted to purchase property. The property owner
wanted to cancel the sale when he discovered the identity of the purchaser.
On June 27, 1 994, sarin gas was sprayed in the area where the three judges
who would decide the case resided. Two of the judges were among the
seven people who died, and the third judge was among the hundreds who
were injured. The case was postponed. 90
Over the New Year holiday in 1 995, negative news stories were pub
lished about Aum Shinrikyo. On January 1 , the lead article for the Yomi
uri Shimbun linked the Matsumoto sarin gas poisonings with the July
1 994 gas incident in Kamikuishiki that had damaged vegetation. On Janu
ary 3, the Asahi Shimbun published a story noting that Aum had its head
quarters in Kamikuishiki, and that there had been conflict between Aum
and its neighbors.9 1
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At the beginning of 1 995, the talk among journalists was that police
would soon raid the Aum headquarters. About March 1 7, 1 995, police
leaked to the media that a raid, deploying 2,000 police, would take place
on March 20. Aum leaders may have been tipped off that a raid was immi
nent by Aum members who were in the Self-Defense Force and whose
units were put on alert. Numerous people knew about the impending raid,
and Aum leaders easily could have learned of it. By March 1 9, journalists
were at Kamikuishiki waiting for the raid. On March 1 9, police raided the
Aum center in Osaka and arrested four members for abducting a univer
sity student and holding him against his will.92
The sarin gas attack on the Tokyo subway was carried out March 20,
1 995, to avert the imminent police raid and to prevent investigations of Aum
Shinrikyo's activities. The hardest hit subway station was Kasumigaseki
near the National Police Agency's headquarters. Two days later the police
made the raids on Aum headquarters and other communes in Japan. 93

The Failure of the Millennial Goal
Ian Reader has pointed out that Aum Shinrikyo suffered the stress of fail
ing to achieve its ultimate concern to create Shambhala, the Buddhist mil
lennia! kingdom, consisting of enlightened adepts possessing psychic
powers. In 1 987, Asahara announced that if 30,000 people became shukkesha
(renunciants), their positive energies would counteract the bad karma
bringing armageddon in 1 999. Only about 1 ,200 people became shukke
sha. Furthermore, Aum membership in Japan was only about 10,000,
which was very small compared to other Japanese new religions with
membership in the hundreds of thousands. Aum Shinrikyo was particu
larly in competition with two other new religions to convert educated
young people in the urban areas. Agonshu was the new religion to which
Asahara previously belonged. Kofuku no Kagaku was a new religion with
a leader who made claims similar to those of Asahara. Both Agonshu and
Kofuku no Kagaku were more successful in gaining members than Aum
Shinrikyo. The Kofuku no Kagaku leader, Ryuho Okawa, and Asahara
insulted one another, each claiming to know the previous lives of the
other. Okawa said that Asahara was an infamous criminal, who was exe
cuted by being boiled in a cauldron. Asahara said that Okawa was a bad
ger in a previous life. In the rivalry, Aum Shinrikyo was failing to achieve
the one million members claimed by Kofuku no Kagaku.94
Asahara increased the internal stress to Aum by moving the date for
armageddon closer. Moving the date of armageddon from 1 999 to 1 997,
and then to 1 995, had the effect of increasing the commitment and fervor
of Aum devotees, but it also meant that armageddon had to occur.
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According to his own teachings, the Buddha Asahara could not err in his
prophecies. If Asahara's predictions proved false, then the whole Aum
Shinrikyo edifice would crumble. The necessity for armageddon to arrive
as predicted led to the decision within Asahara's inner circle to develop
weapons to create armageddon.

The Decision to Commit Violence
Aum's extreme ascetic practices were acts of violence, and they prepared
the members to commit increasingly violent acts. Asceticism was prac
ticed either voluntarily or involuntarily, as members were coerced into
enduring arduous experiences. Thus, ascetic practices became rituals of
violence that bonded the most committed Aum members to each other.
They shared the suffering of the ascetic experiences and some of them
shared the experience of coercing others to endure the practices. These
shared rituals of violence prepared a number of Aum members to commit
escalating and more frequent acts of violence.
Asahara developed a theology that justified the assassination of unbe
lievers as being "altruistic murder."95 Asahara taught that a person must
submit to him as the guru, the savior, who was the incarnation of Shiva, in
order to gain good karma and achieve salvation. People who did not
accept him as their savior had bad karma and would inevitably be reborn
in the lower realms. According to Asahara, poa murders committed on
orders of the guru released unbelievers from their bad karma and enabled
them to go to a higher world. Asahara thus took on their bad karma and
poa was "salvational murder." According to Watanabe,
It is paradoxical that Aum Shinrikyo believed that the evil people,
that is, the enemies of Aum Shinrikyo, are worthy of salvation in
the sense of poa. In other words, just because those enemies will
certainly accumulate bad karma furthermore and go to hell, Aum
should exterminate those people for their salvation. In Aum's
internal logic this should be a positive act of salvation. Based on
this kind of logic, many people who were regarded as Aum's ene
mies were killed or injured in various ways. 96
The first murders committed by Aum devotees were desperate mea
sures to prevent defections, and then to prevent the revelation of Aum's
criminal secrets. Aum was viewed as the supreme truth organization fol
lowing a perfect Buddha, and nothing could contradict him. Majima, the
young man who died in 1 98 8 from forceable immersion in ice-cold water,
had wanted to leave. After this, Shuji Taguchi had been openly critical of
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Aum beliefs and practices, and he wanted to defect. Asahara prescribed
purification in cold water, but Taguchi declined. When Taguchi continued
to insist that he wanted to leave, Asahara instructed devotees to commit
their first poa killing; Taguchi was strangled and his neck was broken. 97
Asahara inaccurately utilized the Vajrayana term poa (phowa) for his
doctrine justifying murder. According to Asahara, poa meant being "sent
to Shiva." Asahara asserted that poa was a kindness to the murdered per
sons by releasing them from incurring more bad karma in that life. 98 Asa
hara claimed that he, as a perfectly enlightened person, had the ability to
see a person's karma and determine when it was necessary to save a per
son from creating more bad karma by murdering him or her. "Looked at
objectively, that is from the viewpoint of human objectivity, this is murder.
According to Vajrayana, however, this would be a splendid poa. A person
with true wisdom, that is [an enlightened person] with the supernatural
powers that I talked about earlier, would see this as being of benefit to
both the person killed and his murderer."99
Also in 1 989, the activities of Tsutsumi Sakamoto, in representing the
Aum Victims' Society, threatened to destroy Asahara's credibility as a per
fect Buddha. An interview with Sakamoto had been videotaped by the
Tokyo Broadcasting System. Aum devotees were permitted by TBS to
view the unbroadcast interview, after which the Sakamoto family was
murdered. 1 00 Sakamoto planned to reveal evidence that Asahara's blood
had not been tested by Kyoto University and, therefore, Aum's claim of
scientific proof that Asahara's blood contained a unique DNA was false.
This directly threatened Asahara's claimed status as a Buddha as well as
Aum's methods based on the belief that salvation could only be achieved
through the grace of the guru.
By 1 990, Asahara had ordered his scientists to develop weapons of
mass destruction to ensure that his prophecies of armageddon would come
true. The scientists enthusiastically, and with great ingenuity, complied.
Dr. Ikuo Hayashi later testified to their motivation: "We thought we could
serve the world through our work for Asahara."l Ol
By 1 990, Aum's scientists and technicians were pursuing the develop
ment of a variety of weapons. Endo, a molecular biologist, worked on bio
logical weapons. Tsuchiya worked to develop chemical weapons. Murai
oversaw the weapons research of the scientists, and he himself worked on
acquiring nuclear, laser, microwave, and electromagnetic weapons.
Hayakawa acquired information and technology during his numerous
trips to Russia.
In 1 990, under the supervision of Endo, Botulinus Toxin A was man
ufactured in a lab at the Kamikuishiki headquarters. But when the powder
was tested on animals, none died. 1 0 2
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In 1 992, Shako Asahara carried out his Russian Salvation Tour, the
first of his visits to Russia. With the 1 99 1 collapse of the Soviet Union,
numerous Russian scientists and weapons experts were either out of work
or ill paid. Asahara visited Moscow, bearing cash and computer equipment
to leave as donations. Asahara visited the Moscow State University, the
Russia-Japan University, and the Moscow Institute of Engineering and
Physics. Asahara gained Russian converts who worked at the LV. Kur
chatov Institute of Atomic Energy and the Mendeleyev Chemical Insti
tute. These and other Russian contacts may have been sources of
equipment, materials, and expertise in Aum's quest to gain weapons of
mass destruction. Seichi Endo, the Aum microbiologist, and Masami
Tsuchiya, the Aum chief chemist, visited Russia to do research in their
respective fields. The information on how to produce sarin nerve gas was
probably obtained in Russia. In 1 997, Yoshihiro Inoue testified that he
witnessed Asahara pay 10 million yen to Oleg Lobov, Russia's former
Security Council secretary, and in return for that sum Hideo Murai brought
a blueprint for a sarin production plant and information on how to man
ufacture sarin from Russia. to3
In October 1 992, Asahara and a team of scientists, physicians, and
nurses traveled to Zaire on a purported medical mission of mercy and vis
ited hospitals there in an attempt to acquire the Ebola virus. They were
unsuccessful. 1 04
In spring 1 993, Clear Stream Temple was instituted at the Kami
kuishiki commune, which was actually the facility for the Supreme
Truth Research Institute of Science and Technology. Machinery was set
up there to manufacture AK-47 Russian automatic rifles. About $ 1 0
million was spent o n equipment and parts t o build automatic rifles. 1 05
In 1 993, Murai and Hayakawa visited a Russian weapons-research
facility to learn about bazookas and missiles. Hayakawa researched and
attempted to acquire numerous Russian weapons and military equipment.
In 1 993, a meeting was requested of the Russian minister of nuclear
energy, perhaps with the intent of purchasing a nuclear warhead, but the
minister's office declined to set up the meeting. 1 0 6
In June 1 993, Aum set up another biolab in a building in Tokyo, from
which devotees made the failed attempt to spray Tokyo with anthrax.
Endo continued his work to develop biological weapons. From a poiso
nous mushroom, he made cultures of Q fever. t 07
By October 1 993, a new and improved facility for the Supreme Truth
Research Institute of Science and Technology was ready at the
Kamikuishiki headquarters. The building was named Satian 7 (from the
Sanskrit word, satyam, "truth"). Tsuchiya manufactured sarin in Satian 7
as well as mustard gas, cyanide gas, and VX. to s
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Around 1 993, the Aum office in Manhattan, New York, was used to
purchase American high-tech equipment, including a $400,000 laser and
a $500,000 lens grinder, as well as equipment and materials from all over
the world. Dr. Hayashi went to the United States to research chemical
weapons and immunizing agents in American libraries. 1 0 9
In April 1 993, Aum Shinrikyo purchased a 500,000-acre sheep ranch
in western Australia, and Asahara and twenty-four devotees went there in
September 1 993. They brought through Australian customs ditchdiggers,
gas masks, protective clothing, generators, chemicals, and laboratory
equipment. They may have tested sarin on sheep at the Australian ranch;
in May 1 995 twenty-four buried sheep carcasses were discovered. They
also began mining for uranium at the ranch. But after the group left the
country, Australian authorities learned that Aum Shinrikyo was under
investigation for kidnapping and detaining people. Asahara and other
Aum members were refused visas to return to Australia. l l O
In the spring of 1 994, forty-five Aum devotees including Yoshihiro
Inoue, Tomomitsu Niimi, and former SDF soldiers received training by
former KGB agents in firearms, intelligence gathering, kidnapping, and
assassination. 1 1 1
I n 1 994, about twenty-five people succeeded in defecting. I n response,
Tomomitsu Niimi, the Minister for Home Affairs, created a team called
the New Followers Agency, to make sure there were no defections and no
internal dissent. Suspected traitors were murdered in a variety of ways
gassing, poisoning, strangling. One man who wanted to leave to get mar
ried was purified in scalding hot water. When he tried to get out of the
water, Niimi held him under until he passed out and his body was burned.
Niimi told a shocked nurse, "He had a lot of bad karma." The man was
taken to the Aum hospital, where he died. His corpse was incinerated in
the industrial microwave at the Kamikuishiki headquarters. By the end of
1 994, about twenty Aum members had disappeared permanently. 1 1 2
Niimi and his team became experts at kidnapping defectors. Once
returned to Aum facilities, defectors were imprisoned, drugged, and indoc
trinated in Aum teachings. A young mother, who became a renunciant with
her husband in 1 994, decided she wanted to leave when she realized that her
young son, staying with the other Aum children, was being neglected. She
was subjected to a "Bardo Initiation" in which she was confined to a small
room with a television depicting scene after scene of gory violence and
death, followed by an animated depiction of hell, followed by constant
drumbeating by an Aum priest. She subsequently escaped, but was captured
and imprisoned with five other handcuffed victims in a freight container in
which the heat reached over 100 degrees. The container was unsanitary, they
were ill-fed, deprived of sleep, and forced to sit in the lotus position chant-
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ing, "I am going back to Asahara." She was also given sodium thiopental in
an attempt to reprogram her thoughts. After being judged a compliant
devotee and released from the container, she managed to escape again, and
with the assistance of an attorney regained custody of her son.11 3
Defectors were considered "betrayers of the guru's love." Dr. Hayashi
administered electric shocks to uncompliant members to cause memory loss.
One defector, a former soldier, was abducted, and injected over 120 times
with amylobarbitone, a drug that suppresses REM sleep. For four months
he was subjected to this drug, lack of sleep, little food, immersed in scalding
water, and given electric shocks. When rescued, he had lost his memory, lost
66 pounds, and his right side was paralyzed, and he could barely speak.
Police discovered about fifty others in debilitated condition. 1 1 4
A young woman was imprisoned in the Kamikuishiki commune in
December 1 994, when she went there to visit friends. She was drugged and
placed in a tiny cargo container with no room to stand. On a rare trip out
side to shower, she found and concealed a screwdriver with which she
attempted to pry her way out of the container. She remained in the con
tainer until she was rescued by police in March 1 995.11 5
A notebook belonging to Hayakawa indicated plans for a coup against
the Japanese government to take place in November 1 995. Ikuo Hayashi,
the head of Aum's Treatment Ministry, later testified that Aum planned to
wage "urban guerilla war" in November 1 995 against government offices
and the prime minister's residence. I1 6
Throughout 1 994, Hayakawa continued to shop in Russia for a nuclear
warhead. The weapons factory at Clear Stream Temple was producing parts
for the AK-47 automatic rifle. In September 1 994, Hayakawa and fourteen
other Aum members were trained in the use of weapons at a military base
near Moscow. Hayakawa succeeded in purchasing in Azerbaijan an Mi-17
cargo-carrying helicopter that could be equipped with weapons. Apparently,
the plan was to spray sarin from the helicopter. The helicopter was brought
into Japan in June 1 994 and taken to the Kamikuishiki headquarters. 1 1 7
On December 1 5, 1 994, Aum members at the Kamikuishiki commune
attempted to use drugs, electric stimulation, and recorded mantras to
brainwash 1 20 Russian orchestra musicians and make them Aum devo
tees. The frightened Russians revolted and thus lost their employment in
Asahara's orchestra, but they were returned home. us
On the evening of December 28, 1 994, Yoshihiro Inoue, the head of the
Ministry of Intelligence, and three SDF paratroopers made their first intel
ligence-gathering visit into Mitsubishi Heavy Industries (MHI) in
Hiroshima with the help of Hideo Nakamoto (38), a senior MHI researcher.
MHI is Japan's leading defense contractor, and there Inoue's team gathered
information on laser weapons and how to use lasers to enrich uranium.
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Inoue and his team of SDF paratroopers also broke into a driver's license
center to steal data to forge driving licenses. They broke into a facility of
NEC, Japan's top computer manufacturer, to steal data on laser technology.
They also took an inside tour of a U.S. naval base near Tokyo. 1 1 9
At the end of 1 994, Asahara predicted in a radio broadcast, "From the
end of 1 995, Japan will be repeatedly hit by great changes. They will lead
to armageddon and World War III. "1 2 0
By early 1 995, an Aum team named Time Tunnel had constructed a
two-meter-long rail gun, that fired 20-mm caliber shells. A rail gun is a
type of cannon that operates using electromagnetic force. 1 2 1
When a news story appeared on New Year's Day 1 995, linking the gas
leaks at the Kamikuishiki headquarters with the Matsumoto sarin attack,
Asahara ordered the destruction of Aum's stockpile of sarin. But Dr. Naka
gawa buried three pounds of sarin precursor, and this was used later to
make the sarin released in the Tokyo subway trains.m Satian 7 was reno
vated hastily to make it appear to be a temple, and a large styrofoam statue
of the Buddha was installed. At a press conference Aum leaders and devo
tees declared that the United States was spraying Aum members with sarin
and mustard gases. Aum even released a video, entitled "Slaughtered
Lambs," to the news media making this claim. It was claimed that just as
the FBI had used poison gas to eradicate the Branch Davidians at Waco,
gases were being used to attack Aum communes.
That month's issue of the Aum journal, Vajrayana Sacca, provided a
list of the "Black Aristocracy," Aum's enemies, who had "sold their souls
to the Devil." The list of fourteen included Emperor Akihito, Masako, the
Crown Prince's wife, and her father, the ambassador to the United
Nations, and a rival religious leader, Daisaku Ikeda of Soka Gakkai, and
Ichiro Ozawa, a politician perceived to have ties to the United States. This
issue contained a lengthy article, entitled "Manual of Fear," in whith Aum
declared war on "the world shadow government" controlled by Jews. The
article claimed that the members of the Black Aristocracy were Freema
sons who were the tools of Jews. It quoted extensively from an anti
Semitic work popular also among American anti-Semites, Protocols of the
Elders of Zion. The article claimed that Jews were behind the genocides in
Cambodia, Bosnia, and Rwanda, and warned the Japanese to awaken to
the plot that threatened to destroy them. It claimed that Jews planned to
brainwash those Japanese who weren't killed. 1 2 3
After the Great Hanshin Earthquake struck Kobe in central Japan on
January 1 7, 1 995, Asahara quickly published a book, Disaster Approaches
the Land of the Rising Sun, proclaiming, "The war has already begun."
Hideo Murai claimed to the press that the earthquake, which killed over
5,500 people, was caused by the United States military using an electro
magnetic device. Murai and other Aum scientists explored the possibility
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of making such a weapon by visiting the Nikola Tesla museum in Bel
grade, Serbia, to study his theories on electromagnetism and seismology. 1 24
Disaster Approaches the Land of the Rising Sun included a dialogue
between Asahara and Hayakawa, in which Hayakawa said:
There are no shelters in Japan. If you want to survive, you have
to provide your own defense. People of noble virtue, and people
who . . . have overcome hardships and privations, and who possess
[good] karma, will survive. We will see the creation of a world
populated by a new race that surpasses the human race in its pre
sent form. 125
The decision to create weapons of mass destruction to orchestrate
armageddon to fulfill Asahara's prophecies and achieve the millennia! goal
of establishing Shambhala was made within Asahara's inner circle. In their
respective trials, the Aum leaders claimed that they were ordered to take
these actions by Asahara, while Asahara claimed that he was a blind man
kept in the dark by his lieutenents. Ordinary members who asked about
these activities were told to get back to their work and not to ask questions.
The sense of being besieged by outside conspirators and persecutors, and
the urgency generated by the imminent armageddon, probably created an
atmosphere in which rank-and-file members did not question the "secret
work" to which Asahara referred in his talks. 1 26 Open disagreement was
impossible due to the silencing measures taken against dissidents. Accord
ing to Reader, "Aum's closed, communal and hierarchic structure, and its
increasing focus on an explosive, conspiracy-bound rhetoric infused with
predictions of violence (either of the end of the world or of violence against
Aum) produced the momentum toward violence, while providing internal
rationalisations of this process. "1 2 7
The radical dualism of the Aum worldview caused members to view the
cultural opposition they experienced as persecution. Aum's dualism dehu
manized nonbelievers and made them dispensable. In Declaring Myself the
Christ, Asahara wrote that an Aum member was a "warrior of truth" wag
ing a war to destroy the totally corrupt and impure society outside Aum:
Now let us look at today's situation: we have reached the peak of
materialism; . . . socialism has collapsed and only . . . materialism
seems to thrive. I have made the following prediction of polariza
tion. It is the polarization between the genuine materialists and
the genuine spiritualists. Now that socialism has collapsed, the
polarization is really to take place. The genuine spiritualists will
grow full and shine like the sun, while the genuine materialists
will be collected to be burned. 1 28
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The failure of Aum Shinrikyo to achieve its ultimate concern and to
establish the millennia! kingdom by recruiting large numbers of people
to become shukkesha led Asahara to resort to the tactic of recruiting new
members and increasing the fervid commitment of devotees by preaching
the imminent end of the world. Predicting armageddon and moving its
date closer led to the necessity of preparing to create armageddon, because,
according to Asahara, a Buddha could not err in his prophecies. Asahara
and the other leaders became bold in their quest to destroy existing Japan
ese society, since there were no repercussions from the death of Majima in
1 988 or the murders of Taguchi and the Sakamoto family in 1 989. The vio
lent coercion of members and even nonmembers to donate large sums of
money to Aum was spurred by the sense that armageddon was imminent;
extreme measures were necessary to build the Shambhala kingdom. Their
dualistic perspective, us versus them, the good warriors of spirituality ver
sus the evil world contaminated by materialism, dehumanized people
whom Aum members deemed unworthy or who were blocking the
accomplishment of the salvation kingdom. Asahara's poa doctrine ratio
nalized that killing unbelievers, traitors, or enemies of Aum benefited the
victims, since the guru took on their bad karma and, thus, enabled them to
achieve rebirth in the higher realms.
Shako Asahara drew on two distinct religious traditions highly con
ducive to authoritarianism-the Judea-Christian apocalyptic tradition
that radicalizes one's relationship with the ordinary world and has given
tremendous authority to messiahs in many times and places, and the Hindu
and Buddhist siddha tradition, in which the guru cannot be questioned
because the guru is God (in Hinduism) and one's salvation depends on
total surrender and obedience to the guru. The remarkable degree of death
and destruction accomplished by Aum Shinrikyo devotees resulted from
the combination of these two religious traditions within the cultural con
text of respect for authority in Japan. I 2 9
In contrast to the American context, Aum Shinrikyo had free rein in
Japanese society to kill numerous people and develop weapons of mass
destruction due to lack of scrutiny by law enforcement agents. In reaction
to government abuses prior to and during World War II, Japanese law
enforcement agents did not typically investigate religious organizations or
conduct covert intelligence gathering by undercover work or wiretap
ping. 130 The report of the National Police Agency in 1 996 concluded that
police officers lacked expertise in religious groups and in the types of
weapons Aum's scientists were developing. It also noted that Japanese
police were not centralized and did not have authority to conduct investi
gations in other prefectures. The Tokyo Metropolitan Police were unable
to search Aum's Kamikuishiki headquarters in Yamanashi Prefecture.
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There was no national investigative unit in Japan, such as the FBI in the
United States. 1 31
While Japanese law enforcement agents were oblivious to the criminal
activities of Aum devotees, Aum Shinrikyo acquired the means and the
will to carry out armageddon. The sarin gas attacks in Matsumoto on June
27, 1 994, and on the Tokyo subway on March 20, 1 995, had the short
term aims of neutralizing Aum's enemies and protecting Aum's mission of
creating the Shambhala kingdom. Therefore, the violence committed by
Aum devotees was motivated by the organization's fragility and the
endangerment of the ultimate concern. Fortunately, Aum devotees did not
have the opportunity to carry out their revolutionary plan to fight
armageddon in November 1 995.
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CHAPTER SIX

1996-The Montana Freemen

I am

only here because of my mom.
This is not something I am willing to die for.
I haven't even started to live.
-Ashley Taylor (16) as reported by Bo Gritz 1

The Potential for Violence

The standoff on a wheat farm in Garfield County, Montana, from March
25 to June 13, 1 996, between FBI agents and a group of Christian Patriots
known as Freemen corralled a group of people who had been waging war
for approximately four years against law enforcement agents and the gov
ernment. The Freemen were part of a revolutionary movement that aimed
to overthrow the federal government, which they regarded as oppressive
and satanic. As revolutionaries, the Freemen had sympathizers, but they
had not gained a sufficient number of people willing to fight the revolution.
Aware of being small in comparison to the armed law enforcement estab
lishment, the Freemen utilized "paper warfare" to achieve their goal. The
Freemen possessed guns and threatened violence against their enemies, but
their primary weapons were "Common Law" documents; the Freemen
placed liens against the property of government officials, judges, sheriffs,
attorneys, and then issued Comptroller Warrants (drafts) against the liens.2
The Freemen's worldview was derived from the Christian Patriot
interpretation of the Bible, the Magna Carta, the Declaration of Indepen
dence, the pre-Civil War American Constitution, and other legal docu
ments that they regarded as authoritative. The Freemen utilized their liens
and drafts - which they regarded as valid-as weapons to battle the fed
eral government and the Federal Reserve System, which they regarded as
satanic "Babylon. " As Christian Patriots and believers in a theology called
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Christian Identity, the Freemen believed they were living in the period of
the tribulation, the time of violence leading to armageddon, the final bat
tle against Satan's agents. This would be followed by the Second Coming
of Christ and the establishment of God's kingdom. 3
The ultimate concern of the Freemen was to establish an association of
sovereign state republics free from federal authority, in which Yahweh's laws,
given in the Old Testament, would be enforced. The Freemen emphasized the
illegitimacy of centralized federal government and, conversely, the legitimacy
of local governing structures, such as independent townships, Common Law
courts, and the authority vested in sheriffs by these local institutions.
As revolutionary millennialists, the Freemen were part of a contempo
rary Euro-American nativist millennia! movement, or what scholars often
call a "revitalization"4 movement. A nativist millennia! movement consists
of individuals who feel oppressed by a foreign colonizing government,
believing that the government is removing the natives from their land and
eradicating their traditional way of life. Nativists hope for an elimination of
their oppressors and a restoration of their idealized past way of life. The ide
alized past way of life may be highly embellished, as is the case with Iden
tity Christians, who identify themselves with the biblical Israelites and seek
to create a government that enforces God's laws given in the Old Testament.
Nativist millennialists are not necessarily violent; they display a
range of behaviors, and they may fall into the categories of millennia!
groups discussed in this book - fragile groups, assaulted groups, and
revolutionary groups. Nativist millennia! groups may become fragile
and therefore initiate violence.5 Nativist groups may await divine inter
vention but find themselves assaulted by law enforcement agents who
perceive them as being dangerous.6 Nativists may be revolutionaries/
such as the Montana Freemen and their kindred in the diffuse contem
porary Euro-American nativist movement.
Euro-Americans certainly were not the original "natives" of North
America. But the white Americans who participate in this Euro-American
nativist millennia! movement regard America as their native land from
which they are being dispossessed.
The Freemen were part of a Euro-American nativist millennia!
movement that is ongoing; they considered themselves to be an indige
nous group that was being colonized and oppressed by a foreign gov
ernment bent on exterminating their families, race, religion, and culture.
The Freemen were fighting for survival and independence, and to estab
lish a millennia! kingdom they viewed as a return to their earlier culture.
They aimed to restore the "united States of America," an association of
sovereign state republics governed by Common Law derived from the
Bible and the American Constitution. To accomplish this it was neces
sary to demonstrate the illegitimacy of the "United States," which they
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believed had come under the control of the World Bank. 8 They believed
that international banking institutions and the United States federal
government were under the control of conspiratorial Jews. The Freemen
were waging a war to regain control of their sacred promised land,
America. If necessary, the Freemen were willing to kill or die for their
ultimate concern.
The Freemen were part of a grassroots nativist movement of white
Americans, many of whom call themselves Christian Patriots, and who
may affiliate with Constitution and Common Law study groups, militias,
and a variety of white supremacist organizations and religions including
the white supremacist religion known as Christian Identity.9 The most
committed of the Montana Freemen were Identity Christians, who advo
cated white supremacy and believed that Jews, identified as the offspring
of Satan, controlled international banking institutions and the United
States government. The Freemen utilized their Common Law documents
to wage paper warfare in order to destroy the federal government and its
economic institutions.
The Freemen's Common Law documents and financial instruments
may be analyzed in terms of magic, which often is used in nativist millen
nia! movements. Magic consists of rituals (often involving speaking or
writing words of power) that are believed to have the power to effect
changes in the physical world. Magic, like other religious methods, is
aimed at securing well-being. Participants in nativist millennia! move
ments often " imitate the behavior or organizational patterns" of the group
that has conquered them in order to gain power over that government and
its agents.10 The nativist aims to gain and utilize the invisible power that
the dominating group appears to possess. The nativist aims to acquire
that power in order to defeat the controlling government and to establish
the natives' idealized past golden age.
Michael Adas has pointed out that nativist millennia! movements 1 1
originate among people who feel oppressed by a foreign colonizing
regime. They feel oppressed by taxation and other "extraction" methods
utilized by the dominating government. These extraction methods result
in the natives' loss of land, wealth, and their traditional way of life, and
cause their downward mobility. The natives are in the position of losing
the status and economic well-being that was available in their earlier way
of life. They see their traditional way of life, often in villages and agrarian
communities, disappearing. A nativist millennia! movement may arise
when the bureaucratic structures of a dominating government are viewed
as oppressive and unresponsive to the needs and petitions of the natives.
The natives do not believe they will receive a fair hearing or an adequate
response from the courts and agencies of the oppressing government.
Adas points out that nativist movements are often characterized by hos-
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tility toward ethnic groups who are perceived as benefiting from the dom
inant government and its economy. If possible, the nativists will attempt
to purge their land and culture of the hated ethnic people. Adas also points
out that networks of communication are crucial for the development of a
nativist millennia! movement.I 2
While scholars have been accustomed to identifying and studying
nativist millennia! movements in undeveloped parts of the world where
natives have responded to colonialism, the Freemen and the Euro-American
nativist millennia! movement of which they are a part are a nativist move
ment of white people utilizing the means of communication available in
the post-industrial world: radio, television, telephone, fax, Internet, email,
and the World Wide Web. Although distinctive among nativist millennia!
movements because of their use of advanced technology, like other
nativists, Euro-Americans are responding to deprivation of economic and
social advancement in the "highly mobile society" I3 presided over by the
hated dominating government.
Journalist Joel Dyer locates an important source of this contempo
rary Euro-American nativist movement in the hardships experienced by
farmers and rural small business operators and workers during the
1 980s. During the 1 970s, farmers were encouraged by bankers and Farm
Home Administration agents to take out large loans to increase the size
of their farming operations. But, in 1 979, Federal Reserve Chairman
Paul Volcker decided to curb inflation by raising interest rates. Property
values dropped while the interest rates on loans increased. Farmers were
unable to make profits on their produce, and they were subjected to
high taxes. Multinational corporations took advantage of the farmers'
plight by buying up their repossessed farms at low prices and consoli
dating much of American farmland into the holdings of a few corpora
tions. These same multinational corporations determined the prices
farmers could obtain for their produce. The farm crisis also caused the
failure of numerous businesses related to the farming industry. Dyer
highlights the fact that federal decision makers typically live in cities
and are unconcerned and unresponsive to the plight of rural people. He
also criticizes the news media for failing to report the ongoing crisis in
rural America.I4
Due to the continuous anxiety and unending work, resulting only in
the loss of one's farm, way of life, and identity, the rate of suicide among
farmers has gone up dramatically. Dyer argues that while suicide is an
expression of anger turned inward, numerous rural people have begun to
turn their anger outward and direct it against the federal government, its
policies, and agents. American farmers' despair was expressed in the fol
lowing letter written by Darrell and Sally Frech in 1 989. Darrell Frech
subsequently became a Common Law activist and teacher.
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Dear Sir:
No one can ever begin to imagine the stress, strain, frustra
tions, and total helplessness that the American farmer has had and
felt the last few years in trying to stay afloat and fight the farm
credit system. You get so desperate you do not know what to do
or even where your next meal for your kids will come from.
We personally have been fighting Federal Land Bank of Enid
and Wichita for the last seven years. FLB lied, cheated, and
frauded us. One farmer by themselves can not fight them through
the courts. So where do you turn to for help ?
We wanted to give up so many times and walk away. You take
your frustrations out on each other and on your family. You are
always under tension. You can't afford insurance, doctors, or any
thing. This stress and strain causes arguments, divorces, and extra
problems with children. This desperation often causes murder
and suicides. They can not face failure and losing the family farm.
Our Plea is this, make the Farm Credit System, especially the
FLB accountable to someone! No entity should be allowed to do
these things to anyone and not be punished. If a borrower was
free to sue the Farm Credit system and for punitive damages, they
would straighten up their act. A federal grand jury investigation
needs to be called to investigate their dealings, contracts, and why
their illegal charges, debits, and credits appear and disappear at
the touch of a button. Please make the Farm Credit System
accountable to someone!
Darrell and Sally Frech, 1 989 1 5
Increasingly, instead of turning their anger inwards, farmers, small
business owners, and other Americans threatened with downward mobil
ity have become receptive to the message of the radical right that their
hardship is the result of an international conspiracy of Jewish bankers,
who have gained control of the federal government and who aim to profit
from the suffering of hardworking Americans. In the 1 990s, a California
farmer named Tim explained this view. According to Tim, "This kind of
injustice [death and foreclosure] is going on all over the country . . . .
"

It's what happened to the folks in Montana [referring to the
antigovernment group called the Freemen, who were involved in
an eighty-three-day [sic] standoff with the FBI in 1 996, and it's
what happened to me. That's why LeRoy [LeRoy Schweitzer, the
leader of the Freemen] was arrested. He was teaching people how
to keep their farms and ranches. He was showing them that the
government isn't constitutional. They foreclose on us so they can
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control the food supply. What they want to do is control the
Christians. They'd like to kill us all. 1 6
The Freemen's resistance to the federal government began in 1 992
when Rodney Skurdal, a former Marine, bought a farm in Musselshell
County, near Roundup, Montana, and initiated paper warfare by filing
Common Law documents. His documents included a " Citizens Decla
ration of War" against "foreign agents" in the "country of Montana." The
Musselshell County attorney became so frustrated in dealing with Skurdal's
cases that she resigned. In July 1 994, the Montana Supreme Court limited
Skurdal's access to the courts and fined him $ 1 ,000 for filing "meritless,
frivolous, vexatious" documentsY Because Skurdal did not pay federal
taxes, his property was legally siezed in 1 993 and put up for sale, but no
one attempted to remove Skurdal from his farm.
In late 1994, LeRoy M. Schweitzer moved in with Skurdal, and in
early 1 995 Daniel and Cherlyn Petersen did as well. They collaborated in
waging war against Babylon by filing legal documents that expressed their
understanding of Common Law. A sign on Skurdal's property warned,
"Do Not Enter Private Land of the Sovereign . . . . The right of Personal
Liberty is one of the fundamental rights guaranteed to every citizen, and
any unlawful interference with it may be resisted." They taught other peo
ple their understanding of the Common Law and how to fight the federal
government with Common Law documents. In late 1 995, fifteen drafts
issued by Schweitzer ranging in value from $2,600 to $91 ,000 were suc
cessfully passed. The Schweitzer drafts were used by individuals to make
child support payments and to buy trucks and cars. The Freemen issued
threats against law enforcement officers who attempted to limit what the
Freemen considered to be legal activities. The local sheriff did not attempt
to move against Skurdal and his colleagues, saying, "These people want to
be martyrs. "18
The Freemen in Roundup became acquainted with the Clark family,
who lived on a 960-acre wheat farm near Jordan in Garfield County, Mon
tana. In 1 98 1 , after accepting almost $700,000 in federal aid, the Clarks
stopped making payments on federal loans, and by 1 995 owed $ 1 . 8 mil
lion. The bank foreclosed and sold the farm at a sheriff's auction in April
1 994, but the Clarks refused to vacate their family farm.19
In January 1 994, the Freemen, including Skurdal and Petersen, seized
control of the Garfield County courthouse and held a meeting to set up a
local government. Richard Clark presided as judge and charged the judge
who had ruled against the Clark family with contempt. According to
Richard Clark, "We've opened our own common law court and we have
the law back in the county now." Shortly thereafter, the Freemen posted
flyers in Garfield County advertising a bounty of $1 million for the arrest
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of the sheriff, the county attorney, and the judge. The sheriff asked a Free
man if he could turn himself in and collect the reward. The Freeman
replied that he could do that, but the sheriff would be tried, convicted, and
hung. The sheriff in Jordan arrested Freemen every now and then but
made no attempt to take all of them into custody. Garfield County attor
ney Nick Murnion filed charges against the Freemen for impersonating
public officials and committing "criminal syndicalism," defined as "advo
cating violence or terrorism for political purposes." The Freemen contin
ued their revolution against the government. 2o
In February 1 995, Murnion successfully prosecuted William Stanton
( 64) for criminal syndicalism. Stanton had lost his ranch in foreclosure and
blamed his misfortune on the government. After Stanton's conviction, the
FBI alerted Murnion, the Musselshell County attorney, and the judge who
had convicted Stanton, that the Freemen were planning to kidnap a judge,
try, convict, and hang him. On March 3, 1 995, a Musselshell County deputy
stopped Freemen Dale Jacobi and Frank Ellena for driving without a
license plate and driver's license. The deputy discovered in the vehicle
thirty sets of handcuffs, rolls of duct tape, $60,000 in gold and silver, and
$26,000 in cash. After Jacobi and Ellena were arrested, three Freemen
came to the Roundup jail and demanded the items that had been seized.
Other armed Freemen were outside in two cars. After all were arrested,
the sheriff's office received hundreds of threatening calls. Most of the
charges were dropped because of the search procedures.21
FBI agents kept the Freemen under surveillance, but they attempted
to avoid violence subsequent to their botched handling of the Branch
Davidian (see chapter 4) and Weaver family cases.
The cabin of Randy and Vicki Weaver at Ruby Ridge, Idaho, was
under surveillance in August 1 992, when two federal marshals got into a
gunfight that killed Deputy U.S. Marshal William F. Degan (42) and the
Weavers' son, Sammy ( 1 4). The gunfight began when the Weavers' yellow
Labrador, Striker, discovered the armed marshals dressed in camouflage
combat suits. Striker was killed, and shots were exchanged between the
marshals, Sammy Weaver, and a Weaver family friend, Kevin Harris.
Sammy was shot in the back as he tried to run away. Randy Weaver was
an Identity Christian and an army veteran who had trained his children
in the use of firearms. The Weaver family had taken refuge in the Idaho
mountains and were armed for self-defense during the expected tribula
tion. Randy Weaver was wanted for failing to appear in court on a charge
that he had illegally sawed off two shotguns and attempted to sell them.
The FBI Hostage Rescue Team (HRT), commanded by Richard Rogers,
surrounded the Weavers' cabin and did not notify the Weavers of their
presence or ask them to surrender. Nor were the Weavers apprised that the
FBI had changed its normal rules of engagement; the FBI snipers were
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instructed to shoot to kill any armed male adult they saw. An FBI agent
fired shots at Randy Weaver and Kevin Harris when they came outside,
and this resulted in the killing of Randy Weaver's wife, Vicki ( 42), as she
stood behind the cabin's front door, holding their baby. After a ten-day
siege, Randy Weaver, his friend Kevin Harris, and Weavers' three young
daughters surrendered. Subsequently, Randy Weaver and Kevin Harris
were acquitted of murder and conspiracy charges in a federal court. In
1995, the federal government, without admitting wrongdoing, paid the
Weavers' three daughters $1 million each and gave Randy Weaver $100,000
in settlement.22
The killings of Randy Weaver's wife and son at Ruby Ridge in 1 992
and the deaths of the Branch Davidians in 1 993 provoked a strong reac
tion among right-wing white Americans, some of whom organized into
militias and prepared to do battle with federal agents utilizing excessive
force against civilians. The majority Christian Patriot view is that militia
members are law-abiding citizens "who only want to protect themselves
and their neighbors should federal agents begin breaking down doors in
their neighborhoods. The militia are the law enforcement when the gov
ernment becomes lawless . " 23 But revolutionary individuals commit acts
of domestic terrorism. In October 1 995, sabotage caused the derailment of
an Amtrak passenger train, and a note nearby, signed "Sons of Gestapo,"
condemned federal handling of Ruby Ridge and Waco. 2 4 On April
1 9, 1 995, the second anniversary of the Branch Davidian fire, a federal
office building in Oklahoma City was ripped apart by a bomb that killed
1 69 and injured about 600. The Oklahoma City victims were depicted
in the news media as worthy victims, and the world was shocked by
a photograph of a rescuer carrying out the bloodied corpse of an infant.
In 1 997, Timothy McVeigh (29), an Army veteran of the Persian Gulf
War, was found guilty of committing the Oklahoma City bombing and
given the death penalty. At his trial, McVeigh's defense attorney pre
sented evidence concerning the Branch Davidian tragedy, implying that
McVeigh was motivated to take revenge against federal agents for the
deaths of the Davidians. 2 s
FBI agents did not move quickly against the Montana Freemen, despite
pleas for assistance from the local sheriffs and county attorneys. 26 The
Freemen continued their Common Law and financial activities and contin
ued making threats against law enforcement agents. In April 1 995, Skurdal
wrote in a document, "This is a holy war. " He saw it as a conflict involv
ing " God's laws vs. man-made laws. "2 7
In September 1 995, Skurdal, Schweitzer, and other Roundup Freemen
formed a convoy of six vehicles and drove 1 50 miles to the Clark farm
near Jordan. The Clark farm was designated "Justus Township," with its
own Common Law court and officials. Justus Township became a cen-
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ter, where seminars were given on the Freemen tactics of issuing liens
and drafts. There the Freemen taught an estimated 700 to 800 people
their understanding of the Common Law. The primary teachers were
LeRoy Schweitzer, Rodney Skurdal, Daniel Petersen, and Dale Jacobi. 28
The Freemen attracted like-minded locals and outsiders to settle in Jus
tus Township.
Finally, neighbors became fed up with the Freemen. They planned a
meeting to discuss taking action against the Freemen, such as cutting their
telephone lines and closing the county road to the Clark farm. The Freemen
resolved to fight back to defend themselves and their government. Report
edly, at a meeting, Schweitzer outlined the plan: "We'll travel in units of
about 1 0 outfits, four men to an outfit, most of them with automatic
weapons, whatever else we got-shotguns, you name it . . . . We're going to
have a standing order: Anyone obstructing justice, the order is shoot to
kill. "29 An undercover agent, Special Agent Timothy J. Healy, saw "Wanted,
dead or alive" posters for public officials inside Justus Township.30
On Monday, March 25, 1 996, LeRoy Schweitzer and Daniel Petersen
were arrested by Healy and four other agents while they were away from
the farm's main buildings inspecting a newly installed ham radio antenna.
On the following Saturday, Richard Clark, who had been away from Jus
tus Township when the standoff began, turned himself in.31
FBI agents took a totally different approach with the Freemen stand
off than the one taken with the Branch Davidians. Attorney General Janet
Reno announced that there would be "no armed confrontation, no siege
and no armed perimeter. "32 FBI checkpoints were established out of sight
of the Clark farm houses. Relatives were permitted to visit regularly. The
Freemen and news reporters were able to meet at the perimeter and
exchange information. FBI agents brought in about forty-five third-party
intermediaries.33 Two sympathizers, Stewart Waterhouse and Jon Barry
Nelson, drove to Justus Township and joined the Freemen.34 At his hear
ing, Daniel Petersen predicted that the Freemen standoff would be "worse
than Waco."3s The Freemen were revolutionaries prepared to fight against
evil Babylon and the "Agents of Satan."36 After the eighty-one-day stand
off concluded, Colorado state Senator Charles Duke, who had served as a
third-party intermediary, released to the media an audiotape he had recorded
in Justus Township. On it Freeman Russell Landers said, "We're not here
in this logistically defendable position as fools. We're guerilla warfare and
I'm sorry, Charlie, but I feel very strongly about this, and they can take
their (expletive) warrants and shove 'em right up their (expletive) where
that 30-0-6 [sic] (rifle) of mine is gonna drill 'em. " Duke reported that
each of the Freemen was armed. Duke also recorded Freeman Edwin
Clark expressing his fears of falling into federal custody. Clark asserted
that when LeRoy Schweitzer was temporarily taken to a prison medical
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facility, Schweitzer had an encounter witlr a physician: "A doctor from
New York City come in and told Leroy: he says, you'll never see the light
of day. And he says, I'll guarantee you before you leave here I'm gonna
inject you with a, with a deadly ah . . . dose of cancer. " Edwin Clark made
the following assertion about another jailed comrade: "They gave him a
lethal dose of 'no brains' when he come back." 3 7
The Freemen counted on help from revolutionary allies in the diffuse
Euro-American nativist millennia! movement. A Michigan militia leader,
Norm Olson, told the media that the "second American Revolution"
would begin at Justus Township, and he called on militiamen across the
nation to prepare to do battle, but militia support for the Freemen did not
materialize in significant strength.JB
The eighty-one-day Freemen standoff was handled in a low-key man
ner by FBI agents and, thus, it ended peacefully, but throughout the
standoff there was the possibility of violence. The FBI resolved the stand
off peacefully when they offered terms to the Freemen that permitted
them to remain true to their ultimate concern-the most important thing
in the world to them-while being taken into custody.
The Cast of Characters

The Freemen were a group of individuals, some more assertive than others,
who held the opinions of jailed LeRoy Schweitzer in particular esteem, and
acknowledged his expertise in Freemen Common Law.

Russell Landers stands before the Justus Township seal as he explains principles of
Freeman Common Law in a videotape given to reporters. (AP Photo)
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LeRoy M. Schweitzer (57) was one of the leaders arrested on March
25, 1 996, and he had a reputation among Christian Patriots as a foremost
expert of Common Law. The charges against Schweitzer included threat
ening to kill a federal judge, threatening public officials, and issuing false
financial documents. Schweitzer was formerly a crop duster. One year in
the 1 970s, he claimed what he thought was a legitimate deduction on his
federal income tax form. He was subsequently audited by the Internal
Revenue Service. In 1 977, Schweitzer refused to pay a $700 tax bill. In
turn, the Internal Revenue Service froze $6,000 in his business banking
account. This marked Schweitzer's loss of faith in banks and the govern
ment. He told a friend, "The IRS can steal my money, but nobody else
can." Schweitzer was audited again by the Internal Revenue Service in
1 978. In 1 992, the Internal Revenue Service seized his airplane and his
home in Bozeman, Montana, to pay taxes dating back to the 1 970s. He had
frequented meetings of the anti-federal government movement known as
Posse Comitatus.39 Schweitzer perfected the Freemen technique of waging
paper warfare in the following steps: ( 1 ) a "true bill" enumerating crimes in
confession format was sent to the targeted enemy; (2) if the targeted per
son did not respond to the true bill, he or she was judged guilty; (3) a lien
was filed against the target's personal property; (4) Comptroller Warrants
(drafts) were issued based on the lien.4o Schweitzer explained how he uti
lized liens against public officials:
We sent this little UCC 4 out to them, this confession sheet we
call it, the true bill, as an agreement. And when they don't
answer, it becomes a binding contract. Now we get 'em for fail
ure of consideration, breach of covenant. That has value to it.
Every time they breach a covenant with me, it's a hundred mil
lion. And if I'm feeling a little bit bad that day, I charge them a
billion that day.
My liberty is worth a lot more than their hanging. So we're
not hanging them yet. We don't have enough people to make
the arrest, yet. . . . So what we're doing is going after the prop
erty first. We're attaching the property. We'll get to the clean
up later.41
The Freemen believed their liens and drafts were legal, since the same
documents were utilized by Federal Reserve banks and the Internal Rev
enue Service. They felt that the news media misrepresented their activities
by reporting that the Freemen were issuing "bogus checks. " According to
Freemen logic, the Freemen were utilizing the documents and legal strate
gies of the satanic federal system to destroy that system; if the Freemen
documents were illegal, so were those of the federal government.42 As
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noted earlier, these methods can be viewed as magic, by which nativists
appropriate the enemy's power by imitating their actions and their use of
words possessing power. The Freemen had total confidence in the magical
power of their Common Law documents to acquire the condition of well
being for them.43
Daniel E. Petersen (53)44 was arrested with Schweitzer on March 25,
which left his wife, Cherlyn (5 1 ) in Justus Township during the standoff.
Cherlyn appeared to be following her husband on the Freemen path. After
she was taken into custody, Cherlyn told a judge, "My husband will speak
for me. "4s Cherlyn probably played no role in the standoff negotiations.
Rodney 0. Skurdal (43) was one of the primary ideologues in Justus
Township during the standoff. He was a former Marine and had served in
a military honor guard for Presidents Nixon and Ford. Since 1 983 Skurdal
had refused to have a driver's license or license tags on his car, or to use his
Social Security number.46
Dale Jacobi (54), a Canadian and a former police officer, was also an
important Justus ideologue during the standoffY
Russell Landers (44) and Dana Dudley Landers (46) of North Car
olina came to Justus Township with their sixteen-year-old daughter,
Ashley Taylor. The Landers couple were students of Roy Schwasinger,
leader of an anti-federal government group called "We the People," from
whom they learned about radical right interpretations of Common Law
and the analysis of the American economic system. Both were wanted in
Colorado for conspiracy and securities fraud.48 They taught seminars on
the economic system based on their interpretation of the Bible and their
belief that God willed Americans to follow the laws given in the Old
Testament. Like the other Freemen, they saw their legal and financial
battle against the federal government as a holy war.49 After the Freemen
were taken into custody, Dana Dudley Landers asserted in court that she
was "a Christian woman, " and since the Bible forbade her to speak, her
husband would speak for her. But Dana Dudley Landers was an out
spoken woman - even when she claimed that she would not speak.
Dana Dudley Landers was probably a person to be reckoned with dur
ing the standoff negotiations. Their sixteen-year-old daughter, who was
variously known as Ashley Taylor, Ashley Landers, or Amanda Michele
Kendricks, came out of Justus Township immediately prior to the
Freemen's exit. so
Other residents of Justus Township when the standoff began were
Agnes Stanton (5 1 ), her son Ebert Stanton (23), Ebert's wife Val Stanton,
and their five-year-old daughter, Mariah. Agnes and her husband William
Stanton became interested in Freemen ideas when they began having
financial problems. During the standoff, William Stanton was serving a
ten-year-term for criminal syndicalism and passing a bad check. Val and
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Mariah Stanton left early in the standoff, and Agnes and Ebert surrendered
shortly thereafter.5 1
Steven Hance (46), and his two sons, James Hance (24) and John Hance
(1 9), were wanted in North Carolina for assaulting a police officer and for
resisting arrest in a chase that began because the Hances were driving a
vehicle without a license plate. They faced federal charges for failing to
appear in court. After the standoff concluded, Steven Hance emerged as
one of the most belligerent Freemen in court, who vehemently rejected
the jurisdiction of the federal courts.52
Other committed Freemen arrested at the conclusion of the standoff
were Jon Barry Nelson (40)53 and Cornelius John Veldhuizen (49).54
Justus Township was the temporary residence of Elwin Ward (55)55
and his Common Law wife, Gloria Ward (35), also known as Tamara
Mangum. With them were two of Gloria's daughters, Jaylynn Joy Mangum
(8) and Courtnie Joy Christensen ( 1 0). The Wards belonged to a schismatic
Mormon sect led by a prophet, John Chaney (39), who taught that girls
should be married at puberty. Chaney did not have ties with the Freemen,
but his group and the Freemen shared a literalist manner of interpreting the
Bible. Gloria Ward was involved in a custody battle with her ex-husband,
Steve Mangum, and she faced charges in Utah for felony custodial inter
ference for taking the children out of state. Earlier, Gloria had married her
eldest daughter, Ariel, formerly known as Leslie Joy Christensen, to John
Chaney. Toward the conclusion of the standoff, Ariel (1 5), who was in fos
ter care in Michigan, gave birth to John Chaney's child. During the stand
off, Chaney was in a Utah prison for marrying his own thirteen-year-old
daughter to a forty-eight-year-old follower.56
Elwin Ward's Pentecostal background, and Gloria Ward's Mormon
background, and their j oint involvement in a schismatic Mormon group,
indicated that the Wards had beliefs similar to those of the Freemen con
cerning the Bible and identification with the biblical Israelites, but the
Wards were new to the Freemen's revolutionary activities and Christian
Identity beliefs. The Wards felt they were led by God to take refuge in
Justus Township, and that meant that a message from God might prompt
them to come out with Gloria's daughtersY
Justus Township was the Clark family farm. The Clark family members
were deeply attached to the land and brought to the Freemen group a con
cern for the sacred land typical of nativist millennia! movements. The Clark
family members present on the farm during the standoff were the two broth
ers, Ralph Clark (65) and Emmett Clark (67),58 Ralph's wife, Kay Clark
(65), and Emmett's wife, Rosie Clark (70). At the conclusion of the stand
off, the two wives were not charged with any crime and were permitted to
drive away. Also present during the standoff was Edwin Clark (45),59 the
son of Ralph and Kay Clark. Edwin's wife, Janet Clark, was not a Freeman
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and did not stay in Justus Township during the standoff. Janet Clark was
permitted to visit Justus Township regularly during the standoff to admin
ister shots to their son, Casey Clark (21 ), who had a pituitary gland disor
der. 60 Janet Clark probably played an important role as intermediary during
the negotiations. Richard Clark, the son of Emmett and Rosie Clark, turned
himself in shortly after the standoff began. 61
The members of the Clark family involved in the standoff were Chris
tians with a reverence for the Bible, who were attracted to the Freemen ide
ology as a means to save their family farm. The Clarks' ultimate concern
during the standoff was to preserve their ownership of their land.
The Clarks' attachment to their land resonated with the Christian
Identity belief that America was the "promised land." The Clark fam
ily farm was located near Jordan, Montana. The name Jordan recalled
the purported homeland of white Israelites near the Jordan River in
Palestine. Drawing on Christian Identity teachings, the Freemen
believed that white Europeans or Scandinavians were descendants of
Adam and the Israelite tribe of Dan, who were promised land in the
Jordan region. Justus Township for the Freemen was a sacred space
protected by Yahweh, in which the Freemen obeyed Yahweh's laws.
Justus Township was the home base the Freemen used to do battle
against the sinful outer world that followed Satan. 62 The standoff was
brought to a peaceful conclusion in part b ecause the Clark family
members decided that their commitment to each other's well-being was
greater than their commitment to their land.

justus Township was the Clark family farm. (Photo courtesy of the United States Justice
Department)
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The Clark family saga was complicated by the fact that the farm and
adjacent lands had been purchased by Dean Clark (29), the son of Richard
Clark and the grandson of Emmett and Rosie Clark. Dean Clark thought
that by buying the land, he was keeping it within the Clark family, but
Emmett Clark and Richard Clark saw Dean as a traitor. During the stand
off, Dean Clark had 1 4,000 bushels of wheat in storage on the land that he
desperately needed to sell, but his father and grandfather had driven him
off with a warning not to return. Further, the standoff prevented Dean
Clark from doing his spring planting in a timely manner. Dean Clark's
ability to pay his mortgage and his own continued ownership of the land
was endangered by the Freemen standoff.63
The most strongly committed Freemen in Justus Township during the
standoff were Skurdal, Jacobi, the Landers couple, and Steven Hance.
These people were fully committed to the Freemen understanding of
Common Law as deriving from Yahweh and Yahweh's laws in the Old
Testament. Their ultimate concern was to reestablish the association of
sovereign state republics governed by the pre-Civil War American Con
stitution. For the Freemen and other Identity Christians, the Fourteenth
and other Amendments, giving full rights of citizenship to people of color
and women, constituted a "fall" from the divinely revealed Constitution
and Bill of Rights, which guarantee the sovereignty of free white men. The
Freemen expressed a willingness to die or kill to achieve their ultimate
concern. 64 If the Freemen had been pressured during the standoff, the
highly committed individuals might have killed the other residents of Jus
tus Township to effect a collective "suicide" and make a statement about
their ultimate concern. The Freemen expressed their readiness to do bat
tle with federal agents. The Freemen were willing to be martyrs to spark
the " second American Revolution" and to overthrow Babylon, the illegit
imate and oppressive federal government and its agencies.
The Montana Freemen-Part of a Euro-American Nativist Movement

In 1 996 the Freemen of Justus Township were the most visible portion of
a white supremacist, nativist movement in the United States. A nativist
movement is a millennia! movement responding to colonization, either by
an outside culture or by a ruling bureaucratic class internal to a culture.
The colonized people are economically oppressed, pressured by the gov
ernment's law enforcement agents and tax collectors, and systematically
removed from their land. The oppressed group feels enslaved by the rul
ing class, and they believe that their ethnic group and way of life are
threatened with extinction. Millennia! expectations of catastrophe instill
hope among the oppressed that the dominant class will be eliminated vio
lently and that the oppressed will be restored to their previous idyllic way
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of life. 65 Nativist millennialists may attempt to withdraw from the domi
nant society in order to build their millennia! kingdom. If they experience
success at building their millennia! kingdom, their millennialism may
begin to emphasize themes of progress. If they feel persecuted, nativist
catastrophic millennialists may wage war to defeat the dominating class. 66
As with other nativist millennia! movements, the broad movement that
includes the Freemen manifests both options.
Due to the accessibility of the Christian Bible in many areas around
the world, members of a number of nativist millennia! movements have
identified themselves with the Israelites and their salvation history in the
Old Testament. Other such Israelites, besides the white American
Israelites of Christian Identity, include the self-identified Israelites among
the Maoris of New Zealand, Kikuyus and Bantus of Africa, and Native
Americans of North67 and South America.
A nativist millennia! movement is a "culture clash" movement. 68
There have been numerous nativist movements among third-world peo
ples who have reacted to colonization by Europeans with advanced
technology and developed economies. The nativist movement that
heightened Jewish expectations of a messiah was a response to coloniza
tion by the Roman Empire. The contemporary Euro-American nativist
movement in the United States, which includes the Freemen, Identity
Christians, Neo-Nazis, Odinists (racist neopagans), the Ku Klux Klan,
and other white supremacists, is a movement of white Americans who
possess education and advanced technology, and who believe that the
Aryan (white) race is being subjected to genocide and is being dispos
sessed of its sacred land by an illegitimate government controlled by for
eign and satanic beings identified as Jews. Hence, these American
nativists often refer to the federal government as ZOG (Zionist Occu
pation Government). Jews are seen by many in this nativist millennia!
movement as conspirators who control the media, Hollywood, the
nation's schools and universities, the economy, the Federal Reserve sys
tem, and the international banking industry, all with the aim of enslav
ing and ultimately eliminating the white race. This Euro-American
nativist movement demonstrates that education and advanced technol
ogy are compatible with nativist millennia! thinking.
While this contemporary Euro-American nativist movement has
strong roots in the economic crisis that affects rural America as described
earlier, it is not restricted solely to farmers and blue-collar workers, and
these are not uneducated people. James Aha's survey of Christian Patri
ots in Idaho found that Patriots were slightly better educated than the
average Idahoan and American. The Christian Patriots surveyed by Aho
included fewer high school drop-outs than the U.S. population as a
whole. The Christian Patriot leaders in Aha's survey had college educa-
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tions. 69 This indicates, I believe, that a broad range of American citizens
feel oppressed by the federal government, its unresponsive bureaucra
cies, and its burdensome tax system. College-educated people also are
experiencing downward mobility or, at least, a lack of upward mobility.
This contemporary Euro-American nativist millennia! movement
includes the broad right-wing Christian Patriot movement as well as the
Christian Constitutionalist and Common Law movements, the militia
movements, various Christian Identity churches and communities, tax pro
testers, anti-abortion extremists, and individuals who identify themselves
with the Phineas Priesthood. This white nativist movement also includes
non-Christian millennialists who may affiliate with Odinists, Neo-N azis,
or other white supremacist neopagan groups. The non-Christian members
of this white nativist movement have been very influential in stirring indi
viduals to take violent actions/0 Similar to their Christian counterparts in
this Euro-American nativist movement, Odinists expect imminent Rag
narok, the final battle that will cleanse the world of evil/1 My focus in this
chapter is on Christian Identity and the Christian Patriot movement.
The Christian Patriot movement involves a range of opinions and ori
entations to action. Mormon Christian Patriots and Constitutionalists are
less likely to be anti-Semitic, while fundamentalist Protestant Christian
Patriots are more likely to be anti-Semitic and are more likely to become
Identity Christians or to join other white supremacist religions/2
Christian Patriots who are Mormons or members of other mainline
Christian churches are more likely to participate in electoral politics to
return America to being a Christian nation.
Constitution study classes convinced numerous Christian Patriots that
the post-Civil War amendments to the Constitution were unconstitutional.
Barristers' Inn in Idaho and others taught seminars on Common Law, and
taught people how to represent themselves in court (pro se litigation). Inde
pendent townships, applying a Christian Patriot interpretation of the Com
mon Law, were established in as many as thirty states by the 1 990s.
Independent posses, and later militias, were formed to enforce the judg
ments of the Constitutionalist Common Law courts and to be ready to fight
the "second American Revolution" against the illicit federal government.
Some persons willing to commit terrorist actions based on Christian
Identity doctrines consider themselves to be part of the Phineas Priest
hood/3 Individuals identifying with the Phineas Priesthood aim to kill
mixed-race couples, abortionists, homosexuals, all considered polluting to
the pure Aryan race. The Bruders Schweigen or The Order, founded by
Robert Mathews in Idaho in 1 983, was the most well-organized group of
men who affiliated with Christian Identity or Odinism, which were com
mitted to violent action. The Order's members waged war against ZOG.
Order members were responsible for armored car robberies in Seattle (net-
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ting $500,000) and Ukiah, California ($3 million); the murder of Alan
Berg, a Denver radio talk show host; the murder of a man they suspected
of being an undercover agent; bombing a synagogue in Boise, Idaho; and
counterfeiting money. In 1 984, Robert Mathews, who was in a house on
Whidbey Island in Puget Sound, Washington, was surrounded by FBI
agents. A gun battle ensued; Mathews died in the fire that resulted when
FBI agents fired flares into the house.74
The Christian Constitutionalist movement teaches that the Four
teenth Amendment, extending citizenship to all persons born in the
United States or those naturalized, is illegitimate because it was ratified
by the Union states in 1 866, while the Confederate states were under
military occupation. Participants in the Constitutionalist movement,
consisting of numerous Constitution study groups, regard all amend
ments to the Constitution beginning with the Thirteenth Amendment
abolishing slavery as invalid. Christian Constitutionalists recognize
the validity of what they term the " organic Constitution," consisting of
the Constitution and the Bill of Rights. They regard the organic Consti
tution to be a divinely inspired document to be interpreted in light of the
Bible and its laws.75 The Freemen and other Constitutionalists believe
that only Fourteenth Amendment citizens are subject to the laws and
regulations of the federal government. White Freemen do not owe their
citizenship to the illicit Fourteenth Amendment. By rescinding all con
tracts with the illegitimate "United States " government, the Montana
Freemen claimed to be Common Law Citizens with rights protected by
the Constitution of the Republic of Montana and the Constitution of the
"united States of America. "76
The Common Law township movement grew out of Posse Comitatus
("force of the county"), an anti-federal government movement founded in
1 969 by Henry L. "Mike" Beach, who was a Silver Shirt (pro-Nazi) in the
1 930s, and by William P. Gale, a retired Army colonel. According to Posse
Comitatus doctrine, the county is the only valid unit of government. It
asserts that the Internal Revenue Service draws its authority from the
Eighteenth Amendment, which was not properly ratified. Therefore, the
federal income tax is unconstitutional, and payment is optional for indi
viduals. The Federal Reserve System is seen as a private monopoly that is
unconstitutional and is controlled by a cabal of Jewish international
bankers. The local sheriff can organize posses of armed male citizens to
enforce the Common Law derived from the organic Constitution. Mike
Beach's "Blue Book," distributed by Posse Comitatus, is a manual for
establishing small sovereign townships with their own Common Law
courts. Posse Comitatus established a township at Tigerton Dells, Wis
consin. In the 1 970s, there were perhaps 1 2,000 to 50,000 members of
Posse Comitatus. Foreclosures on farms made Posse Comitatus attractive
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to small farmers. Its ideology blames the economic system, the federal
government, and the courts - all believed to be controlled by Jews - for
the farmers' problems. The townships established Common Law courts,
which typically issued threats against conventional law enforcement
agents. Posse members wore small gold hangmen's nooses on their lapels
indicating the manner in which they aimed to enforce the Common Law.
Posse members and the Common Law townships flooded the legal system
with documents expressing their interpretation of the Constitution and
Common Law, and placed liens on the property of public officialsJ7 These
tactics were adopted by the Montana Freemen. A related movement is the
tax protest group, "We the People," of Roy Schwasinger. Schwasinger
taught seminars throughout the country on "how the Federal Reserve was
illegitimate, the money system worthless, and debts irrelevant. "78
While one segment of this contemporary Euro-American nativist mil
lennia! movement is exemplified by the Freemen's paper warfare against
the federal courts and the national economy, another segment is the mili
tia movement. Christian Patriot Common Law experts, such as the
Freemen, are armed and declare themselves willing to resort to physical
violence to enforce their legal decisions. The militiamen explicitly advo
cate the right of American citizens to bear arms to protect themselves
against excessive and illegal actions by law enforcement agents. The
Branch Davidian and Weaver tragedies are regarded as wake-up calls by
many in the militias. Many militia members see themselves as called to
fight in a second American Revolution against the tyrannical and illegiti
mate federal government. The widely distributed Field Manual of the Free
Militia cites passages in the New Testament to show that Jesus advocated
the use of arms to fight an unjust government and teaches that such bat
tles will occur in the endtime tribulation.79 A variety of terrorist acts com
mitted between 1 994 and 1 996, were thought to have been committed by
radical militia members,80 or by individuals who regarded themselves as
members of the Phineas Priesthood. Citing Jeremiah 5 1:1 (Yahweh raised
up a "destroying wind" against Babylon) 81 and Numbers 25: 1 -9 (the priest
Phineas carried out Yahweh's will by killing an Israelite man and his
woman for the sin of race-mixing instigating a massacre of 24,000), 82
persons who identify with the Phineas Priesthood make violent strikes
against abortionists, mixed-race couples, Jews, homosexuals, and law
enforcement agents in their warfare to establish Yahweh's laws as the law
of the land. The novels by William Pierce, The Turner Diaries and Hunter,
also enjoin terrorists to destroy the federal government. The Turner
Diaries may have inspired Timothy McVeigh to commit the Oklahoma
City bombing in 1 995. 83
Philip Lamy has demonstrated that there is a strong secular segment to
this Euro-American nativist movement, that is expressed in the pages of the
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Soldier of Fortune magazine read by military veterans and a wide range of
survivalists, militiamen, and Christian Patriots. Soldier of Fortune utilizes
apocalyptic images such as the Four Horsemen of the Apocalypse in the
book of Revelation (6: 1 -8) to express the expectation of imminent violence
and destruction of the present social order. Soldier of Fortune readers are
suspicious of the intentions of federal agents toward American citizens and
believe they must be armed and prepared to defend themselves and their
families. Lamy observed at the 1 995 Soldier ofFortune convention a bumper
sticker that read, "I Love my Country, but I Hate my Government." The
most frequently seen bumper sticker declared, "Remember Waco. " Many
Soldier ofFortune readers believe that there is an international conspiracy of
power elites (some believe these are Jews) to enslave white Americans to the
"New World Order. " Secular readers of Soldier of Fortune share with their
Christian Patriot brothers and sisters the conviction that a violent period is
at hand, and military preparedness is vital in order to survive. 84
An important segment of this contemporary Euro-American nativist
movement is Christian Identity. Christian Identity is an intepretation of
the Bible and Christianity that provides religious sanction to white
supremacy. Identity Christians believe that white people are descendants
of Adam and are the true Israelites who migrated to Europe. Not all Iden
tity Christians are racist and anti-Semitic, but those who are believe that
Jews are the descendants of Cain (Canaanites), who was begotten by
Satan on Eve; people of color are seen as subhuman beings, animals, or
the "beasts of the field" in Genesis. Christian Identity doctrines assert
that Jesus was a Christian, meaning he was white, and that white
supremacy is ordained by God. 8S Jews are regarded as satanic beings who
are implementing a worldwide conspiracy to exterminate all Christian
(Anglo-Saxon, or Aryan) people. Jews are believed to do this by work
ing in various arenas, including the Zionist Occupation Government
(ZOG), the Federal Reserve and international banking, and among the
Freemasons, the Illuminati, and communists. 8 6 During the standoff, the
Freemen released a document stating:
Certain power mad individuals, commonly known today as the
Directors of the Board of The Federal Reserve, or the twelve (12)
major international banking families, have used the so-called 1 4th
Amendment to commit "legal genocide" upon the class of Com
mon Law Citizens known as the Citizens of the Several States.
This has been accomplished by the application of Social Security
through fraud, deception and non-disclosure of material facts for
the simple purpose of reducing the Union of States to a people
once again enslaved to puppet masters, and simply for the gath
ering of revenue for the profit of the bankers. s7
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The Freemen asserted that "the Common-Law white State Citizens
are an endangered species, on the verge of extinction. . . . " 88
Catastrophic Millennialism

A great deal of the Freemen worldview is derived from the white
supremacist religion known as Christian Identity, which identifies Anglo
Saxons with the biblical Israelites. A common Christian Identity claim is
that Euro-Americans are the "true" Israelites, Jews are imposters and the
children of Satan, and people of color are subhuman. Christian Identity
claims the myth of the promised "land of milk and honey" - America
for Euro-Americans. Based on statements found in the Old Testament,
Skurdal wrote in his 1 994 Edict: "It is the colored people, and the jews,
who are the descendants of Cain . . . when We move into a new land, We are
to kill the inhabitants of all the other races . . . nor are We to allow other
races to rule over us. " 8 9
The Freemen in Justus Township saw themselves as creating a com
munity set apart from sinful Babylon, in which Yahweh's laws given in the
Old Testament were obeyed. The New Testament book of Revelation's
prediction of the destruction of Babylon and its sinful economic system in
the endtime was important to the Freemen. The Freemen hoped that they
would defeat the babylonian economic and legal system through their
paper warfare, and that their biblically-based society in Justus Township
would become the model of life and law for the rest of the nation.9o Thus
the Freemen's hope for Justus Township paralleled the hope embodied in
Jonestown; the ideal community could become the model others would
follow in creating the millennia! kingdom.
The Freemen saw things in dualistic terms: they were fighting a holy war
against evil Babylon, and they were armed and threatened violence. If FBI
agents had applied intense pressure during the standoff, it would have con
firmed the Freemen's belief that the federal government was Babylon. The
Freemen threatened to resort to violence and they easily could have found
biblical warrant to do so. As Identity Christians, the Freemen believed they
were living in the tribulation period, in which Christians must be prepared to
defend themselves and/or actively wage war against the satanic government.
Dr. Jean Rosenfeld, one of a team of Religious Studies advisers to the
FBI during the standoff, analyzed the Freemen as a nativist movement in
a revolution against a perceived foreign colonizing culture. She found the
Freemen to have features in common with a Maori millennia! movement,
Pai Marire ("good and peaceful"), in nineteenth-century New Zealand.
Pai Marire was a diverse grassroots movement with several prophets. It
alternated between peaceful and violent phases. When civil authorities
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permitted Pai Marire believers to concentrate on building their millennia!
kingdom, they were peaceful. When violently oppressed by civil authori
ties, Pai Marire believers and prophets responded with violence to protect
themselves, to establish their millennia! kingdom, and to exact vengeance.
According to Rosenfeld, "civil police may unwittingly play out the role of
God's enemies and elicit a violent response from a community that views
itself as allied to God against Satan. "91
On May 1, 1 996, the Freemen told a third-party intermediary that
they had made an "affirmation" to Yahweh, that they would not surren
der, and that they had been told by Yahweh that an invisible barrier sur
rounded Justus Township and protected the Freemen from enemies.92 This
belief in divine protection from the oppressor's weapons is typical of
nativist millennia! movements that feel threatened by the government's
armed forces. This belief in divine protection from the superior military
power of the oppressing government is essential in encouraging nativists
to develop the courage to fight a war against a government with over
whelmingly superior fire power.93
Jean Rosenfeld, in her advice to the FBI during the standoff, stressed
that a nativist group might defend itself violently against aggression
when inhabiting a sacred space set apart from the polluted world by a
divinely-sanctioned boundary. Belief that their God had rendered them
immune to harm was a typical feature of nativist movements, and when
faced with a militant enemy, they would respond according to their own
internally consistent worldview, not in a commonplace or " rational"
fashion. Over time, when the perceived threat to their existence dimin
ished, even some very violent groups might become benign.94
The Freemen were a nativist millennia! group that was revolutionary;
they saw themselves locked in a battle with Babylon, the American gov
ernment and economy. Their enemy was identified clearly. If FBI agents
had used excessive force in dealing with the Freemen, in all likelihood
there would have been loss of life. Had they experienced aggressive oppo
sition, the Freemen could have called upon resources in the Bible to jus
tify their taking violent action.
Events of the Standoff-Avoiding Persecution

There is no doubt that the Freemen, prior to the standoff, felt persecuted
by the federal government, the American economy, and related institu
tions. A key to peacefully concluding the standoff was for the FBI agents
to avoid exacerbating the Freemen's sense of persecution.
Since the horrifying Branch Davidian tragedy, scholars had warned
the FBI about the danger of provoking religiously committed groups.
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Actions were taken by members of the scholarly community to make its
expertise more readily available to news reporters, law enforcement
agents, and the general public. The executive secretary of the Society for
the Scientific Study of Religion (SSSR) wrote to Attorney General Janet
Reno on April 29, 1 993, advising her of the availability of sociologists
with expertise on new religious movements.95 The American Academy of
Religion (AAR) took steps to make reporters affiliated with the Religion
Newswriters Association aware of its existence, and to encourage reporters
to call the AAR when in need of experts on religion. Dr. J. Phillip Arnold
organized the Religion-Crisis Task Force, a group of sociologists, histori
ans of religions, political scientists, and theologians willing to advise law
enforcement agents. In November 1 995, the executive director of the
American Academy of Religion met with FBI negotiators and behavioral
scientists, and an FBI negotiator attended a session at the 1 995 meeting of
the AAR in Philadelphia. In late 1 995, Dr. Michael Barkun, a political sci
entist and expert on millennialism, was asked to be a member of the Select
Advisory Commission for the FBI's Critical Incident Response Group.
The commission met at the FBI Academy in early 1 996 and formulated
recommendations. There were quite a few scholars who were anxious to
help prevent future Wacos.
On October 20, 1 995, I wrote to Attorney General Janet Reno to
respond to news reports that changes had been made within the FBI in
response to criticism of the handling of the Weaver case. In my letter, I
asked why changes had not been made in response to the tragic Branch
Davidian case.96 In response, I received a letter, dated November 20, 1 995,
from Robin L. Montgomery, Special Agent in Charge of the Critical Inci
dent Response Group (CIRG), FBI Academy, Quantico, Virginia. Mont
gomery assured me that the FBI was seriously engaged in efforts to deal
constructively with future incidents involving religion.97
On January 26, 1 996, I received a telephone call from Reno's assistant,
John Hogan. Reno had asked Hogan to call me because she did not think
Montgomery's letter had addressed my concerns completely. Hogan told
me that an important change had been made by putting behavioral scien
tists on an equal footing with the tactical experts on the FBI crisis
response team. Reno also had instructed the FBI to bring in outside
experts for training sessions on millennia! groups.98 In response, I wrote a
letter, dated February 5, 1 996, to John Hogan making general remarks on
the current status of millennialism studies. On March 7, 1 996, I received a
telephone call from an FBI agent, asking if I would speak on millennial
ism at a seminar for the critical incident negotiation team at some point in
the future. I agreed, and subsequently I received a letter of confirmation
from Robin Montgomery, dated March 2 1 , 1 996.99 The fax number
enclosed therein came in handy during the Freemen standoff that began
March 25, 1 996.
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On April 2 , 1 996, during the Freemen standoff, I sent a fax to Robin
Montgomery advising that the FBI should consult Michael Barkun, a
political scientist at Syracuse University, because of his expertise on Chris
tian Identity and militia groups, and to utilize his advice in dealing with
the Freemen.JOO I received a call back from the FBI Academy saying that the
FBI had already received a memo from Dr. Barkun with his recommen
dations, and that they would call him. Dr. Barkun was in frequent contact
with FBI agents, especially between May 8 - 1 7, and they sent him infor
mation about the Freemen to analyze. After leaving for London about
May 1 8, Barkun continued to be in touch with FBI agents by telephone. 10 1
The nature of Barkun's recommendations to the FBI were indicated in an
interview Barkun gave to Laurie Goodstein of the Washington Post, which
appeared on April 9, 1 996.
"They've done precisely what they should be doing with a group
of this kind, namely being very careful not to act in a way that
confirms the group's beliefs," Barkun said. "That suggests that
some very important lessons have been learned."1 o2
Unlike the Branch Davidians, the Freemen refused to negotiate with
the FBI agents, because the Freemen believed that the FBI, as a federal
agency, had no legitimacy. By April 4, 1 996, a number of initiatives were
undertaken to attempt to persuade the Freemen to come out. A grand
daughter of Emmett Clark visited the Freemen and delivered a commu
nity petition asking them to surrender peacefully. After this, visits by
relatives to Justus Township became a normal occurrence. Also on April
4, four Montana state representatives, Joe Quilici (Democrat), John John
son (Democrat), Karl Ohs (Republican), and Dick Knox (Republican) met
with four Freemen. They sat outside on folding chairs and talked. On
Saturday, April 6, Val Stanton, who was not charged with any crime, left
Justus Township with her five-year-old daughter. Val's husband, Ebert
Stanton, and his mother, Agnes Stanton, departed Justus Township on
April 1 1 _ 103
This marked the beginning of Representative Karl Ohs's involvement
as a third-party intermediary. Val Stanton's father had worked on Ohs's
ranch, and Ohs considered Val Stanton to be a second daughter. Karl Ohs
(49) continued working as a third-party intermediary to resolve the stand
off peacefully. He related to the Freemen as human beings - even as
friends. Ohs said, "You can't spend that much time with those people and
not become . . . friends. " In an interview given near the end of the standoff,
Ohs explained: " I want people to understand and I've made it very clear
to the Freemen- I am part of the other system. I believe in the other sys
tem, but that doesn't mean to say you haven't got some things here that
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maybe we should hear and that we can't work out a solution." Ohs
reported that in his many visits to Justus Township, he never felt threat
ened by the Freemen: "Fanatics ? I think the people in there are very com
mitted to their cause and thus have become fanatics about it. " "They think
about nothing else. Every second of every minute of their lives I think this
issue . . . occupies their minds. " I 04
Toward the end of April, Randy Weaver, retired Green Beret Colonel
James "Bo" Gritz, and retired police officer Jack McLamb travelled to
Montana and offered to serve as intermediaries. Randy Weaver was turned
down by the FBI. Bo Gritz, who had successfully negotiated Randy
Weaver's surrender at Ruby Ridge, and Jack McLamb entered Justus
Township on Saturday, April 27. Gritz and McLamb were part of the
Christian Patriot movement. Gritz had run for president in 1 992 as a Pop
ulist Party candidate, and he had founded a separatist community called
"Almost Heaven" near Kamiah, Idaho. Also on Saturday, Stewart Water
house (37) left Justus Township and was charged with being an accessory
after the fact and with felony intimidation.105
On Sunday, April 28, Gritz and McLamb brought out of Justus
Township a videotape and a document explaining the Freemen's views.
FBI agents confiscated the videotape and it was not released to the media.
The document asserted that Justus Township was a sovereign entity and
not bound by federal laws. Gritz told reporters, "They are willing to walk
out- everyone of them- right now if the U.S. government can prove the
documents are not the law. " I 06
On April 30, in addition to Gritz, the Freemen met with Representa
tive Karl Ohs and state Assistant Attorney General John Conner Jr. to
discuss dropping state charges. A proposal was made to the Hance family
that federal charges for failing to appear in court would be dropped. A
proposal was made to Gloria Ward that the charges relating to child cus
tody would be dropped. The Freemen responded by requesting the pres
ence of a full-time third-party intermediary, and named former Supreme
Court nominee Robert Bark or Chief Justice Rehnquist as their choices.
On Wednesday, May 1, Gritz and McLamb angrily gave up on the
Freemen and left. Gritz said that the twenty-one people in Justus Township
made an affirmation to Yahweh that they would not leave and were told by
Yahweh that they were protected by an invisible barrier. The Freemen told
Gritz that they would submit themselves only to the judgment of a Com
mon Law grand jury consisting of twenty-three "Freeholders" (defined as
"non-1 4th Amendment citizens," i.e. white males) at least 2 1 years of age,
who were not in debt to anyone and were not employed by the government.
Again, the Freemen declared that the FBI had no legal authority. A frustrated
state Assistant Attorney General Conner said, "I'm dealing with people
who have issues I don't understand. They're convinced of their rightness." 107
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On Thursday, May 2, the Freemen abandoned negotiations with the
FBI and communicated directly with the media. Twice the Freemen
brought items to the edge of the property for reporters, first a videotape,
and second a letter from Robin Montgomery to Edwin Clark requesting
a meeting. Montgomery's letter stated that if negotiations did not resume
the "FBI will reserve the right to take whatever action it deems necessary
to resolve this matter. " The Freemen stamped the letter "REFUSAL FOR
CAUSE WITHOUT DISHONOR" and wrote on it, "The FBI does not
exist as a government agency. " Excerpts of the videotape were broadcast
on television, depicting Russell Landers wearing a Western shirt and cow
boy hat standing in front of the Justus Township seal explaining the
Freemen's understanding of Common Law. The Freemen refused to
acknowledge the authority of the Montana Bar Association, the Internal
Revenue Service, Garfield County, the Justice Department, the State of
Montana, and the United States, because they were illegally constituted
corporations with no jurisdiction in the Republic of Montana. The FBI
was not constitutionally part of the government and was illegally in Mon
tana. Landers alleged that FBI agents had kidnapped LeRoy Schweitzer
and Daniel Petersen. 1 os
On May 3, Phillip Arnold and I spoke by telephone about the need
for the Religion-Crisis Task Force to become involved in the Freemen
standoff. Arnold had already spoken with James Tabor, who agreed that
the Task Force should attempt to advise the FBI. (See chapter 4 on the
role played by Dr. Phillip Arnold and Dr. James Tabor in the Branch
Davidian case.) On May 6, Dr. Arnold called an agent at the FBI Acad
emy, offering to assist.
On May 7, I received a call from an agent asking what the FBI should
do: Should they tighten the perimeter? I said the FBI should absolutely
not do anything that the Freemen would construe as persecution. I
stressed that it was important not to initiate a siege with a group that
believed God's authority overruled the authority of law enforcement. I
said that the FBI should consult with Dr. Arnold of Reunion Institute for
his expertise in Bible and apocalyptic groups, Dr. Jean Rosenfeld for her
expertise on nativist movements, and Linda Collette, a graduate student
writing her dissertation on Christian Identity.J o9
On May 8, I confirmed my advice in a fax to the FBI Academy. Refer
ring to Jonestown, Aum Shinrikyo, and the Solar Temple, I stressed that a
group with "this dualistic mindset [good vs. evil, us vs. them] will resort
to violence when they believe that they are being persecuted. " The vio
lence might be directed toward enemies outside the group, or might be
directed inwardly as in group suicide/murder. The violence might take
both forms. I noted that the Freemen's belief in a protective invisible
shield was typical of the beliefs of violent nativist millennia! groups. I
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mailed a copy of this fax to John Hogan and Janet Reno in the Justice
Department. 1 10 Also on May 8, Phillip Arnold, coordinator of the Reli
gion-Crisis Task Force, sent a fax to Robin Montgomery at the FBI Acad
emy, offering to analyze the data to determine the Freemen's beliefs and
help devise a plan for peaceful surrender. 1 1 1
On May 9, 1 996, Phillip Arnold, Jean Rosenfeld, and I were put in
touch with FBI negotiators in Montana. I spoke with negotiation coordi
nator Dwayne Fuselier, and he gave me a short description of each of the
Freemen, characterizing most of them as not being very religious. After
comparing notes with Jean Rosenfeld about her conversation with Fuse
lier, we agreed that he seemed to want us to conclude that the Freemen
were not religious.
When I attempted to call Fuselier on May 1 0, he was not available. I
left a message with another negotiator, but I was not confident that he
understood my recommendation. Therefore, I put my recommendation in
writing and faxed it to the negotiators with copies by mail to John Hogan
and Janet Reno. In this fax I attempted to introduce the discipline of Reli
gious Studies to the negotiators.
Before I state my recommendation, let me make some explana
tory statements about my academic discipline which is Religious
Studies. Those of us who are trained in Religious Studies are
trained to study other people's worldviews and to understand the
content of those worldviews as if from within. In other words, we
seek to empathetically understand how reality appears to people
possessing a particular worldview. A worldview will be con
structed from a variety of elements-ideas, doctrines, content of
scriptures, etc. We aim to understand how all those pieces fit
together to make what the believer regards as a coherent world
view. Even though we seek to be empathetic about imagining how
someone else's worldview appears from within, we are also
trained to maintain a critical distance so that we can analyze
worldviews. This is the case even when the scholar is studying his
or her own worldview. For a good scholar, this critical distance
will be maintained even when studying one's own worldview. For
instance, there are plenty of Christian scholars who study Chris
tianity, and do an excellent job at it.
Sending in someone like Bo Gritz to mediate, on the surface,
appears to have been a good idea, because this is a person who
speaks the Freemen's language and understands their worldview.
But the problem with Bo Gritz's mediation was that Bo Gritz had
no critical distance from the worldview that he shares to a great
extent with the Freemen. I suggest that the same problem will
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probably arise if other mediators are used who participate in the
militia, patriot, or writ writing movements.
On the other hand, sending in mediators who not only do
not understand the Freemen's worldview, but who are not
trained to study and analyze other people's worldviews, seems
unlikely to produce the desired results. I am NOT saying you
should no longer permit various mediators to visit the Freemen.
I think this process of letting people visit the Freemen is good,
because it illustrates that the perimeter is permeable, and it makes
the standoff appear not to be a siege. I'm suggesting, however,
that it appears unlikely that such people will be able to signifi
cantly resolve the standoff. t t 2
I concluded the fax by urging the FBI to bring in a scholar to serve as
third-party intermediary.
On May 1 0, 1 996, the Billings Gazette reported that members of the
Eastern Oregon militia were preparing for "Operation Clean Sweep" to
defend the Freemen. Walt Hassey asserted that they planned to hit targets
outside Montana, but would not harm civilians: "We are not a threat to the
people. We are a threat to the government."113
On May 1 1 , Jean Rosenfeld sent a fax to the negotiators explaining the
Freemen as a nativist movement similar to the Native American Ghost
Dance in the nineteenth century. As in other nativist movements, the
Freemen were concerned to preserve their sacred land, and to preserve bar
riers between their pure godly community and the impure outer world.
They saw themselves locked in a struggle between good and evil, and
believed they had divine favor and protection. Rosenfeld explained that the
phenomenon of claiming to be Israelites had occurred cross-culturally in a
variety of nativist movements. She cautioned that rogue acts of violence
could be committed by members of a group with no authoritative leader.
Rosenfeld explained that the Freemen were "ultimately concerned," which
meant "they hold certain truths or values so dear they will die for them.
This is what makes them different from criminals although they may mis
takenly be assessed as mere criminals." Rosenfeld advised the FBI negotia
tors to assume that all residents of Justus Township were equally religious.
She also urged that more data be provided to Religious Studies scholars for
analysis. 1 1 4 Rosenfeld, by this time, was engaged in locating significant data
on the Freemen from a variety of sources available on the World Wide
Web. The information provided by the FBI was quite limited.
On Saturday, May 1 1 , the Freemen added a second sentry post in
preparation for a possible assault. t ts
Montana state Representative Karl Ohs visited Justus Township on
Tuesday, May 1 4, and on Wednesday Colorado state Senator Charles Duke,
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a Christian Patriot leader, began his efforts as third-party intermediary. Duke
was running in Colorado for the Republican nomination for the U.S. Senate.
Representative Ohs remained involved in the negotiations. 1 16
On Thursday, May 1 6, 1 996, four Freemen, Edwin Clark, Rodney
Skurdal, Russell Landers, and Dale Jacobi met face-to-face with FBI
negotiators for the first time; two FBI negotiators, along with Charles
Duke, met with the Freemen near the farm's gate. At this time, the
media quoted Bo Gritz, advocating a "coordinated nonviolent strike
against all four areas [houses] deep on a moonless night" and saying
that it "might well result in capture of all 2 1 occupants without bodily
injury to either side. " 1 1 7
Also on May 1 6, Jean Rosenfeld recommended to the FBI that a small
team of experts be brought on site to work with negotiators. Rosenfeld
specifically recommended that Phillip Arnold be brought to Montana. She
explained that to be effective, negotiations had to address the Freemen's
"ultimate concerns. " ll S
The May 1 8, 1 996, Billings Gazette reported Duke excitedly announc
ing a possible deal between the Freemen and the federal government, but
the FBI responded that no deal had been made.1 19 The nature of the
Freemen's creative proposal was never made public.
FBI agents set up a table and folding chairs on May 1 8, 1 996, for nego
tiations with the Freemen with Duke as intermediary. Again, Edwin Clark,
Skurdal, Landers, and Jacobi were the Freemen who came to negotiate. 120
Also on May 1 8, 1 996, the New York Times carried an article, in which
Bo Gritz shared his impressions of the Freemen. He reported that the
Freemen were convinced that the federal government was the pawn of
Jews - the Zionist Occupation Government (ZOG). The Freemen leaders
believed that an FBI attack on them would provoke an American revolu
tion to overthrow the ZOG-dominated government. According to Gritz,
"Skurdal announced in a loud voice that their forceful capture would
ignite a multimillion-man militia revolution that would sweep ZOG out
of America. " 121
On Sunday, May 1 9, Gloria Ward and her two daughters were seen at
the negotiation table with the FBI agents and Duke. But on Monday, the
fifth day of talks, the discussion between Duke, three FBI agents, and
three Freemen was heated. 122
On May 20, with the Duke-mediated negotiations obviously breaking
down, Jean Rosenfeld sent a fax to Dwayne Fuselier advising that to be
successful, the negotiators needed to address the Freemen's ultimate con
cern, and that offers to drop some charges or to let them tell their story to
the media would not be enough to get the Freemen and the children safely
out of Justus Township. She contradicted Gritz's calling some of the Jus-
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tus residents "hostages": "Neither hostage nor criminal models are a suf
ficient 'fit' in this particular case." Rosenfeld concluded by asking for
more information to analyze. 123
On Tuesday, May 2 1 , it was announced that negotiations had ceased.
Duke asserted, "The time for negotiation is over at this point. They need
to feel some pain in order to get back to the table." Duke told the media,
"In my opinion, the FBI have tried everything possible to come to a
peaceful resolution."1 24
On May 2 1 , 1 996, I sent a fax to Dwayne Fuselier in Montana advis
ing that taking aggressive action would be counterproductive. "These peo
ple have an ultimate concern, something for which they are ready to die if
need be. They do not want to die, but they will not give up their ultimate
concern, because it is the most important thing in the world to them." 125 I
advised Fuselier that he had not provided Religious Studies scholars with
enough information to analyze, and I urged him to utilize more fully the
expertise of Religious Studies scholars by bringing them on site, provid
ing them with more data, and letting them interpret the Freemen's world
view and ultimate concern for negotiators.J 26
On May 2 1 , 1 996, Jean Rosenfeld faxed a memo to the Montana nego
tiators reiterating a number of points: The Freemen sounded rambling and
incoherent, but they had a coherent worldview that made sense to them; con
fronting a nativist movement would likely provoke violence; the Freemen
standoff was not a hostage or a criminal situation; the Freemen had an atti
tude of ultimacy and they were "ready to live or die for their 'faith"'; nego
tiations to be successful had to address the Freemen's ultimate concerns.
Rosenfeld again recommended that a team of scholars be brought on site to
analyze and translate the Freemen's worldview for negotiators; the FBI
would never convince the Freemen that their worldview was not true.J27
On May 22, the Freemen raised an upside-down American flag as a sig
nal of distress and a call for help. 128 Also on May 22, Phillip Arnold sent a
fax to Dwayne Fuselier in Montana, urging that the Freemen's views not be
assumed to consist of "Bible babble" (see chapter 4), or "mere rhetoric," or
attributed to psychological "defects . " "If their beliefs about God are not
given the primary role their importance demands, all other negotiation
techniques and appeals will fail to resolve the crisis." Arnold added, "Cur
rent tactics seem to suggest that the Freemen are being told to 'surrender'
despite their religious beliefs." Arnold offered three final cautions:
A. It is necessary to refrain from reductionistic thinking, which
reduces the Freemen beliefs (political and religious) to mere
rhetoric and jail-avoidance tactics. For some of them, their beliefs
are a life and death matter.
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B. It is necessary to realize that "religious" and "ethical" are not
synonymous. Freemen may be very "immoral" or "unsavory,"
but very religious. Religion appears to be the primary button
which controls decision making for a number of these "un
savory" people.
C. Any escalation of the use of force will definitely convince the
religious Freemen that the enemies of God's true people are com
ing against them. This will increase religious fervor among them
and result in their drawing closer together and hunkering down
to withstand the perceived threat, like martyrs for their faith.
Arnold concluded by offering to "analyze firsthand the Freemen's
religious motivations in order to facilitate a 'surrender plan."' t29
On May 23, 1 996, I sent a fax, entitled "ultimate concerns, something
to die or kill for" to Dwayne Fuselier in Montana, with copies faxed to
John Hogan in the Justice Department, and to the FBI Academy. I defined
ultimate concern as "the most important thing in the world, either for an
individual or a group," and stressed that even people who appeared to be
secular, such as communists or Nazis, had ultimate concerns. The Free
men's ultimate concern, "the restoration of the 'true' constitutional gov
ernment," was derived from their understanding of the Bible and God's
will. The Freemen did not want to die, but they were willing to do so if
necessary. "They believe what they are doing is necessary to achieve well
being, if not for themselves, then for their loved ones. " It was possible that
different individuals in Justus Township had different ultimate goals. For
instance, the Clarks appeared to have the ultimate goal of maintaining
ownership of their land. I stressed, "Any negotiation with the Freemen has
to make offers to them that will enable them to be true to their ultimate
goal(s)." Otherwise, the Freemen would not come out. I stressed that if
actions taken by the FBI convinced the Freemen of the impossibility of
achieving their ultimate goal, the Freemen might choose to resort to vio
lence, rather than give up their ultimate concern. They might commit a
group suicide/murder and/or attempt to kill FBI agents. I emphasized that,
although the Freemen had committed crimes, it did not mean they were
not religious: "They are so committed to achieving their ultimate goal(s)
that they view criminal acts as legitimate methods to achieve their ultimate
concern(s)." Negotiations to be successful must "address the Freemen's
ultimate concern(s) and enable the Freemen to remain true to what they
deem to be the most important thing in the world. " no
On May 23, Jean Rosenfeld sent a fax to John Hogan in the Justice
Department stating that intermediaries such as Gritz and Duke had no
"critical distance" on the right-wing Christian Patriot worldview and that
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professionals trained to analyze worldviews were needed on site. More
information needed to be provided to Religious Studies scholars. Rosenfeld
also recommended that the scholars be involved in debriefing after the
standoff was resolved "to optimize policy for future events . . . . " 13 1
On May 23, the FBI brought in generators in preparation for cutting
off electricity to Justus Township. The portable generators were to keep
electricity flowing to nearby farms.1 32
On May 24, I spoke with John Hogan by telephone and advised him
that the Religious Studies scholars had not been given sufficient data to
analyze and that the FBI negotiators had not made optimum use of our
expertise. In this conversation, I utilized Anthony F. C. Wallace's term revi
talization movement to explain that the Freemen were a nativist millennia!
movement seeking to overthrow an oppressive government in order to
return to their idealized golden age. To indicate the manner in which gov
ernment agents typically react to revitalization movements, I mentioned
the execution of Jesus by the Romans because they believed that Jesus was
a "Zealot"who advocated the violent overthrow of Roman rule.
On May 24, Representative Karl Ohs rode on horseback into Justus
Township and spoke with the Freemen.m Arnold, Rosenfeld, and I did
not realize it at the time, but Ohs was emerging as the third-party inter
mediary who could simultaneously empathize with the Freemen's world
view and maintain the necessary cognitive distance to analyze it. That
Ohs was able to do this is a tribute to his intelligence, humaneness, and
honor. Ohs concluded that Gritz and Duke had failed as intermediaries
because they were more concerned with their own political agendas.
Ohs, who was running unopposed for his second term in the state
House of Representatives, said he had no motive other than to prevent
loss of life.1 3 4
On May 25 in a New York Times article, Duke and Gritz warned mili
tiamen and Christian Patriots not to come to the aid of the Freemen. Gritz
again called for a "nonviolent" strike against Justus Township and was
quoted as saying, "It's time the FBI began to act like the FBI . " t3s
Michael Barkun was invited by the FBI to come on-site in Montana,
but he was unable to do so because of prior commitments in London. l3 6
Phillip Arnold was invited to come to Montana. Coincidentally, while
Arnold was on-site in Montana from May 28-3 1 , the Freemen refused to
communicate with the FBI. FBI agents offered Arnold the chance to
speak by telephone with the Freemen in preparation to going inside Jus
tus Township, but the Freemen refused all calls. Arnold served as a liai
son with Jean Rosenfeld and other members of the Religion-Crisis Task
Force during that time. The FBI did not provide additional information
to Jean Rosenfeld directly, but relied on Arnold to communicate with
her. Rosenfeld continued to fax her analyses to the FBI.m
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While in Montana, Arnold was given more information about the
Freemen and their views. He was put in touch with Lynn Nielsen, Gloria
Ward's sister, and he was able to speak with Janet Clark, who was still
making regular visits to Justus Township. Arnold spent a great deal of
time discussing the importance of religion and religious worldviews with
FBI negotiators. Arnold protested the agents' tendency to discount reli
gion as only a cover for illegal activities or as only the product of psycho
logical needs. Arnold stressed again that religion was ultimate concern and
that the Freemen's beliefs had to be taken seriously for negotiations to be
successful. Arnold advised that terms offered to the Freemen had to take
into account the Freemen's religious beliefs and ultimate concern. 13 8
Prior to cutting the electricity to Justus Township on May 3 1 , 1 996,
the FBI brought in armored cars and helicopters, stating that they would
stand ready in case a rescue became necessary. The June 1 Associated Press
report stated: "The FBI stressed that it has continued to consult a variety
of non-federal experts in a bid to persuade the Freemen to negotiate a
peaceful solution."139
The FBI cut the power to Justus Township on Monday, June 3, 1 996.
Justus Township had its own generator, but it could provide electricity for
only a few hours a day. Meanwhile a local rancher was circulating a peti
tion urging the FBI to use "reasonable force" to end the standoff.1 40
A major breakthrough occurred on Thursday, June 6, when Elwin and
Gloria Ward left Justus Township with Gloria's two daughters, Jaylynn and
Courtnie. What had it taken to get Gloria Ward to exit Justus Township?
When Phillip Arnold was in Montana, he had spoken at length with Gloria
Ward's sister, Lynn Nielsen. Initially, Nielsen denied that her sister was reli
gious, but after speaking with Arnold, Nielsen went to Utah to ask the jailed
John Chaney, the Wards' spiritual leader, to encourage the Wards to come out.
Chaney asked for time alone so that he could pray. Afterward he wrote a let
ter to the Wards saying that God had revealed to him that the Ward family
should come out of harm's way. The FBI permitted the letter to be delivered
to the Wards inside Justus Township. This revelation from God mediated
through the FBI was the primary factor prompting the Wards to come out.
Gloria Ward found that her fortune changed quickly once she was
outside Justus Township. To induce Gloria Ward to come out, the Utah
state charges were dropped against her, and Lynn Nielsen was given tem
porary custody of the girls, but on June 7, a Utah judge gave the girls into
the custody of Robert Gunn, the father of Courtnie. Gloria Ward angrily
predicted that her predicament would adversely affect the outcome of the
standoff, but it did not seem to have an influence. 141
The negotiations with the remaining Freemen, particularly with
Edwin Clark, continued. Both the elderly Clark brothers had medical
problems, and there was the on-going health problem of Edwin's son,
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Gloria Ward (on right) is escorted out of justus Township with her two daughters, Courtnie
Joy Christensen (10) and Jaylynn Joy Mangum (8). Americans who said the FBI should have
used force against the Freemen overlooked the fact that children were inside justus
Township. (AP Photo)

Casey. The Clark family finally decided that their ultimate commitment
was to each other's well-being instead of to their land. Subsequently in
court, Edwin Clark and Casey Clark continued to demonstrate commit
ment to Freemen ideology, but the Clark family's primary commitment
was to each other. Edwin Clark from this point emerged as the Freeman
who persuaded the others to leave Justus Township.
How were the other Freemen-the "do or die" ideologically committed
Freemen -persuaded to come out? Phillip Arnold had recommended that the
FBI bring in as intermediaries attorneys familiar with Freemen Common
Law interpretations. On June 1 0, three attorneys affiliated with the rightwing
CAUSE Foundation, Kirk Lyons, Dave Holloway, and Lourie Salley, were
brought to Justus Township. In 1 993, Kirk Lyons had offered to assist the FBI
in the Branch Davidian siege but had been rebuffed. Ever since the begin
ning of the Freemen standoff, the CAUSE attorneys had been offering to
assist the FBI. They were able to serve successfully as third-party intermedi
aries because they understood and spoke both the language of the Freemen's
Common Law and the legal language of the federal establishment. By their
account, the three CAUSE attorneys quickly discerned that the Freemen
would exit Justus Township only if they had the approval of LeRoy
Schweitzer. On June 1 1, the three attorneys accompanied Edwin Clark as he
was flown to Billings, where he met in jail with LeRoy Schweitzer. An
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unnamed government source told the Associated Press that "Edwin had to
become at peace with LeRoy about it. He didn't want to go forward without
checking with LeRoy first." Schweitzer approved the five terms for the
Freemen's exit, and sent an audiotaped message to his colleagues in Justus
Township saying that it was time to take their fight into the courts. 142
On Wednesday, June 1 2, a self-assured sixteen-year-old Ashley Tay
lor, also known as Amanda Michele Kendricks, came out of Justus Town
ship. She looked relaxed with the FBI agents and very happy to be out.
But the plan to resolve peacefully the standoff was endangered on June 1 2,
when Dean Clark and a friend drove tractors onto the property and began
plowing. They left when FBI agents asked them to stop. t 43
On June 13, 1 996, the sixteen remaining Freemen peacefully exited
Justus Township. Prior to coming out, they spent the entire day catalogu
ing and packing up all their papers, evidence for their defense. The boxes
were put on a Ryder rental truck driven onto the property by Represen
tative Karl Ohs. Ohs was the person they trusted with their evidence.
About 1 1 :00 A.M., Kirk Lyons and Lourie Salley lowered the upside-down
American flag and raised a Confederate battle flag taken from the wall of
the Freemen's schoolroom. Thus, the CAUSE attorneys signaled to their
friends that they had successfully answered the Freemen's distress call; the
Freemen were coming out. At about 6:00 P. M . , Edwin Clark escorted
the Freemen, two at a time, to FBI vehicles. The Freemen did not con
sider themselves to be surrendering, because they did not acknowledge
the authority of the FBI or the federal government. As the Freemen were
arrested by the FBI agents, the Freemen delivered arrest warrants to the FBI
agents for operating outside the FBI's jurisdiction. Unlike the FBI's treat
ment of the Branch Davidians in front of the news cameras, the Freemen
left with dignity and were not handcuffed, put in leg irons, or dressed in
prison clothing. An FBI agent in a Suburban at the end of the caravan dis
creetly waved a small American flag for the news cameras. After the con
voy left for Billings, FBI agents lowered the Confederate flag. t 44
The FBI received immediate public criticism for being "too nice" to
the Freemen and for not taking aggressive action, but FBI agents achieved
a breakthrough in dealing with a revolutionary nativist millennia! group.
The FBI avoided exacerbating the Freemen's dualism (us versus them per
spective) and sense of persecution, and they found a way for the Freemen
to be taken into custody while simultaneously permitting the Freemen to
preserve their allegiance to their ultimate concern.
The Millennial G oal Preserved

The Freemen were never made to feel that it was utterly impossible to
achieve their ultimate concern. After the angry departures of Bo Gritz and
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Charles Duke, the Freemen realized that the Christian Patriot militias were
not going to come to their aid, and therefore they would not be able to
ignite the second American Revolution. FBI agents maintained a low-key
presence and applied pressure cautiously. The primary reason the Freemen
agreed to come out of Justus Township was that they were enabled to do so
in a manner in which they could remain true to their ultimate concern. They
did not surrender to the authority of the United States's federal government.
The Freemen did not abandon their battle to establish the true "united
States" consisting of sovereign state republics and townships; they merely
changed the venue of their fight from Justus Township to the federal courts.
After the resolution of the standoff, CAUSE attorney Kirk Lyons
revealed to the press the five terms that had been negotiated:
1 . Representative Karl Ohs would take custody of the Freemen's
evidence and publish a signed statement to that effect in the
three Montana newspapers.
2. Each of the Freemen who wished an attorney's assistance
would retain 5 1 percent control of his or her own case with
co-counsel. Co-counsel would have to agree to be sworn in
according to the Freemen's Common Law system, and swear to
fight for "unfettered and unobstructed subpoena power. "
3. The federal government would not oppose bond for Emmett
and Ralph Clark if their health warranted release from prison.
4. Supporters and co-counsel would work to ensure that the
incarcerated Freemen could meet together.
5. Arraignment would be with co-counsel after being sworn in.
Lyons reported that CAUSE Foundation attorneys would not repre
sent the Freemen, but that they had agreed to look for attorneys with
whom the Freemen could work.145 As one official summarized the deal,
"They wanted to choose their own public defenders outside the govern
ment system and control their own evidence- which of course were
things they were already entitled [to] under the law."1 46 Once assured they
would retain control over their court defenses, and that their evidence, or
what I would term their "scripture,"147 was in safekeeping, the Freemen
came out of Justus Township to argue in court that the federal legal sys
tem was illegitimate -just as other Freemen were already doing. The
Freemen's battle against Babylon would be fought within the belly of
the beast- the federal court system.

I.
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During the Freemen standoff, a student of LeRoy Schweitzer, Eliza
beth Broderick, who had been teaching seminars on Common Law and
the federal financial system in southern California, was charged and
brought to trial. On April 25, Elizabeth Broderick and four others were
arrested and indicted. When she appeared in court, Broderick threw the
indictment on the floor and denied that the court had jurisdiction over
her. 148 This type of defiant and dramatic refusal to cooperate with the legal
process would be displayed also by the Montana Freemen.
In their first courtroom appearance on June 14, 1 996, in Billings, the
fourteen Freemen pointed out that the yellow-fringed American flag in
the courtroom was "a military flag with an [sic] maritime/admiralty
jurisdiction under which no common law rights to the people exist. "149
Steven Hance declared, "This is not my flag, and this is not my court."
Judge Robert M. Holter retorted, "My brother died for that flag. " Steven
Hance also asserted, "My venue is the common law and my only law
giver is Yahweh." All the Freemen except Ralph Clark refused to accept
court-appointed attorneys. Rodney Skurdal vehemently renounced U.S.
federal authority over him and claimed Common Law rights. Dale Jacobi
attempted to argue, but the judge cut him off by saying, "I run a tight
ship. I do the talking around here . " Russell Landers wore a red-white
and-blue stars-and-stripes shirt to court, and Dana Dudley Landers
asserted, "I am a Christian. My flag is red, white and blue, it's an Amer
ican flag. The holy Scriptures are my law. I'm not familiar with your tri
bunals. " Cherlyn Petersen was close to tears. 1 so
On June 20, 1 996, U.S. Magistrate Richard Anderson arraigned
Dale Jacobi, Casey Clark, Ralph Clark, Rodney Skurdal, Cherlyn
Petersen, and Emmett Clark. Casey Clark told the judge that he
wanted to stay in j ail: " I don't trust Nick Murnion [Garfield County
attorney] . I ain't going nowhere. " The judge ordered that Casey Clark
be held in Yellowstone County j ail until trial. Ralph Clark refused to
enter a plea, but permitted his court-appointed attorney to speak for
him. Rodney Skurdal objected to the judge reading the indictment, say
ing, "I did not give you power of attorney. " The judge said, "That is
true, " and read the indictment, after which Skurdal replied, " I charge
you with one count of perjury and one count of treason. " Dale Jacobi
voiced his objection vehemently, "I didn't want to go to Australia and
have a kangaroo court." He said to the judge, " I hope your mother is
really proud of you . . . . " Jacobi was removed from court and taken to a
holding cell. I S I
The June 25, 1 996, hearing before U.S. Magistrate Richard Anderson
was raucous. Steven Hance threatened the judge, "You're going down, son."
As Hance was led from the courtroom, he shouted, "Contempt? That's not
a strong enough word ! " Edwin Clark peacefully stated, "I stand on my
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objection that you have no jurisdiction. S o I will make no plea." Jon Barry
Nelson was ejected from the courtroom and taken to a holding cell.1 s2
Also on June 25, Gloria Ward represented herself in a Utah courtroom in
an attempt to regain custody of her two daughters. Ward argued that she was
a law-abiding woman, "I haven't even had a ticket in my life, let alone any
criminal activity." Ward noted the yellow fringe on the court's flag saying that
it indicated an admiralty court subject to the Emergency War Powers Act of
1933, and that act gave custody to mothers who were neither immoral or
unfit. The judge retorted, "Fringe or no fringe, this court is not a military tri
bunal or an admiralty court. It is a court of law of the state of Utah." Is3
In a Billings courtroom on July 1 0, 1 996, Steven Hance again was
removed and taken to a holding cell. Hance objected to being represented
by a court-appointed attorney.154
On July 1 7, 1 996, a courtroom drama unfolded that demonstrated the
power of the Freemen worldview to interpret reality differently from con
ventional views. This incident prompted jubilation nationwide among
Christian Patriots because it was seen as a significant Common Law victory.
U.S. District Judge James M. Burns decided to get acquainted with the
Freemen in groups of six. He appeared in the courtroom without his
judge's robes, and he told the Freemen about his personal background.
Burns stressed the importance of civil behavior, and the Freemen spoke
respectfully. At these sessions, a number of the Freemen appointed LeRoy
Schweitzer as their counsel. The news reporter noted that during the July 1 7
meeting, Schweitzer, "stood, declared himself chief justice of their supreme
court and started to talk about extradition proceedings." Judge Burns inter
rupted him and moved the conversation to other matters. The reporter
noted that "Schweitzer and the judge seemed to establish a rapport. " Iss
Subsequently, Schweitzer as "chief Justice" of the "united States of
America" issued a "Protective Order of Release" to "hearing officer James
M. Burns" to release the Freemen and transport them back "to our
Church (asylum) state. "156 The word was put out on a World Wide Web
site maintained by a Freeman in Alaska, that because Judge Burns had
appeared with no robes he had acknowledged the authority of Schweitzer
as chief justice of Justus Township's Common Law court: "We have Won
a major step in the road of thousands of steps to restoration of the Com
mon Law! ! ! ! ! ! ! Say a prayer tonight for the Republic! " I S7 On July 24,
1 996, the Billings Gazette reported that it had received excited calls from
people in California, Florida, Oklahoma, and North Carolina, who had
heard on radio shows or had received faxes that the Freemen had won
their cases and were being released. These reports were denied by the
Montana attorney general and the Yellowstone County sheriff, the latter
having been appointed by Schweitzer as special bailiff and ordered to
appear before the Freemen's supreme court to release the Freemen. Iss
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A Christian Patriot writer, J. Patrick Shannan, subsequently reported
how the incident was viewed by the Freemen.
On Wednesday, July 1 7, 1 996, six justices were seated in a
Billings, Montana, courtroom and became the first common law
grand jury to be heard in 1 35 years in America. Their purpose
was to pass judgment over a lower jurisdiction. With apparent
deference, Federal District Judge James Burns appeared on the
bench without his black robe in the United States Courthouse
to direct the proceedings. After an introductory statement he
yielded to the superior court in the charge of Chief Justice
Leroy Schweitzer.
The other five justices were Stuart Waterhouse, Russ Landers,
Elwin Ward, Rod Skurdal, and Emmitt [sic] Clark. They flashed
a smile of pride each time Judge Burns referred to their old friend,
Leroy, as "Chief Justice Schweitzer. " In a complete turnaround,
Burns recognized the authenticity of the common law court while
insinuating that even he was disappointed in the American public
for falling into a slumber and allowing the nation to reach the
point it has. Chief Justice Schweitzer then took over the proceed
ings and presented facts to the board of the other five justices. He
admonished the prosecution attorneys not to object, because "I
will only overrule you."
All of the names above are those of six of the Freemen
arrested last month and incarcerated without bail by the federal
judiciary. The common law venue is what they had been asking
for since long before any confrontation with law enforcement.
Amazingly, it was granted.
Chief Justice Schweitzer cited the national Constitution and
that of Montana, and dozens of sections from USC Titles 26 and
28, and supplemental United States Codes to prove the judicial
authority of this court to act. The justices conferred for a short
time before issuing the order of this superior court to abort the

forthcoming trial of the Freemen by the federal judiciary and to
release them from custody. This meant that the 22 American
nationals had now been acquitted of all charges, and unless some
one from the federal side of this legal fracas could quickly find
something unlawful about this proceeding, this common law
grand jury decision would prevail.
The following Monday, July 22nd, the written order of this
court was served upon the Yellowstone County Sheriff, the clerk
of the county court, and the aforementioned District Judge James
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M. Burns. The sanguine Freemen expected to be released in a
matter of days. (Emphasis in the original) I 59
Other Christian Patriots across the nation were in various ways bat
tling Babylon, and federal agents were busy attempting to contain the rev
olution. At the end of June 1 996, the Texas attorney general filed suit
against twenty-six leaders of the Republic of Texas, who were flooding
Texas courts with thousands of liens and documents. l60 In early July 1 996,
twelve members of the Viper Militia were arrested in Phoenix, Arizona,
for allegedly plotting to blow up federal buildings. On July 1 8, 1 996, the
New York Times reported that about 600 New York City employees had
made false declarations on their W-4 forms so that no federal or state taxes
were withheld from their paychecks. Of these people, fifteen were city
housing police officers who had declared up to 99 dependents on their W4 forms. Others included city police officers and correction officers. Some
claimed they owed no taxes because they lived in the Republic of New
York. In court, some of the officers stated that they did not recognize the
court's authority; they were not citizens as defined by the federal tax code.
Other officers refused to be fingerprinted or have their photos taken, and
they refused to give their home addresses and telephone numbers. A
detective, Jose Lugo, who had recently served federal warrants and had
the job of arresting and booking criminals, said, "I have no standing in this
court. I am not here voluntarily. I have committed no crime. This court
has no jurisdiction, and I demand to be released immediately." 161 At the
end of July 1 996 in Seattle, eight people including four militia members
were charged with constructing pipe bombs and converting rifles into
automatic weapons in preparation for war. During the hearing, William
Stanton (not the convicted Montana Freeman) objected to the yellow
fringed American flag in the courtroom. I 62
Once they were in federal custody, the Freemen's utilization of their
Common Law was excluded. On August 1 3, 1 996, U.S. District Judge
James M. Burns stated that documents filed for the Freemen by sympa
thizers were "bunkum," ordered that they be removed and that future
attempts to file Freemen Common Law documents be refused. Warren
Stone, who had been filing documents for the Freemen, despaired, "We've
lost our law. " 1 63 Repeatedly, whenever a Freeman spoke up to defend him
self with the Freemen Common Law, he was removed from the court
room to a holding cell where he watched on a closed-circuit television a
court-appointed attorney represent him.
The Freemen's papers stored in the Ryder rental truck were seized,
and Judge Burns hired an expert to computerize the documents' contents
so they could be available to defense attorneys.I64 After the documents
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were organized and saved on CD-ROMs, audiotapes, and videotapes,
they were offered to the Freemen for use in preparing their cases.
In September 1 996, LeRoy M. Schweitzer was convicted by a federal
jury of failing to file income tax forms in the 1 980s. Schweitzer defended
himself by arguing that as an "American National who [had] expatiated
himself from the United States, he was not subject to the jurisdiction of
the federal government or its court system." Schweitzer attempted to
enter as evidence various Common Law documents including the Bible
and an $8 million lien against the judge. The judge refused to admit these
as evidence, prompting Schweitzer to declare, "This court is a sham pro
ceeding. " In turn, the judge declared Schweitzer's arguments as having
" no more bearing in law than an ounce of sand."165
In 1 997, it was clear that federal agents were continuing to work to
contain the second American Revolution. In January it was reported that
federal authorities had arrested or were investigating 1 5 1 people with
Freemen ties in twenty-three states. Many of these persons had taken
classes with LeRoy M. Schweitzer, in which he taught that the banking
system was illegal. These individuals had issued financial instruments
totaling $2. 1 7 billion. In February, two men were convicted in Califor
nia for utilizing Freemen financial documents.166 In Seattle, evidence was
presented in the U.S. District Court in the trial of members of the Wash
ington State Militia that they had planned to "go to war" with the fed
eral government if it took aggressive action against the Freemen during
the standoff. In March, three Christian Patriots from Sandpoint, Idaho,
linked to Christian Identity and calling themselves " ambassadors of the
kingdom of Yahweh, " were put on trial in Spokane, Washington, for
twice robbing a U.S. Bank branch and pipe-bombing a newspaper office
and a Planned Parenthood clinic, all in Spokane. They were found
guilty. 16 7 In June 1 997, the FBI released to the press copies of two letters
signed by the "Army of God" declaring "total war" on federal agents,
"the ungodly communist regime in New York and your legaslative
bureaucratic [sic] lackey's [sic] in Washington. " One letter concluded
with, " Death to the New World Order. " The Army of God was a name
used by anti-abortion militants since the 1 980s. FBI agents speculated
that the Army of God letters were probably linked to the perpetrator(s)
of three bombing incidents in the Atlanta area: the Centennial Olympic
Park bombing in summer 1 996; the bombing of a family planning and
abortion clinic on January 1 6, 1 997; and the bombing of a lesbian bar on
February 2 1 , 1 997. 168 In July, five men and two women with militia con
nections were arrested and charged with plotting and arming themselves
to attack U.S. military bases beginning with Fort Hood at Killeen, Texas,
where they believed United Nations troops were stationed preparing to
take control of America. l 69
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O n January 23, 1 997, U.S. District Judge James M . Burns asked the
Freemen if they were ready for trial, and most of them replied that they
still did not acknowledge the federal court's jurisdiction over them. Seven
teen of the twenty-four defendants were representing themselves, but only
Dana Dudley Landers was working on her defense by utilizing the Free
men documents that had been put on 40 CD- ROMs, 5,000 audiotapes, and
1 72 videotapes. 170
Russell Landers was tried in a North Carolina U.S. District Court begin
ning on January 14, 1 997. On the first day of trial, Landers came to court
waving a postage stamp with the American flag on it, saying, " I'm here under
my American flag of peace. Since I don't see any flag in the room, I brought
my own with me."171 LeRoy Schweitzer, identifying himself as "chief justice
LeRoy Michael of Justus Township," testified in Landers's North Carolina
trial. Schweitzer explained that the Freemen regarded their "comptroller
warrants" as valid documents. "'I explicitly told the people the warrants
were good and why they were good,' he said. 'We had the proof. How could
they not believe?"' Schweitzer denied that the Freemen had plans to kill any
one. But Schweitzer explained that the Freemen could make "lawful arrests"
and after due process a person could be executed for treason. "'Lawful arrests
are part of the supreme court duties,' he said. 'But only under lawful process.
We do everything lawful."'172 Russell Landers also faced a trial in Montana.
In January 1 997, there were news reports about the Republic of Texas
(RoT), which claimed to be a sovereign nation, led by Richard L. McLaren
(43) in west Texas. McLaren filed liens against Texas Governor George W.
Bush, state officials, businesses, and individuals, and issued drafts drawn
on the Republic of Texas Trust. When a reporter told McLaren that state
officials considered his activities "paper terrorism,'' McLaren retorted,
"This is not paper terrorism. It's a paper war. It's our only real ability to
fight." McLaren warned the reporter, "If they [the feds] try to cut this
embassy off, there will be a military reprisal, I promise you. Within six
hours, probably 2,000 men will hit this site to defend the Republic. " 173
The Republic of Texas had a chief of security, and militia members lived
nearby. McLaren's computer screen displayed two messages:
Rule #1 : Texas is an independent nation.
Rule #2: We will never surrenderY4
Information on how to become a citizen of the Republic of Texas pro
vided at a web site expressed the following ultimate concern:
Becoming a Citizen of the Republic vests you with all the rights
and freedoms of Citizenship, as well as placing you under the
jurisdiction of the Common Law. You will then experience lib-
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erty and freedom, rather than a life filled with oppression, regu
lation, and government red tape.J7s
On April 27, 1 997, a standoff ensued between McLaren's Republic of
Texas and Texas Rangers. When RoT members were arrested, other RoT
members retaliated by forcibly breaking into the home of two neighbors
(whom they identified as FBI informants and as enemies), and took them
into custody. After a peaceful exchange of prisoners between the RoT and
the Texas Rangers occurred, the standoff continued. The standoff con
cluded on May 3, 1 997, when McLaren and the head Texas Ranger signed
a cease-fire agreement that promised that McLaren would be given the
opportunity to argue his case for Texas sovereignty in a federal court. The
cease-fire agreement resolved the RoT standoff quickly, because it per
mitted McLaren to maintain his commitment to his ultimate concern, even
while being taken into custody by the Texas Rangers. McLaren and other
members of the Republic of Texas continued their efforts to have Texas
recognized as a sovereign state. 1 76 Two RoT men fled into the countryside
before McLaren was taken into custody. Mike Matson (43) was killed in a
confrontation with Texas law enforcement agents on May 5, 1 997. Richard
Frank Keyes III (22) was taken into custody by FBI agents on September
1 9, 1 997. 1 77
During 1 997, attorneys and judges in Yellowstone County, Montana,
noted an increase in the number of incarcerated defendants dismissing
their court-appointed attorneys and conducting their own defenses
according to the principles of Freemen Common Law. The Freemen in
Yellowstone County jail were teaching their understanding of Common
Law to other inmates, who were charged with a variety of crimes. Accord
ing to Yellowstone County Public Defender Sandy Selvey, "They read the
statutes very literally but don't know how to interpret." U.S. Attorney
Sherry Matteucci said, "These ideas are very, very, almost seductive to
incarcerated individuals," because they purported to give autonomy to those
who felt helpless at being imprisoned and charged with crimes. Matteucci
said that prison inmates were entitled to discuss ideas, but predicted, "I
think the attraction to these ideas will diminish as people continue to be
unsuccessful in their application." Defendants in other parts of the United
States likewise attempted to utilize Freemen Common Law to escape their
difficulties. Some of these defendants were Native Americans and African
Americans.178 Freemen Common Law methods, a type of imitative magic,
could be extrapolated from the racist Christian Identity ideology and uti
lized to attempt to secure well-being by a variety of oppressed persons.
Early in May 1 998, Freemen supporters attempted to utilize Com
mon Law magic again to obtain the release of the Freemen scheduled for
trial in U.S. District Court beginning on May 26, 1 998. Four men
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claimed t o be special marshals and gave the Yellowstone sheriff
"appointment papers " and a list of the Freemen to be "self deported
back to the great state of Montana, Garfield County. " The sheriff
refused to comply in releasing the Freemen from jail.179
The D ecision Not to Com mit Violen ce and Subsequen t
Develop m ents within the FBI

I

l

During the 1 996 Freemen standoff, the FBI negotiators tended to continue
to interpret the Freemen according to their familiar FBI worldview, which
discounted religious talk as being a "cover" for criminal activities or as only
an expression of psychological needs and pathology. FBI agents continued
to want to use punitive measures that work when applied to criminals. The
Freemen were fortunate that the standoff occurred during a presidential
election year and that Attorney General Janet Reno was determined to keep
the standoff nonviolent. It was likely that FBI agents consulted outside
experts on religion upon orders from the Justice Department.
The persistent advice given by Barkun, Arnold, Rosenfeld, and
myself, that aggressive action not be taken against the Freemen and that
the Freemen's religious worldview be taken seriously, paid off. The
Freemen were not severely pressured to the point of despair in achieving
their ultimate concern. Ways finally were found for the Freemen to sur
render without compromising their commitment to their religious goal.
This was a tremendous breakthrough for law enforcement- to refrain
from wiping out a revolutionary nativist millennia! group with its clear
challenge to civil authority. The Freemen were offered terms that permit
ted them to remain true to their ultimate concern and exit Justus Town
ship and be taken into custody. The Freemen believed that they had
received assurance that they would be able to continue their battle against
the federal government in the federal courts.
The successful terms offered to the Freemen permitted them to remain
true to their ultimate concern and be taken into custody.1 80 The Freemen
standoff was resolved peacefully because the Freemen believed that they
had the nonviolent means to achieve their ultimate concern after leaving
Justus Township. FBI agents, in accordance with our advice, had refrained
from taking aggressive actions against a millennia! group possessing a
dualistic, apocalyptic worldview.
For some time after the Montana episode, the signs were ambiguous
about whether FBI agents realized the significance of religion in resolving
the Freemen standoff peacefully. The roles played by Barkun, Arnold,
Rosenfeld, and myself were not mentioned by FBI agents to the media. In
an interview given to the Associated Press, Dwayne Fuselier did not men
tion the importance of understanding religion in peacefully concluding
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the standoff. 181 But the Religious Studies scholars each received letters
from Robin Montgomery thanking us for our input, and Mr. Mont
gomery verbally declared to Dr. Arnold that our method (taking religion
seriously) "works. " 1 82 FBI consultants attended the national meetings of
the Society for the Scientific Study of Religion (SSSR) and the American
Academy of Religion (AAR) in November 1 996, and I was asked to com
pile a list of religion scholars for the FBI. The relatively speedy resolution
of the Republic of Texas standoff suggested that lessons might have been
learned, by the FBI agents, about how to deal with ultimately concerned
persons. (Texas Rangers were in charge of the RoT standoff, but they were
advised by FBI agents. 1 83) Subsequently, however, FBI negotiators told
Jayne Seminare Docherty, a conflict resolution expert, that they found the
Religious Studies advice to be irrelevant to resolving the Freemen stand
off, and that they found that the Religious Studies scholars required "high
maintenance" because we kept asking for more data to analyze. 184
To explore the issue further, I organized a Special Topics Forum
for the 1 998 meeting of the American Academy of Religion in Orlando,
Florida, entitled "Believers, Law Enforcement Agents, and Religion Schol
ars: Communicating across Worldviews of Religious and Professional Dis
ciplines. " 1 85 I invited the FBI to send a negotiator to participate on this
panel, but the invitation was declined.
On June 5, 1 998, Barbara DeConcini, executive director of the Amer
ican Academy of Religion, Eugene Gallagher, and I met in Washington,
D.C., with Roger Nisley, the current director of the Critical Incident
Response Group, and other agents. In this productive meeting, the agents
said they were receptive to using Religious Studies scholars as advisers
and as "worldview translators"J s6 in cases involving religious groups. I
was surprised and pleased when I saw the agents smiling and their heads
nodding when I discussed "ultimate concern."
FBI agents attended the 1 998 meeting of the American Academy of
Religion where they attended sessions and engaged in conversations
with Religious Studies scholars. Also in 1 998, four Religious Studies
scholars visited the FBI Academy in three separate visits. Ian Reader is
an expert on Aum Shinrikyo, Massimo Introvigne is an expert on Euro
pean and American new religions, Jean-Franc;ois Mayer is an expert on
the Solar Temple, and James T. Richardson is a sociologist of new reli
gious movements. There were additional meetings between scholars and
FBI agents in 1 999.
These face-to-face meetings between FBI agents and Religious Studies
scholars have begun to promote communication across our divergent pro
fessional worldviews. Given the nature of the institution that is the FBI,
the agents will determine the extent to which they make use of the Reli-
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gious Studies expertise that is relevant to their work. The peaceful resolu
tion of the Freemen standoff is a breakthrough and major accomplishment
for law enforcement agents dealing with millennia! groups. If FBI and
other law enforcement agents actively develop professional contacts with
scholars of the religions, Religious Studies advice will be useful to them as
they attempt to avoid future Wacos.
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citizens and the FBI that was just beginning.
A secret war has been developing for the last year between the
regime in Washington and an ever growing number of white people
who are determined to regain what our forefathers discovered,
explored, conquered, settled, built and died for [America].
The FBI has been able to keep this war secret only because up until
now we have been doing nothing more than growing and preparing.
The government, however, seems determined to force the issue, so we
have no choice left but to stand up and fight back. Hail victory!
After describing various conflicts with FBI agents and stating that "to be an FBI
agent is to be nothing more than a mercenary for the ADL [Anti-Defamation
League] and Tel Aviv," Mathews alleged incidents in which FBI agents threat
ened members of his family. Mathews concluded his last letter by affirming his
willingness to die for his ultimate concern.
I am not going into hiding: rather I will press the FBI and let them
know what it is like to become the hunted. Doing so it is only logical
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to assume that my days on this planet are rapidly drawing to a close.
Even so, I have no fear. For the reality of life is death, and the worst
the enemy can do to me is shorten my tour of duty in this world. I
will leave knowing that my family and friel).ds love me and support
me. I will leave knowing I have made the ultimate sacrifice to secure
the future of my children.
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CHAPTER SEVEN

Other Cases Briefly Considered:
Solar Temple and Heaven's Gate

1994, 1995, 1997- SOLAR TEMPLE

THE VI OLENCE

On October 4, 1994, a fire erupted in a condominium complex in Morin
Heights, Quebec, near Montreal. Two members of the Solar Temple, Gerry
and Colette Genoud, died in the fire. Three more bodies were found hid
den in a storage closet. Tony Dutoit had been stabbed fifty times in the
back, and his wife, Nicki Dutoit, had been stabbed eight times in the back,
four in the throat, and once in each breast. Their three-month-old baby,
Christopher Emmanuel, had been stabbed six times in the chest. Police
subsequently determined that the murders of the Dutoit family had
occurred on September 30.
On October 4, 1994, just before midnight, police were called to inves
tigate a burning barn in Cheiry, Switzerland. Inside they found a hidden
room that contained the bodies of eighteen people wearing capes and
arranged in a circle like spokes on a wheel. Three more bodies were found
in an octagonal room with mirrors, and one body was found in the room
of a nearby farmhouse. Twenty-one of these individuals had been shot,
and fourteen had plastic bags over their heads. Police later concluded that
most of these people were killed on October 3. 1
About 3:00 A.M. on October 5, 1994, fire broke out in a complex of
three chalets owned by the Solar Temple in Granges-sur-Salvan, Switzerland,
sixty kilometers from Cheiry. Twenty-five bodies were found scattered
around two of the chalets. The number of Solar Temple members dead in
Switzerland included four children and three teenagers.2
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A magistrate in Switzerland concluded that, of the fifty-two Solar
Temple deaths in Quebec and Switzerland in 1994, only fifteen were true
suicides committed by those who regarded themselves as "the Awakened."
Thirty people dubbed the "Immortals" were lured into participating in a
ritual in which they ingested tranquilizers and then were shot. Seven
members considered "traitors" were executed.3
Shortly after the winter solstice of 1995, sixteen Solar Temple members,
including three children, were found dead in the woods near Grenoble,
France. They had been drugged and shot, and their bodies burned. Four
teen of the dead had been arranged in a circular star formation. The bod
ies of two others were found nearby and were identified as a French police
officer and a French immigration inspector, who apparently shot the four
teen and started the fire that consumed the bodies. Some of the deceased
had left behind notes about going to "see another world."4
On March 22, 1997, five Solar Temple believers were found dead in a
home in Saint-Casimir, Quebec. An elderly woman was suffocated in a plas
tic bag, while Bruno Klaus and three other adults died in a fire that
engulfed the house. All had taken tranquilizers. Three teenagers had been
spared from participating in this group suicide. s
All of these people were members or former members of the Solar
Temple (Ordre du Temple Solaire, OTS). "Transit letters" or "Testaments,"
received by journalists, government officials, and scholars after the 1994
deaths explained that some of those deaths involved the execution of
"traitors," some of the other murders were intended to help weaker Solar
Temple members make a transit to a higher world, and the remaining
deaths were self-inflicted by those strong enough to make the transit them
selves.6 The transit was to salvation in a higher realm of existence and con
sciousness. The believers would receive "glorious 'solar bodies' on the star
Sirius,"7 but Jupiter and Venus were also mentioned by Solar Temple
believers as their destination.8
LUC jOURET AND jOSEPH 01 MAMBRO

The leaders of the Solar Temple were Joseph Di Mambro and Luc Jouret.
Joseph Di Mambro was the leader who used the attractive and younger
Luc Jouret as a front man and proselytizer for the group.
Dr. Luc Jouret (1947-1994) was born in the Belgian Congo (today called
Zaire), earned a medical degree at the Free University of Brussels in 1974,
served in the Belgian army as a paratrooper, traveled to India where he
became interested in homeopathic medicine, and in the 1980s established a
thriving homeopathic medical practice in France, Switzerland, and Canada.
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Luc jouret. (Photo courtesy of Simpos)

Jouret and Joseph Di Mambro founded the Ordre International
Chevalresque Tradition Solaire in 1984, which was later called the Ordre
du Temple Solaire (OTS). The Solar Temple was a secret society with sev
eral other organizations, Club Amenta and Club Archedia serving as
fronts. Jouret was a popular public speaker on the New Age circuit, giv
ing lectures in Belgium, France, Switzerland, Quebec, and Martinique. In
1984, Jouret was a paid motivational speaker at two district offices of
Hydro-Quebec, Quebec's public hydroelectric utility. Persons drawn to
his message were first directed into the Clubs Amenta and Archedia, and
those deemed ready were funneled into the Solar Temple. 9
Joseph Di Mambro (1924-1994) was the leader of the Solar Temple,
although he preferred to direct the group from behind the scenes. Born
in France, he became a watchmaker and jeweler. From 1956 to 1969 he
belonged to the Rosicrucian order AMORC, and became the Master of
the AMORC Lodge in Nimes, France. During the 1970s, Di Mambro
made a full-time career as a New Age teacher. In 1973, he founded the
Center for the Preparation of the New Age in Annemasse, France, close
to Switzerland. In 1976, he founded a communal group, La Pyramide,
near Geneva, Switzerland. In 1978, Di Mambro founded the Golden
Way Foundation in Geneva. The Golden Way Foundation became the
parent of the Solar Temple. Di Mambro functioned as a prophet speak
ing the words of the enlightened Masters of the Great White Brother
hood, who were believed to guide evolution on planet Earth. Di
Mambro claimed to be the reincarnation of Osiris, Akhnaton, Moses,
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and Cagliostro, and his followers saw him as a "Cosmic Master." 10
Immediately prior to the transit, the 70-year-old Di Mambro was very
ill, suffering from kidney failure and incontinence as well as severe dia
betes, and he believed he had cancer.11
Jouret and Di Mambro both died in the 1994 transit.
SO LAR TEMPLE

The Solar Temple was a Neo-Templar secret society that participated in
the diffuse Western occult tradition, which includes Freemasonry, Rosi
crucianism, Neo-Templar, and Theosophical groups.
Contemporary N eo-Templar groups claim to be the heirs to the
Order of the Temple founded in 1118-1119, whose members participated
in crusades and were persecuted by the French monarch, Philip the Fair,
who had all known Templars arrested. The organization was then dis
solved by Pope Clement V. Fifty-four Templars were burned at the stake
on May 12, 1310, and their Grand Master, Jacques de Molay, was burned
four years later. I 2
The Solar Temple leaders were influenced by Jacques Breyer, who
founded the Sovereign Order of the Solar Temple (OSTS) after his mysti
cal experiences in 1952 in the castle at Arginy, France, and by Julien Ori
gas (1920-1983), who founded a Renewed Order of the Temple (ORT).13
The Solar Temple members were well-to-do, educated people. Those
who died in 1994 included a high-ranking official in the Quebec government,
a reporter for a Quebec newspaper, a retired sales manager for the Swiss
watch corporation Piaget, a mayor of a Quebec town, and a wealthy Geneva
businessman.1 4 The Solar Temple appealed to French-speaking people of
Roman Catholic background. The elaborate Solar Temple liturgies appear to
have been an important attraction to the believers, along with the promise
that, through participation in rituals, they would achieve the enlightened con
sciousness necessary for their inclusion in the coming Age of Aquarius. Di
Mambro had contrived appearances of the Masters, utilizing electronic and
laser technology in the group's Sanctuaire at Salvan. The technology used to
facilitate the appearances of the Masters was created by Tony Dutoit.15
The community of Solar Temple members was said to be an egregore,
possessing a "common aura" or "bank of consciousness" that would usher
in the New Age. I 6
In the 1980s, a Solar Temple commune was established at St. Anne
de-Perade, Quebec, to be an "ark of safety" during the coming apoca
lyptic tribulation. Jouret was to govern this commune, but its members
resented his high-handed interference in their personal lives. In 1987, the
commune's administrative council voted J ouret out of office and
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elected another person. The European branch of the Solar Temple did
not accept this decision, and the episode put Jouret in some disgrace in
Di Mambro's eyesY
In general, however, the Solar Temple members permitted their iden
tities and marriages to be rearranged by the leaders. Di Mambro would
identify various members as the reincarnations of various famous people
and even deities, such as Bernard de Clairvaux, Joseph of Arimathea,
Queen Hapshetphout, and Ram. Members often were paired in "cosmic
marriages" between partners with significant age differences.l8
Di Mambro was attracted to the idea that his group would produce
exceptional children, important to the world's destiny. Di Mambro's son,
Elie (1965-1994), was said to have been conceived on Mount Carmel, a
mountain in the Holy Land associated with the prophet Elias. The Solar
Temple aimed to conceive and rear nine "cosmic children," who would
bring in the New Age. Foremost among these children was Emmanuelle
(age 12 when she died in the 1994 transit), who was the daughter of Di
Mambro and Dominique Bellaton. Di Mambro and Bellaton staged an
"immaculate conception" in the Sanctuaire when a Master pointed his
sword, which emitted a laser beam that appeared to illuminate Bellaton's
throat. Di Mambro, thus, was raising an avatar (in Hinduism, "descent"),
the messiah who would bring in the New Age. To keep Emmanuelle
pure, she had to wear a helmet and gloves, and no one but family mem
bers were permitted to touch her. Her father always referred to
Emmanuelle as "he." At age twelve, however, Emmanuelle was becoming
unruly and expressing interest in teenage popular culture.19
At the height of the Solar Temple's membership in January 1989, there
were 442 members: 90 in Switzerland, 187 in France, 53 in Martinique, 16
in the United States, 86 in Canada, and 10 in Spain. The members made
considerable financial contributions to the Solar Temple. But in the 1990s,
the Solar Temple began losing members, and the former benefactors
demanded reimbursements. In 1990, Di Mambro's son, Elie, discovered
the technological means by which the Masters and other apparitions were
produced and spoke openly of the trickery, thereby increasing the num
ber of defections of members and their demands for the return of funds.
Elie separated from his father and the Solar Temple.20
A letter written to Di Mambro on December 10, 1993, by a devoted
Swiss believer, revealed the problems that beset the Solar Temple and indi
cated that Di Mambro's credibility as the Masters' prophet was eroding.
In France, in the south, lots of upheaval caused by suspicious talk
and the denigration in opposition to the hierarchy of the Order,
its authenticity and the integrity of its representatives are called
into doubt .... Rumors about embezzlement and various skull-
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duggery are propagated by influential ex-members. Many mem
bers of this degree have left or are leaving. They feel their ideals
have been betrayed. The three degrees of OTS are still kept out of
these grumblings (knock on wood!!!).
The same grumblings are heard [in Aquitaine] as in the Midi.
It is even said that you have failed because of money and
women, and you're no longer credible. This is very serious for
the order's mission.
There are even more serious grumblings, and you know
them. Here they are: everything that we saw and heard in certain
places has been a trick. I have known this for some time. Tony
[Dutoit] has been talking about for years already .... I have always
refused to pay attention to these rumors, but the evidence is
growing, and questions are being asked. This calls into question
many things I've seen, and messages. I would really be annoyed if
I thought I was sincerely prostrating myself in front of an illu
sion!!! .... There is enough stuff here to send less committed peo
ple packing. And all the resignations and departures of recent
times just confirm it.21
Di Mambro had instructed Nicki Dutoit not to bear children, but she
became pregnant and the Dutoit couple left Switzerland and moved to Que
bec, where they had a son they named Christopher Emmanuel. Di Mambro
felt that this child threatened the status of his daughter as the avatar, and he
concluded that the Dutoit infant was the Antichrist. The sins of the Dutoit
family were compounded by Tony Dutoit's revelations to Solar Temple
members that he was the engineer who created the apparitions of the Mas
ters in Salvan. The entire Dutoit family thus became regarded as dangerous
traitors, and they were ritually executed prior to the transit.22
The difficulties internal to the Solar Temple, and the cultural opposi
tion the Solar Temple experienced in the 1990s (see the following section
on persecution), appears to have prompted the inner circle in the summer
of 1994 to begin working to create a new organization, the Rose+Cross
Alliance (ARC), for the dedicated Solar Temple members.23 This effort
was aborted by the transits in October 1994.

CATASTROPHIC MI LLE N N I ALISM

The Solar Temple possessed a cosmology similar to that found in other
Western occult groups, including Theosophical groups, in which the evo
lution of consciousness is described as taking place in recurring cycles on
planets. At various points, the advanced seeds of consciousness (the fruit
of evolution on a planet) transfer from one planet to another, and the
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cycles of evolution continue.24 Whereas optimistic, progressive expecta
tions about the transition from the Age of Pisces to the Age of Aquarius
tend to stress the upward movement of a cycle of evolution, the Solar
Temple's experience of cultural opposition and internal stresses made
committed members focus instead on the downward movement of the
cycle, and they concluded that evolution had reached its end on Earth.
A Solar Temple liturgy, called the "Essenian rite," was a mass in which
Alice Bailey's "Great Invocation" was recited to invoke the Christ con
sciousness on Earth.2S The use of Bailey's Great Invocation is typical of
New Age millennialism with progressive, noncatastrophic expectations.26
But Solar Temple members believed that the transition from the Age of
Pisces to the Age of Aquarius would involve cataclysmic destruction, and
members were encouraged to finance and move to "life centers" in Canada
and Switzerland for safe refuge during the imminent upheaval. A farm
established in Quebec was particularly seen as an "ark of safety" in the
imminent tribulation. In the 1980s, the Solar Temple's orientation was
toward survivalism.27
In the 1990s, as a result of the weaknesses internal to the Solar Tem
ple, and the simultaneous experience of cultural opposition, the Solar
Temple leaders' views about the evolution of consciousness on Earth
became pessimistic, and a theology was developed to justify a transit to
escape Earth and the imminent cataclysm.
TH E PERSECUTI ON

The decision made by the inner circle of Solar Temple adepts, to make the
transit, occurred about the time the Solar Temple was experiencing cultural
opposition on a number of fronts, which they regarded as persecution.28
In 1991, a disgrunted defector, Rose-Marie Klaus contacted a Mon
treal anticult organization, Info-Secte, which then put out a letter warn
ing of the dangers of the Solar Temple to other Quebec organizations.
Klaus's husband had left her for a cosmic marriage to another woman,
and Klaus wanted to recoup her share of the money she and her husband
had donated to the Quebec commune. Klaus pursued a lawsuit to this
end, and she spoke against the Solar Temple in Martinique, which in turn
prompted some of those members to demand the return of their financial
contributions. Klaus incited negative media coverage of the Solar Temple
whenever she could.
In 1993, the Canadian police began to investigate whether the Solar
Temple was connected to a mysterious "Q-37" group that had threatened
to assassinate public officials (police later determined that Q-37 never
existed).29 On March 8, 1993, two Quebec members of the Solar Temple,
loyal to Jouret, were arrested for illegally purchasing three handguns
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with silencers, and Luc Jouret, who was at that time in Europe, also was
charged. One of these men was dismissed from his management position
at Hydro-Quebec, and an investigation was made into Jouret's activities
with that organization. Rose- Marie Klaus's photo was displayed twice in
Quebec newspapers in connection with articles in which she denounced
the Solar Temple. At trials, the two Solar Temple loyalists and Jouret
were each sentenced to one year of unsupervised probation and were
ordered to pay $1,000 each to the Red Cross. Despite the light sentences,
the incident triggered international police investigations into Solar Tem
ple's financial dealings and into the possibility that its members were
trafficking in arms (they were not). Di Mambro's wife, Jocelyne, had dif
ficulty getting her passport renewed.3 0
The siege of the Branch Davidians in the United States was going on
at this time, and the Solar Temple adepts felt equally besieged by law
enforcement agents. The bad publicity in Quebec prompted even more
defections and more demands for refunds of money, especially in Quebec
and Martinique. Jouret lost his good reputation, and he was no longer able
to pursue his career as a New Age lecturer.31
About this time, Jocelyne Di Mambro typed a document on a com
puter at Salvan, which expressed the group's sense of persecution.
Our file is the hottest on the planet, the most important of the last
ten years, if not of the century.
However that may be, as it turns out, their concentration of
hate against us will give us enough energy to leave.32
An audiotape recorded in the spring of 1994 reported Jo Di Mam
bro saying, "We are rejected by the whole world. First by the people,
the people can no longer withstand us. And our earth, happily she
rejects us. How would we leave [otherwise]? We also reject this planet.
We wait for the day we can leave .. .life for me is intolerable, intolera
ble, I can't go on. So think about the dynamic that will get us to go
elsewhere."33

TH E FAILURE OF THE MI LLE N N I AL GOAL

The members of the Solar Temple were failing to form a nucleus of people
who would bring in the Age of Aquarius. The "ark of safety" commune in
Quebec had revolted against European hierarchical control. The negative
publicity in Quebec ruined Jouret's career as a New Age lecturer, greatly
diminishing the chances that the Solar Temple, or any new organizational
offspring, would be able to attract new members. Particularly in Quebec and
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Martinique, the number of defectors was increasing and these people were
demanding the return of their financial contributions. In Quebec and France,
revelation of the faked apparitions of the Masters further eroded Di Mam
bro's credibility. Di Mambro's health was failing, and, furthermore, he had
lost control of his children, whom he had raised for exalted roles in the New
Age. His 29-year-old son, Elie, was a prominent apostate who spoke openly
to members against his father and revealed the secrets of the Sanctuaire.
Twelve-year-old Emmanuelle, the avatar, was becoming unmanageable, and
her messianic role was threatened by the Dutoit child, the Antichrist. The
investigations of the Solar Temple by international police, and the highly
negative publicity received in Quebec, convinced the members of the Solar
Temple inner circle that humanity on Earth was refusing to evolve the higher
consciousness necessary to move into the Age of Aquarius.
THE DECISION TO (OM M I T VI O LENCE

Four letters or "Testaments" were received by several people after the
1994 transit, and these explained why Solar Temple leaders felt it was no
longer possible to effect a transition to the New Age of Aquarius.
The Testament entitled "Transit to the Future" rejected the idea of
human progress in earthly evolution: "The blissful illusion of those who
believe that the world is improving and that man is progressing cannot see
the light of day, because they remain victims of their divisions and of their
own illusion."34 This Testament expressed the belief in irrevocable envi
ronmental disaster as well as the concern for purity, which was a hallmark
of the Solar Temple.
The race is heading irreversibly toward its own destruction. All of
Nature is turning against those who have abused it, who have cor
rupted and desecrated it on every level. Man will pay heavy trib
ute for he remains no less than the only [one] responsible for it.
Awaiting favorable conditions for a possible Return, we will
not participate in the annihilation of the human kingdom, no
more than we will allow our bodies to be dissolved by the
alchemical slowness of Nature, because we don't want to run the
risk of their being soiled by madmen and maniacs.35
The Testament entitled "To Lovers of Justice" was addressed "to those
who in this rotten world remain devoted to Justice and Truth."36 Referring
to the scandal in Quebec, this letter asserted: "This was a great deal, espe
cially for men and women whose actions have only been motivated by a pro
found desire to help the Beings in search of Justice and Truth, and to awaken
in them the Spirit of an Eternal Knighthood through the Order to which
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A surveillance photograph of joseph
Di Mambro arriving in Brisbane,
Australia, late in 1993. (AP Photo)

they belong."37 In addition to complaining about the manner of the police
investigation and intimidation of Solar Temple members, this Testament
complained bitterly of biased news reporting.
7. Why were the contents of the teachings of the Solar Temple
Order...systematically silenced during the entire scandal, as
well as those distributed by Dr. J ouret through conferences,
seminars, television and radio broadcasts, press releases,
tapes, audiovisual documents, books, etc ... ?Our detractors
know too well that the only objective of these teachings is to
ennoble the conscience of man.
8. Why does the mass media, who organized the scandal
in collaboration with judicial and political authorities,
obstinately refrain from clearly stating the decisions of
the Court in regards to the three persons accused ?38
The "To the Lovers of Justice" Testament mentioned the popular New
World Order conspiracy theory and expressed sentiments that are com
monly associated with anti-Semitism, but stopped short of naming the
identity of those who conspired to dominate the world.
It is sufficient to note all the futile, lying and useless distortions of
international authorities concerning current conflicts in the
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world, in order to convince oneself of the existence of a secret evil
organization on a worldwide scale, highly supported financially,
and determined to silence or destroy all those who would be
likely to interfere with their interests.39
The "To the Lovers of Justice" Testament concluded that, in the face
of systematic persecution of "Bearers of Light" Qohn F. Kennedy, Mohan
das Gandhi, and Martin Luther King Jr. were mentioned), and in the face
of impending ecological, nuclear, and chemical catastrophes, "we have
decided to withdraw ourselves from this world, with all lucidity and in
full consciousness."4o
The testament entitled "To All Those Who Can Still Understand the
Voice of Wisdom... We Address This Last Message" reported a doctrine
novel in the Western occult tradition -that the Masters, the "last Elder
Brothers of the Rose+Croix," left planet Earth on January 6, 1994, at 12:04
A.M. because of humanity's stubborn refusal to evolve the consciousness
required for entrance into the New Age. Furthermore, the "Seven Entities
of the Great Pyramid of Gizeh left the Secret Chamber during the night of
March 31, 1993, taking with them the capital Energy-Conscience of the
seven fundamental planets of our solar system."41 The "Great White Lodge
of Sirius" had decreed the transit of the faithful "Servants of the
Rose+Croix." According to the decree of the Great White Lodge of Sirius,
the Solar Temple adepts arranged for the destruction by fire of each of the
Solar Temple residences so that they would not be desecrated by impure
human beings. This Testament issued a call to other Solar Temple faithful to
join them: "from the Planes where we will work from now on and by a just
law of magnetism, we will be in the position of calling back the last Servants
capable of hearing this last message."42
Men, cry not over our fate, but rather cry for your own. Ours is
more enviable than yours.
To you who are receptive to this last message, may our Love
and our Peace accompany you during the terrible tests of the
Apocalypse that await you. Know that from where we will be, we
will always hold our arms open to receive those who are worthy
of joining us.43
A fourth Testament entitled "The Rose+Croix" appeared to offer rit
ual instructions for others to make the transit by promising "IMMOR
TALITY" to those who did, concluding, "It is into their strange and
incredible universe that they invite you to enter. . .."44
A doctrinal grandfather of the Solar Temple, Jacques Breyer (founder
of the OSTS in 1966), had calculated in his 1959 book, The Secrets of the
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Solar Temple (Arcanes Solaire), that, since Jesus was born in 4

B.C., the
"Grand Monarchy" would leave the earth around 1995-1996, two thousand
years after the birth of Jesus Christ.45 Therefore, the Solar Temple tradi
tion contained within it a theological resource that had the potential to
stimulate a group suicide. But Breyer's dates were ambiguous, and he had
also proposed 1999, 2147, 2156, and 2666 for the end.46
Millennialists typically respond to actual events in developing their
doctrines, interpretations, and prophecies. The conviction that they were
being persecuted, combined with internal stresses, made the Solar Temple
a fragile millennia! group. As in the case of other fragile millennia! groups,
for instance Aum Shinrikyo, the date for the end of the world was brought
closer as a result of the group's fragility, and the Solar Temple adepts exe
cuted traitors and made their first transit in 1994. If the Solar Temple had
not become fragile due to simultaneous internal weaknesses and cultural
opposition, the Solar Temple members could just as easily have responded
to favorable circumstances by continuing their work to bring about the
Age of Aquarius. The Solar Temple, therefore, had the potential to become
a noncatastrophic, progressive millennia! group. The adverse events expe
rienced by the Solar Temple caused its members to give even greater
emphasis to the gnostic dualism found in the Western occult tradition
between spirit and matter, and the Solar Temple adepts opted to abandon
this contaminated earthly world to its cataclysmic fate, while they carried
the fruit of the earthly evolution of consciousness forward into an evolu
tionary cycle on another world.

1997, 1998- HEAVEN'S GATE

THE VIOLENCE

On Thursday morning, March 27, 1997, I was walking on the treadmill at
my health club when the television monitors flashed a story on a group
suicide near San Diego. I glimpsed images of corpses dressed in black
shirts and pants, wearing black and white Nike sneakers, lying on cots and
bunkbeds, and draped with diamond-shaped purple shrouds. The follow
ing Sunday was Easter, so I went home to spend my spring break watch
ing the news unfold about Heaven's Gate, giving telephone interviews to
news reporters, and studying the Heaven's Gate web page.
Heaven's Gate was a fragile millennia! group whose members com
mitted group suicide, the largest to occur in the United States,4 7 to pre
serve their ultimate concern, which was to enter the Kingdom of Heaven.
The group's leader, Marshall Herff Applewhite, called "Do" at the time of
his death, had feelings of persecution dating back twenty-five to thirty
years, but at the time of the suicide, the group was not really persecuted.
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Two of the Heaven's Gate bodies discovered in a mansion in Rancho Santa Fe, California,
in 1997. (Video footage courtesy of the San Diego County Sheriff's Department)

The decision to "exit" planet Earth was made in response to internal
weaknesses that were caused by Do and the other leader, Bonnie Lu Net
tles (called "Ti"), who died in 1985. But the group's uncomfortable rela
tionship with mainstream American society contributed to the Heaven's
Gate believers' group suicide. Heaven's Gate was a monastic community
with religious goals, methods, and lifestyle not very different from the
Hindu and Buddhist monastic traditions.48 For instance, in India, people
who renounce family and work life are honored and supported, and while
religious suicide is not unknown, it is rare and involves individuals-usu
ally when they are elderly. The lack of social support in the United States
for the Heaven's Gate monastic community exacerbated the members'
sense of alienation from society and their sense of persecution, creating a
context in which it seemed reasonable for the believers to exit planet Earth
to attain salvation.
The Heaven's Gate exit from planet Earth was designed to reunite the
members with their other leader, Ti, who they believed was piloting a fly
ing saucer behind the Hale-Bopp comet approaching Earth. The Heaven's
Gate exit of thirty-nine believers, including Do, probably began on Satur
day, March 22, 1997, when the Hale-Bopp comet was closest to the earth.
This was the same day that the residence of Solar Temple believers in St.
Casimir, Quebec, burst into flames, revealing five suicides there.49
The exit of thirty-nine members of Heaven's Gate was carried out in
a mansion in Rancho Santa Fe, outside San Diego, California. On the first
day, fifteen believers consumed pudding or applesauce mixed with pheno-
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barbital, drank vodka, and, with assistance, pulled plastic bags over their
heads. The surviving members removed the plastic bags and draped each
body with a purple shroud. On the next day, fifteen more died in the same
manner. Then seven more committed suicide, assisted by two women. The
bodies of the final two were found with the plastic bags still on their heads.
The bodies of the Heaven's Gate thirty-nine members were found
lying on individual beds or cots. They were dressed in black pants and
shirts. On the left shoulders of the shirts were patches that read "Heaven's
Gate Away Team."so Overnight bags were found near each body, neatly
packed with clothes, spiral notebooks, and lip balm. Each person had a $5
bill and quarters in the front shirt pocket.5 1
Of those thirty-nine who died in the Heaven's Gate group suicide,
there were nineteen men and twenty women. Three were in their 20s, two
in their 30s, twenty were in their 40s, eight were in their 50s, four were in
their 60s, and one woman was 72. Of the thirty-eight followers, thirty had
joined the group in the 1970s (although not all had remained in the group
continuously), and eight had joined in the 1990s.5 2
After making an appearance on a 60 Minutes news program, in which he
was interviewed by Lesley Stahl, Wayne "Nick" Cooke (56) (also called
Justin in the group) committed suicide in a hotel room in Encinitas on May
6, 1997, along with Chuck Humphrey (called Rkkody in the group). They
both consumed phenobarbital and vodka or whiskey and pulled plastic bags
over their heads. They were dressed as the other members had been, includ
ing the $5 bills and three quarters in their pockets. When San Diego County
sheriff's deputies arrived, they found that Cooke was dead, but Humphrey
was still alive. Humphrey was taken to a hospital and revived.sJ
Chuck Humphrey concluded that he had been turned back temporar
ily from Heaven's Gate to carry out a mission of distributing accurate
information about the group and its theology. Humphrey created a web
page and replicated the original Heaven's Gate web page, sold copies of
the Heaven's Gate desktop-published book for cost, gave interviews to
reporters, made a brief attempt at proselytizing by showing a video, at the
Berkeley Conference Center, of Do speaking (the presentation was poorly
received), and distributed audiotapes of the lessons given by Ti and Do,
videotapes, and CD-ROMs to libraries. Feeling he had completed his task,
Chuck Humphrey (55) exited Earth from the Arizona desert in February
1998. Humphrey put a plastic bag over his head and filled it with carbon
monoxide from his car's exhaust. Humphrey wore black pants and a black
shirt with a patch saying "Heaven's Gate Away Team," and he had a $5 bill
and quarters in his pocket. The purple shroud was nearby, as was a note
reading, "Do not revive."S4
Compared to other groups discussed in this book, it is remarkable that
Heaven's Gate's violence involved only consenting adults who wanted to
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exit Earth. Heaven's Gate believers did not drag children into their vio
lence. They felt that only adults could prepare themselves and make the
decision to leave Earth for the Next Level (the Kingdom of Heaven). Fur
thermore, Heaven's Gate disciples did not attempt to kill any perceived
enemies. The group had dealt with cultural opposition in the 1970s by
becoming extremely secretive about their identities and location.
BON N I E lU NETTLES AND MARSHALL HERFF APPLEWHITE

Bonnie Lu Truesdale Nettles was born in 1924 and was raised in Houston
as a Baptist. She married and had four children. Nettles worked as a reg
istered nurse. She became interested in astrology, Spiritualism, and Theos
ophy. Nettles was a member of the Houston Lodge of the Theosophical
Society in America from February 3, 1966, to June 1, 1973 (with a tempo
rary lapse in payment of her dues). Nettles's marriage was ending in 1972,
when she met Marshall Herff Applewhite.ss
Applewhite was the son of a Texas Presbyterian minister, and he had
briefly attended seminary. Applewhite became a music professor, who
directed choral groups and choirs and sang baritone in operas. Around
1965, Applewhite was dismissed from his position in the University of
Alabama School of Music in Tuscaloosa for having an affair with a male
student. Applewhite's wife left him, taking their two children. In 1970, he
lost his job at the University of St. Thomas in Houston, reportedly because
of an affair with a young woman. Applewhite may have experienced addi
tional stress when his father died in 1971.56
After meeting in March 1972, Nettles and Applewhite briefly oper
ated a Christian Art Center in Houston that offered classes on religion,
art, and music. They then opened a center called Know Place for the study
of metaphysics. During this time, Applewhite began studying The Secret
Doctrine (1888) by Helena P. Blavatsky, the philosopher and cofounder of
the Theosophical SocietyY
In January 1973, Nettles and Applewhite left behind their lives in
Houston and began traveling together. On one occasion, in their early
travels, their car died in front of a house belonging to an Ananda Marga
group in Portland, Oregon, and they were given shelter. This may have
been one of the sources of their familiarity with Hinduism. While camp
ing in Oregon, they realized they were the "Two Lampstands" or "Two
Witnesses" mentioned in chapter 11 of the book of Revelation, who have
come to spread the word of God's impending judgment and salvation.
This biblical passage predicted the Two would be assassinated, their bod
ies would lie in the street for three-and-a-half days, and that they would
be resurrected and ascend to heaven in a cloud, which Nettles and Apple
white believed would be a flying saucer. They began proselytizing at New
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Age bookstores and to friends and strangers. One woman from Houston
became their follower briefly in the spring of 1974.58
The message of the Two was a literalist interpretation of the Bible
(reflecting the fundamentalism of the Bible Belt in the southern United
States) as well as of Theosophical doctrines. They combined Christian and
some Theosophical doctrines with belief in UFOs, extraterrestrials, and
space aliens.59 When the Bible spoke of Jesus's resurrection and his ascen
sion in a cloud of light into the kingdom of Heaven, Nettles and Apple
white understood that to mean that Jesus had transformed his human
body into a divinized body and that Jesus had been picked up by a flying
saucer and taken to the Next Level (the Kingdom of Heaven). Nettles and
Applewhite concluded that they, and their followers, would likewise
transform their bodies into extraterrestrial bodies, described as being gen
derless and eternal, just as a caterpillar metamorphoses into a butterfly.
They would be picked up by flying saucers, 6o and then spend eternity
traveling in outer space guiding evolution on various planets (as the Mas
ters in Theosophy are said to do-without the technological trappings).
Nettles and Applewhite taught that Applewhite had come to Earth from
The Level Above Human (T.E.L.A.H.), also called the Kingdom of
Heaven or the Next Level, about 2,000 years ago as Jesus, but on this cur
rent visit-the Second Coming-he had brought with him his heavenly
Father, Nettles. One day in Next Level time equaled 1,000 years in Earth
time. T.E.L.A.H. inhabitants sent "Representatives" to harvest the worthy
into the Next Level every other day.6 1
On August 28, 1974, in Harlingen, Texas, Nettles and Applewhite
were arrested. Nettles was charged with credit card fraud (the husband of
their one follower did not appreciate the charges on his credit card), but
the charges were dropped and Nettles was released. Applewhite was
moved to the St. Louis County jail and sentenced to four months for steal
ing a rental car. Upon Applewhite's release in early 1975, they went to
southern California where they attracted a number of converts from a
New Age group in Los Angeles.62
HEAVEN'S GATE

Out of the Los Angeles group, Nettles and Applewhite, who at that time
called themselves Guinea and Pig, gained twenty-four followers.63 Guinea
and Pig taught that followers had to abandon their families and previous
lives, overcome all human attachments and desires, live a celibate lifestyle,
and discipline themselves to overcome their human nature. The believers
were promised that they would transform their human bodies into eter
nal, genderless, extraterrestrial bodies, and that soon the flying saucers
would pick them up.
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In September 1975, the Two, calling themselves Bo and Peep,
attracted over thirty converts after giving a public lecture in Waldport,
Oregon. These individuals left their families and jobs, and the incident
was given sensationalized media coverage nationwide for the next two
months. At this time, the Two called their group HIM, for human indi
vidual metamorphosis.64
Shortly after the Waldport meeting, two sociologists, Robert Balch
and David Taylor, infiltrated the group, posing as new members. Balch and
Taylor reported that, at that time, there was minimal indoctrination
and socialization of new members. Bo and Peep were in hiding, appar
ently in response to the negative news coverage. New recruits gathered at
camp sites where they were paired into celibate couples and told to travel
about while trying to overcome their humanness and listening for guidance
from The Level Above Human. Needless to say, many converts dropped
out, and various individuals began receiving revelations that contradicted
the teachings of the Two. The converts at that time typically were young
people in their 20s who were already involved in the counterculture, with
few attachments. The converts had been spiritual seekers for some time
before being attracted to Bo and Peep's message. Balch and Taylor left the
amorphous movement at the end of 1975.65
At a public meeting in Kansas on April 21, 1976, Bo and Peep were
interrupted by hecklers. Peep then stood up and announced, "the doors to
the next level are closed." She declared, "The harvest is closed," and the
group did not proselytize for the next seventeen years.66
In the summer of 1976, the Two took their followers (less than 100) to
camp in Wyoming. At that time, the Two announced that "the demon
stration," in which they would be assassinated and then resurrected, was
called off. They said that their assassination by the press had fulfilled that
prophecy.67
At the Wyoming camp, the Two instituted more rigorous socializa
tion processes. To prevent revelations from other individuals, they
explained that information from the Next Level came through a "chain
of mind" that was channeled through the Two. They imposed monastic
disciplines involving structured daily work, listening to a vibrating tun
ing fork, working with different partners, observing times of silence,
wearing uniforms such as hooded windbreakers and loose clothing to
conceal sexual characteristics. The Two minimized dissent by asking
doubters to leave and by giving them financial help to do so. The group
had become a "class" preparing for graduation into The Level Above
Human. Class members were given new names ending in "ody" and the
Two began calling themselves Ti and Do. The group's membership
dropped to about eighty.68
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B o and Peep (on right) make a public presentation flanked b y two o f their followers. (Corbis)

The students regarded the monastic disciplines of the class as purifying
their minds of the influences of discarnate entities and evil space aliens,
which strove to cause humans to be attached to their human bodies ("their
vehicles"), families, and traditional social roles. The students were training
to realize that they were not their human bodies and they tried to over
come all human desires in order to become worthy of entering into The
Level Above Human. Until one entered T.E.L.A.H.,6 9 there was constant
transmigration in the earthly realm. The goal was to be released from earthly
transmigration to enter into the Kingdom of Heaven. This is very similar
to the Hindu ultimate goal of liberation from the cycle of rebirth, and the
class's monastic discipline and constant travel were similar to those of Hindu
renunciants who aim to eliminate all desires. The identification of the body
as a vehicle or a "suit of clothes," which is discarded at death to put on a
new suit of clothes, is found in the Hindu text, the Bhagavad Gita, which
Applewhite and Nettles could have learned about through Theosophy,
through their reading about world religions, or through encountering
Hindu-derived new religious movements in their travels.
The evil space aliens were called Luciferians, and they were described
as being humans from other worlds who possessed greatly advanced tech
nology. The Luciferians had turned against the Next Level and strove
to manipulate humans on Earth and prevent them from evolving to
T.E.L.A.H. Ti and Do connected the Luciferians to popular conspiracy
theories of a One World Government. Luciferians held humans in slavery
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with social norms that promote conventional family life, sexual repro
duction, and holding steady jobs. Luciferians were identified as "humans'
GREATEST ENEMY."7o
Ti and Do taught that individuals who accepted their message and rec
ognized them as Representatives from the Next Level had earlier received
a "deposit" of a soul containing life from the Next Level. All other human
beings were simply mammalian "plants" who possessed spirits, not living
souls. The seed of life contained in the deposit had to be nurtured by con
tact with a Representative from the Next Level in order to prepare that
individual for entrance into The Level Above Human. The disciple should
aim to "graft" onto the Representative from the Next Level, who was the
"vine" who connected the disciple to the Kingdom of Heaven. This meant
that Do was the Father of the class's students. In a previous age, Do had
grafted onto Ti as his Father; this meant that Ti was the Grandfather of the
group. Since the members of the Next Level did not reproduce by sexual
intercourse, they gained new members in the Kingdom of Heaven by this
method, which involved metamorphosis and grafting. The "chain of mind"
was the vine that led all the way up a hierarchy to the Chief of Chiefs, the
ultimate Creator. By being devoted to serving their Representative, their
Older Member, who was their sole means of entering the Kingdom of
Heaven, the disciples aimed to become instruments of the mind of their
Older Member. In this manner, they cultivated the advanced thinking and
consciousness of The Level Above HumanJI
This notion of grafting onto an Older Member to enter the Kingdom
of Heaven came from a literalistic reading of the biblical passage stating,
"I am the vine, ye are the branches."72 In the New Revised Standard Version,
this passage in John 15: 5-11 reads:
I am the vine, you are the branches. Those who abide in me and I
in them bear much fruit, because apart from me you can do noth
ing. Whoever does not abide in me is thrown away like a branch
and withers; such branches are gathered, thrown into the fire, and
burned. If you abide in me, and my words abide in you, ask for
whatever you wish, and it will be done for you. My Father is glo
rified by this, that you bear much fruit and become my disciples.
As the Father has loved me, so I have loved you; abide in my love.
If you keep my commandments, you will abide in my love, just
as I have kept my Father's commandments and abide in his love.
I have said these things to you so that my joy may be in you, and
that your joy may be complete.
When people decided to leave after going through the socialization
processes of the class's monastic discipline, it was usually not because they
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did not believe the teachings, but because they doubted their ability to
adhere to the monastic discipline. Usually when people left the class, they
remained believers/3 and some returned later.
Ti and Do continued to assert that the group would be picked up in
flying saucers to be transported into the Kingdom of Heaven. One time,
while camping in south Texas, Nettles received a message from the Next
Level that the flying saucer would land that evening. The next day, she
apologized, "Well, I feel like I have egg on my face."74
When two members inherited about $300,000 in 1977, the group
began renting houses, but they moved periodically to avoid developing
attachments to one place and to prevent family members from finding
them. Each house was a "craft" and activities were highly scheduled to
develop crew-mindedness and the impeccable attention to detail that was
said to characterize Next Level existence. Balch estimates that by the end
of 1978, the group had forty-eight members. Members of the group took
turns standing "on watch" at night looking for the arrival of the flying
saucerJS Once, while staying in a house in Canyon Lake, Texas, their
neighbors vandalized their home, thinking they were Satanists.76
The movie Cocoon about extraterrestrials picking up humans moti
vated the class to rent a houseboat in the Gulf of Mexico in hope of being
picked up thereJ7
In 1983, on Mother's Day, many of the students unexpectedly returned
to their homes to visit their parents. Their parents found them to be pleasant,
polite, and helpful, but they all disappeared again after a two-week visit.78
In 1983, Nettles had to have an eye removed because of cancer. The
cancer spread to her liver, and Nettles died in a Dallas hospital in June of
1985. Nettles's death disconfirmed the Two's teaching that the group's
members were transforming their human bodies into Next Level extrater
restrial bodies. Do began teaching that, as the class's students engaged in
ascetic discipline, they were creating "a parallel body with a different mol
ecular structure-grown as a human mastered Next Level knowledge ...."79
Some of the class's students decided to leave. Michael Conyers left in
1988, Dick Joslyn in 1990, Lee Ann Fenton in 1991, and Michael Fiester
in 1992. Joslyn subsequently told reporters that he left because he was
convinced the flying saucers were not going to come. By 1993, there were
only about twenty-five disciples left.so
Some of the group's male members wanted to be castrated to remove
their sexual drives. The first castration was performed in Mexico in 1993.
Subsequently, Do and seven other men were castrated.8 1
In the 1990s, the group began proselytizing again. Calling themselves
Total Overcomers Anonymous, they produced a video series entitled
"Beyond Human-The Last Call" and had it transmitted in 1991 and 1992
via satellite T V. 82
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In 1993, Total Overcomers Anonymous ran an ad in USA Today enti
tled "'UFO Cult' Resurfaces with Final Offer," announcing that "The
Earth's present 'civilization' is about to be recycled-'spaded under.' Its
inhabitants are refusing to evolve. The 'weeds' have taken over the garden
and disturbed its usefulness beyond repair."83 The USA Today ad was
written in "Star Trek vernacular" because the class constantly searched for
"contemporary ways to express our information that could potentially
override traditional religious, as well as 'New Age,' preconceptions and
stereotyping."84 Similar ads were placed in over twenty alternative news
papers and magazines in the United States, Canada, and Australia. In 1994,
the students began holding public recruiting meetings all over the United
States.85 While proselytizing in public lectures offering the "last chance,"
group members again experienced some heckling. Do, once again, con
cluded that they might be assaulted and martyred, and in 1995 class
members bought two rifles, three revolvers, and two semiautomatic pistols,
perhaps thinking to provoke a government attack, but the students were
not comfortable with the weapons and put them in storage.8 6
The class gained some new members as a result of the 1990s prosely
tizing, including Richard Ford, who took the name Rio DiAngelo, and
who first discovered the group suicide and alerted authoritiesP
In 1994, the class gathered on a Santa Monica pier, expecting the
saucer to pick them up. Also in 1994, Do discussed with his disciples the
possibility that they might need to kill their earthly bodies to be trans
ported to the Next Level to determine what they thought of that idea.88
On September 25-26, 1995, the class posted a statement entitled
"Undercover Jesus Surfaces Before Departure" on the World Wide Web
and to ninety-five UseNET groups on the Internet. On October 11, 1995,
they posted another statement, '"95 Statement by an E.T. Presently Incar
nate." The responses they received by email expressed "ridicule, hostility,
or both ....'' They concluded: "This was the signal to us to begin our
preparations to return 'home."' 89
By the fall of 1996, the class was living in a mansion in Rancho Santa
Fe, and the students were earning a substantial income as computer
experts and as designers of World Wide Web pages. Their computer busi
ness was called the Higher Source. They liked watching science fiction
movies and television shows, such as Star Wars, Star Trek, and The X-Files.
At age 65, Do was suffering from severe constrictive coronary arterioscle
rosis. The Hale-Bopp comet had been spotted by astronomers,9 0 and
rumors that a flying saucer was following behind the comet prompted the
Heaven's Gate members to conclude that Ti was coming in the mothership
to pick them up.
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CATASTROPH I C MI LLE N N I ALISM

Ti and Do utilized plant and gardening metaphors in their teachings.
These metaphors were derived from a literalistic reading of the parables
of Jesus, such as the parable of the sower who sows seed on good soil and
on rocky ground (Matthew 13:18-23; Mark 4:3-9), the parable of the
weeds of the field that will be burned up at the end of time while the good
plants will be harvested into the Kingdom of Heaven (Matthew 13:3743), and Jesus's statement that "Every plant that my heavenly Father has
not planted will be uprooted" (Matthew 15:12). Ti and Do also took
literally New Testament passages such as "For in the resurrection they
neither marry nor are given in marriage, but are like angels in heaven"
(Matthew 22:29-30), Jesus's praise for those who have "made themselves
eunuchs for the sake of heaven" (Matthew 19:12), Jesus's praise for those
who abandon their families for the sake of the Kingdom of Heaven
(Matthew 10:37 -39; Matthew 19:29-30; Luke 14:26-27), and Jesus's state
ment that one's true parents and family are "whoever does the will of
God ...." (Mark 3:35).
Ti and Do rejected the monism (belief in the unity of all levels of exis
tence) of Theosophy that they had studied in Blavatsky's The Secret
Doctrine. But Ti and Do also made a literalistic interpretation of such Theo
sophical doctrines as that there are graduated levels of existence/conscious
ness in the universe and that these consist of very fine, divinized matter at
the highest levels and gross, dense matter on the earthly level. According to
Theosophical doctrines, a human possesses subtle bodies that operate on
the subtle levels of existence, but these subtle bodies are unified with the
gross physical body, and someone possessing enlightened wisdom can
function consciously in all the bodies simultaneously. In Theosophical
teachings, the subtle bodies are asserted to be manifested in auras perceived
by some psychics. Ti and Do taught that The Level Above Human inhab
itants possess eternal, genderless bodies. Initially, they taught that by prac
ticing the group's monastic discipline members were transforming their
human bodies into these eternal T.E.L.A.H. bodies. This was disconfirmed
in 1985 by Ti's death. By the time of the exit in 1997, Do taught that the
mammalian vehicles had to be shed in order to obtain T.E.L.A.H. bodies
aboard Ti's mothership.
Ti and Do taught that since Next Level inhabitants were not mammalians
and were therefore genderless, they reproduced by harvesting "plants" pos
sessing souls from "gardens" on various planets. They did this by periodi
cally sending Representatives from the Kingdom of Heaven to the gardens so
that those souls, who recognized the truth of their message, might "graft"
onto that Representative and be harvested into the Kingdom of Heaven.
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Do claimed to be the Second Coming of Jesus, the Representative who
came 2,000 years ago, but who found then that his disciples were not yet
ready to enter into the Kingdom of Heaven. This time he had come to
Earth with his "Older Member" or "Father" on whom he was grafted, by
which means he had entered the Kingdom of Heaven. Together they were
harvesting souls into T.E.L.A.H. Their mission was urgent, because the
Earth was to be "spaded under" in an imminent cataclysm caused by the
Luciferians, but which would serve the Next Level's purpose of giving
the Earth a rest. The "weeds" on Earth were the children of Lucifer. The
Luciferians or "fallen angels" were evil space aliens. The Luciferian influ
ence "programmed" humans to conform passively to conventional social
norms.91 Luciferians were disobedient to the will of T he Level Above
Human, the source of all creation, and sought to inhibit the evolution of
others toward the Next Level. The Earth was currently overgrown with
weeds and since evolution could no longer progress, the elect were being
harvested, and then the Earth would be spaded under.
Do defined the Antichrist as "those propagators of sustained faithful
ness to mammalian humanism."92 The Antichrist consisted of the Lucife
rians, or anyone who turned against the Next Level and strove to inhibit
the evolution of others into the Next Level. Do was adamant in his dual
istic perspective, which pitted evil earthly matter against divinized matter
and consciousness in the Kingdom of Heaven. Any doctrine that stressed
unity between the various levels of existence in the universe was the
Antichrist. The Antichrist was any doctrine that brought the divine into
everyday life. Therefore, Do wrote:
They [the Two] also came to know that the true antichrist is now
here and has taken several faces, one of which is the New Age "Ye
are Gods" concept, or "I have only to become aware of my own
'Christ consciousness within"' while continuing to practice the
ways of the world.93
Do further wrote that the Theosophical tradition was the Antichrist,
probably due to its monism. His statement reveals familiarity not only with
the literature of the parent Theosophical Society (Blavatsky's works and the
Mahatma Letters) and most likely with the literature of the Church Uni
versal and Triumphant and its doctrine of Ascended Masters. (For the most
part, the Masters of the parent Theosophical Society are said to be human
beings, not ascended.) According to Do, the Two were "tempted by the
forces of Lucifer, when in the early stages of their awakening, they were
drawn into the study of Theosophy, with its teachings of the Ascended
Masters, Blavatsky's materials, and the Mahatma's [sic] Letters."94
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THE PERS ECUTI ON

Applewhite's sense of persecution probably dated back to his struggles
over his sexual identity in the culturally conservative South and to his
related losses of employment, family, and good name.
Applewhite was mortified by his arrest and imprisonment in 19741975. In 1988, Do described his first brush with law enforcement agents,
and also, ironically, his first encounter with a news reporter:
Sometime later, while in Brownsville, Texas, they made an
appointment with a news reporter to share what they had come
to know, telling him that this would be the biggest story he had
ever received. He believed them, but thought that their story was
about drug trafficking and brought hoards of authorities with
him to the interview. This frightened the two, who were pretty
paranoid by now anyhow, and when they saw the authorities,
they left abruptly, which made the authorities follow them. In the
process of following them, though the police didn't know why
the two were running, they checked out the license of the rented
car which had been reported stolen.9s
Nettles spent a brief time in jail for using credit cards that belonged to
their sole follower's husband (the charges were dropped), and Applewhite
was extradited to St. Louis for a trial for cartheft. After he had served six
months in jail, the case came to trial. He was sentenced to four months in
prison, and was released. Do reported the reaction of Applewhite and
Nettles to their encounter with law enforcement:
They were at first horrified at what had happened, thinking that
a jail record had ruined their mission, that no one would listen to
them if their credibility was questionable. However, they could
see that even prior to the jail incident their stability and credibil
ity was by now unquestionably questionable.96
Do frankly reported, "It might be interesting to note that during Do's
trial, because of the judge's awareness of the peculiar circumstances sur
rounding the arrest, the judge ordered a psychiatric examination.
Although Do passed it with flying colors, not a 24-hour period slipped by
that he didn't question his own sanity."9 7
After this episode, the Two resumed their travels, but "with a new
'down to earth' modus operandi: take no chances." They also resolved
never to use credit cards. "This too reminded them that credit and credit
cards are not the ways of the Next Level, but rather some of 'Lucy's'
(Lucifer's) ways of guaranteeing your service to this world."98
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Writing in 1988, Do described the distress of the Two at the sensa
tionalized media coverage they received in 1975, after their conversion of
people at Waldport.
Ti and Do were in Las Vegas when the TV network news pro
grams all broke the story about the two. Now because of the kind
of publicity that had come out across the country, climaxed by
the networks, Ti and Do felt that further meetings were pretty
hopeless and people had already made up their minds about how
ridiculous this all was. Ti and Do felt that the demonstration was
still the one thing that could change that. However, they grieved
literally for days, feeling like they had been shot down by the
media and the mission was dead.
They received instruction to not walk into a physical demon
stration but rather to know that the "killing in the street" of the
two witnesses had occurred at the hands of the media. However,
they felt like this was a cop-out or a "chickening out" interpreta
tion of the one act that was the basis of their own following. So
with much embarassment, they called their students together,
convinced that without a physical demonstration, their students
would have every right to call them charlatans. Much to their
surprise the students, almost without exception, accepted the
interpretation and said, "OK then, where do we go from here?"99
Do criticized the inaccurate news reporting of their teachings
1975-1976.

m

We had become a national media item. Their unrelenting spotlight
glared upon us for over half a year. And by and large, almost every
report either written or aired about us was either riddled with inac
curacies or outright lies, that is, with one noteworthy exception.
On Sunday, February 29, 1976, the New York Times published the
best researched article to date. As the cover story of The New York
Times Magazine, free-lance writer James S. Phelan, who actually
had a lengthy interview with Ti and Do, wrote a generally quite
objective article (though certainly not the way we would have writ
ten it) despite the "journalistic tide" against his doing so.1 oo
The Two reacted by becoming extremely secretive about the group's
whereabouts, and, shortly thereafter, ceased proselytizing after being
heckled by a Kansas audience. The Two taught a dualistic view of the
world: materialistic and mammalian society is evil and controlled by sin
ister Luciferians; the Kingdom of Heaven and its inhabitants and way of
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life are good. When they received negative feedback to their proselytizing
efforts in the 1990s, it simply confirmed their belief that the earthly gar
den was overgrown with weeds and would soon be spaded under.
The Failure of the Millen n ial Goal

In 1988, Do wrote:
One of the greatest temptations that Do and members of the class
as individuals have had to deal with is the feeling of failure or not
measuring up to the best potential of their task. However, they
repeatedly recovered on the basis that whatever they might have
appraised as a mistake can be reappraised as a lesson, hopefully
learned, not needing to be repeated. They know that the Next
Level, the Kingdom of God, always knows how to use what
might have appeared as a major negative or a mistake, and change
it into a positive, or a forward step of even greater magnitude. I O I
The Two had promised that flying saucers would pick up the class and
carry them to the Next Level. Dates were set from time to time, and the
saucers inevitably failed to show up. The Two had promised their disciples
that they were transforming their human bodies into eternal extraterres
trial bodies, just like a caterpillar turns into a butterfly. In 1985, this was
disconfirmed by Ti's death.
Ti and Do had set an impossible goal for the class, their physical trans
formation and ascension into the Kingdom of Heaven. The failure of the
saucers to appear and Ti's death called the class's ultimate concern into
question. The students had been taught to depend on their Older Member
as the sole means to enter the Kingdom of Heaven, but Do was getting old
and would certainly die. To preserve their ultimate concern, the class
decided to take violent action.
TH E DECISION TO (OM M IT VI O LENCE

In some of his last statements to the public, Do asserted: "As true today as
it was 2000 years ago, no one gets to my Father or enters the Kingdom of
Heaven except through me. There is no other Son of His or Representative
from His Kingdom incarnate. Connecting with that Kingdom occurs only
while a Member is incarnate,' as I am today."1 0 2 Do further asserted: "The
only way an individual can grow in the Next Level is to learn to be depen
dent on his Older Member as that source of unlimited growth and knowl
edge. So, any younger member in good standing, forever remains totally
dependent upon (and looks to) his Older Member for all things."I 0 3
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Do was confronting the dilemma of what happens after the death of
the founder of a new religious movement. He had taught his disciples that
dependence upon him was their only means to enter the Kingdom of
Heaven. What would happen to the students after his death?
The reliance on the teacher or guru as the means to salvation is found
particularly in the siddha (perfected saint) tradition of Hinduism. The dis
ciple is taught to surrender totally to the guru, and that salvation comes
through the guru's grace. But in India, gurus are highly respected, and
renunciants living a disciplined monastic lifestyle are supported by soci
ety. In America, the Heaven's Gate group received ridicule, although their
goal of escaping the trap of constant transmigration is similar to the reli
gious goal of Hinduism. This situation exacerbated the students' feelings
of alienation from American society. In the Hindu siddha tradition, the
problem of what happens after the death of the guru is solved by the guru's
designation of a successor. Before he dies, the guru passes his enlightened
consciousness to his successor. This lineage of gurus is termed a
parampara. The theology taught by Do did not provide for the establish
ment of a lineage of leaders to succeed him. Do had stressed to his disci
ples that he was the only means by which they could enter the Kingdom
of Heaven.
Although Ti and Do taught that their disciples should overcome their
humanness and their longing for family and human connections, the
Heaven's Gate class became a surrogate family for its members. The stu
dents cultivated such strong feelings of dependency on Ti (their Grandfa
ther) and Do (their Father) that they could not imagine carrying on in this
world after Do's death. It would be better to exit with Do and be assured
of their entrance into the Kingdom of Heaven. This view was expressed in
many of the exit statements given by the Heaven's Gate disciples.
Chkody wrote about the sense of alienation the students experienced
when their efforts to proselytize resulted only in their being considered
"looney tunes." Chkody concluded that the One World Government
conspiracy was true; the world was controlled by powerful evil ones who
disseminated misinformation. Chkody believed that the existence of mili
tia groups, who resisted the control of the evil American government, was
an indication that these were indeed the "end times." Chkody chose to
follow Ti and Do into the Next Level because they were the true parents.
"There is only one real family and it is not determined by the flesh but by
the mind that occupies the soul."t o 4
Glnody wrote that, "We value our Next Level family over any human
family these vehicles might have issued from." According to Glnody:
I know who my Older Members, Ti and Do, are. I believe in,
cleave to, trust in, and rely totally upon them. I know my Older
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Member, Do, is going to his Older Member, Ti, at this time. Once
He is gone, there is nothing left here on the face of the Earth for
me, no reason to stay a moment longer. Furthermore, I know that
my graft to Them would be jeopardized if I linger here once They
have departed. I know that my classmates/siblings feel the same
as I do and will be choosing to go when Do goes. I want to stay
with my Next Level family. Choosing to exit this borrowed
human vehicle or body and go home to the Next Level is an
opportunity for me to demonstrate my loyalty, commitment,
love, trust, and faith in Ti and Do and the Next Level. It is my
chance to prove to the Next Level that there is nothing here in
this world that I want and that I clearly know that I am the soul
and the Next Level Mind which occupies it and not this biologi
cal outer garment that I am currently occupying. It is my chance
to go to God, to prove that I love His World. How could I hon
estly say I love Him more than anything if I cling to this world at
all costs and only leave here when I am forced to go when this
vehicle ceases to function? Jos
The Two's teaching, that ordinary human beings were merely plants
without life, made it easy to exit Earth. According to Glnody, "There is no
life here in the human world. This planet has become the planet of the liv
ing dead. The human plants walk, talk, take careers, procreate, and so
forth, but there is no life in them. It is all just a counterfeit illusion crafted
by the forces in opposition to the Next Level." Glnody concluded that
true suicide would be "to turn away from this incredible opportunity I've
been given, to turn my back on the Next Level and the life they are offer
ing after all the care and nurturing I've been given."J 06 The class's exit was
an option for life in the Kingdom of Heaven.
Glnody reported that the class had successfully cultivated the crew
mindedness that was required for existence in the Next Level.
We have grown to realize the value of not trusting our own indi
vidual judgment and rely upon the higher judgment that comes
when we approach a situation together as partners with teams
looking to a senior member. Some humans assume that we must
be weak-minded or incapable of individual thought since we do
not make snap decisions, when in reality we are each stronger
than any single human could ever be because of our looking
beyond ourselves for answers. I 0 7
Quite a few of the students wrote of experiencing a sense of recogni
tion when they first met Ti and Do. Srrody wrote of growing "to love this
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individual [Do], His Father, and His Family with all that I am. All I wanted
to do was be close to Them, to be part of Them." Srrody wrote of being
shaken by Ti's death in 1985. "When my Grandfather's vehicle finally gave
out, it was a real wake-up call for me-the realization that my teachers may
not be able to teach me all I needed to know and apply before their vehi
cles gave out from the intolerable conditions here." Srrody's statement
concluded by inviting others to follow them into the Kingdom of Heaven.
"Some could even be accelerated by our exit, even as we were accelerated
by Ti's, and use this opportunity to join us. If so, we will be watching and
waiting to assist for as long as we can. Good luck."Jo s
Do's assertion was captured in the titles of two of the group's exit
videos, "Planet about to Be Recycled: Your Only Chance to Survive 
Leave with Us" and "Last Chance to Evacuate Earth before It's Recy
cled," 1 0 9 and provided a sense that it was urgent that the class and others
commit the extreme act of killing their mammalian vehicles to enter into
the Kingdom of Heaven. As with some of the other millennia! groups
considered in this book, catastrophic millennialism had the effect of radi
cally devaluing earthly existence. If the Earth is to be destroyed immi
nently, why stay? The Heaven's Gate web page 1 1 0 stressed that there was
only a small window of opportunity to enter into the Next Level, and that
was associated with the presence of the Hale-Bopp comet.
One hopes that Heaven's Gate is now closed and will not be reopened
until the next Representative from The Level Above Human comes, which
by Heaven's Gate reckoning should be about 2000 years from now.
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CHAPTER EIGHT

1998-Chen Tao: Assessing
the Potential for Violence

IN MARCH 1998, CHEN TAO (the name means "True Way"), a group
of Taiwanese living in Garland, Texas, near Dallas, captured the attention
of news reporters and law enforcement agents. The concern was whether
the Chen Tao believers would commit group suicide when their leader's
prophecies were disconfirmed. In 1998, Chen Tao members were not
involved in violence or a confrontation with law enforcement agents, so
my presentation of the data in this chapter differs from the treatment of
the other groups in this book.
Hon-Ming Chen (42), reportedly a former social sciences professor,
lived with about 150 followers, including children, in houses they pur
chased in Garland, Texas. Teacher Chen told reporters that they had moved
to Garland because Garland sounded like "God's land." Teacher Chen pre
dicted that God would make a promotional announcement on Channel 18
on television sets worldwide on March 25, 1998, at 12:01 A.M. U.S. Central
Standard Time. In his television advertisement, God would announce his
forthcoming arrival at Teacher Chen's address in Garland at 10:00 A.M. on
March 31. Teacher Chen said that when God appeared on March 31, at
3513 Ridgedale Drive, God would appear in a form that would look
exactly like Teacher Chen. To show that it was not Teacher Chen imper
sonating God, God would demonstrate his ability to appear and disappear
at will, replicate his body to shake hands simultaneously with all who came
to greet him, and speak the languages of everyone present there. (Teacher
Chen spoke only Taiwanese Mandarin.) Teacher Chen said that God
would come at that time to offer salvation from the apocalyptic destruction
that would occur in 1999, by taking the faithful up from Earth in flying
saucers. Teacher Chen said that if his prophecies about God's appearance
in Garland proved wrong, his followers could stone or crucify him.!
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Sign in Teacher Chen's yard advertising God's appearance on Channel18 on
March 25, 1998, and in Teacher Chen's front yard on March 31,1998. (Photo
courtesy of Lieutenant Rod Gregg)

Obviously Teacher Chen had set impossible goals for his group: the
appearance of God and being carried away in flying saucers, not to men
tion God's promotional message on Channel 18. What would the Chen
Tao believers do when the prophecies failed? The similarity to Heaven's
Gate's belief in flying saucers drew the attention of news reporters, who
expected to cover a group suicide. T he Garland police had to control the
crowds gathering in the neighborhood where the Chen Tao believers
lived, and the police had to consider whether some sort of intervention
was necessary to save lives. Fortunately, both news reporters and the
Garland police consulted Religious Studies scholars about Chen Tao. Dr.
Lonnie Kliever of Southern Methodist University in Dallas worked
closely with the Garland police and did a magnificent job of interfacing
with the local, national, and international news media. Kliever's work
helped prevent the police and news reporters from overreacting to the
Chen Tao case.
In Taiwan, Chen Tao had attracted thoughtful and educated people who
were financially well off. The group included doctors, engineers, and teach
ers. Their spokesman and translator was Richard Liu, formerly a professor of
American Literature. Their desktop published book, God's Descending in
Clouds (Flying Saucers) on Earth to Save People purported to have been writ
ten by God-The Supreme Being speaking through Teacher Chen. God's
Descending in Clouds revealed that Teacher Chen was a person dismayed at
the exploitation and suffering that he observed in Taiwan.
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God's Descending in Clouds expressed a sense of extreme alienation
from Taiwanese society, saying that at least 85 percent of the people in Tai
wan and East Asia were possessed by devils, "outside spirits," similar to
the "hungry ghosts" of Chinese popular religion. On the other hand, only
15 percent of the population in the United States was said to be devil
possessed. The United States was a place of safe refuge from the nuclear
war that would originate in East Asia in 1999. God would come in flying
saucers to America to pick up the faithful and carry them away to escape
the nuclear fallout and other terrors of the tribulation. Relatives in Tai
wan, who opposed the believers' move to the United States, most certainly
were devil-possessed.z
Chen Tao theology was a syncretistic blend of Buddhism, Christian
ity, Taoism, traditional Chinese beliefs, and faith in UFOs. Chen Tao
teachings were presented in scientific language. Buddhas and bodhisattvas
were described as traveling in flying saucers to various planets to educate
the inhabitants there) Teacher Chen, as the prophet, identified two boys
in the group as being the reincarnations of the Buddha and Jesus. Perhaps
these boys are being groomed to be messiahs, but more information is
needed. The Chen Tao followers demonstrated a concern for purity by
wearing white. They typically wore hats for protection against the Texas
sun, and many of them opted to wear white cowboy hats.
Religion scholars cannot make predictions about what members of a
religious group may do. Human free will and undetermined social factors
always come into play. The comparative study of the groups in this book,
however, suggests that certain factors may be identified to indicate
whether or not there may be cause for concern. After studying the news
reports about Chen Tao and reading God's Descending in Clouds, I made

Chen Tao members performing a purification ritual. (Photo courtesy of Lieutenant Rod Gregg)
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a list of the features that caused me to worry about what Chen Tao believ
ers might choose to do. I made another list of Chen Tao's characteristics
that I found reassuring.
The worrying characteristics of Chen Tao that I listed in the "minus
column" were numerous.
1. Teacher Chen took a literalistic approach to interpreting the Bible.
Although Teacher Chen taught that parts of the Bible were written
by devils, for instance that the book of Revelation was composed by
King Satan, he taught that the Bible's prophecies would come true and
that devils and devil-possessed humans in East Asia would cause nuclear
armageddon in 1999.4
Heaven's Gate was noteworthy for its literalistic interpretation of the
Bible, and arguably some of the other groups treated in this book could be
considered to have taken such an approach to the Bible.
2. Teacher Chen taught a radically dualistic view of good vs. evil.
Devils or "outside souls"5 were dominating humanity and driving
humans to self-destruction. God would not destroy the world. God would
rescue some humans by coming in flying saucers to remove the faithful and
pure from the Earth to save them from the nuclear fallout and other perils
of the tribulation.
All of the other groups treated in this book-Peoples Temple, the
Branch Davidians, Aum Shinrikyo, the Montana Freemen, the Solar
Temple, and Heaven's Gate-possessed a radical dualistic view of good
locked in battle with evil.
3. Teacher Chen's dualism negated the humanity of most of the
people on Earth by attributing a devilish nature to them.6
God speaking through Teacher Chen asserted that devil possession
was particularly rampant in East Asia, where 85 to 90 percent of the peo
ple were devil-possessed.
T he dehumanization of other human beings was characteristic of the
members of Peoples Temple, Aum Shinrikyo, the Montana Freemen and
related racist groups, the Solar Temple, and Heaven's Gate.
T he Branch Davidians appear to be the exception here because they
were so committed to their proselytization efforts. In his last recorded
conversation, David Koresh told a negotiator to tell the tactical agents
surrounding his residence and their commanders, "we love 'em" (see tran
script at the end of chapter 4).
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4. Teacher Chen predicted that nuclear armageddon would originate
in East Asia in 1999 without fail.
Teacher Chen's predicted nuclear scenario focused on Taiwan, the
People's Republic of China, North and South Korea, and Japan. This was
before India and Pakistan tested nuclear bombs in May 1998. These devel
opments in South Asia may well be incorporated into Teacher Chen's
future teachings about the apocalypse.
All of the groups studied in this volume believed in imminent cata
strophic destruction.
5. The Chen Tao group had reacted to perceived social threats by
withdrawing to a safe haven in America.
T his pattern of withdrawal from enemies was observed in the reloca
tion of Peoples Temple to Jonestown, Guyana, the building of com
munes by Aum Shinrikyo, the Montana Freemen's withdrawal into
Justus Township, the establishment of "life centers" by the Solar Temple
to be "arks of safety," and the secrecy of the Heaven's Gate class con
cerning their whereabouts.
The Branch Davidians lived in community but they did not initiate
violence. They were assaulted.
6.

Teacher Chen had set an impossible goal for the group, the
appearance of God in his front yard on March 31, 1998. This pre
dicted event was related to Teacher Chen's prediction that God
would arrive with flying saucers in 1999 to rescue the faithful
from the apocalyptic destruction of the Earth and its population.

Jim Jones, Shako As ahara, Joseph Di Mambro, and Ti and Do all set
impossible goals for their respective groups/
The glare of the media spotlight in March 1998 removed the much
needed privacy of the Chen Tao group to work out how they would
respond to the disconfirmation of Teacher Chen's prophecies.8
7.

News reporters were flocking to Garland to cover Chen Tao,
and the scene threatened to become a media circus.

Sensationalized news reporting had convinced members of Peoples
Temple, Aum Shinrikyo, Solar Temple, Heaven's Gate, and the Branch
Davidians that they were being persecuted.
8. Chen Tao theology combined belief in reincarnation with biblical
apocalypticism (catastrophic millennialism).
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Taken individually, each of these beliefs has the potential to relativize
the value of earthly existence. Putting these two doctrines together in a
single worldview appears to have the potential to radically devalue earthly
life, especially if the group experiences cultural opposition in conjunction
with stresses internal to the group.
T he groups treated in this book that combined belief in reincarnation
with apocalypticism are Peoples Temple, Aum Shinrikyo, the Solar Tem
ple, and Heaven's Gate.
9. Chen Tao was a small, new, and uninstitutionalized group that
had not yet routinized the charisma of its prophet, Teacher
Chen, into organizational structures.
An over-reliance on the charismatic authority of a prophet or messiah
could lead to disaster if the prophet's credibility was endangered as was
the case with Jim Jones, Shoko Asahara, Joseph Di Mambro, and Ti and
Do. Furthermore, over-dependence on a prophet or messiah could lead to
unquestioning obedience of orders given by the charismatic leader.
10. Teacher Chen had staked his life on his prophecies coming
true, indicating the importance of the March 31 prediction to
his credibility.
I worried that Teacher Chen might be motivated to take extreme
actions to preserve his credibility concerning the group's ultimate con
cern, as had Jim Jones, Shoko Asahara, Joseph Di Mambro, and Do.
While there is no clearcut evidence that David Koresh had his resi
dence set on fire, he may have done so to fulfill biblical prophecies. It is
clear that David Koresh refused to come out of Mount Carmel unless
doing so validated his authority as a messiah by conforming to interpreta
tion of biblical prophecies.
In the "plus column," Chen Tao had a few very important positive
characteristics.
1.

The Chen Tao believers, despite their dualistic catastrophic
millennialism, which seemed rather paranoid to nonbelievers,
responded openly and constructively to questions about
themselves, their activities, and their theology.

I observed this open and constructive response to the media and
law enforcement investigation in 1993, on the part of the members of
the Church Universal and Triumphant. I regard this response as a pos
itive sign as opposed to the withdrawal and/or combative response of
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the members of Peoples Temple, Aum Shinrikyo, the Montana
Freemen, the Solar Temple, and Heaven's Gate. The Branch Davidians,
likewise, manifested a relatively open and constructive response to
investigators, but they also armed themselves and used those arms
when they were assaulted.
Although Chen Tao members had withdrawn from the evil and
impure Taiwanese society, they regarded America as the place of safe
refuge and they believed that most Americans were not devil-possessed.
The fact that Teacher Chen had designated a follower to be the public
relations person (and translator) was a good sign, one that I regard as a pos
itive response on the part of new religious movements to criticism and
inquiry. Richard Liu explained Chen Tao's beliefs to reporters, police, and to
Dr. Lonnie Kliever.
2. God's Descending in Clouds had a statement against suicide on
page 38.
At first reading, I did not trust this statement against suicide. Heaven's
Gate had posted a statement against suicide on its web page, but it simply
redefined suicide as turning against the Kingdom of Heaven and asserted
that movement toward the Kingdom of Heaven was life-affirming.9 But
after reading God's Descending in Clouds in its entirety and thus learning
how much the Chen Tao believers were concerned to avoid devil posses
sion, I decided to trust this statement against suicide. Religious leaders cer
tainly change doctrines in response to circumstances, but I hoped that if
Teacher Chen tried to incite the group to commit suicide, the members
would remind him that God had taught them that suicide was always
motivated by devil-possession and produced extremely detrimental karma.
The relevant passage in God's Descending in Clouds reads:
(9). Suicide: The ostensible reasons for suicide, whether on
grounds of emotion, career failure, or religious faith, may seem
to be related to personal background or personality, but through
deeper understanding, we find that most of the suicides are
annoyed or possessed by outside souls. It is further related with
the causality in previous life. Especially in the circle of religious
faith, if a person is introduced into a sect by the priest and
enticed to commit suicide in the name of "liberation" or "enter
ing into the paradise," the outcome is always formidable. In most
cases, it is always the great heavenly devil which pulls strings in
the back. As for the priest, the sin that he commits is so deep
rooted that the suicide will track down on him for many gener
ations, and in the future life, he is going to suffer the same
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consequence. In the ending period of the world, this kind of
events (sic) will come about from time to time.
God gives us life and physical body in the hope that we can
cultivate the "true" by means of the "false." That is why it is said
that "physical body is hard to acquire." It is only when the three
souls co-exist in a physical body that the level of spiritual cultiva
tion can be promoted in the fastest way.1o
Suicide! Whether in the manner of taking drugs, drowning,
burning, hanging, or the like, the way of suicide will be repeated
again in the coming life because it is recorded in the soul. Besides, it
is an impediment to one's cultivation and going back to the origin.
3. God's Descending in Clouds contained only the prediction
about God's appearance in Garland on March 31, and said
nothing about God's predicted television announcement on
March 25.
I wondered if by adding the television prediction for March 25,
which would be disconfirmed, Teacher Chen was giving himself a way
out of his prediction of God's appearance on March 31. This was exactly
how it worked out.
Prior to March 25, Teacher Chen told news reporters that if God did
not make his television announcement at midnight that evening, his pre
diction for March 31 should be regarded as nonsense.11 Sure enough, when
God's announcement did not occur on Channel 18 at midnight on March
25, Teacher Chen promptly told reporters that they should consider his
prediction for March 31 nonsense. But Chen Tao believers, news
reporters, anticultists, and curious onlookers and scholars gathered at
3513 Ridgedale Drive on March 31, just in case God decided to appear.
On March 31, Teacher Chen explained to the limited crowd, which
had been permitted into the neighborhood by the police, that God was
indeed present among them and that "since they are all God, they can use
their own right hands to shake their own left hands, and they can ask
themselves any question. Since people speak many different languages, so
does God, he said." Dr. Kliever explained to a reporter that Teacher Chen
was shifting from a literalistic interpretation of prophecies to a symbolic
interpretation, and that many religions have done the same in order to
survive. Dr. Kliever said, "He, like every religious leader develops his
message in response to changing circumstances and human needs."12 Since
God did not appear in the manner predicted, Teacher Chen offered him
self to his followers to be stoned or crucified, but they declined.
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Teacher Chen reiterated the truth of his predictions of nuclear armaged
don in 1999, and that God would come in flying saucers to pick up the believ
ers. Furthermore, Teacher Chen asserted that the presence of so many
reporters to help him spread God's message was proof that God was carrying
out his plan for salvation. The reporters like everyone else there were God.13
The fact that Teacher Chen did not speak English may have helped
him avoid any sense of being persecuted by the American and interna
tional press, but generally the reporters were polite when interviewing
Teacher Chen and Richard Liu. 14 Christine Wicker, the religion
newswriter for the Dallas Morning News did an exceptionally thorough
and careful job of reporting about Chen Tao. She interviewed Chen Tao
believers and scholars of religion, and she did not sensationalize the story.
Therefore, careful reporting contributed to a situation in which the Chen
Tao believers did not experience persecution from the press.
The Garland police consulted a Religious Studies scholar, Dr. Lonnie
Kliever, about Chen Tao. The police facilitated Dr. Kliever's access to the
group for observation and interviews. Having immediate access to the
group and the pertinent data enabled Dr. Kliever to provide informed
advice to the police. Having received sound advice from a bona fide reli
gion expert, the Garland police did not overreact to the situation. The
police took normal measures to observe the group and maintain the peace.
It remains to be seen how Chen Tao will develop in the future. By
May 1998, about half of the followers had returned to Taiwan because of

Teacher Chen (left) with Richard liu (right). (Photo courtesy of lieutenant Rod Gregg)
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visa problems. The other half moved with Teacher Chen to Olcott, New
York. They waited for God's flying saucers to come when the nuclear
armageddon occurred in 1999.15
What will happen if Teacher Chen's prophecies about 1999 are dis
confirmed remains to be seen. Teacher Chen may be able to reinterpret his
prophecies again, especially if he does not feel persecuted and if there are
no stresses internal to the group that threaten his status as prophet or
threaten the group's ultimate concern of salvation. If there are no perse
cution or internal stresses, perhaps the Chen Tao members will reinterpret
their ultimate concern in some manner, by constructing their millennia!
kingdom on Earth and/or expecting salvation after death. Greater empha
sis may be put on Chen Tao's expressed ultimate concern of "perfect
souls" attaining "everlasting life in God's magnetic field of the Void."16
Recall that ultimate concerns are about achieving well-being, and this
ultimate concern is not inconsistent with hoping for salvation from
armageddon. The Chen Tao believers may be able to conclude that their
rituals and religious practices averted armageddon. Or they may conclude
that armageddon will occur at some unknown date in the future.
On the minus side in the future, the boys (ages 10 and 9 in 1998) who
were identified as Jesus and Buddha may not cooperate with Teacher
Chen's plan for them. Repeated disappointment when God's flying saucers
fail to appear could lead Chen Tao believers to take extreme actions to
preserve their ultimate concern.
The saga of Chen Tao is not over, and only time will tell how it will
turn out.
Notes
1. CESNUR, "Apocalypse Delayed: Group Leaves Texas and Relocates in Olcott,
New York," CESNUR's Watch Page of Chen Tao, <http://www.cesnur.org/
Chen.htm>, downloaded May 9, 1998; Charles Zewe, "Cult claims God will
appear in flying saucer-and on TV," CNN Interactive (March 19, 1998), at
<http://cnn.com>; God- The Supreme Being, God's Descending in Clouds
(Flying Saucers) on Earth to Save People (Garland, Tex.: Kingdom of God,
1997). I thank both Massimo Introvigne and Forrest Jackson for making
arrangements to provide me with this book.
2. Teacher Chen's complicated apocalyptic scenario for 1999 is described in God,
God's Descending in Clouds, 92-119, 133-38. According to God, the coming ret
ribution, World War III, "is an unavoidable and uncompromising war." See God,
174. On the percentages of devil-possessed human populations, see God, 105.
3. God, God's Descending in Clouds, 54-55.
4. On King Satan and the book of Revelation, see God, God's Descending in
Clouds, 81, 122-38.
Interestingly, Jesus's parable of the good seed being harvested and the weeds
being burned was important to Teacher Chen as with Do. See God, God's
Descending in Clouds, 22-23.
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5. The origins of outside souls are explained in God, God's Descending in Clouds,
34-41.
6. God asserted that "When people are in the condition of being combined with
devils, they cannot be taken as human beings." God, God's Descending in
Clouds, 90.
7. Hitler and Mao Zedong, also, set impossible goals for the nations they gov
erned. See Robert Ellwood, "Nazism as a Millennialist Movement," 241-60, and
Scott Lowe, "Western Millennia! Ideology Goes East: The Taiping Revolution
and Mao's Great Leap Forward," 220-40, in Millennia/ism, Persecution, and
Violence: Historical Cases, ed. Catherine Wessinger (Syracuse: Syracuse Univer
sity Press, 2000).
8. Dr. Scott Lowe, an expert on Chinese religions, told a reporter that it would be
better if reporters would leave Chen Tao alone so the group would not lose
face and be able to deal with the disconfirmation of their prophecies in private.
Christine Wicker, "Garland sect prepares for God's arrival," Dallas Morning
News, March 22, 1998, A-32. Many of the stories about Chen Tao were not
posted on the Dallas Morning News web page. I thank Christine Wicker for
kindly forwarding these newspaper articles to me.
9. "Our Position Against Suicide," at <http://www.clas.ufl.edu/users/gthursby/
rei!gate/letter.htm.
Dr. Gene Thursby has reproduced on his web page the Heaven's Gate web
page as it was preserved on the web page formerly operated by Chuck
Humphrey (Rkkody).
10. The Buddhist tradition teaches that the human body and life is a precious gift
that provides the best context for the achievement of nirvana. Chinese tradi
tional religion has taught that a person has multiple souls. According to Teacher
Chen, the three souls are the "main soul light," the "conscious soul," and the
"physical soul." See God, God's Descending in Clouds, 17. These tend to corre
spond to the Buddhist idea that in addition to the physical body, the individual
possesses vehicles for operation in the spiritual realms. This idea is also found in
Hinduism and was picked up by Theosophy.
11. Christine Wicker, "Garland sect prepares for God's arrival," Dallas Morning
News, March 22, 1998, A-32.
12. Christine Wicker, "Apparent Appearances," Dallas Morning News, April 1,
1998, A-28.
13. Wicker, "Apparent Appearances," A-23.
14. Personal communication from Christine Wicker.
15. CESNUR, "Apocalypse Delayed."
16. God, God's Descending in Clouds, 27. Expressing a belief similar to those of the
Solar Temple and Heaven's Gate, God's Descending in Clouds states that the "final
goal of human evolution is to make people elevated to the level of transcending the
physical bondage and being able to travel freely across different time and space in
the universe." I suggest that the manner in which the accomplishment of this ulti
mate goal will be interpreted will be determined by whether or not Chen Tao can
become comfortably accommodated to society.

CHAPTER NINE

Comparative Conclusions

IN COMPARING JONESTOWN, the Branch Davidians, Aum Shin
rikyo, the Montana Freemen, the Solar Temple, Heaven's Gate, and Chen
Tao, all of which were catastrophic millennia! groups that expected a cat
aclysmic transition to the collective salvation, and the majority of which
were involved in violence,1 there is a great deal to be learned.

Categories of Catastrophic Millennial Groups Involved in Violence
Every millennia! group or movement has an ultimate concern because it is
a religion. The ultimate concern of a religion is the goal that is the most
important thing in the world for an individual or group.2 When placed
under pressure or faced with disconfirming evidence, people may change
their ultimate concerns. However, the millennia! groups studied here, which
were caught up in violence, involved people who clung to their ultimate
concerns so tightly that they were willing to kill or to die for them.
The categories used in this book-assaulted millennia! groups, fragile
millennia! groups, and revolutionary millennia! movements-are not rigidly
distinct. An assaulted millennia! group is attacked by law enforcement agents
and/or concerned citizens because the religious group is viewed as danger
ous to society. A fragile millennia! group is suffering from internal stresses
as well as opposition from the outside culture that endanger the group's
ultimate concern. Members of fragile millennia! groups initiate violence in
order to preserve their religious goal. The violence of a fragile millennia!
group may be directed inwardly against members or outwardly against
enemies, or both. The ideology of a revolutionary millennia! movement
prompts believers to commit violent acts to overthrow what they view as
a persecuting regime in order to establish the millennia! kingdom. These
categories can be considered specific moments on a continuum relating to
the possibility of millennia! groups becoming involved in violence. Cata-
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strophic millennia! groups that become involved in violence may belong to
more than one of these categories, or they may shift from one category to
the another. 3
I find it useful to determine if a millennia! group involved in violence
has been assaulted by outsiders, or if the members have committed violent
acts due to the group's fragility, or if believers carry out violent acts
according to a revolutionary ideology, because that illuminates which
party, the millennialists or outsiders, is responsible for initiating the vio
lence and why the violence occurred. In all cases, the quality of the inter
actions between members of mainstream society and the believers is a
crucial element in determining a group's potential volatility. Law enforce
ment agents, news reporters, concerned family members, and anticultists
should become aware that their activities can contribute to an undesired,
tragic outcome.
Radical dualism on both sides of a conflict increases the potential for
violence. It would be good if catastrophic millennialists became more
sensitive to the manner in which their dualistic worldview increases the
possibility of overreacting to any expression of opposition from society.
A radical dualistic worldview that sees reality in terms of clear-cut good
versus evil, us verses them, can be found among the various opponents of
new religious movements as well as among members of catastrophic mil
lennia! groups.
The religions studied in this book demonstrate the fluidity of the cat
egories I have highlighted for millennia! groups involved in violence:
assaulted millennia! groups; fragile millennia! groups; and revolutionary
millennia! movements.
The Jonestown murders and mass suicide occurred because of Jones
town's fragility, although there was a revolutionary dimension to Peoples
Temple ideology, and there was a real sense in which Jonestown was under
assault. Peoples Temple identified with a revolutionary millennia! tradi
tion, communism, but Peoples Temple members relied on social and polit
ical work, not revolution, to build their millennia! utopia. The majority of
Peoples Temple members withdrew to Jonestown in the Guyanese jungle
as their place of refuge from opponents. Jonestown was fragile because of
the physical and financial circumstances of the collective, the defection of
key members and leaders, and the erratic actions of Jim Jones. Jonestown's
fragility was heightened by cumulative opposition from anticultist apos
tates, concerned family members, news reporters, and American federal
agents and agencies. The group suicide and murders were initiated because
Jonestown was fragile and its residents perceived the need to take violent
actions to preserve their ultimate concern- maintaining the cohesiveness
of their community.
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The Branch Davidians near Waco, Texas, were assaulted by federal
agents. In 1993, the Branch Davidians were not a revolutionary millennia!
group, although they possessed the theological potential to become revo
lutionary at a future time. The Branch Davidians appeared to be a revolu
tionary millennia! group to the ATF agents investigating them because
they were armed. David Koresh had predicted that in 1995 they would
move to Israel and fight on the side of Israel against the United States in
armageddon. However, the Davidians of Mount Carmel had been expect
ing to move to the Holy Land for the endtime events and the establish
ment of God's kingdom since 1935. As of 1993, the Davidians showed no
signs of preparing to move to Israel. Financial realities may have pre
vented those preparations, and Koresh would have had to reinterpret his
prophecies. Eugene V. Gallagher's in-depth study of Koresh's audiotaped
Bible study sessions and the negotiation transcripts indicate that Koresh
did not incite the Davidians to initiate violence. Koresh reserved the initia
tion of apocalyptic violence to God, although he taught that the Davidians
would fight on God's side when armageddon occurred.4 David Koresh and
Paul Fatta bought and sold arms in the profitable gun trade in Texas,
and these funds helped support the community. It was never demonstrated
by federal agents that the Davidians' weapons were illegal. Koresh had the
Davidian residence fortified and stored supplies and arms in case they were
attacked by "Babylon." The Branch Davidians were prepared to defend
themselves, but they were not revolutionary in 1993. David Koresh had a
history of cooperating with the investigations of law enforcement agents
and social workers. The Branch Davidians were assaulted twice by federal
law enforcement agents because they were viewed as dangerous, brain
washed cultists.
The leaders of Aum Shinrikyo had revolutionary plans, but the vio
lent acts committed by Aum devotees were related to the fragility of Aum
Shinrikyo. Aum Shinrikyo leaders had the revolutionary goal of over
throwing and destroying the Japanese government and conventional
Japanese society. Aum's guru, Shoka Asahara, had the goal of dominating
Japan and the world. To that end, Aum Shinrikyo's leaders and scientists
spent a great deal of time, energy, and money in researching, acquiring,
and testing weapons of mass destruction. Shoko Asahara himself endan
gered the ultimate concern and caused the fragility of the group by setting
an impossible recruitment goal to prevent armageddon, and then by pre
dicting imminent armageddon. The violent acts committed by devotees
were aimed at preserving the Aum Shinrikyo ultimate concern-the estab
lishment of the Buddhist millennia! kingdom by the Buddha, Shoko Asa
hara. Even the planned revolutionary violence had the goal of protecting
the ultimate concern and maintaining the credibility of the guru. Shoko
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Asahara claimed to be a Buddha with infallible powers of prophecy, so
when he predicted armageddon, armageddon had to occur. Salvation came
only through the grace of Asahara, the infallible Buddha, and if he was
proved to be fallible, then the whole basis of Aum Shinrikyo as a religion
would have crumbled. Therefore, Aum Shinrikyo was a fragile millennia!
group when its members committed violent acts, although revolutionary
ideology and preparations were a significant aspect of this religion.
The Montana Freemen were a revolutionary millennia! group that had
the potential to become either assaulted or fragile. The Freemen were
waging "paper warfare" against the "satanic" federal government. The
Freemen were armed, and during the standoff they professed a willingness
to fight the FBI agents surrounding them. The Freemen hoped that their
violent conflict with federal agents would spark the "second American
Revolution," in which other Patriots would join them in the battle to
overthrow the government. As an isolated community cordoned off by
FBI agents, the Freemen could have been assaulted by the agents, which
would have resulted in the loss of life among the innocent adults and chil
dren inside Justus Township, the federal agents, and the ideologically
committed Freemen. Due to the new post-Waco FBI policy of patience,
negotiation, and consultation with outside experts on religion, the
Freemen were not assaulted. But the Freemen also had the potential to
become a fragile millennia! group. If FBI agents had applied so much tac
tical pressure on the Freemen as to make them despair of achieving their
ultimate concern-the elimination of the federal government-the com
mitted Freemen might have initiated violence in an effort to achieve their
goal. The Freemen might have begun a gun battle with FBI agents with the
intention of sparking the second American Revolution. The Freemen could
have chosen to commit group suicide in order to protest the satanic gov
ernment, which would have meant killing the children and less-committed
adults inside Justus Township. The FBI's policy of patience and noncon
frontation avoided exacerbating the Freemen's sense of being persecuted,
and permitted negotiation to continue until a way was found for the
Freemen to be taken into custody, while maintaining allegiance to their
ultimate concern. The Freemen were a revolutionary millennia! group
whose potential for violence was contained successfully by law enforce
ment agents with no loss of life.
The members of Solar Temple and Heaven's Gate initiated violence
because of the fragility of their respective groups. Due to stresses present
within the Solar Temple, which included vocal critics who caused the loss
of faith of members, former members demanding the return of their finan
cial resources, and the severe illness of the leader, Joseph Di Mambro, the
adepts concluded that the cultural opposition that they experienced was
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persecution. Weaknesses internal to the group were also the primary fac
tors in Heaven's Gate. Ti and Do had set an impossible goal for their stu
dents, and the Heaven's Gate class decided to commit group suicide to
preserve their ultimate concern- obtaining eternal extraterrestrial bodies
that would travel in flying saucers-a literal entering of the Kingdom of
Heaven. In both the Solar Temple and Heaven's Gate, the radical dualism
of their catastrophic millennia! worldviews contributed to the overreac
tions of the believers to any sign of opposition or disagreement from out
side society.
It remains to be seen if Chen Tao can avoid becoming a fragile mil
lennia! group, and if Chen Tao believers can continue to respond con
structively if they simultaneously experience internal stresses and cultural
opposition. If more of Teacher Chen's prophecies are disconfirmed, the
Chen Tao believers may be able to reinterpret the prophecies and shift
the emphasis of their ultimate concern, especially if they continue to regard
America as their place of safe haven.s

What to Do?
In several of the catastrophic millennia! groups studied in this book
Jonestown, Aum Shinrikyo, Solar Temple, and Heaven's Gate-weak
nesses internal to the group were crucial in motivating members to
commit violent acts, but the manner in which outsiders interacted with
these believers was also important.
Law enforcement agents and news reporters, with no knowledge of
how catastrophic millennialists might react to cultural opposition, may
engage in aggressive tactics that make the millennialists feel persecuted,
and thus contribute to a situation in which the millennialists may decide
to take violent actions. I suggest that avoiding labeling unconventional
groups "cults" and treating the believers as religious people worthy of
respect will go far in reducing the sense of antagonism between catastrophic
millennia! groups and society. Whenever it is possible, the believers
should be interviewed respectfully and asked to cooperate in the investi
gation. Care should be taken to make accurate reports about the religious
group that avoid sensationalism and exaggeration. Excessive force should
not be used against a group because it is labeled with the pejorative term
cult. Because the word cult has become so pejorative, I recommend that
people avoid using this term and instead recognize that these groups are
religions. Law enforcement agents should avoid precipitating a siege of a
millennia! group whose members have a commitment to a higher author
ity than civil law.
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Religious groups suspected of criminal activities should be investi
gated-but according to normal law enforcement and news reporting pro
cedures. It is important to interview the believers to get their side of the
story and to humanize them. If members of a religious group have com
mitted crimes, then ordinary, not excessive, law enforcement measures
should be taken.
When there are questions about a religious group, bona fide scholars of
religion should be consulted to get accurate, nonbiased information and
informed advice. In the United States, the American Academy of Religion
and the Society for the Scientific Study of Religion are two professional orga
nizations that can provide religion experts possessing academic credentials. 6
Law enforcement agents, news reporters, anticultists, apostates, and
concerned family members and friends should be aware that if their activ
ities are perceived by members of a catastrophic millennia! group as
threatening their ultimate concern, this could motivate the believers to
seek to destroy their enemies. This was the case with the Jonestown resi
dents, Aum Shinrikyo devotees, and the Solar Temple adepts. Opposing,
or even investigating, a group that feels beleaguered occasionally can
become life-threatening. When believers feel that their ultimate concern is
threatened, they sometimes choose to resort to violent actions.
Individuals who are members of a millennia! group, or persons who are
considering joining a millennia! religion should give careful consideration
to what the "exit costs" might be if the situation turns out to be less than
satisfactory. If one has assumed a new identity, perhaps a new name, cut off
all contact with one's birth family, made the group one's surrogate family,
handed over financial assets, and allowed the group to provide one's sole
means of livelihood, there will be heavy costs to leaving. Some women have
found that having children with the charismatic leader bound them to a
group that they otherwise would have preferred to leave. Most, but not all,
of the Jonestown residents, and the Heaven's Gate class members decided
it was better to die with their surrogate families than to pay the exit costs.
Aum Shinrikyo became such a totalitarian organization that people who
wanted to leave were confined, drugged, tortured, and murdered-obviously
very high exit costs. Some Jonestown residents were also confined and
drugged, and these people obviously did not choose to die in the mass sui
cide. Therefore, it is worth considering in advance of joining a group the
types of costs that might have to be paid later if one wants to leave.
For concerned family members, there are no easy answers. The right of
adults to exercise freedom of religion has to be respected. It is best to keep
the lines of communication open as much as possible, so that a loved one
will feel free to come home or ask for help when he or she wants to leave a
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religious group. Keeping the lines of communication open, however, is no
guarantee that things will turn out well. Sometimes millennia! groups are
assaulted, or believers commit violent acts because of the fragility of their
group, or the members act on revolutionary ideologies; these dynamics are
outside the control of concerned family members who are trying to main
tain positive communication with their loved ones. But concerned family
members who become vocal anticultists and promote sensationalized news
reporting and aggressive government investigations can intensify a group's
fragility, or perhaps prompt an assault by law enforcement agents who are
concerned about the leader's intentions. There are no guaranteed outcomes,
but the best thing to do, if possible, is to keep the lines of communication
open with loved ones who have joined alternative religions, gain accurate,
nonbiased information on the new religion, and resist being panicked by
anticult propaganda and activists.

General Observations
A number of general observations can be drawn from comparison of the
millennia! groups studied in this book. I will highlight these general obser
vations before describing religious characteristics that cause me to become
concerned about a catastrophic millennia! group as well as those charac
teristics that I find reassuring.
1. The project of raising "messianic children" can backfire. The

teenaged or grown children of a group's prophet or messiah
can destabilize a group and call into question the charismatic
leader's authority.
Messianic children can grow up to reject the role attributed to them.l
I suggest that raising a child to be a messiah is a heavy burden to place on
a child and is psychologically unhealthy.
Jim Jones's grown sons were a serious challenge to his authority, espe
cially because Jones's mental and physical health was debilitated. Joseph Di
Mambro's grown son, Elie, weakened the Solar Temple by disclosing that the
apparitions of the Masters were caused by technological tricks. Immediately
prior to the executions committed by Solar Temple adepts and then their
transit from Earth by murder and suicide, Di Mambro's twelve-year-old mes
sianic daughter, Emmanuelle, was rebelling. Most of David Koresh's children
were very young (his eldest son, Cyrus, was eight), but David Koresh had
fathered over a dozen children for rulership in God's kingdom. If Koresh's
children residing at Mount Carmel had lived, they might have challenged his
authority later and rejected the roles he had designated for them.
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2. While the psychological health or dysfunction of a religious
leader is pertinent, it is a serious mistake to rely solely on psy
chological diagnosis of the leader when attempting to under
stand a religious group and the actions it might take.
Analysis of the group's theology and social dynamics are crucially
important. The teachings of the leader constitute a coherent worldview that
makes sense to the believers, and credentialed Religious Studies scholars are
trained to analyze worldviews. Religious Studies scholars and sociologists
of religion are trained to pay attention to the social dynamics internal to the
group and to the group's interactions with outside society. Religious world
view and sociological factors were discounted by federal agents dealing
with the Branch Davidians with obviously tragic results. The psychothera
pists who diagnosed David Koresh had no understanding of the biblical
worldview that informed the statements and actions of Koresh and the
Branch Davidians. Solely applying a psychological diagnostic label to a

charismatic religious leader is not conducive to the broad interdisciplinary
understanding that can assist in resolving crisis situations peacefully.
3. Persecution may either strengthen a group by confirming prophe

cies, or weaken it by endangering the group's ultimate concern.
If persecution confirms prophecies, the group and the status of the
charismatic leader in the group will be strengthened. This was the case
with the Branch Davidians, and also with the Mormons in the nineteenth
century.8
Persecution-real or imagined-in other words, if there is any cul
tural opposition at all-can endanger a group's ultimate concern and moti
vate the members to commit violent acts to preserve their religious goal.
As discussed in the previous chapters, this was the case with Jonestown,
Aum Shinrikyo, the Solar Temple, and Heaven's Gate.
4. Factors internal to the group, such as having an already endan

gered ultimate concern, possessing a radical dualistic world
view, and hiding criminal secrets, can make members of a
catastrophic millennia! group extremely sensitive, so that even
minimal cultural opposition will be viewed as persecution.
The dualism of a catastrophic millennia! worldview, which promotes
the stark perspective of "good versus evil," "us versus them," heightens
the possibility that group members will conclude they are being perse-
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cuted in response to the activities of law enforcement agents, news
reporters, and others.
Aum Shinrikyo's ultimate concern was endangered by Shoko Asahara
who had set impossible goals for the group and who taught a radical dual
istic worldview. Aum Shinrikyo leaders were especially nervous about
being investigated, because they were hiding criminal secrets.
Heaven's Gate was not hiding criminal secrets, but the class's ultimate
concern was endangered because of its leaders' setting an impossible goal. The
radical dualistic worldview of Heaven's Gate members caused them to inter
pret any sort of negative feedback from the outside society as persecution.
Likewise the Solar Temple adepts' perception of being persecuted
by law enforcement agents, anticultists, and vocal apostates was height
ened by their radical dualistic worldview that was related to their cata
strophic millennialism.
5. A catastrophic millennia! group that feels it is persecuted may

bring the date for the end closer.
This was done by the Branch Davidians, Aum Shinrikyo, and the
Solar Temple. Bringing the date for the end closer appears to be a barom
eter indicating the extent to which the members and leaders of a cata
strophic millennia! group feel persecuted.
6. Millennia! groups and their leaders make adjustments in their
theologies and actions in response to events.
If a catastrophic millennia! group has some success in building the
millennia! kingdom, it can shift to noncatastrophic, progressive millennia!
expectations about the nature of the transition to the collective salvation.
Or the catastrophic expectations may become less urgent and be put off
into the indefinite future. If the catastrophic millennia! group experiences
persecution, the date for the end may be brought closer.
The "pragmatics of failure" means that if methods to achieve the ulti
mate concern are failing, believers may shift to using other methods, which
may be either peaceful or violent.9
Catastrophic millennialists will respond to political events and nat
ural disasters by incorporating them into their apocalyptic scenarios by
interpreting them as signs that the endtime has arrived and as confirma
tion of prophecies.
7. Popular media express mythic themes and values that may res

onate with the hopes and values of religious people and may be
incorporated into their theologies.
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The depictions of violent battles between good and evil in Japanese
(animated videos) appear to have influenced Aum Shinrikyo lead

anime

ers and members. The American television series Star Trek is not apocalyp
tic science fiction, but its depiction of the "crew" as an alternative family
was appealing to the Heaven's Gate class.
8. Social indoctrination processes are more effective when they

are undertaken voluntarily, and coercive indoctrination proce
dures do not produce believers.
Most of the groups studied in this book regarded the socialization of
mainstream society to be negative conditioning or "programming" that
had to be counteracted by indoctrination into the truth offered by their
respective groups. For instance, Heaven's Gate members wanted to have
their minds cleansed by means of monastic discipline of the impurities they
believed were put there by conventional society, as did the voluntary Aum
Shinrikyo devotees.
While the coercive indoctrination practices of Aum Shinrikyo injured
numerous people, they did not produce any true believers.
9. There is no need to have a charismatic leader for a group to be

potentially violent.
The Freemen and the broad Euro- American revolutionary millennia!
movement of which they are a part do not have a single charismatic leader.
The term charisma is used here in the Religious Studies sense of indicating
a person who is believed to receive divine revelation.
10. The charismatic leader of a group may not be as all-powerful as

outsiders assume.
The "myth of the omnipotent leader" is part of the anticult stereotype
of unconventional religions, but the leader often is not as powerful as out
siders imagine. For instance, David Koresh's authority was contingent on
whether he could present to his followers plausible interpretations of the
Bible that appeared to be divinely inspired. The Branch Davidians checked
Koresh's assertions of truth against the Bible. Unfortunately, this fact,
which was explained to the negotiators by the Davidians, was overlooked
by FBI agents because they believed in the "myth of the omnipotent
leader" of a "cult."Jo
11. A charismatic leader cannot become a totalitarian leader with

out the agency and complicity of willing followers.
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Related to the "myth of the omnipotent leader" is the anticult "myth
of the passive, brainwashed follower."11 Turnover in the membership of
unconventional religious groups indicates that people think for them
selves in deciding to join a group, in participating in its activities, and in
leaving. No leader can become a totalitarian leader without the agency
and complicity of followers. Aum Shinrikyo demonstrates that once a
group becomes truly totalitarian, it can be virtually impossible to leave,
but Asahara could not have exercised control of life and death over mem
bers and outsiders without the willing and active support of a critical
mass of his followers.
12. Repeated acts of violence take on a ritualistic nature, and con
tinually enacted rituals of violence tend to escalate the level of
violence that participants find acceptable. This is true for law
enforcement agents as well as for members of unconventional
religious groups.
The violence within Peoples Temple began as punishments meted out
to misbehaving members, such as having to endure humiliating boxing
matches before the other members. In Jonestown, the rituals of violence
escalated to the capture, confining, and drugging of people who wanted to
leave. The private suicide rituals to test loyalty within Jim Jones's inner
circle escalated to the "white night" rehearsals within Jonestown of their
eventual mass suicide. The mass suicide was carried out along with the
murder of people in Congressman Ryan's party who were identified as
being enemies of Peoples Temple and the murder of Jonestown's children
as well as any adults, who because they were drugged, confined, or inca
pacitated were unable to leave.
The activities of federal agents outside Mount Carmel Center, the res
idence of the Branch Davidians, amounted to ritual acts of violence that
culminated in the final assault against the Davidians. Tanks were used to
demolish the cars and property belonging to the Davidians. The drivers of
the tanks cursed the Davidians and made obscene gestures at them. Cut
ting off the electricity and telephone wires, shining bright spotlights at the
building during the night, blasting high decibel sounds at the residence
were all rituals of violence that culminated in the assault against the
Davidians by firing canisters of CS gas into the residence and the demoli
tion of parts of the building by tanks. The fire that destroyed the resi
dence, that took the lives of seventy-four Davidians including
twenty-three children, occurred because of this final assault.
In Aum Shinrikyo, the rituals of violence began as acts of extreme
asceticism by devotees. If an Aum devotee was unwilling to be immersed
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in either very hot or cold water, he or she was forced to undergo that
austerity. The first death within Aum Shinrikyo was probably the acci
dental death of a devotee due to extreme ascetic practice. Subsequently a
member who wanted to defect was killed. These rituals of violence esca
lated to include the confinement, torture, and coercion of people who
wanted to leave or who had helped others to leave. Many of these peo
ple were killed. These rituals escalated to murder and murder attempts
against people in society outside of Aum Shinrikyo who were identified
as enemies. These rituals of violence culminated in the sarin gas attack on
the Tokyo subway.
13. Dualistic or dichotomous thinking is not confined to cata
strophic millennialists, but is found also among law enforce
ment agents, anticultists, and people generally.
Dualistic thinking is a pervasive and common feature of human
nature. It is expressed in cartoons, movies, novels, television shows, video
games, news reporting, and in religious doctrines. Radical dualistic think
ing attributes a battle between good and evil to human beings who are
divided into "us" and "them." Radical dualistic thinking dehumanizes and
demonizes those identified as the "other." Dualistic thinking is probably
as common among law enforcement agents, soldiers and military officers,
and anticultists as it is among catastrophic millennialists. Not surprisingly,
these individuals can become locked in pitched battles against each other.
Radical dualistic thinking is overcome by learning to view the group des
ignated "the other" as valued human beings like ourselves. Face-to-face
dialogue is the obvious way to humanize the demonized "other."

Characteristics That Cause Concern
Based on my study of the millennia! religions in this book, there are charac
teristics that concern me when I observe them in a group. The more such
characteristics a group has, the more cause for concern. But a group's pos
session of many of the characteristics listed in the text to follow DOES NOT
constitute a prediction that violence will occur. A group may have other
characteristics that offset the ones that I regard as problematic. A group's
possession of a number of these characteristics should never be used as an
excuse by law enforcement agents to take unnecessary aggressive action
against a religious group. Nor should this list of characteristics be used by
news reporters to p,roduce sensationalized and dehumanizing stories about a
group. The manner in which outsiders interact with members of catastrophic
millennia! groups is crucial in determining the potential for volatility.
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Having stated this caution, I will list the characteristics of some cata
strophic millennia! groups that cause me concern.
1. Catastrophic millennia! beliefs combined with belief in
reincarnation and with the members' conviction that the group
is being persecuted.
Catastrophic millennia! beliefs and belief in reincarnation taken sepa
rately have no necessary relation to violence. But the combination of these
beliefs can radically devalue earthly existence, especially if group members
feel that they are being persecuted.
The Jonestown residents, the Solar Temple adepts, and the Heaven's
Gate class members all combined catastrophic millennia! beliefs with
belief in reincarnation, and they all were convinced that their respective
groups were being persecuted. If group members feel they are being per
secuted, and furthermore, believe that the Earth will be violently
destroyed soon, and that reincarnation means that their true home is not
on this planet and that their true identities are not tied to their bodies, then
why not leave earthly life?
The Aum Shinrikyo devotees are unique, in that their belief in cata
strophic millennialism, reincarnation, and their sense of persecution led
them to devalue not their own lives but the lives of those who were iden
tified as not being true Aum believers.
It remains to be seen if the combination of catastrophic millennialism
and reincarnation in Chen Tao will become problematic. If the Chen Tao
members do not feel themselves to be persecuted, the chance is lessened
that this theological combination will become lethal.
2. The theological conviction that one's home is not on this
planet, combined with social alienation due to a sense of perse
cution and lack of social acceptance.
Jim Jones's conviction that he had come from another planet and that
he was a man far ahead of his time here on Earth was an expression of his
social alienation that was increased by his belief (shared by his followers)
that outsiders were engaged in a conspiracy to destroy Jonestown. The
Solar Temple adepts' belief that their true home was another planet was
reinforced by their conviction that they were being persecuted by law
enforcement agents, reporters, apostates, and anticultists. Heaven's Gate
members' alienation was expressed in their belief that they were over
coming their despised gendered humanness to be admitted to the King
dom of God in neuter, extraterrestrial bodies. American society did not
support the monastic and ascetic lifestyle of the Heaven's Gate class,
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whereas Hindu and Buddhist societies do give support to renunciants,
who seldom commit religious suicide.
3. A sense of persecution that is expressed in a belief in con
spiracy theories.
It does not matter whether or not the alleged conspiracies against the
group have any basis in fact. As Jeffrey Kaplan has stated eloquently,
"Real Paranoids Have Real Enemies."12 There may indeed be factual rea
sons for the believers to be convinced that they are being persecuted.
The Jonestown residents, the Aum Shinrikyo devotees, the Montana
Freemen, the Solar Temple adepts, and the Heaven's Gate class members
were avid consumers and advocates of conspiracy theories.
4. Catastrophic millennia! beliefs that are related to a radical dual

istic view of good versus evil that dehumanizes other people.
Peoples Temple's dualism was between good communists and evil
capitalists. The Branch Davidians believed in imminent armageddon, in
which those standing with God would fight against evil "Babylon." Aum
Shinrikyo's dualism was between spirituality and materialism, and anyone
who did not accept Asahara as the guru deserved to die. The Freemen, as
Identity Christians, believe that white people are the true Israelites and
that only white people can be Christians. The Freemen are among the
Identity Christians who believe that Jews are the children of Satan (who
control the government, media, and the economy) and that people of color
are animals. They also believe that Jews and people of color will be eradi
cated in the coming war between good and evil that will create God's
kingdom on Earth. The Solar Temple's dualism was between light and
dark, spirituality and matter. Heaven's Gate's dualism was between the
good existence in the Kingdom of Heaven versus evil mammalian exis
tence here on Earth. They regarded most human beings as "plants" who
did not possess souls. Chen Tao believers regard 90 percent of humans in
East Asia as being possessed by devils.
5. Catastrophic millennia! and dualistic beliefs that expect and

perhaps promote conflict.
The Freemen's dualistic and catastrophic millennia! beliefs motivated
them to wage a war against the American government. The Branch David
ians were not revolutionary in 1993, but the assaults against their residence
confirmed Koresh's apocalyptic prophecies, and they were prepared to
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fight and die for their faith. Aum Shinrikyo's dualism resulted in a doctrine
that justified killing enemies. The dualism of the Jonestown residents jus
tified killing enemies and commiting group suicide and murder, as did the
dualism of the Solar Temple adepts. Heaven's Gate's dualism prompted the
class members to interpret minimal cultural opposition as persecution, and
motivated them to commit group suicide to leave this evil world.
6. The group's resistance to investigation and withdrawal to an
isolated refuge, and/or a very aggressive battle against its enemies.
Peoples Temple, Aum Shinrikyo, and the Montana Freemen simulta
neously withdrew to refuges and took overly aggressive measures to bat
tle their enemies. Heaven's Gate members relied on withdrawal alone to
protect themselves from opposition.
The Branch Davidians, although living in community and possessing
arms to defend themselves against "Babylon," were not resistant to inves
tigation and cooperated with investigators on a number of occasions.
7. Followers dependent on a charismatic leader as the sole means

to achieve the ultimate concern.
In Aum Shinrikyo, Shoko Asahara was the sole means to obtain salva
tion, as was Do in Heaven's Gate. A sense of dependence on Jim Jones was
expressed by a number of members of Peoples Temple as they committed
group suicide. A similar sense of dependence on Do was expressed by some
of the Heaven's Gate class members in their statements before exiting.
If dependence on the group's leader is the sole means to obtain salva
tion (admission to the millennia! kingdom), then the leader cannot be
demonstrated to be fallible or limited in any way. If such a leader errs or
sins, or if the leader dies without providing for a successor, then the fol
lowers cannot achieve the ultimate concern. The members may resort to
violent acts to preserve their ultimate concern, which is threatened because
of their overdependence on the charismatic leader.
8. The charismatic leader who sets impossible goals for the group.

This occurred with Jonestown, Aum Shinrikyo, Heaven's Gate, and
arguably with the Solar Temple. Jim Jones set the goal of creating a per
fectly harmonious and economically viable collective in the Guyanese
jungle. Shoko Asahara set a goal of gaining an excessive number of renun
ciants to avoid armageddon and establish the Buddhist millennia! king
dom. Ti and Do told the Heaven's Gate class members that they were
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transforming their human bodies into eternal, extraterrestrial bodies and
that the flying saucer would land to pick them up. The Solar Temple
adepts had the goal of advancing the world's population into the idealized
Age of Aquarius. These are all impossible goals that were disconfirmed by
physical events, thereby producing stress within these groups.
The setting of impossible goals can lead to a "pragmatics of failure"
phenomenon in which the believers might choose to resort to violence to
achieve their ultimate concern.
9. A catastrophic millennia! group that gives up on proselytiz
ing to gain converts, and turns inwards to preserve salvation
for its members alone.
This was observed in Jonestown, Aum Shinrikyo, the Solar Temple,
and Heaven's Gate. When a cohesive millennia! group stops proselytizing,
it is expressing pessimism about the worthiness of persons outside the
group to achieve salvation. Drastic and violent actions may then be taken
to secure salvation for the millennia! group's members alone.
10. The above characteristics, combined with membership in a

group that demands high exit costs in terms of personal iden
tity, associations, and livelihood.
Groups with high exit costs do not necessarily become violent, but
when the characteristics described above are found in a group that makes
excessive demands on members, the high exit costs make it more likely
that believers might resort to violent actions to preserve their threatened
ultimate concern. As seen in the previous chapters, this was definitely the
case with Jonestown, Aum Shinrikyo, Solar Temple, Heaven's Gate, and
also the Branch Davidians.
11. The group's leader giving new identities to the followers,
perhaps including new names, and drastically rearranging the
members' family and marriage relationships.
In Peoples Temple, it was preferred that married couples not be very
bonded to each other; to effect the lessening of bonding between couples
and to encourage bonding with him, Jim Jones had sexual relations with
many of his followers. David Koresh taught that all the men should be
celibate and that all the women at Mount Carmel were his wives. In Aum
Shinrikyo, the monastic members were celibate (although the leaders were
not) and were given religious names. In the Solar Temple, Joseph Di Mam
bro informed believers they were the reincarnations of various famous
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people, and believers were paired in "cosmic marriages," regardless of
whether they were already married to other people. In Heaven's Gate, the
students were celibate and given new names.
I regard the endowment of new identities and disruption of previously
existing family and marital ties to be excessive control exercised by religious
leaders. It should be noted that this control is not possible unless followers
permit and facilitate it. These new identities indicate a high level of commit
ment that can involve extremely high exit costs if a member wishes to defect
later, but they do not necessarily mean that violence will occur.
12. The group's living in an isolated situation where information
about the outside world is controlled by the leader, so that the
members are not exposed to alternative interpretations of reality.
This was the case in Jonestown, which was located in the Guyanese jun
gle, the Aum Shinrikyo communes, and the reclusive Heaven's Gate class.
The Freemen were in constant touch with the outside world via elec
tronic media; they imposed on themselves a worldview as a lens through
which they interpreted events.
Prior to the siege, the Branch Davidians did have contact with the out
side world by holding jobs and operating businesses, attending gun
shows, proselytizing, and having other interactions with the surrounding
community. The isolation of the Branch Davidians was imposed on them
by federal agents, who placed them under siege and cut off their electric
ity and telephone contact with the outside world.
13. Relatively small acts of violence repeated in a ritualistic manner

so that the scale and intensity of the violence increases.
It was noted above that the rituals of violence in Peoples Temple cul
minated in the mass suicide and murders in Jonestown, and that the ritu
alistic violence and murders committed by Aum Shinrikyo devotees
culminated in the sarin gas attack on the Tokyo subway. Members of an
unconventional religion are not likely to let outsiders become aware of the
rituals of violence occurring within their group. Therefore, insiders will be
wise to be diligent in noting whether or not they are participating in and
abetting rituals of violence.
The rituals of violence carried out by federal agents against the
Branch Davidians were depicted on television, but, unfortunately,
the prejudiced stereotype of "cults" shared by the agents and the major
ity of the American public made those actions appear to be reasonable.
Law enforcement agents also will be wise to be diligent in noting
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whether or not they are participating in and abetting rituals of violence
that are likely to escalate. Citizens have the duty of noting when law
enforcement agents are engaging in rituals of violence and taking appro
priate nonviolent actions to halt the excessive activities of law enforce
ment agents.

Reassuring Characteristics
In highlighting the characteristics that I find to be reassuring, it is impor
tant to note first that religious groups change over time. An unconven
tional religion can become "domesticated" as its members have children
and, therefore, the group will tend to become less radical in relation to the
norms of mainstream society. Unconventional religious groups evolve and
make changes in response to internal stresses and pressures from outside
society.U The nature of the unconventional group's responses to the out
side society is crucial and is related to the following characteristics that I
find to be reassuring:
1. The group is not being attacked by hostile opponents, such as
reporters, government agents, law enforcement agents, con
cerned relatives, and former members.
2. The group openly addresses queries about its beliefs and prac
tices, and cooperates with investigations by social workers, law
enforcement agents, news reporters, concerned family mem
bers, and scholars.
3. The group reaches out to its community, and the members
strives to be good citizens and neighbors by participating in the
activities of society outside its boundaries.
4. The group is active proselytizing to extend salvation to others,

but is not preaching a revolutionary or hate-filled ideology.14
Even though these positive characteristics are few in number, they can
have an extremely important effect in counteracting the characteristics
that I identify above as cause for concern. These reassuring characteristics
are related to whether religious believers are willing to consider that they
might not possess the absolute truth and are willing to consider other per
spectives. 15 These characteristics are indicative also of a sense of connec
tion the believers have to people outside their religious community.
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The Future
My purpose in writing this book is not to demonize or dehumanize peo
ple who participate in unconventional and millennia! religious groups. My
purpose is to make a comparative study from which lessons can be drawn
so that we all will be wiser about religious characteristics that have the
potential to contribute to violence.
I will be very happy if we see no more violent episodes related to mil
lennialism, but since millennialism, in all of its varieties, expresses the
hopes, fears, and flaws of the human condition, I am not confident that
this will be the case.

The New Millennium: It Is just an Arbitrary Date
The year 2000 and the new millennium appear to have the power to excite
the hopes and fears of people about what the future has in store. Many
hope that the new millennium will be a new era in which the limitations
of the human condition will be overcome to a great extent. Many believe
that the transition into this new era will take place through catastrophic
destruction of the world as we know it. More optimistic millennialists
believe that we will make this transition noncatastrophically and progres
sively. People who are fatalistic believe that destruction is inevitable and
that it holds no promise for a better world. t6
Those millennia! groups whose members believe in imminent cata
strophic destruction appear to hold the greatest potential for becoming
involved in violence as either assaulted millennia! groups, fragile millen
nia! groups, or revolutionary millennia! movements. However, there have
been revolutionary progressive millennia! movements that have produced
massive violence in efforts to speed up the rate of progress. Examples of
revolutionary progressive millennia! movements include the German
Nazis, the Maoists in China, the Khmer Rouge in Cambodia, to name
only a fewY The worldview of revolutionary progressive millennialism
involves a radical dualism, as does catastrophic millennialism.18 Acting
upon radical dualistic beliefs that divide humans into "us" versus dehu
manized and demonized "them" causes suffering.
Millennia! beliefs have great power to motivate people to take actions,
sometimes violent actions, to create new societies and religions and to try
to change the world. We need to evaluate critically the types of groups that
we may join and the types of movements that we may support.
For those who think that the years 2000 and 2001 are significant dates,
it is well to remember that these are just arbitrary dates. The Gregorian
calendar did not accurately determine the years of Jesus's birth and death.
Scholars believe that Jesus was born in 4 B.C. or earlier. If Jesus was born
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in 4 B.C., then 1996 was the year marking the 2,000th anniversary of
his birth.
When tempted to attribute significance to the years 2000 or 2001, it is
useful to remember that the Christian Gregorian calendar is not the only
calendar in use. 19 There are Zoroastrian, Hebrew, Muslim, and Baha' i cal
endars. There are numerous Hindu and Buddhist calendars. The Egyp
tians, Mayans, Aztecs, Greeks, and Romans all had various calendars. 20
The year 2000 is a very arbitrary date.

The Responsibility of the Media
As we approach New Year's Eve of 2000 and 2001, it will be wise not to
become overly influenced by media hype. For instance, on New Year's
Eve of 1997, the Learning Channel in the United States played a series all
evening on "Ancient Prophecies," dramatizing frightening prophecies
from various sources about the imminent end of the world.
The media play both sides of the game. The media contribute to
public fears about the new millennium by airing shows on frightening
prophecies that have no verifiable basis. The media also present sensation
alized news coverage of millennia! "cults" whose members commit dras
tic actions because they believe it is the endtime. 21
We need to be critical media consumers.

Millennialism in the Next Millennium
Millennia! expectations may be especially heightened through 2033, the
2,000th anniversary of the purported year of Jesus's death (see discussion in
chapter 1), but millennia! beliefs will always be present, because they address
the human desire to overcome finitude. Therefore, it is important to under
stand the characteristics and the social dynamics that can cause millennia!
groups to become caught up in violence. Millennialism-either progressive
millennialism or catastrophic millennialism-does not necessarily produce
violence. Millennia! groups, including those involved in violence, are not all
the same. Those millennia! groups that become involved in violence may be
assaulted, fragile, or revolutionary. The quality of the interactions between
millennialists and outsiders is a critical component in determining the poten
tial for volatility. Extreme radical dualism-a heightened sense of good ver
sus evil-can contribute to the conviction of believers that their group is
being persecuted, and, thereby intensify the conflict between millennialists
and cultural opponents. A crucial issue is whether or not the success of the
millennia! group's ultimate concern is threatened by stresses internal to the
group combined with the group's experience of cultural opposition.
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Millennialism will always exist because it addresses the perennial
human hope to overcome finitude and achieve permanent well-being.
Millennialism as a religious pattern offers this salvation to collectivities of
people as opposed to individuals. In offering the hope of accomplishing an
idealized millennia! kingdom, millennia! religions will always be in ten
sion with the established social order. The unconventional lifestyle of mil
lennia! communities and the activities of their members will continue to
attract the attention of concerned family members and citizens, news
reporters, and law enforcement agents. It is essential that we learn the
lessons of past cases of violence involving millennia! groups to prevent
tragedies from occurring in the future.

Notes
1. The Freemen threatened violence, and there was no violence involving Chen Tao.
2. Robert D. Baird, Category Formation and the History of Religions (The Hague:
Mouton, 1971).
3. I thank Thomas Robbins, Eugene V. Gallagher, and Rebecca Moore for stressing
this point to me in personal communications.
4. Eugene V. Gallagher, "'Theology is Life and Death': David Koresh on Violence,
Persecution, and the Millennium," in Millennialism, Persecution, and Violence:
Historical Cases, ed. Catherine Wessinger (Syracuse: Syracuse University Press,
2000), 82-100.
5. Reinterpretation, or rationalization, is the most common response to failed
prophecy. In summarizing the current literature on the subject, Lorne L. Daw
son states that there are at least four types of rationalization: spiritualization (the
event occurred in a spiritual manner), (the failure was) a test of faith, the attribu
tion of error to followers, and blaming others for the failure. It is likely that the
rationalization will involve a blending of two or more of these approaches.
Lorne L. Dawson, "When Prophecy Fails and Faith Persists: A Theoretical
Overview," Nova Religio: The journal of Alternative and Emergent Religions 3,
no. 1 (October 1999):60-82.
6. The executive office of the American Academy of Religion is located in Atlanta.
Its telephone number is 404-727-7920. The web page for the AAR is found at
<http://www.aar-site.org/>.
As of this writing in 1999, Dr. Marie Cornwall is the Executive Officer of
the Society for the Scientific Study of Religion. Her telephone number is 801378-3413. The web address for the Society for the Scientific Study of Religion is
<http:/ /fhss.byu.edu/soc/sssr/index.html>. Dr. Stuart Wright, Lamar Univer
sity, Beaumont, Texas, is the press liaison for the Society for the Scientific Study
of Religion. His office telephone number is 409-880-8547.
7. As a twelve-year-old boy, J. Krishnamurti was adopted by Annie Besant, the
second president of the Theosophical Society, and w,as groomed by her to be the
"World-Teacher." Besant built up an international organization around Krishna
murti, the Order of the Star in the East, that awaited the coming of the World
Teacher. In his late 20s, Krishnamurti began speaking as the World-Teacher, but
in 1929 at age 33, Krishnamurti dissolved the Order of the Star and distanced
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himself from the Theosophical Society, although he never denied being the
World-Teacher. Krishnamurti continued his career as a public philosopher until
his death. See Catherine Lowman Wessinger, Annie Besant and Progressive Mes
sianism (Lewiston, N.Y.: Edwin Mellen Press, 1 988).
8. See Grant Underwood, "Millennialism, Persecution, and Violence: The Mor
mons," in Wessinger, Millennia/ism, Persecution, and Violence, 43-61 .
9. Ian Reader coined the phrase "the pragmatics o f failure." See Catherine Wessinger,
"The Interacting Dynamics of Millennia! Beliefs, Persecution, and Violence,"
3-39; Ian Reader, "Imagined Persecution: Aum Shinrikyo, Millennialism, and the
Legitimation of Violence," 1 58-82; and Jacqueline Stone, "Japanese Lotus Millen
nialism: From Militant Japanese Nationalism to Contemporary Peace Move
ments," 261 -80; all in Wessinger, Millennia/ism, Persecution, and Violence.
1 0. James T. Richardson and I have discussed the "myth of the omnipotent leader"
in personal communications.
When Religious Studies scholars use the term myth to refer to a story about
personal beings that conveys values important to a culture, we use the term in
an objective manner that does not comment on the truth or falsity of the narra
tive. Here I am using the term in the popular sense of a belief that is untrue or
misguided- a misconception.
1 1. Personal communication from James T. Richardson.
1 2. Jeffrey Kaplan, "Real Paranoids Have Real Enemies: The Genesis of the ZOG
Discourse in the American National Socialist Subculture," in Wessinger, Millen
nia/ism, Persecution, and Violence, 299-322.
1 3 . James T. Richardson, "Update on 'The Family': Organizational Change and
Development in a Controversial New Religious Group," in Sex, Slander, and
Salvation: Investigating The Family/Children of God, ed. James R. Lewis and J.
Gordon Melton (Stanford, Calif.: Center for Academic Publications, 1 994 ), 2739; James T. Richardson, "The 'Deformation' of New Religions: Impacts of
Societal and Organizational Factors," in Cults, Culture, and the Law: Perspec
tives on New Religious Movements, ed. Thomas Robbins, William C. Shepherd,
and James McBride (Chico, Calif.: Scholars Press, 1 985), 1 63-75.
1 4. The first characteristic was a very important factor in the peaceful resolution of
the Montana Freemen standoff. I have observed 2, 3, and 4 in the Church Uni
versal and Triumphant, which has its headquarters in Montana. The fourth char
acteristic was seen in the Branch Davidians.
1 5. I am grateful to Timothy Miller for making this observation to me in a personal
communication.
1 6 . For a description and discussion of apocalyptic fatalism as well as catastrophic
and progressive millennialism, see Daniel Wojcik, The End of the World As We
Know It: Faith, Fatalism, and Apocalypse in America (New York: New York
University Press, 1 997).
1 7. See Robert Ellwood, "Nazism as a Millennialist Movement," 241-60; Scott
Lowe, "Western Millennia! Ideology Goes East: The Taiping Revolution and
Mao's Great Leap Forward," 220-40; and Richard C. Salter, "Time, Authority,
and Ethics in the Khmer Rouge: Elements of the Millennia! Vision in Year
Zero," 281 -98; all in Wessinger, Millennia/ism, Persecution, and Violence. See
my introduction to this volume, "The Interacting Dynamics of Millennia!
Beliefs, Persecution, and Violence," 3-39, for a general discussion of revolution
ary progressive millennialism.
1 8. The dominant emphasis of the progressive millennialism that I studied in the
thought of Annie Besant was monistic- stressing oneness and interconnection
not dualism, although dualism was not absent in Besant's thought or in that of
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her contemporaries in the Theosophical Society. See Wessinger, Annie Besant
and Progressive Messianism. There need to be more scholarly studies of progres
sive millennialism.
19. The Julian calendar was the precursor of the Gregorian calendar, which was
adopted in Roman Catholic countries beginning in 1582. The Julian calendar is
still used by Eastern Orthodox Churches and is the calendar "used by scientists
and historians for referring to dates prior to A.D. 1582." Margo Westrheim, Cal
endars of the World: A Look at Calendars & the Ways We Celebrate (Oxford:
Oneworld Publications, 1993), 70.
20. See Westrheim, Calendars of the World.
21. In the United States, media coverage of millennia! groups became noticeably more
moderate and objective after the Waco fiasco, but it is still far from perfect.
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